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Abstract
Broadly speaking, this thesis is about nonlinear optics, quantum mechanics, and computing. These
fields have been around for quite a while, but only recently have scientists started to draw connections
between them. Quantum optics has been around since the laser, but it was advances in squeezing and
single-atom cavity QED that caused the field to take off. Quantum computing has grown from vague
statements about simulation and factoring to a rigorous field of engineering, although large-scale
quantum computers remain a distant goal. Optical computing, by contrast, peaked in the 1970’s
and was eclipsed by electronics, but has made a comeback in the last decade as electronics run into
physical limits in energy consumption.
In the next decade, nanophotonics will merge these fields. By confining light in high-quality
wavelength-scale resonators, optical nonlinearities can be enhanced by orders of magnitude. This
technology will first be used for low-power modulators and detectors in interconnects, and later for
all-optical computing. As fabrication improves and highly nonlinear materials become available,
optical nonlinearities will reach the single-photon level, leading to quantum computing. Who knows
what will come next?
To reach this goal, we need a solid theoretical understanding of open quantum systems (in particular
quantum-optical systems), quantum control and feedback networks. This quantum “circuit theory”
will resemble classical circuit theory, i.e. it will be modular and hierarchical, masking the underlying
complexity of the components – but should describe the full quantum dynamics of a circuit. Although
our work is aimed at quantum-optical systems, the theory will be applicable to any system that
interacts through bosonic channels: optomechanics, superconducting circuits, etc. Hand in hand
with the theory, we aim to develop software to simulate quantum circuits: starting from a list of
components and a network diagram, the computer automatically computes the correct quantum
model and performs simulations, hiding most of the complexity from the user.
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Organization of Thesis
This thesis covers the four main projects I worked on as a Stanford PhD student: Coherent LQG
Control, Free-Carrier Oscillations, Optical Ising Machines and Pulsed OPO Dynamics. Tying them
all together is a theory of open quantum systems called the SLH model, which I introduce in Chapter
1. The SLH model is a general framework for open quantum systems that interact through bosonic
fields, and is the basis for the quantum circuit theory we develop. It is modular in the sense that any
circuit of SLH components has its own SLH model, derived through Gough-James circuit algebra
rules. Chapter 2 discusses SLH models for common quantum-optical components. Both chapters
are background material, but are a key prerequisite for what comes next.
My first project in the Mabuchi group was on Coherent LQG Control. LQG stands for Linear
Quadratic Gaussian: control of a linear system (plant) subject to Gaussian noise, where the cost
function is quadratic. This is a well-studied classical control problem, and the answer can be obtained
by solving a Ricatti equation. The optimal control involves a state estimator (Kalman filter) and a
feedback element based on the estimated state of the plant. Translating this to quantum systems,
one can define an optimal measurement-based controller, where the outputs of the plant are sent into
a homodyne detector and we perform LQG-optimal control on the measurement signal.
In two papers with Hideo Mabuchi, I showed that coherent LQG control, where a quantum system
coherently processes the plant output rather than measuring it, does better than measurement-based
control for two systems: an optical cavity and an optomechanical oscillator. The intuition is that the
coherent controller, being a quantum system, can process both quadratures simultaneously without
adding extra noise, whereas the measurement-based controller must measure one quadrature and
throw the other away (homodyne) or measure both with a noise penalty (heterodyne) [HM12,HM13].
Chapter 3 discusses linear systems using the SLH model, and Chapter 4 presents our results.
After the LQG project, I worked on a software project with Gopal Sarma, Dmitri Pavlichin and
Nikolas Tezak on a quantum circuit and computer-algebra software project. We developed a set
of circuit tools, based on term-rewriting in Mathematica, that could be used to model photonic
networks, and Gopal applied this to his PhD work on error-correcting codes [SHT+13]. It was a
reduction of Chapters 1-2 to software. After that, I spent a year working on useless stuff.
The next interesting project I joined was a collaboration with Charlie Santori at HP Labs. Charlie
showed that classical photonic networks, based on Kerr resonators with & 20 photons per cavity,
could be accurately simulated using the truncated Wigner method, a semiclassical approximation
whose computation time scales linearly with circuit size. We wrote code applying the Wigner
method to arbitrary quantum networks, and simulated optical latches, flip-flops and digital counters
[SPB+14a]. With the Wigner method, one cannot model fully quantum behavior, but we could make
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strong statements about quantum limits to low-power classical photonic computing. The Wigner
method is discussed in Chapter 5.
Inspired by the HP work, I extended the Wigner method to optical cavities with free-carrier non-
linearities, since in most materials, free-carrier dispersion is orders of magnitude stronger than the
Kerr effect. This was a challenge because the carriers are defined by fermionic operators, but the
right bosonization did the trick. In the end, I derived a set of stochastic differential equations that
resembled the Kerr equations from the HP paper, but had additional noise terms due to free-carrier
excitation and decay, which are incoherent processes [HM15b]; see Chapter 6. These equations were
used to study phase-sensitive amplifiers and latches (Ch. 7) and limit-cycle behavior associated with
the free-carrier Hopf bifurcation [HM15a] (Ch. 8).
After spending the summer of 2014 in Beijing studying Chinese, I visited Yoshi Yamamoto at
National Institute for Informatics (NII) in Tokyo. Through Yoshi I met Alireza Marandi, Peter
McMahon, Shoko Utsunomiya (NII) and Hiroki Takesue (NTT), who were working on a “coherent
Ising machine”. The Ising machine is a network of coupled optical parametric amplifiers (OPOs),
driven slowly through threshold, which starts from squeezed vacuum, bifurcates and relaxes into a
final state that solves for the ground state of the Ising problem. This generated a lot of interest
because general Ising problem is NP-hard, meaning that no one knows how to solve it efficiently on
a computer. Even quantum computers can’t solve NP-hard problems.
Chapter 9 covers my work with Hiroki’s group modeling their prototype 10000-bit Ising machine with
1D nearest-neighbor couplings. Instead of relaxing into the ground state, they noticed the machine
tended to form discrete ferromagnetic domains separated by defects, and that the defect density
depended on the pump power [IIH+16]. I wrote code to simulate their system, based loosely on the
truncated Wigner theory of Chapter 5, correctly predicting the domain-wall density in 1D systems
and making predictions for 2D and frustrated lattices. In the process, I developed a theory on how
Ising machines work: a growth stage where linear dynamics selects out the dominant eigenvectors of
the coupling matrix, and a saturation stage where the system relaxes into a valid Ising state with
amplitudes ±1 [HII+]. Time will tell if this theory holds up to more complex experiments.
Discussions with Alireza and Yoshi led to a separate “multimode” theory of OPO Ising machines,
which attracted the interest of Marty Fejer and his student Marc Jankowski, who study OPO pulse
dynamics. Together with Marc, Marty and Alireza, I wrote code to simulate their OPO system,
but because of the separation of lengthscales in the problem, the code ran very slow. So I learned
CUDA, put it on a GPU and it ran 20 times faster, but that wasn’t good enough, so in Chapter 10, I
developed a number of reduced models for pulsed OPO dynamics, which accurately model the pulsed
OPO in different regimes of operation [HMJ+on]. This should be useful both for the Ising machine
and also as a tool to aid the design and optimization of synchronously pumped OPOs.
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1. Open Quantum
Systems Theory
2. Common
Components
3. Linear
Systems
4. Coherent LQG
Control
5. Semiclassical
Wigner Theory
6. Free-Carrier
Theory
7. FC Amplifiers
and Latches
8. FC Limit-Cycle
Oscillators
9. 1D and 2D Ising
Machines
10. Dynamics of
Pulsed OPOs
11. Silicon Optical
Waveguides
Figure 1: Dependency tree for thesis chapters.
During my final year, Hideo and I started a collaboration with Kambiz Jamshidi (TU-Dresden), an
expert in slow light and silicon photonics who is interested in realizing the pulsed OPO (Ch. 9-10)
and free-carrier (Ch. 7-8) effects I studied in previous years. As this is an ongoing project that I will
continue post-Stanford, it is fitting to end this thesis with some of our early work: modeling optical
waveguides in silicon (Chapter 11). While this is primarily a summary of existing literature with
an eye towards the future, it is my hope that this chapter will lay the foundation for significant,
impactful results as the collaboration begins to bear fruit.
Experts may start at any chapter they want, but for the novice, I would highly recommend reading
Ch. 1-2 first. For those who have trouble following Ch. 1-2, hopefully the references will be of use.
The rest of the thesis chapters group into projects, which are largely independent of each other.
Readers interested in the LQG work should familiarize themselves with Ch. 3 (Linear Systems)
before proceeding to Ch. 4 (Coherent LQG Control). The free-carrier results in Ch. 7-8 depend on
the equations derived in Ch. 6, which in turn depends on the Wigner theory of Ch. 5. The Ising
machine chapters Ch. 9-10 complement each other but are largely independent, although familiarity
with the Wigner method (Ch. 5) might be helpful. Chapter 11 is largely independent of the other
chapters, but the material is most related to Ch. 7 and Ch. 10.
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Chapter 1
Open Quantum Systems Theory
Fake quantum systems are closed. They do not interact with the surroundings. They are represented
with a wavefunction |ψ〉 and evolve according to the Schrodinger Equation, which depends only on
the Hamiltonian H. Measurements are made by projecting |ψ〉 onto an operator eigenspace. Most
college-level quantum courses, including some courses on quantum information, deal only with closed
quantum systems.
Real quantum systems are open. An open system interacts constantly with its surroundings (the
bath), and a full description must include the dynamics of both the system and the bath. Rather
than an isolated device, an open system is best described with both an internal Hamiltonian H and
couplings L to input-output modes of the bath. By averaging over the bath degrees of freedom, the
system can be represented with a restricted density matrix ρ, and in the absence of measurement,
evolves according to the Master Equation. Measurements are performed by conditioning the master
equation on the measured values of the output modes.
Closed quantum systems (without measurement) are Hamiltonian, deterministic, and conservative.
They conserve phase space and they conserve energy. Two identical systems, initialized in orthogonal
states, will remain forever orthogonal. Not so with open systems. They are dissipative and stochastic.
A very different set of tools must be developed to model open quantum systems.
This chapter introduces the basic theory of open quantum systems. While these are all old results, it
is helpful to restate them here to make the thesis self-contained. The reader looking for more detail
and background should consult Quantum Optics by Walls & Milburn [WM07], Quantum Noise by
Gardiner & Zoller [GZ04], An open systems approach to quantum optics by Carmichael [Car09], and
Joe Kerckhoff’s thesis [KMF+11]. Stochastic calculus theory is also helpful; Gardiner’s Handbook of
Stochastic Methods [G+85] is a good reference.
1
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Bath: bω, bω† System: a, a†
Figure 1.1: Example system: optical cavity coupled to a single input-output field.
A basic understanding of quantum mechanics is assumed, but no knowledge formal open quantum
systems theory is necessary. These will be built up from the fundamentals.
1.1 Opening Example: Optical Cavity
As a very simple example, consider an optical cavity with resonance ω0 and loss κ. This is illustrated
in Figure 1.1. The cavity couples to an optical input and output, which has many modes ω. The
cavity is the “system”; these modes form the “bath”. The combined Hamiltonian is:
Hfull = ω0a
†a+
∫
dω
2pi
ωb†ωbω − i
√
κ
∫
dω
2pi
(a†b(ω)− ab(ω)†) (1.1)
where (a, a†) are the cavity creation/annihilation operators [a, a†] = 1, and the b(ω) are operators
for the continuum of modes that couple to the cavity: [b(ω), b(ω′)†] = 2piδ(ω − ω′).
The Heisenberg equations become:
da
dt
= −iω0a−
√
κ
∫
dω
2pi
bω (1.2)
db(ω)
dt
= −iωb(ω) +√κa (1.3)
Now we can perform a gauge transformation |ψ〉 → |ψ′〉 on the Hilbert space: in the Schrodinger
picture, |ψ〉 = e−iH0t |ψ〉, where H0 =
∫
dω
2piωb
†
ωbω. In the Heisenberg picture, A → A′, where
A = eiH0tA′e−iH0t. In this particular case:
b(ω)→ e−iωtb(ω) (1.4)
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The Heisenberg equations for the new operators become:
da
dt
= −iω0a−
√
κ
∫
dω
2pi
e−iωtbω (1.5)
db(ω)
dt
=
√
κeiωta (1.6)
Now we Fourier-transform the input-output field bω into the spatial domain:
b(ω) =
∫
eiωτ b(τ)dτ , b(τ) =
1
2pi
∫
e−iωτ b(ω)dω (1.7)
which satisfy [b(τ), b(τ ′)] = δ(τ − τ ′). This gives equations of the form:
da
dt
= −iω0a−
√
κ b(τ = t) (1.8)
db(x)
dt
=
√
κ δ(τ − t)a (1.9)
It is, however, difficult to work with a continuum of input and output modes. So we discretize time
into intervals of ∆t, and define operators bi:
bi =
1√
∆t
∫ ti+∆t
ti
bi(τ)dτ (1.10)
These have been normalized so that [bi, b
†
j ] = δij . Now notice that in the continuous-time equations,
only one b(τ) interacts with the system at any time. This carries over to the discrete picture. In the
interval [ti, ti + ∆t], only the mode bi interacts with the system, and the interaction is:
∆a = −iω0a∆t−
√
κ∆t bi (1.11)
∆bi =
√
κ∆t a (1.12)
Over time ∆t, this corresponds to a Hamiltonian of the following form:
H[ti,ti+∆t] = ω0a
†a− i
√
κ/∆t(a†bi − ab†i ) (1.13)
This is visualized in Figure 1.2. This figure shows a system (optical cavity in this case) interacting
with an input-output mode. Following the derivation, this continuum of modes is discretized on
a time scale ∆t, and becomes an infinite train of harmonic oscillators. The cavity interacts with
each oscillator in succession, starting with the leftmost (b1, at time t1) and moving rightward. Each
harmonic oscillator bi is represented by a phase-space plot, though we caution that this is highly
abstract, since all the modes can be entangled with the system and with each other. All the “future”
oscillators are in their ground state because they have not yet interacted with the system (and we are
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b1 b2 b3 b4 b5 b6 b7 b8 b9
... ...
FuturePast
Hint = -i(κ/Δt)1/2(a†bi – abi†)
System
H = ω0a†a
Figure 1.2: Visualizing the optical cavity as an open quantum system, at time t ∈ [t5, t5 + ∆t].
assuming vacuum inputs here). The “past” oscillators, on the other hand, are not in their ground
state, as these have interacted with the system.
We have succeeded in reducing an open quantum system with an infinite number of degrees of
freedom, Eq. (1.1), into a (countably) infinite train of harmonic oscillators, each interacting with the
system one after the other. A further simplification can help here: over the time interval [ti, ti+∆t],
U(∆t) ≡ e−iHi∆t = 1 + O(√∆t). Since each oscillator only interacts with the plant over a single
interval, this means that for small ∆t, all of the oscillators stay close to their ground states.
1.2 Generalization
Now let’s repeat this for a general open quantum system. Start by generalizing Eq. (1.1), as follows:
Hfull = H0 +
∑
m
∫
dω
2pi
ωbm(ω)
†bm(ω)− i
∑
m
∫
dω
2pi
(M†mbm(ω)−Mmbm(ω)†)
+
∑
mn
∫
dω dω′
4pi2
Nmnbm(ω)
†bn(ω′) (1.14)
This has a few differences from the original, but first notice what does not change. The bath still
consists of a continuum of bosonic, harmonic-oscillator modes bm(ω). This bath is also Markovian
– since it respects the commutation relations [bm(ω), bn(ω
′)] = 2piδmnδ(ω − ω′), it can be Fourier-
transformed into the time domain to give [bm(τ), bn(τ
′)] = δ(τ − τ ′)], which means that different
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parts of the input noise are independent of each other. Additionally, the system-bath interaction
takes the same form – a simple product of system and bath operators.
Now consider the differences. First, the system Hilbert space doesn’t have to be that of a harmonic
oscillator. It could be a two-level atom, an oscillator connected to an atom – anything, really.
And the harmonic-oscillator potential, ω0a
†a, is replaced by a more general H. Note also that in
the coupling part, a is replaced by an operator Lm, which acts on the system Hilbert space. In the
previous equation, this coupling could be understood as a process that annihilated a photon from the
cavity and created one in the bath, or vice versa. Here, in a loose sense whenever a photon is ejected
to the bath, the state of the system gets multiplied by L, likewise whenever it absorbs a photon from
the bath, the system state is multiplied by L†. So L =
√
κa makes sense for photon leakage, but
other L operators are possible. For example, if the system were a two-level atom with ground state
|0〉 and excited state |1〉, a good choice for L would be the lowering operator σ− = |0〉 〈1|, since this
would correspond to emitting a photon when the atom jumps from state |1〉 to |0〉, and absorbing a
photon to jump back.
The final term – Nmn – is new here, and facilitates inter-mode scattering. It is an operator-valued
matrix, the N operators living on the system Hilbert space, and the matrix must be Hermitian.
This term is quadratic in the bath modes. The double integral is necessary because any other
quadratic form, like Nmnbm(ω)
†bn(ω), ends up being nonlocal in time and thus unphysical. Other
contributions, like bmbn or b
†
mb
†
n, are also unphysical because they introduce infinite-bandwidth
squeezing, which takes an infinite amount of energy. The Nmn term above is therefore the most
general quadratic system-bath coupling for a open system coupled to a Markovian bath.
Higher powers in b end up being negligible, since the continuum of bath states means that each
oscillator bm always stays close to its ground state – so (1.14) is the most general Hamiltonian for
an open Markovian quantum system. Just as a closed system is fully described by a Hilbert space
and a Hamiltonian H, an open quantum system is fully described by a Hilbert space, a Hamiltonian
H, coupling terms Mm, and a scattering term Nmn.
We will use the Hamiltonian (1.14) to derive Heisenberg equations of motion for system and bath
operators. These are best written out as Itoˆ SDEs, and are therefore called Quantum Stochastic
Differential Equations (QSDEs). From the QSDEs, it will be straightforward to derive a Schrodinger-
like equation, the Master Equation, for the system density matrix, as well as conditional equations
that depend on measurements of the output fields.
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1.3 Unitary Equation
To derive the quantum stochastic differential equations, we follow the same procedure used in
Sec. 1.1. Start by going into the rotating-wave frame bm(ω)→ e−iωtbm(ω). This causes the quadratic
part in Hfull to drop out, leaving us with:
Hfull = H0−i
∑
m
∫
dω
2pi
(M†me
−iωtbm(ω)−Mmeiωtbm(ω)†)+
∑
mn
∫
dω dω′
4pi2
Nmne
i(ω−ω′)tbm(ω)†bn(ω′)
(1.15)
Now Fourier-transform the input-output fields
bm(ω) =
∫
eiωτ bm(τ)dτ , bm(τ) =
1
2pi
∫
e−iωτ bm(ω)dω (1.16)
to get:
Hfull = H0 − i
∑
m
(M†mbm(t)−Mmbm(t)†) +
∑
mn
Nmnbm(t)
†bn(t) (1.17)
(Now we see why the double-integral was needed for the Nmn term – when transformed into the
time domain, it ensures that the coupling is local – bm(t) is not coupling to fields before or after it.)
To construct the QSDEs, we first need an equation for the unitary Ut, defined as the solution to
dUt/dt = −iHfull(t)Ut. For small increments dt (using ∆t→ dt in what follows), we can write:
dUt ≡ Ut+dt − Ut = −iHfull
∫ t+dt
t
Uτdτ ≈
(
−i
∫ t+dt
t
Hfull(τ)dτ
)
Ut+dt/2 (1.18)
The extra dt/2 in the final U is critical. It comes from making the midpoint approximation∫ t+dt
t
Uτdτ = Ut+dt/2 rather than the endpoint approximation
∫ t+dt
t
Uτdτ = Ut. The midpoint
approximation is more accurate than the endpoint approximation. For smooth differential equa-
tions, both work fine, but for stochastic processes, the endpoint approximation is not good enough.
Open quantum systems follow stochastic equations, as we shall see, so the midpoint approximation
must be used.
Going forward, one computes the Hfull integral in (1.18):
− i
∫ t+dt
t
Hfull(τ)dτ = −i
∑
mn
Nmn
∫ t+dt
t
bm(τ)
†bn(τ)dτ
+
∑
m
(Mm
∫ t+dt
t
bm(τ)
†dτ −M†m
∫ t+dt
t
bm(τ)dτ)− iH0dt
= −i
∑
mn
NmndΛmn +
∑
m
(MmdB
†
m −M†mdBm)− iH0dt (1.19)
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In (1.19), we have defined the following stochastic increments:
dΛmn =
∫ t+dt
t
bm(τ)
†bn(τ)dτ (1.20)
dBm =
∫ t+dt
t
bm(τ)dτ (1.21)
dB†m =
∫ t+dt
t
bm(τ)
†dτ (1.22)
These are quantum, operator-valued white noise processes. Like all white noise processes, they are
not differentiable. They satisfy the following Itoˆ relations:
dΛmndΛpq = δnpdΛmq (1.23)
dΛmndB
†
p = δnpdB
†
m (1.24)
dBmdΛnp = δmndBp (1.25)
dBmdB
†
n = δmndt (1.26)
and all of the other products are zero. These are very different from non-stochastic increments like
dt. In calculus, we always assume that dt2 = 0. Not so with stochastic increments. This will become
important in our derivation of dUt, below.
Intuitively, dBm and dB
†
m act like non-normalized creation and annihilation operators for the field
at x ∈ [t, t + dt]. In fact, they can be related to the discretized operators in Eq. (1.10) as follows:
dBti ↔
√
dt bi. The dΛmn corresponds to a process that annihilates a photon in mode n and creates
one in m. With only a single field, we can relate it to the discretized operators in (1.10): dΛti ↔ b†i bi.
Deriving dUt is straightforward, but a little tedious, starting with (1.18) and (1.19), we obtain:
dUt =
[
−i
∑
mn
NmndΛmn +
∑
m
(MmdB
†
m −M†mdBm)− iH0dt
]
Ut+dt/2 (1.27)
This is a linear Stratonovich SDE because the increment is expressed in terms of Ut+dt/2 evaluated
at the midpoint rather than the endpoint. More common in quantum optics is the Itoˆ SDE, which
expresses the increment in terms of the endpoint Ut. The Itoˆ SDE is easier to integrate, and in
general more convenient to use, so the next step is to convert Eq. (1.27) into Itoˆ form. This is done
by approximating Ut+dt/2 ≈ Ut + dUt/2 to give
dUt =
[
−i
∑
mn
NmndΛmn +
∑
m
(MmdB
†
m −M†mdBm)− iH0dt
] [
Ut +
1
2
dUt
]
(1.28)
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and evaluating (1.28) recursively, by Picard’s method.
dUt =
[
−i
∑
mn
NmndΛmn +
∑
m
(MmdB
†
m −M†mdBm)− iH0dt
+
1
2
(
−
∑
mn
(N2)mndΛmn +
∑
m
(−i(NM)mdB†m + i(M†N)mdBm)−M†Mdt
)
+
1
4
(
i
∑
mn
(N3)mndΛmn +
∑
m
(−(N2M)mdB†m + (M†N2)mdBm) + iM†NMdt
)
+
1
8
(∑
mn
(N4)mndΛmn +
∑
m
(i(N3M)mdB
†
m − i(M†N3)mdBm) +M†N2Mdt
)
+ (· · · )
]
Ut (1.29)
=
[∑
mn
(
1− iN/2
1 + iN/2
− 1
)
mn
dΛmn +
∑
m
(
1
1 + iN/2
M
)
m
dB†m
−
∑
m
(
1
1− iN/2M
)†
m
dBm +
(
−iH0 − 1
2
M†
1
1 + iN/2
M
)
dt
]
Ut (1.30)
Now define S = (1 + iN/2)/(1− iN/2) and L = (1 + iN/2)−1M . The unitary equation becomes:
dUt =
[∑
mn
(S − 1)mndΛmn +
∑
m
LmdB
†
m
−
∑
m
(L†S)mdBm +
(
−i
(
H0 − 1
4
L†NL
)
− 1
2
L†L
)
dt
]
Ut (1.31)
One last thing – the energy levels get renormalized by the interaction: H = H0 − L†NL/4. The
unitary evolves as:
dUt =
[∑
mn
(S − 1)mndΛmn +
∑
m
LmdB
†
m −
∑
m
(L†S)mdBm +
(
−iH − 1
2
L†L
)
dt
]
Ut (1.32)
1.4 Operator QSDEs
Equation (1.32) is the root from which everything else is derived. Start with the operator QSDEs,
the Heisenberg equations for open quantum systems. There will be three QSDEs – one for system
operators, one for the external fields dB, dB†, and one for the dΛ. Start by writing the operator in
Heisenberg form:
A(t) = U†tAUt ⇒ dA(t) = dU†tAUt + U†tAdUt + dU†tAdUt (1.33)
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Because dUt is a stochastic process, the final term in (1.33) is not negligible. For system operators
X, this gives:
dX =
[
−i[X,H] + 1
2
(
L†m[X,Lm] + [L
†
m, X]Lm
)]
dt
+ dB†mS
†
mn[X,Ln] + [L
†
n, X]SnmdBm +
(
S†mpXSpn −Xδmn
)
dΛmn (1.34)
The input-output operators only interact with the system momentarily – at this moment, Eq. (1.33)
causes their values to change instantaneously. One can therefore view these QSDEs as input-output
relations:
dB˜m = SmndBn + Lmdt (1.35)
dΛ˜mn = S
∗
mpdΛpqS
T
qn + SmpdB
†
pLn + LmdBpS
T
pn + LmLndt (1.36)
where B˜, Λ˜ are the outputs and B,Λ are the inputs. Here, S∗mn is the adjoint of Smn (not transposed
in the indices), while S†mn = S
∗
nm is the transpose adjoint.
Stochastic processes are intimately connected to filtrations of σ-algebras in probability theory
[Shr04]. A similar theory can be derived relating quantum stochastic processes to a non-commutative
probability space [HP84, Par12b, Mab]. It is related to the interpretation of quantum mechanics as
a noncommutative extension to probability theory. While elegant and mathematically rigorous, this
approach requires a very deep understanding of probability theory and would confuse most readers;
therefore, in this thesis I have chosen to shut up and calculate, and model open quantum systems
using the standard (Copenhagen) interpretation.
1.5 Master Equation
Just as the QSDEs are open-system analogues for the Heisenberg equations, the Master Equation is
the counterpart to the Schrodinger Equation. The QSDEs are good for proving formal results and
for deriving reduced equations in particular cases (like linear systems), but are not very useful for
numerical simulations. The master equation, on the other hand, is well suited for numerical studies,
and can be rewritten as trajectory equations and semiclassical SDEs, useful for simulation in their
own right.
The easiest way to obtain the input-output relations is to discretize the input-output fields in time,
as was done in Section (1.1). The input-output modes become a train of independent harmonic
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System
dB1
dB2
dB3
dB1
dB2
dB3
~
~
~
titi+1ti+2ti+3ti+4 ti-1 ti-2 ti-3 ti-4
Discrete Modes
b3(i-1) = dt1/2 dB3(ti-1)
Smn
Lm
At time ti, system only interacts with bm(i)
Figure 1.3: Open system with 3 input-output modes.
oscillators with creation / annihilation operators b
(i)
m , (b
(i)
m )†, with:
b(i)m =
1√
dt
dBm(ti), (b
(i)
m )
† =
1√
dt
dBm(ti)
†, (b(i)m )
†b(i)n = dΛmn (1.37)
This is illustrated in Figure 1.3. Now consider what happens on the time interval [ti, ti + dt]. On
this interval, the system interacts with the current b
(i)
m modes, but not with any of the past modes
(b
(i−1)
m , b
(i−2)
m , etc.) or future modes (b
(i+1)
m , b
(i+2)
m , etc). Assuming vacuum inputs, each b
(i)
m is in
the ground state at the beginning of the interval, t = ti, and the density matrix, restricted to the
system plus b
(i)
m modes, is:
ρ(ti) = ρs(ti)⊗ |0〉 〈0| (1.38)
where ρs is the density matrix of the system (tracing over all outputs) and |0〉 is the ground state
of the b
(i)
m modes.
We want an equation for ρs(t). By applying the unitary in (1.32), we can obtain the density matrix,
for system plus b
(i)
m modes, at time ti + dt. It is like the Schrodinger equation, but a second-order
term must be kept because dUt is a stochastic process:
ρ(ti + dt) = ρ(ti) + dUtρ(ti) + ρ(ti)dU
†
t + dUtρ(ti)dU
†
t (1.39)
=
[
ρs +
(
−i[H, ρs]− 1
2
∑
m
{L†mLm, ρs}
)
dt
]
⊗ |0〉 〈0|
+
√
dt
∑
m
(
Lmρs ⊗ |m〉 〈0|+ ρsL†m ⊗ |0〉 〈m|
)
+ dt
∑
mn
LmρsL
†
n ⊗ |m〉 〈n| (1.40)
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where |m〉 = (b(i)m )† |0〉 is the state with a single photon in mode m.
We want an unconditional equation of motion. This means that dρ/dt is not conditioned on the
measured value of the output field. Mathematically, this means that we trace over the output degrees
of freedom (here, the b
(i)
m ), giving the following equation for ρs:
dρs
dt
= −i[H, ρs] + 1
2
∑
m
(2LmρsL
†
m − L†mLmρs − ρsL†mLm) (1.41)
This is the Master Equation. Elsewhere in the literature it is called the Kossakowski-Lindblad
equation or simply Lindblad equation. It is the most general quantum equation of motion for systems
with the Markov property [Lin76], a fact that arises from the dynamical semigroup nature of time
evolution [Kos72].
It is always straightforward, often easy, to solve (1.41) numerically, and is the workhorse of numerical
quantum optics. The Quantum Optics Toolbox (Matlab) [Tan99] and QuTIP (Python) [JNN12] both
have numerical master equation solvers.
1.6 Conditional Master Equations and Trajectories
Often we want to measure the output fields. Unless we actively insert a probe into the system,
measuring the outputs is the only way we can learn information about the system’s state. In many
devices, it is the only practical way to do so.
There are three ways an optical field can be measured (Fig. 1.4). In photon counting, we count
t
j(t)
dB~
t
j(t)
dB~
Bias
–
t
j(t)
dB~
X
P
Photon Counting Homodyne Heterodyne
Figure 1.4: Three common optical detection schemes. The X and P boxes in the heterodyne setup
are homodyne detectors.
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the number of photons received – this becomes a measurement of dΛii, the photon-number process.
In homodyne detection, the output is sent through a beamsplitter with a strong bias field injected
in the dark port. Photons are counted at each output, and the difference is a measurement of dB˜.
Depending on the phase of the bias field, the detector may measureX = dB˜+dB˜†, P = (dB˜−dB˜†)/i,
or any combination of them. Heterodyne detection is simultaneous homodyne detection on two
quadratures. One way to realize this is to split the beam first, then the outputs into homodyne
detectors to measure X and P . This is a simultaneous measurement of both quadratures of the
field, but is not prohibited by the uncertainty principle because of the additional quantum noise
injected at the dark port. Another way to do a heterodyne measurement is to slowly sweep the
bias-field phase in the homodyne setup. If the output is slowly-varying (compared to the optical
period), these two methods are equivalent.
So in short, we can use photodetectors to measure either the photon number, the real part of
the output field, the imaginary part, or (with extra noise) both real and imaginary parts. These
measurements provide information about the system state; the conditional master equations tell us
how.
These equations will be derived from standard quantum measurement theory. From quantum
mechanics, we know that when operator A is measured, output a is obtained with probability
P (a) = Tr[Paρ], where Pa is the projector onto the A = a eigenspace – and the post-measurement
state is ρ(a) = PaρPa/Tr[Paρ].
In the current setup, the Hilbert space can be decomposed into two parts – system and input-output
field – and all the measurements are made on the latter. Measuring the output field in state |i〉 will
take place with probability
P (i) = Trsys
[〈i| ρ |i〉] (1.42)
and will result in the following density matrix:
ρ(i) =
〈i| ρ |i〉
Trsys
[〈i| ρ |i〉] ⊗ |i〉 〈i| (1.43)
(Note that 〈i| ρ |i〉 is not a scalar – it is a density matrix on the system Hilbert space. To obtain
a scalar, we need to take the trace). As with the QSDEs, conditional master equations can be
understood in the probability interpretation through a theory called quantum filtering [BvHJ07,
VH06], but for the convenience of the reader I will stick to the Copenhagen interpretation here.
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1.6.1 Photon Counting
In photon counting, we measure whether there is a photon in any of the output modes. This collapses
the output onto |0〉 if no photon is detected, and |m〉 is a photon is detected in mode m.
Applying Eq. (1.40), in the absence of a detection, the state becomes:
ρs(t+ dt) = N 〈0| ρ(t+ dt) |0〉 = N
[
ρs(t) +
(
−i[H, ρs]− 1
2
∑
m
{L†mLm, ρs}
)
dt
]
(1.44)
where N is the normalization term. This can be recast as a differential equation:
dρs
dt
= −i[H, ρs]− 1
2
∑
m
{L†mLm, ρs}+
1
2
ρs
∑
m
Tr
[{L†mLm, ρs}]︸ ︷︷ ︸
normalization
(1.45)
The first two terms describe Hamiltonian evolution and dissipation. The last term is in there to
keep ρ normalized. This is often unnecessary, and since it makes the equation nonlinear, is generally
excluded.
If a photon is detected in mode m, the state becomes:
ρs → 〈m| ρ(t+ dt) |m〉
Trsys
[〈m| ρ(t+ dt) |m〉] = LmρsL†mTr[LmρsL†m] (1.46)
This happens with probability P (m) = Tr[LmρsL
†
m]dt.
These are the conditional master equations for photon counting. They correspond to a motion under
(1.45) for most of the time, punctuated by discrete jumps under (1.46), whose probabilities were
given above.
If the system starts in a pure state ρs = |ψ〉 〈ψ|, it will remain in a pure state forever because perfect
photon counting recovers all the information “lost” to the output fields. Equations (1.45) and (1.46)
can be rewritten for ψ.
d
dt
|ψ〉 =
(
−iH −
∑
m
1
2
L†mLm +
1
2
〈ψ|L†mLm |ψ〉
)
|ψ〉
(smooth motion, no detections) (1.47)
|ψ〉 → Lm |ψ〉
(detection at field m, probability P (m) = 〈ψ|L†mLm |ψ〉dt) (1.48)
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These are the photon-counting jump trajectory equations [Car09,GZ04,GPZ92]. They are especially
useful for large numerical studies because for a large Hilbert space of dimension N , the density matrix
has n2 entries, while the wavevector only has n. Averaging over many trajectories is equivalent to
sampling from the master equation, and often encodes additional information about jumping and
dynamical processes that master-equation solutions can miss.
1.6.2 Homodyne Detection
In homodyne detection, one measures the real part Xdt = dBm + dB
†
m or imaginary part Pdt =
(dBm − dB†m)/i of the output field. Consider the real part for now. Measuring X projects the
state on to an eigenstate |x〉, where X |x〉 = x |x〉. The states |x〉 are non-normalizable, so assume
it is scaled so that 〈0|x〉 = 1. Then 〈1|x〉 = dt−1/2 〈0|X dt |x〉 = √dt x, and |x〉 has the following
expansion:
|x〉 = |0〉+
√
dt x |1〉+ . . . (1.49)
For now, consider homodyne detection on only a single field (the many-field case is a straightforward
extension – it just simplifies the math). Applying (1.40), we find that a measurement of x changes
the density matrix by:
ρs(t+ dt)− ρs(t) = N 〈x| ρ(t+ dt) |x〉 − ρs(t)
=
(
−i[H, ρs]− 1
2
{L†L, ρs}
)
dt+ x(Lρs + ρsL
†)dt+ (xdt)2L†ρsL+N ′ρs
(1.50)
where N,N ′ are normalization constants. Now x is a Gaussian random variable with mean 〈x〉 =〈
L+ L†
〉
and variance σx =
〈
(dB + dB†)2/dt
〉
= 1/
√
dt. We can represent x dt = dMx(t), where
dMx(t) =
〈
L+ L†
〉
ρ
dt+ dw is the measurement process, and is the sum of a continuous part, and
a noisy Wiener process: dw dw = dt. We can also replace (x dt)2 → dM2x → dt. The stochastic
master equation may be written as an SDE:
(X) dρs =
[
−i[H, ρs] + 1
2
(
2LρsL
† − L†Lρs − ρsL†L
)]
dt
+ (Lρs + ρsL
†)dMx(t)−
〈
L+ L†
〉
ρ
ρsdMx(t)︸ ︷︷ ︸
normalization
(1.51)
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As in photon counting, if the system starts in a pure state, it remains so indefinitely. Thus, Eq. (1.51)
can be used to derive a stochastic Schrodinger Equation [Car09,GZ04,WM07,KMF+11]:
(X) d |ψ〉 =
[
−iH − 1
2
L†L
]
|ψ〉dt+ L |ψ〉dMx(t) + 〈L〉∗ψ
[
L− 1
2
〈L〉ψ
]
|ψ〉dt− 〈L〉ψ |ψ〉dMx(t)︸ ︷︷ ︸
normalization
(1.52)
A similar set of equations can be derived for P -quadrature detection. In this case, the state is
projected down onto a state |p〉, where P |p〉 = p |p〉, and |p〉 has the expansion:
|p〉 = |0〉+
√
dt ip |1〉+ . . . (1.53)
Following the same derivation as before, we find:
(P) dρs =
[
−i[H, ρs] + 1
2
(
2LρsL
† − L†Lρs − ρsL†L
)]
dt
+
(
Lρs − ρsL†
i
)
dMp(t)−
〈
L− L†
i
〉
ρ
ρsdMp(t)︸ ︷︷ ︸
normalization
(1.54)
(P) d |ψ〉 =
[
−iH − 1
2
L†L
]
|ψ〉dt− iL |ψ〉dMp(t)
+ 〈L〉∗ψ
[
L− 1
2
〈L〉ψ
]
|ψ〉dt+ i 〈L〉ψ |ψ〉dMp(t)︸ ︷︷ ︸
normalization
(1.55)
And the case of many measurements is just the obvious generalization of this.
1.6.3 Heterodyne Detection
In heterodyne detection, we measure both X and P quadratures of dB simultaneously. This is not
possible in the strict sense of quantum measurement because they do not commute, but we can make
a quantum-limited noisy measurement of both. If the noise in X equals the noise in P, then this
amounts to projecting the output onto a coherent state |α〉, where dB |α〉 = α dt |α〉. As a coherent
state, |α〉 has the expansion:
|α〉 = e−α∗α dt/2
[
|0〉+
√
dt α |1〉+ . . .
]
(1.56)
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Applying Eq. (1.40) to this problem, we obtain:
ρ(t+ dt) = Ne−α
∗αdt
[
ρs +
(
−i[H, ρs]− 1
2
{L†L, ρs}
)
dt+
(
Lρsα
∗ + ρsL†α
)
dt+ L†ρsL(α∗αdt2)
]
(1.57)
for some normalization constant N . From this we can deduce that the probability distribution for
α is:
P (α) ∼ Tr
[
1 +O(dt) +
(
〈L〉ρ α∗ + 〈L〉∗ρ α
)
dt
]
≈ e−|α−〈L〉ρ|2dt (1.58)
So α is a complex Gaussian random variable with mean 〈L〉 and standard deviation 1/√2dt (for both
real and imaginary parts). We can relate α to a stochastic measurement process M by dM = α dt,
where
dM = 〈L〉ρ dt+
dw1(t) + idw2(t)√
2
(1.59)
In terms of this process, the stochastic master equation for heterodyne detection is:
dρs =
[
−i[H, ρs] + 1
2
(
2LρsL
† − L†Lρs − ρsL†L
)]
dt
+Lρs dM
∗ + ρsL†dM −
[
〈L〉ρ dM∗ + 〈L〉∗ρ dM
]
ρs︸ ︷︷ ︸
normalization
(1.60)
As in the homodyne case, if the system starts in a pure state it remains in a pure state, and the
pure state evolves as:
d |ψ〉 =
[
−iH − 1
2
L†L
]
|ψ〉dt+ L |ψ〉dM∗(t)−
[
1
2
〈L〉∗ψ 〈L〉ψ dt+ 〈L〉∗ψ dM(t)
]
|ψ〉︸ ︷︷ ︸
normalization
(1.61)
1.7 SLH Circuit Algebra
The SLH models are useful because they are cascadeable – multiple elements can be linked together
to form a circuit. Any photonic circuit can be represented by a directed graph, where the nodes
represent components and the edges represent propagating fields. However, it is difficult to deter-
mine the quantum model for a circuit directly from its graph. Rather, we proceed by writing the
circuit in the language of the Gough-James circuit algebra [GJ09b, GJ09a], from which there is a
straightforward, algorithmic way to compute the quantum model.
The Gough-James circuit algebra is an algebra of components. To start, we define a basis set
of simple components like beamsplitters, phase shifters, lasers and optical cavities. More complex
components are built from these using the concatenation product G1G2, the series product G2/G1,
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Figure 1.5: Concatenation, series and feedback products
and the feedback operator [G]k→l (Fig. 1.5).
The concatenation product builds a larger open system by placing two smaller systems together,
without interaction. This is the open-systems analogue to a tensor product of Hilbert spaces.
Concatenating two closed quantum systems involves tensoring their Hilbert spaces H = H1 ⊗ H2
and adding their Hamiltonians H = H1⊗ 1 + 1⊗H2. For open systems, the SLH model for G1G2
is: ([
S1 0
0 S2
]
,
[
L1
L2
]
, H1 +H2
)
(1.62)
The series product G2 / G1 takes the output of the first device and feeds it into the input of the
second device. For this to work, both devices must have the same number of inputs. The cascading
operation means that the unitary evolution operators (Eq. (1.32)) are themselves cascaded – first
dU1 is applied to the system, which alters the state of the inputs, and then dU2 is applied to the
result. This has the effect of feeding G1’s output into G2. One can show that the series product
G2 / G1 has an SLH model:(
S2S1, L2 + S2L1, H1 +H2 +
L†2S2L1 − L†1S†2L2
2i
)
(1.63)
One can prove (1.62-1.63) from the QSDEs. Define the infinitesimal of an SLH model dG(t) by
U(t+ dt) = dG(t)U(t). One can show that dG(t) = dG1(t)⊗ dG2(t) for the concatenation product
and dG(t) = dG1(t) + dG2(t) + dG2(t)dG1(t) for the series product, and applying Eq. (1.32), derive
the SLH model for the full system [GJ09a].
The feedback operator [G]k→l takes output k and sends it into input l. This reduces the number of
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external ports by one. The resulting model is more complicated because of the loop; it is:
S → S!k,!l + S!k,l(1− Skl)−1Sk,!l (1.64)
L → L!k + S!k,l(1− Skl)−1Lk (1.65)
H → H + Im
∑
j
L†jSjl(1− Skl)−1Lk
 (1.66)
where S!k,!l is a matrix with the k
th row and lth column removed, L!k is the vector L with the k
th
entry removed, and so on.
In Eqs. (1.63-1.66), we assume instantaneous propagation of fields. This is equivalent to saying that
the time delays for the feedback / feedforward paths are negligible compared to the timescales of the
system, so that there is no dynamics in the connections. If the connections get long enough, they
start introducing time delays and (1.63-1.66) break down. The problem can then be treated using
matrix product states for long delays [Gri15,PZ15] or trapped modes for small delays [TM15a], but
this adds considerable complexity to the model, so when possible we will assume connection delays
are negligible so that the Gough-James expressions can be used.
As mentioned, any circuit can be constructed from basic components using the circuit algebra. As an
example, consider the circuit in Figure 1.6. This has two cavities with nonlinear materials (graphene
in this case) sandwiched in an interferometer with feedback. An algorithm can reduce this graph
to a Gough-James expression by applying standard rules: elements in parallel are replaced with
concatenation products, cascaded elements are replaced with series products, and elements with
feedback loops are replaced with the feedback operator. The graph in the figure is sequentially
BS2 BS1
Cav1
Cav2
BS2 BS1A
BS1B C D
Figure 1.6: Example of a circuit built up from the SLH algebra. Left: Circuit shown as a netlist.
Right: Algorithmic reduction using the circuit algebra.
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simplified with the following replacements:
A = Cav1 Cav2
B = BS2 /A
C = B /BS1
D = [C]2→2 (1.67)
The final Gough-James expression is:
[BS1 / (Cav1 Cav2) /BS2]2→2 (1.68)
If the SLH models for the components are known, one can algorithmically apply the rules (1.62–1.66)
to obtain the quantum model for the full circuit. This can then be analyzed or simulated using the
master equation and the QSDEs.
For small circuits, the Gough-James models can be computed by hand, but this becomes increasingly
tedious as the system size grows, especially for networks with feedback. For large networks, one can
use the QHDL language to specify the circuit elements and their connections, which can then be
parsed by a computer algebra system to obtain the SLH model [TNP+12,SHT+13]. At the time of
the writing of this thesis, the mode complete set of tools for this job is the QNET package managed
by Nikolas Tezak and Michael Goerz [TG15].
1.8 Adiabatic Elimination
Many classical dynamical systems naturally have widely separated timescales, and it is possible to
divide the system state into “slow” degrees of freedom, which evolve on slowly, and “fast” degrees
of freedom that evolve very quickly. This also happens in quantum optical systems – for example,
in a cavity with trapped atoms, the atomic decay time is often much longer, or much shorter, than
the photon lifetime. In this case, a simpler model can be derived by adiabatic elimination of the fast
variables, leaving a reduced system that only depends on the slow variables [Sto07, GZ04, G+85].
This is very useful because, in many cases, we do not particularly care how the fast variables change;
all that matters is how they affect the slow variables.
The most rigorous way to do this is via the QSDE limit theorem [BS08, BvHS08], which proves
convergence on the propagator U(t). To apply this theorem, we find some parameter k in our SLH
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model that we wish to take to infinity, and write the SLH model in the following form:
− iH − 1
2
∑
m
L†mLm = k
2Y † + kA† +B† (1.69)
Lm = kF
†
m +G
†
m (1.70)
Sij = (W
†)ij (1.71)
The preponderance of daggers is due to a peculiar convention used by Bouten et al. in the derivation
of the theorem. Let P0 and P1 be projectors onto the “slow” and “fast” spaces, respectively. If the
following conditions hold:
1. P0Y
† = 0
2. There exists a Y˜ for which Y Y˜ = Y˜ Y = P1
3. F †mP0 = 0
4. P0A
†P0 = 0
then the QSDE for this model approaches the QSDE for the following reduced model [BvHS08,
KMF+11]:
− iH − 1
2
∑
m
L†mLm → P0(B† −A†Y˜ †A†)P0 (1.72)
Lm → P0(G†m − F †mY˜ †A†)P0 (1.73)
Sij → P0(F †i Y˜ †Fk + δik)(W †)kjP0 (1.74)
The intuition behind the theorem is that the adiabatic elimination works when the system quickly
relaxes back to a “slow” subspace, on timescales O(k−2) with k →∞. If everything else were finite,
we could simply ignore the fast modes and treat the slow ones without modification (the special
case A = Fm = 0 does exactly that). But in the case when coupling between fast and slow modes
is O(k), then the fast degrees of freedom will always deviate O(1/k) from the slow subspace. These
deviations couple back to the slow degrees of freedom, again with a coupling constant O(k), to give
a finite, nonnegligible effect.
In many cases, especially with linear systems, the adiabatic elimination is trivial enough to guess
by inspection, but for complex nonlinear systems, this theorem is useful because it is rigorous and
does not rest on any hidden assumptions.
Many cavity QED systems can be simplified using this theorem if one invokes the “bad-cavity limit”
in which the photon loss rate is much faster than other rates in the system. In this limit, a two-mode
cavity can be reduced to an optical “relay” [Mab09a], which can route signals and form the backbone
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for autonomous error-correction schemes [Mab09b, KNPM10, KAM11, SM13]. In the opposite limit
of long photon lifetime, one can show that a Kerr cavity reduces to a qubit [Mab12].
Chapter 2
Common Components
The previous section discussed the general theory of quantum circuits. Given a basis set of simple
components, one can apply those results to construct and simulate large circuits. But to understand
the whole, we must understand its parts. This section is about the parts.
The components discussed in this chapter fall into three categories: (1) scattering components,
which scatter input-output fields and do not have any memory or dynamics of their own, (2) linear
components, which have (linear) internal dynamics, and (3) nonlinear components – everything else.
Here is a list of the components covered in this chapter:
1. Scattering Components: Beamsplitter, Phase shifter, Displacement, Permutation, Identity
2. Linear Components: Cavity, General Passive Linear, Linearized OPO
3. Nonlinear Components: Atom Cavity, Kerr Cavity, OPO, Optomechanical Cavity
Of course, the third category is the one with all the interesting stuff, but it is also the most difficult,
so we start with the first two which, although boring, are conceptually simple. Having built up an
intuition studying the easy things, the reader will be well prepared for the more interesting things
that make up the bulk of this chapter.
Like the last chapter, this is a compilation of existing results, and none of the the work is my own.
I include it here because the systems in this chapter span a range of fields, and there is no good
reference that covers them all. What unites them is the Markov property of the bath, which allows
the open quantum systems theory of Chapter 1 to be applied. All of these components will be used,
in one form or another, in my own work in later chapters.
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Figure 2.1: Scattering components: Beamsplitter, Phase Shifter, Displacement, Permutation, Iden-
tity
2.1 Scattering Components
There are five important scattering components: the beamsplitter, phase shifter, displacement,
permutation, and identity (Fig. 2.1). They all have SLH models that depend only on S and L –
since none have internal degrees of freedom, so H is undefined, and S and L are scalar, not operator,
valued.
Beamsplitter
The beamsplitter has two input and output ports: (In1, In2), (Out1, Out2). It depends only
on the scattering angle θ (θ = 0 for perfect transmission, θ = 1 for perfect reflection). There are
two sign conventions. The symmetric sign convention has the following SLH model [GJ09a]:
G =
([
cos(θ) i sin(θ)
i sin(θ) cos(θ)
]
, ,
)
(2.1)
Some writers do not like this model because the S matrix is not real, but for a symmetric S matrix,
this is necessary for unitarity to hold. It is possible to construct a beamsplitter model with real
off-diagonal coefficients, but the S matrix is no longer symmetric:
G =
([
cos(θ) − sin(θ)
sin(θ) cos(θ)
]
, ,
)
(2.2)
This is just the symmetric beam splitter with a −i phase shift on the Out2 end and an i phase shift
on the In2 end.
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Phase Shifter
This has a 1× 1 scattering matrix eiφ [TNP+12]:
G =
([
eiφ
]
, ,
)
(2.3)
Displacement
Displaces the field by an amplitude α [TNP+12]:
G = (1, α, ) (2.4)
Equivalent to passing the light through a beamsplitter with a very high transmittance, with a strong
laser beam incident from the opposite side. We are assuming, of course, an ideal, coherent laser
beam without any extra noise.
Input-output relation:
dB˜ = dB + α dt (2.5)
Permutation
Permutes the fields dB1, . . . ,dBN [TNP
+12]:
G = (Pσ, , ) (2.6)
The input-output relation sends input i to output σi:
dB˜σi = dBi (2.7)
Identity
Does nothing, sends everything straight through [TNP+12]:
G = (1N×N , , ) (2.8)
The displacement, permutation and identity are components only in the formal sense – they aren’t
fabricated on chip or inserted into the circuit diagram. However, when converting a circuit into a
Gough-James expression, they are essential. For example, if components A and B both have two
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ports and outputs 1 and 2 of B are fed into inputs 2 and 1 of A, respectively, the resulting circuit
is not the series product A /B. A permutation must be inserted between them: B / P(2,1) /A.
2.2 Linear Components
Most input-output systems are linear. This is especially true for optics, since the light-matter
interaction is weak and great effort must be put into making devices nonlinear at reasonable energy
scales. In this section, the single-mode optical cavity is introduced as the classic example of a linear
device. Cavities are an example of passive linear systems which conserve photon number. Non-
passive systems (degenerate, non-degenerate OPO) generally involve some type of nonlinearity, but
are linearized with a strong classical pump. This section just discusses the components. For a more
detailed treatment, see Chapters 3-4.
2.2.1 Optical Cavity
A simple passive optical cavity has a single internal field a, satisfying [a, a†] = 1, and an arbitrary
number of input-output ports. The SLH model is [GJ09a]:
(
1N×N ,
[√
κ1e
iψ1 , . . . ,
√
κNe
iψN
]
, ∆a†a
)
(2.9)
Here ∆ is the cavity detuning (resonance frequency minus reference frequency), κi is the loss from
mirror i, and E is the external drive, if any.
Defining κ =
∑
i κi, the QSDEs are:
da = [(−i∆− κ/2)a] dt−
∑
i
√
κie
−iψidBi (2.10)
dB˜i = dBi +
√
κie
iψiadt (2.11)
The master equation is:
dρ
dt
= −i[H, ρ] + 1
2
κ
(
2aρa† − a†aρ− ρa†a) (2.12)
2.2.2 General Passive Linear Component
The most general linear component will have an SLH model that is quadratic in H, linear in L, and
constant in S. Anything else will give rise to nonlinear QSDEs. The Hilbert space is consists of N
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harmonic oscillators, with modes x = (a1, . . . , aN ). Valid terms for the SLH model are thus:
S ∼ (const), L ∼ ai & a†i & (const), H ∼ a†iaj & a†ia†j & aiaj & a†i & ai & (const) (2.13)
A coherent displacement of the fields [WM07] can remove the constant and linear terms in H, and
the constant terms in L. Assuming that the system is passive (and thus conserves photon number),
the a† terms are inadmissible in L and a2, (a†)2 terms are inadmissible in H (these terms create
photon pairs, violating conservation). Given matrices S,R,Λ and vectors r, λ, the SLH model takes
the form:
G =
(
S, Λa+ λ, a†Ra+ r†a+ a†r
)
(2.14)
The QSDEs take a form familiar to those who have worked with linear dynamical systems:
dx = (Ax+ a) dt+B dB
dB˜ = (Cx+ c) dt+D dB (2.15)
The matrices A,B,C,D and vectors a, c are:
A = −iR− 1
2
Λ†Λ
B = −Λ†S
C = Λ
D = S
a = −ir − 1
2
Λ†λ
c = λ (2.16)
This is the ABCD representation of the linear SLH model. Any passive linear component has a
valid ABCD model and follows Eqs. (2.15, 2.16). But not every ABCD model corresponds to a
valid component. We say an ABCD model is physically realizable if it can be realized by a valid
linear SLH model. The same is true for non-passive components. The general theory is discussed in
Chapter 3.
2.2.3 Linearized OPO
The OPO is technically a nonlinear device (Sec. 2.4), but in the adiabatic limit below threshold, the
nonlinear terms drop out. The resulting system resembles a linear optical cavity, but with an extra
term in the Hamiltonian [WM07].
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Degenerate
For the degenerate OPO with a single input-output port, the SLH model is:(
1,
√
κ eiψa, ∆a†a+
∗a2 − (a†)2
2i
)
(2.17)
The new parameter  is proportional to the strength of the OPO pump (at 2ω, not shown here).
The QSDEs for the OPO are:
da =
[
(−i∆− κ/2)a+  a†] dt−√κ e−iψdB (2.18)
dB˜ = dB +
√
κ eiψa dt (2.19)
These are linear and can be solved exactly. Two QSDE eigenvectors – linear combinations of (a, a†)
– can be constructed. Their eigenvalues are:
λ± = −κ
2
±
√
∗−∆2 (2.20)
Instability will set in when  ≥ √∆2 + κ2/4. This is the threshold condition for an OPO – above
threshold, it turns into a laser.
The steady state of an OPO is a squeezed state, so one quadrature has less noise than the vacuum.
This is discussed in more detail in Sec. 3.3.
Nondegenerate
For the degenerate OPO there are two fields a, b with the SLH model:(
1,
[√
κa e
iψaa
√
κb e
iψbb
]
, ∆a†a+ ∆bb†b+
∗ab− a†b†
i
)
(2.21)
which gives the QSDEs:
da =
[
(−i∆a − κa/2)a+  b†
]
dt−√κa e−iψadBa (2.22)
db =
[
(−i∆b − κb/2)b+  a†
]
dt−√κb e−iψbdBb (2.23)
dB˜a = dBa +
√
κae
iψaadt (2.24)
dB˜b = dBb +
√
κbe
iψbbdt (2.25)
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As before, these are linear and can be solved exactly. If κa = κb then the instability condition is
∗ ≥ κ2/4 + 14 (∆a + ∆b)2.
2.3 Kerr Cavity
In many optical cavities, light lives inside a material and the material has some nonlinearity. The
most common such nonlinearity is the Kerr (χ(3)) effect, which is present in all materials, though
very small in most. The effect is manifested in a nonlinear polarization [Boy03]:
Pi = χ
(1)
ij Ej + χ
(2)
ijkEjEk + χ
(3)
ijklEjEkEl + . . . (2.26)
The electric Hamiltonian H = 12
∫
E ·D will take the following form:
H =
1
2
0(δij + χ
(1)
ij )
∫
EiEj +
1
3
0χ
(2)
ijk
∫
EiEjEk +
1
4
0χ
(3)
ijkl
∫
EiEjEkEl + . . . (2.27)
For most (centrosymmetric) materials, χ(2) vanishes. The lowest-order nonlinearity is χ(3), which is
quartic in the field strength. Thus we expect a contribution to the cavity Hamiltonian that goes as
a†a†aa.
The actual SLH model for a simple Kerr system is:
G =
(
1,
[√
κa√
βa2
]
, ∆a†a+
1
2
χa†a†aa
)
(2.28)
Two nonlinear effects show up – dispersion (χ) and absorption (β). It is a general fact that these two
are related and you cannot have one without the other. They are two-photon processes, resulting
from two-photon coupling between filled valence-band states and empty conduction-band states.
2.3.1 Derivation of the Kerr Nonlinearity
Both the dispersive and absorptive Kerr nonlinearities come from two-photon processes. The sim-
plest description is a single two-level atom coupled to an optical cavity. The atom’s levels are
separated by around 2ω, and due to spontaneous decay, the excited state’s lifetime is very short. In
the dispersive case, the atom absorbs two photons and re-emits them coherently. In the absorptive
case, the atom absorbs the photons but decays to the ground state through some non-radiative
process. Together, these processes comprise the Kerr nonlinearity.
The Hilbert space is a product of the optical ladder of states and the the atom, which has two states
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Figure 2.2: Single-atom toy model for deriving the Kerr nonlinearity in a cavity.
|g〉 , |e〉. The optical creation / annihilation operators are a, a†, and σ+ = |e〉 〈g| , σ− = |g〉 〈e| are
the atom raising-lowering operators. This system has a Hilbert space simple SLH model:
G =
(
1,
[ √
κa
√
γσ−
]
, ∆a†a+ δσ+σ− +
η
[
(a†)2σ− + a2σ+
]
√
2
)
(2.29)
The ∆ and κ terms are the detuning and loss for a linear cavity. All of the other terms involve for
the two-level atom – γ is the spontaneous decay rate, δ = E1−E0− 2ω is the atomic detuning, and
η couples the atom to the cavity field.
In solid-state systems, these “atoms” are electron states in a band structure, and tend to have
very short excited-state lifetimes, so the atomic degrees of freedom can be adiabatically eliminated.
Adiabatic elimination is carried out via the QSDE limit theorem (Sec. 1.8). Setting γ, δ ∼ k2, η ∼ k
and taking k →∞ projects the dynamics onto the “slow” subspace P0 |ψ〉 = 0, where P0 = σ+σ− is
the projector onto the atom ground state. A brief calculation gives the reduced SLH model:
H = ∆a†a+
1
2
η2δ
δ2 + (γ/2)2
a†a†aa (2.30)
L1 =
√
κa (2.31)
L2 =
η
√
γ/2
−iδ − γ/2a
2 (2.32)
Changing the output dB˜2 field by a phase (which does not affect the internal dynamics) and defining
χ, β by
iχ+ β =
η2
γ/2 + iδ
(2.33)
converts (2.30-2.32) to the well-known form (2.29). The parameters χ and β are the cavity’s disper-
sive χ(3) (self-phase modulation) and two-photon absorption. The dispersive and absorptive parts
are, in a sense, related by Kramers-Kronig [SBHHVS91]; therefore it is not possible to have one
without the other. One can turn off the dispersive effect by working at resonance: δ = 0. By
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working very far from the resonance, where χ ∼ O(δ−1) and β ∼ O(δ−2) and thus the dispersive
term dominates, but at the cost of a smaller χ. If we want to make χ as large as possible, there will
inevitably be some two-photon absorption.
2.3.2 Many Atoms, Multiple Fields
Suppose that we have several resonant modes, not just one. The most general case of varying
polarization seems very complicated. Instead, let’s consider the case where all of the fields have
the same polarization. Then in the original η term in the Hamiltonian, one should substitute
a → ∑i ψi(x)ai, where ψi is the spatial profile of the field, which may be complex for traveling
modes. The effective Hamiltonian Heff ≡ H − (i/2)L†mLm (for the Kerr process) becomes:
Heff =
1
2
η2(χ− iβ)a†a†aa −→ 1
2
η2(χ− iβ)
∑
ijkl
ψ∗i (x)ψ
∗
j (x)ψk(x)ψl(x)a
†
ia
†
jakal (2.34)
But there are also multiple atoms. Each atom has its own position x, and the total Heff is the sum
of each atom’s contribution. If there are enough atoms, this sum can be replaced by an integral
weighted by the atom density ρ(x). Assuming that they all have the same χ and β (this doesn’t
actually matter in most cases; it just makes the derivation simpler), the total Heff is:
Heff =
1
2
(χ− iβ)
∑
ijkl
(∫
ρ(x)ψ∗i (x)ψ
∗
j (x)ψk(x)ψl(x)dx
)
a†ia
†
jakal (2.35)
Making the substitution
Ψijkl =
∫
ρ(x)ψ∗i (x)ψ
∗
j (x)ψk(x)ψl(x)dx (2.36)
so the Hamiltonian and Lindblad terms become
H =
1
2
χ
∑
ijkl
Ψijkla
†
ia
†
jakal (2.37)∑
m
L†mLm = β
∑
ijkl
Ψijkla
†
ia
†
jakal (2.38)
We can work back from (2.37-2.38) to obtain the SLH model. It will take the form:
Lm =
√
β
∑
ij
Λm,ijaiaj (2.39)
where the Λ’s must satisfy: ∑
m
Λ∗m,ijΛm,kl = Ψijkl (2.40)
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Grouping I = (ij), J = (kl), Λm,K and ΨK,L become n
2 × n2 matrices, where n is the number of
fields, and Λ satisfies: Λ†Λ = Ψ. One valid possibility for Λ is the Cholesky decomposition. (The
particular decomposition of Ψijkl does not matter; given any two Λm,ij that satisfy (2.40), the SLH
models will be equivalent up to a permutation of the outputs, and the master equations will also be
the same.)
Putting this all together, the SLH model for the multi-field cavity is:
G =
1, √β∑
ij
Λm,ijaiaj ,
1
2
χ
∑
ijkl
Ψijkla
†
ia
†
jakal
 (2.41)
Adding detuning terms and external couplings gives a model like (2.29), but with multiple fields and
atoms. This is the most general SLH model cavity systems with a Kerr nonlinearity.
Example: Two-Mode Ring Cavity
Consider a two-mode ring cavity. A perfect ring cavity will support two degenerate optical fields –
the left and right traveling modes (Fig. 2.3). Imperfections will lift the degeneracy between these
modes, but let’s assume that they are negligible here (negligible means that the energy splitting is
much less than κ). Let a+ and a−, be the annihilation operators for these modes. In cylindrical
coordinates, the fields have the form:
ψ+ = f⊥(r, z)eiφ, ψ− = f⊥(r, z)e−iφ (2.42)
where the cross section f⊥ is the same for both modes. It is not hard to see that
Ψijkl = δi+j,k+l (2.43)
Or, if we group the indices I, J ∈ (++,+−,−+,−−), then Ψ becomes a matrix:
ΨIJ =

1 0 0 0
0 1 1 0
0 1 1 0
0 0 0 1
 (2.44)
A valid choice of Λ satisfying Λ†Λ = Ψ is:
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Figure 2.3: Left: Left- and right-moving modes in a perfect ring cavity are degenerate and have a
uniform energy distribution. Center and right: Imperfections lift the mode degeneracy, giving rise
to standing-wave eigenmodes.
ΛmI =

1 0 0 0
0 1 1 0
0 0 0 1
 (2.45)
Now that Ψ and Λ have been computed, the SLH model follows from Eq. (2.41):
G =
13×3, √β

a2+
2a+a−
a2−
 , 12χ(a†+a†+a+a+ + 4a†+a+a†−a− + a†−a†−a−a−)
 (2.46)
Example: Ring Cavity, Standing-Wave Modes
Now consider the case of a ring cavity with standing-wave modes ψ1, ψ2. For convenience, we take
these to be sine and cosine modes, but offsetting them by a phase does not affect any of our results.
The field amplitudes may be written as:
ψ1 = f⊥(r, z) sin(φ), ψ2 = f⊥(r, z) cos(φ) (2.47)
Up to a constant, Ψ takes the form:
ΨIJ =

1 0 0 13
0 13
1
3 0
0 13
1
3 0
1
3 0 0 1
 (2.48)
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which has the following Ψ = Λ†Λ decomposition:
ΛmI =

1 0 0 13
0 1√
3
1√
3
0
0 0 0 2
√
2
3
 (2.49)
and the following SLH model:
S = 13×3 (2.50)
L =
√
β

a21 +
1
3a
2
2
2√
3
a1a2
2
√
2
3 a
2
2
 (2.51)
H =
1
2
χ
[
a†1a
†
1a1a1 + a
†
2a
†
2a2a2 +
1
3
(
a†1a
†
1a2a2 + a
†
2a
†
2a1a1
)
+
4
3
a†1a1a
†
2a2
]
(2.52)
2.4 OPO
2.4.1 Degenerate
An optical parametric oscillator (OPO) exploits the χ(2) nonlinearity that some materials, like
LiNbO3, exhibit [Boy03]. The χ
(2) effect gives rise to sum- and difference-frequency generation, or
in the degenerate case, frequency doubling. A degenerate OPO has two modes: a pump b and signal
a, that satisfy the condition 2ωa = ωb. The χ
(2) process converts pump photons into pairs of signal
photons. The SLH model is:
G =
(
1,
[√
κaa√
κbb
]
, ∆aa
†a+ ∆bb†b+
∗a2b† − (a†)2b
2i
)
(2.53)
The QSDEs are:
da =
[
(−κa/2− i∆a)a+  a†c
]
dt−√κadBa (2.54)
db =
[
(−κb/2− i∆b)b− 1
2
∗ a2
]
dt−√κbdBb (2.55)
dB˜a = dBa +
√
κaa dt (2.56)
dB˜b = dBb +
√
κbbdt (2.57)
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Adiabatic Elimination of Pump
Having a resonant pump and signal gives a doubly-resonant OPO. In most OPOs, the pump is not
resonant, giving a singly-resonant oscillator. We can obtain the SLH model for the singly-resonant
case by adiabatically eliminating b: scaling the pump loss and coupling to infinity κc ∼ O(k2),  ∼
O(k), k →∞ and following the adiabatic limit theorem (Sec. 1.8), we find that the “slow” space is
the kernel of Y † = (−κb/2− i∆b)b†b, i.e. all states without photons in the b mode. The projector is
obviously P0 = Ia ⊗ |0〉〈0|b, and P1 = I − P0.
Next, we construct the pseudo-inverse of Y , Y˜ such that Y˜ Y = Y Y˜ = P1. One can follow the
procedure in Eqs. (1.72-1.74) to obtain −iH− 12L†mLm, L and S. By tweaking the input and output
phases and defining a two-photon absorption and cross-Kerr coefficient
β + iχ =
∗
2
1
κb/2 + i∆b
(2.58)
we convert this to the following SLH model:(
12×2,
[√
κaa√
β a2
]
, ∆aa
†a+
1
2
χa†a†aa
)
(2.59)
This is the correct model in the absence of a pump field. Generally OPOs are pumped, so one
models the pump as a coherent displacement ¯/2
√
β in front of the input, where ¯ is the normalized
pump amplitude. Without changing the internal dynamics, one can put a reverse displacement on
the output. The resulting Gough-James expression
L(¯/2
√
β) / G / L(−¯/2
√
β) (2.60)
has the SLH model:(
13×3,
[√
κaa√
β a2
]
, ∆aa
†a+
¯∗a2 − ¯(a†)2
2i
+
1
2
χa†a†aa
)
(2.61)
Typically we assume that ∆b = 0, so that χ = 0 and β = ||2/κ. The QSDEs for the degenerate
OPO are:
da =
[(
−i∆a − κa + (β + iχ) a
†a
2
)
a+ ¯ a†
]
dt−√κadBa −
√
β a†dBb (2.62)
Taking the limit β, χ → 0 removes the nonlinear terms from (2.73-2.74). This is the undepleted
pump limit, which reduces to the degenerate OPO in Eq. (2.17) if we have N signal ports rather
than one.
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2.4.2 Nondegenerate
In a nondegenerate OPO, there are three modes a, b, c that satisfy the sum-frequency condition
ωa + ωb = ωc, and the χ
(2) process is phase-matched to the process ωa + ωb ↔ ωc. Photons at the
pump frequency (ωc) are down-converted to pairs of photons at ωa (signal) and ωb (idler). The SLH
model is:
G =
1,

√
κaa√
κbb√
κcc
 , ∆aa†a+ ∆bb†b+ ∆cc†c+ ∗abc† −  a†b†c2i
 (2.63)
where a, b, and c are the modes, with frequencies that add: ωa + ωb = ωc,  is the strength of the
nonlinearity, and ∆a, ∆b, ∆c are the cavity detunings for each mode.
The QSDEs are:
da =
[
(−κa/2− i∆a)a+ 1
2
 b†c
]
dt−√κadBa (2.64)
db =
[
(−κb/2− i∆b)b+ 1
2
 a†c
]
dt−√κbdBb (2.65)
dc =
[
(−κc/2− i∆c)c− 1
2
∗ ab
]
dt−√κcdBc (2.66)
dB˜a = dBa +
√
κaa dt (2.67)
dB˜b = dBb +
√
κbbdt (2.68)
dB˜c = dBc +
√
κccdt (2.69)
As in the previous section, we adiabatically eliminate the pump by letting he pump loss and coupling
scale a κc ∼ O(k2),  ∼ O(k) with k →∞. The QSDE limit theorem projects the dynamics down to
the vacuum in c (P0 = Ia⊗Ib⊗|0〉〈0|c). Defining a two-photon absorption and cross-Kerr coefficient
β + iχ =
∗
2
1
κc/2 + i∆c
(2.70)
we obtain the adiabatically eliminated SLH model:13×3,

√
κaa√
κbb√
β ab
 , ∆aa†a+ ∆bb†b+ 12χa†ab†b
 (2.71)
Next, we add a pump field ¯/
√
β; the resulting cascade L(¯/
√
β)/G/L(−¯/√β) has the SLH model:
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13×3,

√
κaa√
κbb√
β ab
 , ∆aa†a+ ∆bb†b+ ¯∗ab− ¯ a†b†i + 12χa†ab†b
 (2.72)
The QSDEs are:
da =
[(
−i∆a − κa + (β + iχ) b
†b
2
)
a+ ¯ b†
]
dt−√κadBa −
√
β b†dBc (2.73)
db =
[(
−i∆b − κb + (β + iχ) a
†a
2
)
b+ ¯ a†
]
dt−√κbdBb −
√
β a†dBc (2.74)
The nonlinear terms go away when β, χ→ 0, reducing this to the linearized model (2.21).
2.5 Optomechanical Cavity
An optomechanical cavity is an optical cavity connected to a mechanical mode. Sometimes this
coupling is obvious, as in a mirror on a spring. Sometimes not. In any case, we can model it as
a system with two bosonic modes – a for the cavity (photons) and b for the mechanical oscillator
(phonons). The mechanical displacement is encoded in the X quadrature of the mechanical mode:
xm = b+ b
†. In the absence of any external forces, this mode exhibits damped oscillations governed
by the equation x¨m = −Ω2mxm − γx˙m [AKM14]. This equation is realized by the SLH model(
1,
√
γ b, Ωmb
†b+
γ
2
b2 − (b†)2
2i
)
(2.75)
Note the resemblance between this model and the degenerate OPO (Eq. 2.17), where → γ/2 is the
OPO pump. However, optomechanical cavities are engineered to have high Q, so γ  Ωm and the
dA1
dA1 dA2
dA2
a, a*
xm, pm
b, b*~ ~
Figure 2.4: Diagram of a mechanical oscillator and its fields.
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O(γ) term in H can be dropped. The resulting SLH model matches that of an optical cavity.
Now add the optomechanical coupling. Because this coupling must conserve energy and the the
photon energy is much greater than that of the the phonons, and because the mechanical motion
is nonrelativistic, it must take the form a†af(xm) for some function f . The strongest couplings are
linear in xm (although x
2
m couplings have been considered as well [HLRP11]); this section assumes
a coupling η xma
†a, which is common in the literature. One obtains the SLH model [HM12]:
G =
14×4,

√
κa√
kmb√
kNb√
kNb
†
 , ∆aa†a+ η xma†a+ ωmb†b+ i(Ea† − E∗a)
 (2.76)
A few things are worth noting in this model. First, there extra couplings kN are auxiliary noise terms
– they add thermal noise to the cavity but do not change the dissipation rate. This is necessary for
mechanical modes, which tend to be thermally excited even at very low temperatures.
The QSDEs for this system are:
da =
[(
−i∆a − 1
2
κ
)
a− iηxma+ E
]
dt−√κadB1 (2.77)
db =
[(
−iωm − 1
2
km
)
b− iηa†a
]
dt−√κmdB2 −√κNdB3 +√κNdB†4 (2.78)
dB˜1 = dB1 +
√
κaa dt (2.79)
dB˜2 = dB2 +
√
κmbdt (2.80)
dB˜3 = dB3 +
√
κNbdt (2.81)
dB˜4 = dB4 +
√
κNb
†dt (2.82)
Suppose that the field E is considerable. Then the steady-state value of the QSDEs (ignoring the
stochastic part) will be some large photon field a0  1 with some large steady-state displacement
xm  1. The QSDEs can be linearized about this fixed point by making the replacements a→ α+a,
b→ β + b, and assuming a a0, b b0:
da =
[(
−i∆a − 1
2
κ
)
a− iη(xmα+ x0a)
]
dt−√κadB1 (2.83)
db =
[(
−iωm − 1
2
km
)
b− iη(αa† + α∗a)
]
dt−√κmdB2 −√κNdB3 +√κNdB†4 (2.84)
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This corresponds to the following (linear) SLH model:
G =
14×4,

√
κa√
kmb√
kNb√
kNb
†
 , (∆a + η(β + β∗))a†a+ η(α∗a+ αa†)(b+ b†) + ωmb†b
 (2.85)
This is the SLH model of two harmonic oscillators with a linear coupling term. It can be solved
analytically.
2.6 Atom Cavity
Cavity QED is the study of atoms that couple to resonant modes in cavities [MD02, DM04]. The
most common system is the Jaynes-Cummings model, a two-level atom coupled to a cavity with a
single mode [Car09]. This is a useful quantum system to study because it is possible to create very
strong nonlinearities using experimental techniques that have been around for several decades. More
recently, this framework has been extended to other two-level systems, including superconducting
qubits [Gir11,BHW+04] and quantum dots [RSL+04,HBW+07,EFF+07,HYO+08].
Start with the full quantum model of an atom-cavity system. The Hilbert space isH = Hcav⊗(Hat)N
– a single cavity mode Hcav coupled to N identical two-level atoms Hat. Let (a†, a) be the creation
and annihilation operators on Hcav. For each atom, define raising and lowering operators σ+,i =
|e〉〈g| and σ−,i = |g〉〈e|, and an energy operator σz,i = |e〉〈e| − |g〉〈g|. The operator algebra for this
|e⟩
|g⟩ωa, ΔaE
a, a†
γ⊥
κ, Δc
Figure 2.5: Atom cloud in an optical cavity
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Hilbert space is:
[a, a†] = 1 (2.86)
[σ+,i, σ−,i] = σz,i (2.87)
[σ+,i, σz,i] = −2σ+,i (2.88)
[σ−,i, σz,i] = 2σ−,i (2.89)
The SLH model is [AM06]:
S = 1 (2.90)
L =

√
κa
√
γ|| σ−,i√
γnr/2 σz,i
 (2.91)
H = ∆ca
†a+
1
2
∆a
∑
k
σz,k + ig0
∑
k
(a†σ−,k − aσ+,k) (2.92)
= ∆ca
†a+
1
2
∆aσz + ig0(a
†σ− − aσ+) (2.93)
where in the last line, the total spin σ =
∑
k σk has been substituted.
As far as an observer is concerned, all of the atoms in the cavity are identical. An observer can
only measure things related to spin sums, σz =
∑
k σz,k, σ± =
∑
k σ±,k, because an observer can
only measure the optical field, and the optical field couples to spin sums. Therefore, as much as
possible, we would like to only keep track of the optical field and spin sums, (a, a†, σ−, σ+, σz), when
we model the system.
An important semiclassical way to model the system is through the Maxwell-Bloch equations
[Man05]. These are derived from the QSDEs for the atom cavity, which take the following form:
da =
[(
−i∆c − 1
2
κ
)
a+ g0σ−
]
dt−√κdBa (2.94)
dσ− = [(−i∆a − γ⊥)σ− + g0aσz] dt+
∑
i
[√
γ||σz,idB||,i +
√
2γnrσ−,i(dBz,i − dB†z,i)
]
(2.95)
dσz =
[−γ⊥(σz +N)− 2g0(aσ+ + a†σ−)] dt−∑
i
2
√
γ||(σ+,idBnr,i + σ−,idB
†
nr,i) (2.96)
where γ⊥ = γnr + γ||/2.
If we throw out the stochastic terms – as we would do if we were interested in expected values, the
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equations only depend on spin-sum quantities, and take the following form:
d
dt
〈a〉 =
(
−i∆c − 1
2
κ
)
〈a〉+ g0 〈σ−〉 (2.97)
d
dt
〈σ−〉 = (−i∆a − γ⊥) 〈σ−〉+ g0 〈aσz〉 (2.98)
d
dt
〈σz〉 = −γ⊥
(〈σz〉+N)− 2g0(〈aσ+〉+ 〈a†σ−〉) (2.99)
These are not closed, since the derivatives for 〈σ−〉 and 〈σz〉 depend on operator products. A
semiclassical way to get around this is to factorize the operator products, as follows:
d
dt
〈a〉 =
(
−i∆c − 1
2
κ
)
〈a〉+ g0 〈σ−〉 (2.100)
d
dt
〈σ−〉 = (−i∆a − γ⊥) 〈σ−〉+ g0 〈a〉 〈σz〉 (2.101)
d
dt
〈σz〉 = −γ⊥
(〈σz〉+N)− 2g0(〈a〉 〈σ−〉∗ + 〈a〉∗ 〈σ−〉) (2.102)
The Maxwell-Bloch equations are accurate for classical systems with many atoms and photons, but
even in the single-atom case, they are still approximately correct provided that the photon number is
sufficiently large [AM06,Man05]. Maxwell-Bloch-like equations can also be derived from phase-space
methods [GL78] and manifold projection [Mab08b]; both methods are semiclassical in nature and
do not apply to the quantum case of strong coupling (g0 & κ, γ).
2.7 Reciprocity Rules
Maxwell’s Equations place some constraints on the models that can be realized in photonic circuits.
One important aspect of Maxwell’s equations is time-inversion symmetry – if a forward-propagating
solution Re[E(x)eiωt] is allowed, so is the time-reversed solution Re[E(x)∗eiωt].
Time-reversal symmetry imposes several reciprocity relations on the SLH model (or ABCD matrices
in Eq. 2.16, in the linear case) of a quantum system. External fields, such as applied magnetic fields
or laser beams, can break this symmetry – but in the absence of such fields, the reciprocity relations
always hold.
As Figure 2.6 shows, input-output ports come in reciprocal pairs. Each of the three red input fields
shown in the figure, dB1,dB2,dB3, has a time-reversed output dB˜1∗,dB˜2∗,dB˜3∗. These are not, in
general, the same as the outputs dB˜1,dB˜2,dB˜3.
In essence, reciprocity states that if we send a field f(t) into input dBi and measure g(t) from
output dB˜j , then the reciprocal should also be true – sending f(t)
∗ into dBj∗ should result in an
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output g(t)∗ at dB˜i∗. This can be reduced to a set of constraints on S, L, and H. However, these
relations make the most sense if the input and output ports are canonically ordered – if dBi is the
nth input port in the device, dB˜i∗ must be nth output (right panel in Fig. 2.6). Define (SP , LP , H)
as the canonically ordered SLH model. If it is a linear system, we can also define canonically ordered
ABCD matrices (AP , BP , CP , DP ).
2.7.1 Static Case
The reciprocity relations are easy to establish for a nondynamical system with scattering matrix S.
First, as noted above, arrange the rows and columns so that row n and column n correspond to the
same channel but different propagation directions. For example, for a two-way beamsplitter, the
typical S matrix is:
S =

t −r u −v
r t −v −u
u v t r
v −u −r t
 (2.103)
in the typical ordering (In1, In2, In1*, In2*) for inputs and (Out1, Out2, Out1*, Out2*). To
bring this to canonical ordering, we would permute the outputs to (Out1*, Out2*, Out1, Out2)
dB1
dB1~
dB2~
dB2
dB3~
dB3
dB1*~
dB1*
dB3*~
dB3*
dB2*~
dB2*
Ring
Cavity
dB1dB1~
dB2~
dB3~
dB2
dB3
dB1*~
dB2*~
dB3*~
dB1*
dB2*
dB3*
Ring
Cavity
dB1
dB1~
dB2~
dB3~
dB2
dB3
dB1*~
dB2*~
dB3*~
dB1*
dB2*
dB3*
(S,L,H) (SP,LP,HP)
(A,B,C,D) (AP,BP,CP,DP)
Figure 2.6: Left: Ring cavity with forward- and reverse-propagating modes. Center: QHDL diagram
of ring cavity. Right: Ring cavity with canonical port ordering.
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and construct the permuted scattering matrix:
SP =

u v t r
v −u −r t
t −r u −v
r t −v −u
 (2.104)
For any input dB, the output field will be dB˜ = SPdB. Reciprocity tells us that all of the fields can
be reversed, so db˜∗ can be fed into the device to produce dB∗ as output: dB∗ = SPdB˜∗. Taking the
complex conjugate, dB = S∗PdB˜. This implies that S
∗
P = S
−1
P , By unitarity, S
−1
P = S
†
P , so S
∗
P = S
†
P .
Taking the conjugate of this gives the reciprocity relation:
SP = S
T
P (2.105)
This relation only holds once we have permuted the rows and columns to identify same-channel
modes. If this is not done, the solution dB˜∗ will not represent the time-reversed version of the
inputs dB, and the relation will not hold.
2.7.2 Linear, Dynamic Case
Following Eqs. (2.15, 2.16), any linear dynamical system can be represented by its A,B,C,D matrices
(a and c are not present since these are due to external driving which always breaks reciprocity).
The system, if it takes dB as an input, outputs dB˜ by way of an internal state x. If reciprocity
holds, then dB˜∗ may be taken as the input, leading to dB∗ as the output, with some x¯∗ as the
internal state. The original dynamics (in the frequency domain) are given by:
− iωx(ω) = Ax(ω) +B b(ω) (2.106)
b˜(ω) = Cx(ω) +D b(ω) (2.107)
The time-reversed dynamics are given by:
− iωx¯(ω)∗ = Ax¯(ω)∗ +B b˜(ω)∗ (2.108)
b(ω)∗ = Cx¯(ω)∗ +D b˜(ω)∗ (2.109)
which may be rewritten as:
− iωx¯(ω) = (−A∗ +B∗DTC∗) x¯(ω)−B∗DT b(ω) (2.110)
db˜(ω) = −DTC∗x¯(ω) +DT b(ω) (2.111)
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Comparing these to the original input-output equations, we see immediately that D = DT . Making
the SLH model substitutions (2.16) makes things clearer:
A = −iR− 1
2
Λ†Λ, B = −Λ†S, C = Λ, D = S (2.112)
This gives the original input-output equations (2.106-2.107):
− iωx(ω) =
(
−iR− 1
2
Λ†Λ
)
x(ω)− Λ†S b(ω) (2.113)
b˜(ω) = Λx(ω) + S b(ω) (2.114)
and the time-reversed equations (2.110-2.111):
− iωx¯(ω) =
(
−iR∗ − 1
2
ΛTΛ∗
)
x¯(ω) + ΛT b(ω) (2.115)
b˜(ω) = −SΛ∗x¯(ω) + S b(ω) (2.116)
These equations must be consistent. Since both are linear equations, it is clear that there must be a
linear, one-to-one relationship between x and x¯, namely x¯ = Ux. Then the time-reversed equations
(2.115-2.116) may be written as:
− iωx(ω) =
(
−iU−1R∗U − 1
2
U−1ΛTΛ∗U
)
x(ω) + U−1ΛT b(ω) (2.117)
b˜(ω) = −SΛ∗Ux(ω) + S b(ω) (2.118)
Comparing this to the original set of equations, one finds four (partly redundant) constraints on U :
U−1R∗U = R (2.119)
U−1ΛTΛ∗U = Λ†Λ (2.120)
U−1ΛT = −Λ†S (2.121)
SΛ∗U = −Λ (2.122)
The third and fourth equations, taken together, require U to be unitary and symmetric, UT = U
and U†U = 1. The second is redundant on these. The four constraints can then be simplified to:
URU† = R∗
S†ΛU† = −Λ∗
(2.123)
(2.124)
These are the reciprocity relations for linear systems.
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Figure 2.7: Input-output ports of a beamsplitter with back-reflection.
2.7.3 Components with Back-Reflection
Reciprocity can usually be ignored as long as all of the components have negligible back-reflection.
The component can be divided into two identical sub-components – a “forward” one and a “reverse”
one – with no coupling between them and no other constraints on the sub-components. When back-
reflection becomes important, reciprocity places important restrictions on how these sub-components
couple. The most common components are given as examples here.
Beamsplitter
Consider a beamsplitter with inputs In1, In1*, In2, In2*, and corresponding outputs Out1,
Out1*, Out2, Out2* (Fig. 2.7). The scattering matrix is unitary; the most general unitary matrix
can be written as the exponential of a Hermitian:
S = eiG, G = G† =

a b c d
b∗ e f g
c∗ f∗ h k
d∗ g∗ k∗ l
 (2.125)
where a, e, h, j are real and the rest are complex. When the inputs and outputs are canonically
ordered: (In1, Out1*), (In1*, Out1), (In2, Out2*), (In2*, Out2), reciprocity imposes the
constraint SP = S
T
P . Canonical ordering is obtained by permuting the outputs:
SP = PPS ≡

0 1 0 0
1 0 0 0
0 0 0 1
0 0 1 0
S (2.126)
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This gives the constraint PeiG = (PeiG)T , which can be simplified to PGP = GT . This imposes
the constraints:
e = a, g = c∗, f = d∗, l = h (2.127)
giving the matrix
G =

a b c d
b∗ a d∗ c∗
c∗ d h k
d∗ c k∗ h
 (2.128)
This is the most general physically realizable two-way beamsplitter. It has 10 degrees of freedom
(2 real plus 4 complex). This is generally too complicated, so additional symmetry assumptions are
often made – PinvGPinv = G, PflipGPflip = G, where:
Pinv =

0 1 0 0
1 0 0 0
0 0 0 1
0 0 1 0
 , Pflip =

0 0 1 0
0 0 0 1
1 0 0 0
0 1 0 0
 (2.129)
These give the following constraints:
• Inversion symmetry constraints: b, c, d, k ∈ R
• Flip symmetry constraints: c ∈ R, a = h, b = k
Satisfying both symmetries gives a device with 3 real degrees of freedom plus a phase:
G = φ

1 0 0 0
0 1 0 0
0 0 1 0
0 0 0 1
+ α

0 0 1 0
0 0 0 1
1 0 0 0
0 1 0 0
+ β

0 1 0 0
1 0 0 0
0 0 0 1
0 0 1 0
+ γ

0 0 0 1
0 0 1 0
0 1 0 0
1 0 0 0
 (2.130)
This gives the beamsplitter in “symmetric” form. One alternative to symmetric form is “real form”
(which, it turns out, is only real when there are no back-reflections). In this form, one places an i
phase shift in front of the In2 port and a −i phase shift in front of the Out2 port, as is done for the
one-way beamsplitter. This alters the scattering matrix as follows:
Sr → USU†, U =

1 0 0 0
0 1 0 0
0 0 −i 0
0 0 0 i
 (2.131)
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This transforms the generator matrix as follows:
G→ UGU† = φ

1 0 0 0
0 1 0 0
0 0 1 0
0 0 0 1
+ α

0 0 i 0
0 0 0 −i
−i 0 0 0
0 i 0 0
+ β

0 1 0 0
1 0 0 0
0 0 0 −1
0 0 −1 0
+ γ

0 0 0 −i
0 0 i 0
0 −i 0 0
i 0 0 0

(2.132)
The simplest case is the one with no back-reflection (φ = β = γ = 0). The scattering matrix, in
symmetric form, is:
S =

cosα 0 i sinα 0
0 cosα 0 i sinα
i sinα 0 cosα 0
0 i sinα 0 cosα
 =
[
cosα i sinα
i sinα cosα
]
⊗
[
1 0
0 1
]
(2.133)
The system is decomposable into two subblocks – a forward-propagating system and a reverse-
propagating system. Both subblocks act as symmetric beamsplitters:
BSsym(r)F  BSsym(r)R (2.134)
In real form, the scattering matrix is:
S =

cosα 0 − sinα 0
0 cosα 0 sinα
sinα 0 cosα 0
0 − sinα 0 cosα
 =
[
cosα − sinα
sinα cosα
]
⊗
[
1 0
0 0
]
+
[
cosα sinα
− sinα cosα
]
⊗
[
0 0
0 1
]
(2.135)
This is also decomposable into subblocks, but the blocks are not equivalent. The reverse-propagating
block has an opposite reflection coefficient:
BSre(r)F BSre(−r)R (2.136)
Ring Cavity
Consider an oscillator with two modes, a = (a1, a2) (Fig. 2.8). Reciprocity tells us that there exists
a unitary U such that, switching the directions of all the fields, the dynamics remain the same if we
send a → Ua (see above). If the oscillator is symmetric, there exists a basis in which this U just
permutes the two modes, which are identified as the clockwise and counterclockwise modes of the
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oscillator:
U =
[
0 −1
−1 0
]
(2.137)
The most general SLH model (up to a phase) that satisfies the reciprocity relations has the following
canonical form:
G =
(
S,Λa, a†Ra
)
(2.138)
with
S =
[
0 1
1 0
]
R(θ) (2.139)
R =
[
∆ ∆∗XC
∆XC ∆
]
(2.140)
Λ = R(θ/2)
[
α β
β∗ α∗
]
(2.141)
where R(ξ) is the symmetrized beamsplitter matrix:
R(ξ) =
[
cos(ξ) i sin(ξ)
i sin(ξ) cos(ξ)
]
(2.142)
This is “canonical form”, where In1 is identified with Out1, etc. In standard form, In1 is identified
with Out1, etc. This just involves permuting the input ports: G′ = G / Pin, which alters the S
matrix and nothing else:
S = R(θ) (2.143)
dB1dB1
~
dB2
~ dB2
a1
a2
Figure 2.8: Optical ring cavity with back-reflection.
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The ABCD matrices are now easily computed:
A = −iR− 1
2
Λ†Λ
=
[
−i∆− 12 (α∗α+ ββ∗) −i∆XC − α∗β
−i∆XC − αβ∗ −i∆− 12 (α∗α+ ββ∗)
]
(2.144)
B = −Λ†S = −
[
α∗ β
β∗ α
]
R(θ/2) (2.145)
C = Λ = R(θ/2)
[
α β
β∗ α∗
]
(2.146)
D = S = R(θ) (2.147)
Chapter 3
Linear and Linearized Systems
Linear dynamical systems are the simplest, most common, and arguably most important systems
in physics and engineering. Entire branches of physics, from cosmology to the Standard Model, are
based on linear or nearly-linear systems. The ubiquity of linear systems results from the fact that
most things in physics are only weakly-coupled to each other. In this weak-coupling regime, we can
distinguish the principal from the peripheral, the dominant from the perturbation, the fundamental
from the emergent; and reductionism – that is, science – becomes possible.
This chapter discusses linear and linearized models in the open quantum systems framework. First,
I define the doubled-up ABCD model, a useful way to express linear open quantum systems. The
QSDEs are then calculated. Because the QSDEs are linear, the system state is always Gaussian,
and can be obtained analytically.
First, I obtain equations of motion for the moments of the Gaussian state in a linear quantum
system. The centroid of the Gaussian obeys a mean-field equation, while the covariance matrix
satisfies a Lyapunov equation. These can be used to obtain the internal field at steady state.
Next, I compute the quantum transfer function between input and output fields, and relate it to
the input-output squeezing spectrum. Optical squeezing is a particularly important field, given its
potential for sensing and quantum information applications, I derive formulas the free-field squeezing
from an arbitrary linear model.
Several systems are considered: the linear cavity, the degenerate OPO, and the linearized Kerr
cavity. With the methods developed in this chapter, we can study these systems in more detail than
in Chapter 2.
The content of this chapter is an amalgam of old results, results with updated notation, derivations,
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and a few of my own ideas. The new results are in the next chapter, which relies on the theory
developed here.
3.1 Basic Theory
A bosonic linear system is defined as any open quantum system with bosonic fields, a quadratic
Hamiltonian H, linear couplings L, and a constant scattering matrix S. Recalling Eq. 1.14, this
implies that the full Hamiltonian, system and bath combined, is quadratic. The fields must be
bosonic so that the operator QSDEs Eqs. (1.34-1.36) are linear (as a contrapositive consider the
atom-cavity in Sec. (2.6); the Hamiltonian is quadratic but the equations of motion are not linear).
Note that bosonic does not necessarily mean optical. Mechanical excitations [AKM14], exciton-
polaritons [DHY10] and plasmons [HK90] are also linear (in some limit) and bosonic.
Non-bosonic systems will not be treated in this chapter. However, it is possible to analyze them
with phase-space methods using a Wigner or positive-P distribution, and the dynamical equations
can then be linearized. This will be covered in Chapter 5. The resulting equations are very similar
to those derived here.
3.1.1 SLH Model
Let x = (a1, . . . , an) be the state vector for the system, where ai is the annihilation operator for
mode i. The most general SLH model for a linear system takes the form:(
S, Λ−x+ Λ+x† + λ, x†R−x+
xTR∗+x+ x
†R+x∗
2
+ rTx+ r†x¯
)
(3.1)
While the Λ± matrices can be arbitrary, R− must be Hermitian and R+ must be symmetric. It
is most convenient to express this model in doubled-up notation [GW09, GJN10]. This notation
combines the x and x† into a single vector. Similarly, dB and dB† are doubled-up:
x¯ =
(
a1, . . . , an, a
†
1, . . . , a
†
n
)T
, dB¯ =
(
dB1, . . . , dBm, dB
†
1, . . . , dB
†
m
)T
(3.2)
The doubled-up state vector satisfies the commutation relations [x¯i, x¯j ] = (Θa)ij ; likewise, the
external modes satisfy [dB¯i,dB¯j ] = (ΘdB)ij . Here, Θa = iσy ⊗ In and ΘdB = iσy ⊗ Im have the
block form:
Θa =
[
0 In×n
−In×n 0
]
, ΘdB =
[
0 Im×m
−Im×m 0
]
(3.3)
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where m and n are the number of ports and input-output modes, respectively. Also important are
the conjugation matrices J : a¯† = Jaa¯, dB¯† = JdBdB¯; these take the form
Ja =
[
0 In×n
In×n 0
]
, JdB =
[
0 Im×m
Im×m 0
]
(3.4)
From now on, we suppress the subscripts on J and Θ, since they have the same form and picking
the right one is obvious because of their different sizes. For vectors and matrices, let (A∗)ij = (A
†
ij)
represent element-wise conjugation while (A†)ij = (A∗ji) represents the conjugate transpose. It is
important to distinguish these because they will both play a role in what follows.
With the doubled-up state vector x¯, we rewrite the SLH model in terms of Λ¯ and R¯ as follows:
(
S,
[
Λ− Λ+
]
︸ ︷︷ ︸
Λ¯
x¯+ λ,
1
2
x¯T
[
R∗+ R
∗
−
R− R+
]
︸ ︷︷ ︸
R¯
x¯+
[
r
r∗
]
︸ ︷︷ ︸
r¯
T
x¯
)
(3.5)
3.1.2 ABCD Notation
The dynamics of the quantum model (1.34) come from its operator QSDEs. For a linear system,
the QSDEs are:
dx¯i =
[
−i[x¯i, H] + 1
2
(
L†m[x¯i, Lm] + [L
†
m, x¯i]Lm
)]
dt
+ dB†mS
†
mn[x¯i, Ln] + [L
†
n, x¯i]SnmdBm +
(
S†mpx¯iSpn − x¯iδmn
)
dΛmn
=
[
Θ
(
−iR¯+ Λ¯
T Λ¯∗J − JΛ¯†Λ¯
2
)
x¯+ Θ
(
−ir¯ + Λ¯
Tλ∗ − JΛ¯†λ
2
)]
i
dt
+
[
Θ
[
−JΛ¯†S Λ¯TS∗
]
dB¯in
]
i
(3.6)
dBout,m = Lm dt+ SmndBin,n
=
(
Λ¯x¯+ λ
)
m
dt+ (S dBin)m (3.7)
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These equations let us recast the model (3.5) as a linear dynamical system, albeit with a doubled-up,
operator-valued state.
dx¯ =
[
Θ
(
−iR¯+ Λ¯
T Λ¯∗J − JΛ¯†Λ¯
2
)
︸ ︷︷ ︸
A¯
x¯+ Θ
(
−ir¯ + Λ¯
Tλ∗ − JΛ¯†λ
2
)
︸ ︷︷ ︸
a¯
]
dt
+ Θ
[
−JΛ¯†S Λ¯TS∗
]
︸ ︷︷ ︸
B¯
dB¯in (3.8)
dB¯out =
([
Λ¯
Λ¯∗J
]
︸ ︷︷ ︸
C¯
x¯+
[
λ
λ∗
]
︸ ︷︷ ︸
c¯
)
dt+
[
S 0
0 S∗
]
︸ ︷︷ ︸
D¯
dB¯in (3.9)
This is the ABCD model of a linear quantum system. In terms of the SLH components, the ABCD
matrices are:
A¯ =
[
−iR− −iR+
iR∗+ iR
∗
−
]
+
1
2
[
−Λ†−Λ− + ΛT+Λ∗+ −Λ†−Λ+ + ΛT+Λ∗−
(−Λ†−Λ+ + ΛT+Λ∗−)∗ (−Λ†−Λ− + ΛT+Λ∗+)∗
]
B¯ =
[
−Λ†−S ΛT+S∗
Λ†+S −ΛT−S∗
]
, C¯ =
[
Λ− Λ+
Λ∗+ Λ
∗
−
]
, D¯ =
[
S 0
0 S∗
]
a¯ =
[
−ir∗ + 12 (−Λ†−λ+ ΛT+λ∗)
(−ir∗ + 12 (−Λ†−λ+ ΛT+λ∗))∗
]
, c¯ =
[
λ
λ∗
]
(3.10)
Each of these matrices takes the following, doubled-up form:
M =
[
M− M+
M∗+ M
∗
−
]
(3.11)
This is necessary because x¯ and dB¯ consist of conjugate components. If the top of the vector evolves
one way, the lower part must evolve in the conjugate manner. This forces all ABCD matrices to
have the form (3.11).
To verify that this is a valid quantum model, one can check that it satisfies the physical realizability
conditions. These conditions arise from the fact that the commutators [xi, x
†
j ] = δij do not change in
time. However, the operators themselves evolve according to (3.10), maintaining the commutation
relations places some constraints on A,B,C,D [JNP08,NJP09]:
d[x¯i, x¯j ] = 0 ⇒ A¯Θ + ΘA¯T + B¯ΘB¯T = 0 (3.12)
d[x¯i,dB¯m] = 0 ⇒ ΘC¯T = −B¯ΘD¯T (3.13)
d[dB¯m,dB¯n] = 0 ⇒ D¯ΘD¯T = Θ (3.14)
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Condition (3.14) is similar to the unitarity condition for scattering matrices. It is a little more
general, though, since it allows arbitrary Bogoliubov transformations, e.g. dBout = dBin cosh(η) +
dB†in sinh(η). Condition (3.13) relates the input matrix B to the output matrix C; in a sense it says
that the amount of information entering the system is the same as the amount leaving. Condition
(3.12) is the quantum analog of the fluctuation-dissipation theorem, relating the system loss to its
coupling to the environment. This arises because, in the absence of extra vacuum fluctuations, in
a lossy system the commutator [xi, xj ] would decay to zero. There can be no dissipation without a
coupling to a bath.
Any open quantum oscillator satisfies the physical realizability conditions (3.12-3.14). However, some
solutions to (3.12-3.14) give infinite-bandwidth squeezing (Bogoliubov components) and thus do not
admit an SLH representation. In addition to (3.12-3.14), a linear input-output system must have
block-diagonal D¯, with S†S = 1 in order to be realizable as an open quantum oscillator [NJD09].
3.1.3 Gaussian Moment Equations
Linear systems preserve the Gaussianity of states: if the internal state starts in a Gaussian, it
remains Gaussian for all time. A dissipative linear system will always tend to a Gaussian steady
state. A Gaussian state can be represented by its moments:
µ¯i = 〈x¯i〉, σ¯ij = 1
2
〈x¯ix¯†j + x¯†j x¯i〉 (3.15)
Applying the QSDE (3.8) and the Itoˆ rule dBidB
†
j = δijdt (from which
1
2 (dB¯idB¯j + dB¯jdB¯i) =
1
2Jijdt), we obtain equations of motion for the moments [NJP09]:
dµ¯
dt
= A¯µ¯ (3.16)
dσ¯
dt
= A¯σ¯ + σ¯A¯† +
1
2
B¯B¯† (3.17)
3.1.4 Circuit Algebra
The circuit algebra discussed in Sec. 1.7 can also be used to represent networks of linear quantum
systems. The rules derived in that section carry over to the linear case, but often it is more useful
to have a set of rules that act directly on the ABCD matrices.
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Concatenation
The concatenation product G1G2 is the easiest. Since there is no coupling between the components,
one might expect the matrices to stack in a block-diagonal form:
a¯ “=”
[
a¯(1)
a¯(2)
]
, dB¯ “=”
[
dB¯(1)
dB¯(2)
]
, A¯ “=”
[
A¯(1) 0
0 A¯(2)
]
, B¯, C¯, D¯ = (likewise) (3.18)
I have put quotes around the equals signs because Eq. (3.18) is wrong. The state vector a¯ ≡
(a(1), (a(1))∗, a(2), (a(2))∗) is not in doubled-up form with a terms in the upper half and a∗ terms
in the lower half. The same is true for dB¯. To correct, this, we need to permute the rows of a¯ and
dB¯, and correspondingly permute the rows and columns of the ABCD matrices. Define permutation
matrices Pa, PdB to perform this transformation. The correct ABCD model for G1 G2 is:
a¯ = Pa
[
a¯(1)
a¯(2)
]
, A¯ = Pa
[
A¯(1) 0
0 A¯(2)
]
P−1a , B¯ = Pa
[
B¯(1) 0
0 B¯(2)
]
P−1dB ,
dB¯ = PdB
[
dB¯(1)
dB¯(2)
]
, C¯ = PdB
[
C¯(1) 0
0 C¯(2)
]
P−1a , D¯ = PdB
[
D¯(1) 0
0 D¯(2)
]
P−1dB (3.19)
Series
The series product G2 /G1 is computed by taking the output fields of the first component, G1, and
applying them as inputs to the second one. This is a straightforward cascaded linear dynamical
system, which has the following ABCD model:
A¯ = Pa
[
A¯1 0
B¯2C¯1 A¯2
]
Pa, B¯ = Pa
[
B¯1 B¯2D¯1
]
,
C¯ =
[
D¯2C¯1
C¯2
]
Pa, D¯ = D¯2D¯1 (3.20)
This is very similar to the case for purely passive systems [cite some of the Gough, James, Nurdin,
etc. papers on ABCD models]. The only difference lies in the extra permutations Pa, PdB that put
the internal and input-output fields into doubled-up form.
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Feedback
The feedback operator [G]k→l sends output k into input l. This is realized by:
A¯ = A¯+ B¯:,l(1− D¯kl)−1C¯k,: B¯ = B¯:,!l + B¯:,l(1− D¯kl)−1D¯k,!l
C¯ = C¯!k,: + D¯!k,l(1− D¯kl)−1C¯k,: D¯ = D¯!k,!l + D¯!k,l(1− D¯kl)−1D¯k,!l (3.21)
Here, : refers to all indices, k refers to a pair of indices (the ak one as well as the a
†
k one), and !k
refers to all indices except that pair; and likewise for l, !l. Thus, unlike in Sec. 1.7, the matrix we
have to invert, (1− D¯kl), is 2-by-2, not 1-by-1.
Adiabatic Elimination
Although it is not part of the Gough-James algebra, adiabatic elimination is very important in
linear systems, and relatively straightforward to compute. The simplest case involves eliminating all
degrees of freedom from the system, turning a dynamic SLH model into a static scattering element.
This limit is valid for a very quickly-evolving system that is strongly coupled to the environment:
A¯ ∼ k2, a¯, B¯, C¯ ∼ k, c¯, D¯ ∼ 1, k →∞ (3.22)
In this limit, the state tracks the input, and we may approximate: a¯→ A¯−1(B¯ dB¯/dt+ a¯). Substi-
tuting this and solving for dB¯out, we find a static input-output relation:
dB¯out =
(
D¯ − C¯A¯−1B¯)dB¯in + (c¯− C¯A¯−1a¯)dt (3.23)
This will be useful because many of the linear components we want are static components – squeezing
and linear amplification being the most common. The adiabatic elimination result (5.116) tells us
the whether this is possible with a given model.
3.1.5 Quadrature Notation
An alternative approach is to write x and dB in quadrature notation (compare Eq. (3.2)):
x ≡ (X1, P1, . . . , Xn, Pn)T , da ≡ (dB1,x,dB1,p . . . , dBm,x,dBm,p)T (3.24)
where Xi = (ai + a
†
i ), Pi = (ai − a†i )/i and likewise for the da. The commutators are complex,
so we write [x¯i, x¯j ] = 2i(Θx)ij ; likewise, the external modes satisfy [dai,daj ] = 2i(Θda)ij , with
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Θx = iσy ⊗ In and Θda = iσy ⊗ Im (compare Sec. 3.1.1). Since these have the same form, we
suppress the subscripts in what follows.
The most general SLH model takes the form:(
S, Λx+ λ,
1
2
xTRx+ rTx
)
(3.25)
In this case, S is unitary, R is real symmetric, and Λ is arbitrary. Because of the complex commu-
tators, the ABCD matrices take a slightly modified form:
A = 2Θ
(
R+ 14 Λ˜
TΘΛ˜
)
, B = ΘΛ˜TΘS˜,
C = Λ˜, D = S˜,
a = 2Θ
(
r + 14 Λ˜
TΘλ˜
)
, c = λ˜
(3.26)
We form matrices S˜ and Λ˜, and vector λ˜ by stacking S, Λ, and λ, as follows:
S˜ab = 2M
†
[
Sab 0
0 S∗ab
]
M
Λ˜a = 2M
†
[
Λa
Λ∗a
]
, λ˜a = 2M
†
[
λa
λ∗a
]
(3.27)
where J2n×2n is the canonical antisymmetric matrix of dimension 2n (written above as J , where the
dimension is inferred), and M2n×2n is used to convert between standard dAi, dA
†
i and Hermitian
dax, dap input-output fields:
J2n×2n = In ⊗
[
0 1
−1 0
]
, M2n×2n = In ⊗ 1
2
[
1 i
1 −i
]
(3.28)
The matrix S˜ is made from the blocks S˜ab above, and likewise for Λ˜ and λ˜.
These match the formulas used in [JNP08], the difference being that we have defined the ABCD
matrices in terms of the real stacked matrices S˜, Λ˜, rather than in terms of S, L, and H directly.
The moment equations (3.16-3.17) change to:
dµ¯
dt
= A¯µ¯,
dσ¯
dt
= A¯σ¯ + σ¯A¯† + B¯B¯† (3.29)
Since all the operators are Hermitian, the ABCD matrices are all real (and no longer have the
doubled-up form). Many numerical methods for matrix optimization only apply to real matrices,
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and in this context, the quadrature notation is the more convenient one to use.
Circuit Algebra, SLH form
The circuit algebra relations are a little different in quadrature notation. Most of it is just index
permutations, arising from the non-doubled-up nature of quadrature notation. To form the concate-
nated system G1  G2, we define a new state variable x = [ x1 x2 ] that includes both the state
of G1 and the state of G2. Applying the concatenation rule,
S =
[
S1 0
0 S2
]
, Λ =
[
Λ1 0
0 Λ2
]
,
R =
[
R1
R2
]
, λ =
[
λ1
λ2
]
, r =
[
r1
r2
]
(3.30)
Likewise, applying the series product rule, one finds the parameters for the system G2 / G1:
S = S2S1, Λ =
[
Λ1 Λ2
]
, λ = λ1 + λ2,
R =
[
R1 Im(Λ
†
2S2Λ1)
Im(Λ†2S2Λ1) R2
]
,
r =
[
r1 + Im(λ
†
2S2Λ1)
T
r2 − Im(λ†2S2Λ1)T
]
(3.31)
Similarly, applying the feedback equations can give us the parameters for the system G′ = [G]i→j :
S′ = [S + S∗j(1− Sij)Si∗]!i,!j
Λ′ =
[
Λ + S∗j(1− Sij)−1Λi∗
]
!i,∗
R′ = R+ Im
[
Λ†S∗j(1− Sij)Λ− h.c.
]
r′ = r + Im
[
Λ†S∗j(1− Sij)λ+ ΛT(1− Sij)STj∗λ∗
]
λ′ =
[
λ+ S∗j(1− Sij)−1λi∗
]
!i,∗ (3.32)
where the notation ∗ means “take all rows (columns) of the given matrix”, while !j means “take all
rows (columns) except j”. For example, S∗,j would be the jth column of S, while M!i,!j would be
obtained by removing row i and column j from the matrix M .
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Circuit Algebra, ABCD form
One can also use the ABCD form in quadrature notation. Concatenating two models in ABCD form
to create G1 G2 is straightforward:
A =
[
A1 0
0 A2
]
, B =
[
B1 0
0 B2
]
,
C =
[
C1 0
0 C2
]
, D =
[
D1 0
0 D2
]
,
a =
[
a1
a2
]
, c =
[
c1
c2
]
, (3.33)
One can arrive at the series product in ABCD form by first taking the series product in SLH form
and then converting to the ABCD matrices. The series product G = G2 / G1 is:
A =
[
A1 B2C1
0 A2
]
, B =
[
B1
B2D1
]
,
C =
[
D2C1 C2
]
, D = D2D1,
a =
[
a1
a2 +B2c1
]
, c = c2 +D2c1 (3.34)
Likewise, the internal feedback G′ = [G]i→j is given by:
A′ = A+B∗j(1−Dij)−1Ci∗
B′ =
[
B +B∗j(1−Dij)−1Di∗
]
∗,!j
C ′ =
[
C +D∗j(1−Dij)−1Ci∗
]
!i,∗
D′ =
[
D +D∗j(1−Dij)−1Di∗
]
!i,!j
a′ = a+B∗j(1−Dij)−1ci
c′ =
[
c+D∗j(1−Dij)−1ci
]
!i,∗ (3.35)
Note that there are no permutation matrices here, in contrast to Sec. 3.1.4, since the matrices are
not in doubled-up form.
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3.2 Examples
Passive systems (empty cavities), OPOs, and some optomechanical devices are genuine, bosonic
linear quantum systems, in the sense that the degrees of freedom are all bosonic and the Hamiltonian
(at least in the appropriate limit) is quadratic.
3.2.1 Passive Systems
A passive linear system is defined as any system that does not create or destroy photons, but merely
pushes them around [Nur10a, Nur10b]. Any network of empty cavities qualifies. Since photons
within the system are conserved, the Hamiltonian must take the form Rija
†
iaj , and since photons
are conserved between the cavity and the bath, the L operators must look like Λmjaj . One finds the
same model introduced in Sec. 2.2.2 (ignoring the inhomogeneous terms r, λ, which can be eliminated
by a change of variables).
Given these constraints, the SLH model for this system can be expressed in doubled-up notation, as
follows: (
S,
[
Λ 0
]
︸ ︷︷ ︸
Λ¯
a¯,
1
2
a¯T
[
0 R∗
R 0
]
︸ ︷︷ ︸
R¯
a¯
)
(3.36)
This gives the following ABCD matrices:
A¯ =
[
−iR− 12Λ†Λ 0
0 −iR∗ − 12ΛTΛ∗
]
B¯ =
[
−Λ†S 0
0 −ΛTS∗
]
C¯ =
[
Λ 0
0 Λ∗
]
D¯ =
[
S 0
0 S∗
]
(3.37)
Because the system is passive, the ABCD matrices factor. In this case, the doubled-up notation was
superfluous; instead of evolving a, a† together, we only need to keep track of a because the two do
not mix. One finds the following QSDEs:
da =
(
−iR− 1
2
Λ†Λ
)
a dt+
(−Λ†S) dBin (3.38)
dBout = (Λ) a dt+ (S) dBin (3.39)
These are equivalent to the QSDEs derived in Sec. 2.2.2. While these are obviously much simpler
than the general model (3.10), they only work when the system is passive. Passive systems are
generally limited in their usefulness. While they can perform some useful operations, like filtering,
they do not exhibit gain and therefore cannot amplify signals. They are also very classical in nature.
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Figure 3.1: Left: Energy conservation for degenerate OPO pump process. Right: Non-degenerate
pump process.
For a given a coherent input, a passive system always outputs light in a coherent state, and the
internal state is always coherent. To create interesting quantum states of light, one needs to go to
active systems.
3.2.2 Non-degenerate OPO
The simplest active linear system is the optical parametric oscillator, discussed in Sec. 2.4. In full
generality, this is a nonlinear system, but if one assumes a strong pump field, it linearizes and
reduces to a cavity with an extra pump term. Depending on the phase matching, the pump can
split into a two photons of equal (degenerate) or unequal (non-degenerate) frequency. Taking the
non-degenerate SLH model from Sec. 2.4 and replacing the pump field c with a constant, we arrive
at the linearized OPO:
G =
(
1,
[√
κaa√
κbb
]
, ∆aa
†a+ ∆bb†b+
∗ab− a†b†
2i
)
(3.40)
Define the doubled-up state vector a¯ = (a, b, a†, b†). In terms of it, the doubled-up Λ and R are:
Λ¯ =
[√
κa 0 0 0
0
√
κb 0 0
]
, R¯ =

0 12i
∗ ∆a 0
1
2i
∗ 0 0 ∆b
∆a 0 0 − 12i
0 ∆b − 12i 0
 (3.41)
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From equations (3.8-3.9) we can compute the ABCD model:
da¯ =

−i∆a − 12κa 0 0 12
0 −i∆b − 12κb 12 0
0 12
∗ i∆a − 12κa 0
1
2
∗ 0 0 i∆b − 12κb
 a¯ dt−

√
κa 0 0 0
0
√
κb 0 0
0 0
√
κa 0
0 0 0
√
κb
dB¯in
(3.42)
dB¯out =

√
κa 0 0 0
0
√
κb 0 0
0 0
√
κa 0
0 0 0
√
κb
 a¯ dt+

1 0 0 0
0 1 0 0
0 0 1 0
0 0 0 1
 dB¯in (3.43)
In the broad-band limit, where κa, κb → ∞, we can apply the adiabatic elimination result (5.116)
to get a static input-output model:
dB¯out = −

cosh η 0 0 eiφ sinh η
0 cosh η eiφ sinh η 0
0 e−iφ sinh η cosh η 0
e−iφ sinh η 0 0 cosh η
dB¯in (3.44)
This is a perfect two-mode squeezer:
−dBout,1 = (cosh η)dBin,1 + (eiφ sinh η)dB∗in,2, −dBout,2 = (cosh η)dBin,2 + (eiφ sinh η)dB∗in,1
(3.45)
with is the squeezing parameter η that diverges when the device is pumped to threshold, ||2 → κaκb:
η = log
[√
κaκb + ||√
κaκb − ||
]
, φ = arg() (3.46)
3.2.3 Degenerate OPO
The degenerate OPO only has a single mode if we consider the pump as a classical field. Its SLH
model is given by:
G =
(
1,
[√
κa
]
, ∆a†a+
∗a2 + (a†)2
2i
)
(3.47)
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In terms of the doubled-up state vector a¯ = (a, a†), Λ and R are:
Λ¯ =
[√
κ 0
]
, R¯ =
[
−i∗ ∆
∆ i
]
(3.48)
This gives the ABCD model:
da¯ =
[
−i∆− 12κ 
∗ i∆− 12κ
]
a¯ dt−
[√
κ 0
0
√
κ
]
dB¯in (3.49)
dB¯out =
[√
κ 0
0
√
κ
]
a¯ dt+
[
1 0
0 1
]
dB¯in (3.50)
which is equivalent to the familiar OPO equation of motion
da =
[(
−i∆− 1
2
κ
)
a+  a†
]
dt−√κdBin (3.51)
As with the non-degenerate OPO, the adiabatic limit is very important in the degenerate case.
Applying Eq. (5.116) we find that:
dB¯out = −
[
cosh η eiφ sinh η
e−iφ sinh η cosh η
]
dB¯in (3.52)
which is a perfect single-mode squeezer:
−dBout = (cosh η)dBin + (eiφ sinh η)dB∗in, η = log
[
κ+ 2||
κ− 2||
]
, φ = arg() (3.53)
Both degenerate and non-degenerate OPOs produce ideally squeezed light, but in the degenerate
case the mode is squeezed with itself, rather than being squeezed with another mode. This single-
mode squeezing gives an output that is less noisy than the vacuum along certain quadratures. This
is very useful for sensing applications where the accuracy of a measurement is limited by photon
shot noise.
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3.3 The Internal State
Any stable linear system driven by Gaussian noise will tend to a Gaussian equilibrium state. Because
quantum linear systems can be described by Gaussian processes, they are no exception. Recall that
the doubled-up covariance matrix is defined by σ¯ij =
1
2 〈a¯ia¯†j + a¯†j a¯i〉. As we saw in Eq. (3.17), this
evolves as dσ¯/dt = A¯σ¯ + σ¯A¯† + B¯B¯†. Over time, this tends to a steady state with σ¯ given by the
Lyapunov Equation:
A¯σ¯ + σ¯A¯† +
1
2
B¯B¯† = 0 (3.54)
For a single internal field, σ¯ takes the following form:
σ =
[
〈a†a〉+ 12 〈a2〉
〈a2〉∗ 〈a†a〉+ 12
]
(3.55)
For a coherent state, this is obviously half the identity: σ¯ = 12I. Squeezed states will have off-diagonal
terms in σ¯. The Heisenberg uncertainty relation is a condition on the determinant: det(σ¯) ≥ 14 ,
equality holding for the pure states. (For multiple fields, this determinant condition is necessary but
not sufficient).
Passive Systems
In a passive system, the field is always in a coherent state. This can be seen from the Lyapunov
equation. The ABCD model derived in Sec. (3.2.1) is block-diagonal; from this we can infer that σ¯
must take the block-diagonal form:
σ¯ =
[
σ 0
0 σ∗
]
(3.56)
The Lyapunov equation, applying the substitutions from the ABCD model (3.37), gives:(
−iR− 1
2
Λ†Λ
)
σ + σ
(
−iR− 1
2
Λ†Λ
)
+
1
2
Λ†Λ = 0 (3.57)
It is obvious from inspection that σ = 12I is the correct solution. This is the covariance matrix of
a vacuum state, proving that all passive linear systems driven by coherent fields always remain in a
coherent state.
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Figure 3.2: Wigner function for the OPO internal state, computed from numerical simulation (den-
sity plot) and from the analytic formula in Eq. (3.58) (white contours)
Degenerate OPO
Applying the Lyapunov equation to the degenerate OPO discussed in (3.2.3), we arrive at:
σ¯ =
1
2
 |−i∆+κ/2|2|−i∆+κ/2|2−||2 (−i∆+κ/2)|−i∆+κ/2|2−||2
∗(i∆+κ/2)
|−i∆+κ/2|2−||2
|−i∆+κ/2|2
|−i∆+κ/2|2−||2
 (3.58)
The maximum and minimum covariance happen at the angles:
σ± =
1
2
1
1∓ |/(−i∆ + κ/2)| , φ+ = arg
(
(−i∆ + κ/2)), φ− = arg((−i∆ + κ/2))+ pi
2
(3.59)
As Figure 3.2 shows, the internal state of the OPO is squeezed, but it is not a pure state. In the
limit || → |− i∆+κ/2|, the noise of the larger quadrature goes to infinity while the smaller one goes
to 1/4, half the value for a coherent state, so the product σ+σ− is much larger than the Heisenberg
limit. For a simple OPO with coherent inputs and no feedback, it is not possible to squeeze the
internal field by more than a factor of two (“3 dB of squeezing”).
3.4 Input-Output Relations
Linear systems are useful in engineering because they transform input signals into output signals.
Thus, to an engineer, what really matters is not the internal dynamics but rather the input-output
relations of the device. For a linear system without explicit time dependence, the input-output
relations are fully determined by the doubled-up transfer function T¯ (ω).
The transfer function connects inputs and outputs in the frequency domain. It is straightforward to
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convert doubled-up ABCD models to the frequency domain, but there are a few subtleties. First,
we define frequency-domain doubled-up vectors by the Fourier transform:
a¯ω =
1
2pi
∫
eiωta¯(t)dt =
1
2pi
∫
eiωt
[
eiωta(t)
eiωta∗(t)
]
dt =
[
aω
a∗−ω
]
(3.60)
Note the −ω subscript in the conjugated term. In other words, a¯ω 6= (aω, a∗ω). Thus, the component
can convert a signal at e−iωt to one at e+iωt, since da/dt depends not only on a but also a†.
Similarly, we define b¯ω = (bω, b
∗
−ω) in terms of the input-output field b(t) = dB(t)/dt. The ABCD
equations, in the frequency domain, become:
− iωa¯ω = A¯a¯ω + B¯b¯in,ω (3.61)
b¯out,ω = C¯a¯ω + D¯b¯in,ω (3.62)
The input and output are related by a matrix and some noise:
b¯out,ω =
[
D¯ + C¯
1
−iω − A¯ B¯
]
︸ ︷︷ ︸
T¯ (ω)
b¯in,ω (3.63)
This defines the transfer function T¯ (ω) for any system. Note that is matrix has a doubled-up
structure similar to A¯, B¯, C¯, D¯, but with ω-dependence:
T¯ (ω) =
[
T−(ω) T+(ω)
T+(−ω)∗ T−(−ω)∗
]
(3.64)
3.4.1 Gain
An input signal b¯in,ω becomes T¯ (ω)b¯in,ω on output, plus some noise. The amplitude of this output
is: |b¯out,ω|2 = |T¯ (ω)b¯in,ω|2. The amplitude gain is:
G2 =
b¯†in,ωT¯ (ω)
†T¯ (ω)b¯in,ω
b¯†in,ω b¯in,ω
(3.65)
This is maximized for the largest eigenvalue of T¯ (ω)†T¯ (ω) and minimized for its smallest eigenvalue.
For a single-input single-output system, there are only two eigenvalues, corresponding to the different
quadratures of the device. The device may amplify one quadrature more than another (phase-
sensitive amplification) or amplify them both equally (phase-insensitive amplification).
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Amplification at DC for a 2-by-2 matrix is especially simple. The transfer-function matrix takes the
following form:
T¯ =
[
T− T+
T ∗+ T
∗
−
]
(3.66)
since ω = −ω at DC. The gain is given by the singular values of the matrix, given by the following
SVD:
T¯ =
[
η′ iη′
(η′)∗ (iη′)∗
][
|T−|+ |T+| 0
0 |T−| − |T+|
][
η iη
η∗ (iη)∗
]−1
(3.67)
where η is the maximally amplified input quadrature, and η′ is its respective image, given by:
η =
√
T ∗−T+
|T ∗−T+|
, η′ =
√
T−T+
|T ∗−T+|
(3.68)
The minimally amplified quadrature is iη, which maps to iη′ in the output.
3.4.2 Noise
For a single mode, any state can be fully described by its photon number and squeezing (at least if
it’s a Gaussian state, and in this chapter we only deal with Gaussian states). Likewise, the output
field b¯out can be described in terms of its photon number and squeezing. But since the output
channel has an infinite number of degrees of freedom, we replace photon number and squeezing with
a power spectrum N (ω) and a squeezing spectrum M(ω). Any output from a linear system can be
fully specified in terms of M and N .
The power and squeezing spectra are defined by way of a homodyne measurement, illustrated in
Figure 3.3. Suppose that an output b(t) is passed through a 50-50 beamsplitter with a coherent field
βe−iθ + bvac coming in from the dark port. Both beamsplitter outputs are measured, denoted b+
and b− here:
b±(t) =
√
2
(
b(t)± (β0e−iθ + bvac(t))
)
(3.69)
The homodyne output is the difference between the b+ photocurrent and the b− photocurrent. In
the limit of large β, this becomes:
jθ(t) = b+(t)
†b+(t)− b−(t)†b−(t)→ β0(e−iθb+ eiθb†) (3.70)
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Figure 3.3: Measurement of the noise spectrum.
That is, it measures a quadrature of the field b(t). We can Fourier transform jθ(t) to obtain
the frequency-domain homodyne signal which, up to the factor of β, is jθ(ω) = e
−iθbω + eiθb
†
−ω.
Squeezing is defined in terms of the power spectral density Pθ(ω) of jθ, namely:
Sθ(ω) =
√
2Pθ(ω) (3.71)
2piδ(ω − ω′)Pθ(ω) =
〈
jθ(ω)
†jθ(ω′)
〉
=
〈
(eiθb†ω + e
−iθb−ω)(e−iθbω′ + eiθb
†
−ω′)
〉
=
〈
b†ωbω′ + b−ωb
†
−ω′
〉
+ e2iθ
〈
b†ωb
†
−ω′
〉
+ e−2iθ 〈bωb−ω′〉
= 2piδ(ω − ω′) [(2N + 1) + e2iθM∗ + e−2iθM] (3.72)
N is a measure of power at detuning ω, while M is a measure of squeezing [GW09]. From the
equation above, they are given by:
2piδ(ω − ω′)(N (ω) + 1/2) = 1
2
〈
b†ωbω′ + b−ωb
†
−ω′
〉
(3.73)
2piδ(ω − ω′)M(ω) = 〈bωb−ω′〉 (3.74)
From the uncertainty principle and the commutator [jθ(t), jθ+pi/2(t
′)] = 2i δ(t − t′), we can show
that M and N satisfy the following inequality:
(N + 1/2)2 −M2 ≥ 1
4
(3.75)
We want to find a formula for M and N in terms of the transfer function. To start, Eq. (3.63),
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together with definition of doubled-up matrices, gives the following input-output relations:
bout,ω = T−(ω)bin,ω + T+(ω)b∗in,−ω (3.76)
bout,−ω = T+(−ω)b∗in,ω + T−(−ω)bin,−ω (3.77)
(3.78)
Assuming vacuum inputs, the outputs have the following statistics:
1
2 〈b†out,ωbout,ω′ + bout,ω′b†out,ω〉 = 2piδ(ω − ω′)
[ |T−(ω)|2 + |T+(ω)|2
2
]
(3.79)
1
2 〈b†out,−ωbout,−ω′ + bout,−ω′b†out,−ω〉 = 2piδ(ω − ω′)
[ |T+(−ω)|2 + |T−(−ω)|2
2
]
(3.80)
〈βout,ωβout,−ω′〉 = 2piδ(ω − ω′)
[
T−(ω)T+(−ω) + T+(ω)T−(−ω)
2
]
(3.81)
which leads to
N + 1
2
=
1
2
[ |T−(ω)|2 + |T+(ω)2|+ |T+(−ω)2|+ |T−(−ω)2|
2
]
(3.82)
M =
[
T−(ω)T+(−ω) + T+(ω)T−(−ω)
2
]
(3.83)
These can be expressed in matrix notation as
2(N + 1/2) = N1 +N2,
[
N1 M
M∗ N2
]
=
1
2
T¯ (ω)T¯ (ω)† (3.84)
The maximum and minimum values of the amplitude Sθ(ω) occur when e
2iθM∗ ∈ <. These values
are:
S±(ω) =
√
2 ((N (ω) + 1/2)± |M(ω)|) (3.85)
Vacuum noise has S+(ω) = S−(ω) = 1. A squeezed vacuum has S+(ω) = r(ω), S−(ω) = 1/r(ω).
The Heisenberg uncertainty principle becomes a condition on the product of the extrema: S+S− ≥ 1.
Example: Degenerate OPO
Since the degenerate OPO has a linear SLH model, the predicted gain (3.65) and squeezing spectrum
(3.85) should exactly match simulations. Even though the OPO model is quite simple, the analytic
form for these quantities is rather cumbersome. However, in the resonant case ∆ = 0, without any
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Figure 3.4: Quadrature noises S+(ω), S−(ω) for a degenerate OPO. Effects of varying pump  (left),
external loss κ2 (center), and detuning ∆ (right) on the spectrum.
additional losses, it is:
S+(ω) =
∣∣∣∣ iω + 12κ+ ||iω + 12κ− ||
∣∣∣∣ , S−(ω) = ∣∣∣∣ iω + 12κ− ||iω + 12κ+ ||
∣∣∣∣ (3.86)
The output satisfies S+S− = 1, so this is perfect squeezing. The larger the pump , the larger
the squeezing, a fact confirmed in the left panel of Fig. 3.4. Adding an additional loss channel will
decrease both the squeezing and the anti-squeezing,, but it primarily affects the squeezing (center
plot). Rather than shift the spectrum, changing the detuning broadens it, since the squeezing
spectrum depends on both the ω and −ω modes.
Chapter 4
Coherent Quantum LQG Control
This chapter is based on the following papers:
• Ryan Hamerly and Hideo Mabuchi, “Advantages of coherent feedback for cooling quantum
oscillators.” Physical Review Letters 109, 173602 (2012)
• Ryan Hamerly and Hideo Mabuchi, “Coherent controllers for optical-feedback cooling of quan-
tum oscillators.” Physical Review A 87, 013815 (2013)
As present-day engineering relies broadly and implicitly on real-time feedback control methodol-
ogy [AM10], it is difficult to imagine our nascent explorations of quantum engineering advancing
to technological relevance without rigorous extensions of core control theory to incorporate novel
features of quantum dynamics, stochastics and measurement. While significant progress has been
made recently in terms of analyzing quantum feedback systems [Bel83, WM93, DHJ+00, MK05,
DP10,BCR10] and in experimental demonstrations of quantum feedback control [SRO+02,AAS+02,
BRW+06, GBP+06, ABHP06, KB06, Mab08a, GDL+10, SDZ+11, IYY+12], we still have a relatively
limited understanding of systematic approaches to quantum control design and of the qualitative
role of quantum coherence and entanglement between the plant and controller in a feedback loop.
Within the elementary context of linear open quantum systems, James, Nurdin and Petersen [JNP08,
NJP09] have utilized interconnection models based quantum stochastic differential equations (QS-
DEs) [HP84, Car93, Gar93, Bar06] to develop quantum generalizations of the traditional paradigms
of H∞ and Linear Quadratic Gaussian (LQG) optimal control. While some of the most exciting po-
tential applications of quantum feedback control involve nonlinear dynamics and/or non-Gaussian
noises [KNPM10, KAM11, Mab11a, GJNC12], the linear setting is an essential starting point for
rigorous study and presents crucial advantages in terms of analytic and computational tractability.
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Here we focus on a theoretical investigation of steady-state cooling of open quantum oscillators
such as optical and optomechanical resonators subject to stationary heating, damping, and optical
probing and feedback. We work within an LQG framework as in the recent paper of Nurdin,
James and Petersen [NJP09] and utilize numerical optimization together with fundamental analytic
results [AM10] bounding the best possible LQG performance of measurement-based feedback control
schemes to establish and to interpret quantitative advantages of coherent feedback for cooling-type
performance metrics in certain parameter regimes.
Following recent convention, as in [JNP08,NJP09,Mab08a], we will here refer to measurement-based
controllers as “classical” controllers and to coherent feedback controllers as “quantum” controllers.
This terminology reflects the general distinction that the signal processing required to determine
LQG-optimal control actions from a real-time measurement signal can be implemented by a classical
electric circuit, while all of the hardware in a coherent feedback loop must be physically describable
using quantum mechanics (typically with weak damping).
4.1 Linear Systems
Quantum harmonic oscillators can be modeled as cascadable open quantum systems using the SLH
framework [GJ09b, GJ09a] and the associated QSDEs. In the SLH framework, any open quantum
system may be described as a triple:
G = (S,L,H) (4.1)
where S is a scattering matrix, L is a coupling vector and H is the Hamiltonian operator for the
system’s internal degrees of freedom. For a linear system with an internal state x, Sij is independent
of the internal state, Li = Λix+ λi is at most linear, and H =
1
2x
TRx+ rTx is at most quadratic.
Armed with an SLH representation the most efficient way to simulate a linear quantum system
is to solve the QSDEs, which represent coupled Heisenberg equations of motion for system oper-
ators and input-output quantum stochastic processes. Following the work of James, Nurdin and
Petersen [JNP08] we write the QSDEs for a linear system in the state-space form,
dx(t) = [Ax(t) + a] dt+B da(t)
da˜(t) = [C x(t) + c] dt+D da(t) (4.2)
Here x(t) gives the plant’s internal variables; this is a Hermitian, operator-valued vector. A, B, C and
D are real matrices; a and c are real vectors. The processes da(t) and da˜(t) are quantum stochastic
processes for the inputs and outputs, respectively. For convenience, we make them Hermitian as
well; for a given port, one has dai =
(
dBi + dB
†
i , (dBi − dB†i )/i
)
, where dB(t) is the quantum
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Wiener process [GZ04,BvHJ07] following the Itoˆ rule dBi dB
†
j = δijdt (Sec. 3.1.5).
Defining (Θx)ij = [xi, xj ]/2i as the commutator matrix, the ABCD parameters of (4.2) can be
related to the SLH parameters as follows:
A = 2Θ
(
R+ 14 Λ˜
TJΛ˜
)
, B = ΘΛ˜TJS˜,
C = Λ˜, D = S˜,
a = 2Θ
(
r + 14 Λ˜
TJλ˜
)
, c = λ˜
(4.3)
(Here S˜, Λ˜, and λ˜ are real matrices which can be easily constructed from S, Λ and λ, which are in
general complex. J is a canonical antisymmetric matrix of the appropriate size. See Sec. 3.1.5.)
To measure the performance of a given controller we need to define a cost function. For example, to
minimize the plant’s response to a noisy input one could minimize the steady-state expectation value
of the excitation number
〈
a†a
〉
. With (classical) state feedback and in the absence of exogenous
noise such a quadratic cost function would result in a Linear Quadratic Regulator (LQR) optimal
control problem [AM10], but in our optical feedback scenario with Gaussian input fields (vacuum or
thermal noise) this becomes a quantum LQG problem [AM10,NJP09].
It is straightforward to concatenate and cascade linear systems once we have the ABCD models.
We have written software in Mathematica to compute the ABCD matrices for an arbitrary linear
quantum system. This borrows many elements from the Modelica quantum circuit toolkit of Sarma
et al. [SHT+13], and is similar to the QHDL framework of Tezak et al. [TNP+12]. The code
computes the LQR cost function as a function of the plant and controller properties, and it would
not be difficult to extend it to more general cost functions. Thanks to the linearity of our system,
simulation is very fast: the complexity is polynomial in the size of the circuit, not exponential as
is usually the case for quantum simulations, and for a simple system, it computes the LQR in well
under 50 microseconds.
Given a particular plant, the code is fast enough to perform a multivariate Newton-Raphson opti-
mization scheme to find the (locally) optimal controller parameters. This is possible regardless of
whether the controller has any particular structure – if the controller’s structure is left arbitrary, the
code can simply optimize with respect to the controller’s ABCD matrices, subject to the physical
realizability conditions
AΘ + ΘAT +BJBT = 0
ΘCT +BJDT = 0
DJDT = J (4.4)
that arise from the fact that time evolution should preserve the commutation relations between
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Figure 4.1: Optical cavity plant system with five possible classical and coherent feedback controllers
system and input/output fields [JNP08,NJP09]. A variant of the algorithm was published indepen-
dently [SVP15]. Optimizing with respect to an “arbitrary” controller takes longer because there are
more free parameters, but the code is fast enough for each Newton step to take no more than 1.5
milliseconds on a standard laptop.
We note that the classical steady-state LQG problem is a convex problem, and the optimal steady-
state controller parameters can be derived via solution of algebraic Riccati equations [AM10]. In
the quantum case, no such closed-from solutions are known and the realizability constraints (4.4)
make the landscape for numerical optimization non-convex [NJP09]. Hence while we can be sure
about the classical optimality of measurement-based controllers for the oscillator cooling scenarios
we consider, the coherent controllers we find via numerical optimization are merely local minima
and can only be considered as candidates for quantum optimality.
4.2 Control of an Optical Cavity
As a simple example of a quantum “plant” system, consider an optical cavity with a noisy input,
Fig. 4.1. In the controller’s absence, the cavity is driven by two vacuum inputs (mirrors k1 and
k2, and one thermal input (mirror k3). Any noise process that is much broader spectrally than the
cavity linewidth can be approximated as a “white noise” thermal input. Without such noise, the
cavity’s internal mode decays quickly to the ground state. The objective in this control problem
is to minimize the effect of the noise on the cavity’s internal state – in other words, to minimize
the photon number
〈
a†a
〉
of the cavity. We accomplish this by sending output 1 through a control
circuit and feeding the result back into input 2. This is an LQG feedback control problem.
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Figure 4.2: Experimental realization of an OPO with a cavity and a nonlinear crystal.
Five possible controllers are shown in Figure 4.1. The classical controllers work by measuring a
quadrature from the cavity’s output (or in the heterodyne case, splitting the beam and measuring
two different quadratures), and applying a feedback signal based on this measurement and the
controller’s internal state. The “trivial controller” works by feeding the output directly back into
mirror 2 of the plant, perhaps with a phase shift. If the light reflecting off of mirror 2 is in phase
with the light leaking out of the mirror, the light lost through both mirrors interferes constructively,
reducing the control objective
〈
a†a
〉
(see also [Mab11a]).
The remaining two controllers shown in the figure are coherent controllers with memory. Unlike the
trivial controller, the control signal is a function not only of the input field, but also the input’s
history. But unlike the classical controllers, the input field is not measured; instead, it is coherently
processed and the result is fed back into the plant cavity. These designs use an optical parametric
oscillator (OPO, as in Fig. 4.2) to squeeze the optical field.
The OPO will have the following SLH model:
S = 12×2, L = [
√
κ1a,
√
κ2a] ,
H =
1
4
xT
[
∆− Im() Re()
Re() ∆ + Im()
]
x (4.5)
Here, κ1 is related to the input/output mirror reflectance, κ2 to other losses; ∆ is the cavity detuning,
and  is a complex number, whose amplitude encodes the strength of the pump field and the nonlinear
medium’s χ(2), and whose phase encodes the pump field’s phase [NJD09].
The plant system, an optical cavity with a noisy input, can be modeled as an open quantum system
with three couplings, one for each mirror. The SLH model for this system is:
S = 13×3, L =
[√
k1a,
√
k2a,
√
k3a
]
, H = ∆a†a (4.6)
We also need to find the covariance matrix Fij for the noisy inputs dai, defined by
1
2 〈daidaj + dajdai〉 =
Fijdt. Recall that, for vacuum inputs, the fields dB and dB
† satisfy the Itoˆ relations dB dB =
dB†dB† = dB†dB = 0, dB dB† = dt [HP84,BvHJ07], leading to the Itoˆ tables:
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dX/dY dB dB†
dB 0 dt
dB† 0 0
↔
dx/dy dax dap
dax dt idt
dap −i dt dt
Table 4.1: Left: Itoˆ table for the second-order increments dX dY (in terms of dB, dB†. Right: Itoˆ
table for the increments dx dy, in terms of dax = dB + dB
†, dap = (dB − dB†)i.
For a non-vacuum, thermal input, the field dB has additional (unsqueezed) noise, so dB†dB = kndt
for some noise strength kn > 0, and the rest of the relations are adjusted accordingly, leading to the
following Itoˆ tables:
dX/dY dB dB†
dB 0 (1 + kn)dt
dB† kndt 0
↔
dx/dy dax dap
dax (1 + 2kn)dt idt
dap −idt (1 + 2kn)dt
Table 4.2: Itoˆ table for the increments dX,dY and dx, dy, assuming non-vacuum, thermal input.
In the present system, inputs 1 and 2 are vacuum, and 3 is thermal noise. This gives the following
covariance matrix:
F =

1 0 0 0 0 0
0 1 0 0 0 0
0 0 1 0 0 0
0 0 0 1 0 0
0 0 0 0 1 + 2kn 0
0 0 0 0 0 1 + 2kn

(4.7)
The plant system is easy to set up in our Mathematica package; a sample output is shown in Figure
4.3. The package, based on the circuit modeling and analysis framework of Sarma et al. [SHT+13],
allows one to arbitrarily concatenate and link smaller elements to form larger quantum circuits, as
Linear SLH Model. n
sys
= 2, n
port
= 3
S =
1 0 0 0 0 0
0 1 0 0 0 0
0 0 1 0 0 0
0 0 0 1 0 0
0 0 0 0 1 0
0 0 0 0 0 1
, L =
k
1
0
0 k
1
k
2
0
0 k
2
k
3
0
0 k
3
x, H = 1
2
x
Δ
2
0
0
Δ
2
x
Inputs: da
1
da
2
da
3
Outputs: db
1
db
2
db
3
T
Figure 4.3: Output from our Mathematica package, describing the plant system.
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Figure 4.4: Bottom: Plant Ccavity photon number, as a function of noise strength kN . The un-
controlled case is shown, as well as the photon number for various control schemes. Top: Photon
number relative to the no-control case. Smaller is better.
long as all of the components are linear. The feedback control circuit is one example system the
package can be used to simulate.
Once the combined plant / controller system is set up, with its associated A, B, C and D matrices,
the covariance matrix σij =
1
2 〈xixj + xjxi〉 can be computed with the Lyapunov equation
Aσ + σAT +BFBT = 0 (4.8)
For a model system with the parameters
k1 = k2 = k3 = 0.01,∆ = 0.1 (4.9)
we plot the cost function
〈
a†a
〉
as a function of noise kn for the various controller types in Figure 4.4.
The orange line gives the performance of the plant without a controller. As expected, the photon
number rises linearly with the noise power. It is not hard to show that this matches the analytic
result 〈
a†a
〉
nc
=
k3
k1 + k2 + k3
kn (4.10)
that one can derive from the QSDEs.
The trivial controller is simple enough that it also has an analytic solution. The two mirrors, rather
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than leaking photons separately, do so constructively so that the leakage amplitudes (rather than
their powers) add up. This requires the replacement k1 + k2 → (
√
k1 +
√
k2)
2 in (4.10), leading to
the following result 〈
a†a
〉
tr
=
k3
k1 + k2 + k3 + 2
√
k1k2
kn (4.11)
which agrees with the numerical data plotted in Fig. 4.4.
4.2.1 Classical Controllers
More sophisticated are the classical measurement controllers. The first simply makes a homodyne
measurement of the da˜1x field. This signal is fed through a classical circuit which generates an
output. The heterodyne controller is slightly more complicated, and can be modeled as a two-input
homodyne measurement controller in the following circuit (using the notation of [GJ09a,TNP+12];
see Sec. 3.1.4):
(Hom)2−in / (I1  eipi/2) / BS(α) (4.12)
In addition to the homodyne controller’s parameters, we can also vary the beamsplitter transmit-
tance. (Setting the beam-splitter transmission coefficient α → 1 would send all the light entering
controller input 1 into the x-quadrature homodyne detector, so the classical homodyne controller is
really a special case of the classical heterodyne controller.)
This example, in particular, illustrates the power of the Gough-James circuit algebra in treating
control problems when the controller has a more complex, “circuit-like” structure. Having written
code to output the ABCD model for a general n-input homodyne controller, it would have been
straightforward, albeit tedious, to write additional code for the n-input heterodyne controller. But
using the Gough-James circuit algebra allows us to write the n-input heterodyne system in terms of
a 2n-input homodyne system, plus some beamsplitters and phase shifters, so we get the heterodyne
controller for free. By breaking the system into smaller components, we can reduce the total amount
of work we need to do in quantum control and simulation problems.
There also exist “analytic” formulas for LQG-optimal classical controllers in the classical case. It is
not difficult to rewrite Eq. (4.2) in the standard form for an LQG problem:
dx = Apx dt+Bp du+ dw
dy = Cpxdt+ dv (4.13)
Here dy is the measurement signal, du is the controller output, and dw and dv are the plant and
controller noises, dw ∼ N(0, Fwdt), dv ∼ N(0, Fvdt). Unfortunately, in this system the noises are
correlated; the vacuum noise da1 acts on both the plant and, after reflection off mirror k1, the
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controller. One can define a covariance matrix Mik = 〈dwidvk〉 to account for this correlation.
A common trick is to remove the noise correlations by performing a change of variables [Sim06].
Since dy − Cpxdt − dv = 0, we can subtract this quantity from the first line of (4.13) to find an
equivalent equation of motion:
dx = Apxdt+Bp du+ dw +MF
−1
v (dy − Cpxdt− dv)
= (Ap −MFvCp)x+Bp(du+B−1p MF−1v dy)
+( dw −MF−1v dy)
= A˜x+Bpdu˜+ dw˜ (4.14)
Here, the noises dv and dw˜ are uncorrelated. The controller for this plant will consist of a Kalman
filter and a feedback:
dxˆ = (A˜−BpL−KCp)xˆ dt+K dy
du˜ = −Lxˆdt (4.15)
The Kalman gain and feedback matrices can be obtained by solving the Riccati Equations:
K = σCTF−1v (Aσ + σA
T − σCTF−1v Cσ = 0)
L = R−1BTλ (ATλ+ λA+Q− λBR−1Bλ = 0)
(4.16)
(Here Q and R are LQR optimization weights for the plant and controller states; we assume Q R).
For this particular case we optimized the classical controllers numerically, but the results agree with
the analytical expression. When optimizing the measurement controllers, we found that the best
controllers always had dynamics that were much faster than the plant timescales. When this happens,
the controller’s internal dynamics can be adiabatically eliminated and the controller can be replaced
by a simplified “limit model” of the original component [BS08,BvHS08,GNW10]; see Eq. (5.116) in
Sec. 3.1.4. When a linear component is adiabatically eliminated, its internal variables are removed
and its ABCD model is replaced by the input-output relations:
da˜ = (D − CA−1B)da (4.17)
The homodyne controller, adiabatically eliminated, becomes:
da˜x = ξ1dax + dak1,x
da˜p = ξ2dax + dak1,p (4.18)
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Figure 4.5: Left: Optimal heterodyne amplification η as a function of plant noise. Right: LQR as a
function of controller amplification, for five different noise values.
In this device, the signal dax is measured, amplified by factors c1 and c2, and imprinted onto the
output field. The downside of this measurement is the additional noise dak1 that the output accrues.
The optimal heterodyne controller uses a 50-50 beamsplitter so we set α = 1/
√
2 in (4.12). It too
has very fast dynamics that can be adiabatically eliminated to give:
da˜x = ξ(dax + dak1,x) + dak2,p
da˜p = ξ(dap − dak1,p) + dak2,p (4.19)
Or equivalently:
dB˜ = ξ(dB + dB†k1) + dBk2 (4.20)
The heterodyne controller amplifies both quadratures, but there is an additional noise due to splitting
the beam before measurement, dBk1, as well as the measurement noise itself. The LQR can be
computed analytically, and the analytic result agrees with the numerical optimizer. Setting ξ =
sinh(η), we have: 〈
a†a
〉
cl
=
k2 sinh
2 η + k3kn
k1 + k2 + k3 + 2
√
k1k2 sinh η
(4.21)
This is plotted in Fig. 4.5. As the plant noise increases, so does the controller’s optimal amplification.
It does not do well to increase the amplification indefinitely, however, since this also adds noise into
the system. From Fig. 4.4, one can also see that measurement control does well at reducing the
photon number for large kn, but in the quantum regime, kn . 1, it has hardly any effect at all.
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Figure 4.6: Optical parametric oscillators adiabatically eliminate into ideal squeezers.
4.2.2 Coherent Control
The three coherent controllers of interest are the cavity controller and the two OPO setups, as shown
in Figure 4.1. The optimizer consistently showed that the best cavity controller is in fact the trivial
controller (which is the special case of a cavity with mirror transmittivity set to zero). Because of
this, we do not consider empty cavity controllers in this section. The OPO controllers, on the other
hand, have more interesting behavior.
As in the classical case, it was discovered that the best coherent controllers always had dynamics
that were much faster than the plant timescales and could be adiabatically eliminated. A single
OPO will adiabatically eliminate to a squeezer with the following input-output relations:
da˜x = e
ηdax, da˜p = e
−ηdap (4.22)
(up to input and output phase shifts). An OPO system with squeezed inputs and outputs, which
can in principle replicate any 2-port linear quantum system with a single internal degree of freedom
[NJD09], will adiabatically eliminate to arbitrary two-mode squeezer (Fig. 4.6). As far as this control
problem is concerned, the best two-mode squeezer is the linear amplifier, given by the input-output
relations:
da˜1 = cosh(η)da1 + sinh(η)da2
da˜2 = sinh(η)da2 + cosh(η)da2 (4.23)
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Analytic formulas can be derived straightforwardly from the quantum stochastic differential equa-
tions. For the squeezer:
〈
a†a
〉
sq
=
Re
[(
k2 sinh
2 η + 2kn
)− 2k2√k1k2 cosh η sinh2 ηG+2i∆ eiφ]
Re
[
G− 4k1k2 sinh2 η/(G+ 2i∆)
] (4.24)
where
G ≡ k1 + k2 + k3 + 2
√
k1k2 cosh(η)e
iφ (4.25)
For the linear amplifier:
〈
a†a
〉
2−sq =
k2 sinh
2 η + k3kn
k1 + k2 + k3 + 2
√
k1k2 cosh η
(4.26)
Qualitatively, the results for the heterodyne controller, Eq. (4.21) and the linear amplifier, Eq. (4.26)
look very similar. Both the heterodyne controller and the linear amplifier reduce the cavity’s photon
number by amplifying the feedback signal, but also add noise to the system. For equivalent levels of
amplification (compare (4.21), substituting sinh η → cosh η, to (4.26)) the classical controller adds
extra noise into the system from the measurement process. When kn and η are large, this extra
noise is negligible, but in the quantum regime where kn and η are . 1, this noise can play a major
role in making the linear amplifier outperform the heterodyne controller.
As far as optimization is concerned, Equations (4.24–4.26) are simple enough to apply. Finding
the best controller just involves minimizing these functions with respect to η. But remember that
it was not at all obvious that the best quantum controller should be an adiabatically eliminated
squeezer. This had to be demonstrated by optimizing the general OPO controller, which has many
more parameters, and comparing the result to that of the squeezer. This required a Mathematica
package to quickly convert circuit diagrams to ABCD models, and an efficient optimizer to find the
best controller parameters.
Notice that, for large kn, the performance of the two quantum controllers follows the classical
performance. In the classical limit, the OPO / squeezer is amplifying a single quadrature and feeding
this back into the plant (with the proper phase shift). Likewise, the classical controller measures a
single quadrature, amplfies that signal and sends this back into the plant. Thus, the OPO / squeezer
is a “homodyne-like” controller in the classical limit. By contrast, the linear amplifier amplifies both
modes equally and feeds back the result, making it a “heterodyne-like” controller which tracks the
performance of the heterodyne controller in the classical limit.
However, in the quantum regime, this distinction is lost and both of the quantum controllers track
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Figure 4.7: Left: Optimal squeezing for the squeezer (solid) and two-mode squeezer (dotted) con-
trollers. Right: Performance as a function of squeezing for multiple noise levels.
the performance of the trivial controller. Below a threshold value of
kn,min =
k1(k1 + k2 + k3 + 2
√
k1k2)√
k1k2k3
(4.27)
(for this system, kn,min = 5), any squeezing will increase the noise in the cavity, so the optimal value
of η is zero – in other words, for kn ≤ 5, the best controller is the trivial controller.
As Fig. 4.7 illustrates, when kn > 5, the best controller has a nonzero amount of squeezing. We plot
the controller performance as a function of squeezing for five different noise levels on the right pane
of the figure. Intuitively, this is a battle between the noise introduced by squeezing and the noise
removed by constructive interference with the light leaking out mirror 2. When η is low, the latter
dominates. By increasing the squeezing, we effectively increase the amplitude of the field impinging
upon mirror 2. Recall that the trivial controller worked by constructive interference between this
field and the light leaking out of mirror 2. By increasing this field’s amplitude, we magnify the effect
of this interference; this reduces the overall cavity photon number. This explains the cosh η term in
the denominator of (4.26). But a squeezed vacuum carries photons of its own, and some of these
photons leak back into the cavity. If the squeezing is too high, this winds up increasing the photon
number, giving rise to the sinh2 η term in (4.26). Above the threshold temperature kn,min, the ideal
η lies somewhere between these extremes.
Below the threshold temperature, the cavity photon number is so low that the interference effect
never wins out – squeezing the control field always introduces more photons in the cavity, and the
best controller involves looping the output from mirror 1 into mirror 2 without squeezing – the trivial
controller.
The optimal coherent controller is, in principle, an ideal squeezer – i.e. a squeezer of infinite band-
width. In a realistic device, the controller will have a finite bandwidth that is limited by design
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Figure 4.8: Performance plots for the trivial controller, homodyne measurement, and the ideal
squeezer (solid), and OPO controllers of bandwidth κ = 0.3, 1.0, 3.0, 10.0, and 30.0 (dashed).
constraints and may not be much larger than the bandwidth of the plant. Since this results in a
control output that is not equally squeezed at all wavelengths, the performance of the real squeezer
will be worse than that of the ideal squeezer.
As an example, we compare the ideal “homodyne-like” controller, the squeezer in (4.22), to the
OPO in (4.5). As design constraints, we require that the OPO be driven on resonance (no detuning,
∆ = 0), with a fixed cavity bandwidth (κ1 ≡ κ fixed and nonzero, κ2 = 0). Figure 4.8 plots the
OPO performance for five different bandwidths κ. As expected, the best OPO is comparable to the
optimal squeezer when the bandwidth is much larger than the plant’s (κ k1 + k2 + k3), but when
the two are of the same order of magnitude, the OPO hardly performs any better than the trivial
controller.
The reduced performance of the OPO can be understood in the context of the interference arguments
made previously. The controller minimizes the number of photons in the plant by maximizing the
amount of light that leaves the cavity through mirror 2 without injecting too much additional noise.
The controller output must have a large amplitude, and must be in phase with the light leaking
out of mirror 2 from the plant. The squeezer amplifies all frequencies without altering their phase.
Signals passing through the OPO, on the other hand, pick up a phase shift depending on whether
they are above or below the OPO’s resonance, and only get amplified if they are on resonance. For a
narrow-bandwidth OPO, only a small fraction of the input signal passes through the OPO amplified
and have the phase shift needed to produce the desired interference, reducing the performance gain
of the controller.
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Figure 4.9: Single cavity with modes a, a†, coupled to a mechanical oscillator with modes b, b†.
4.3 Optical Feedback Control of a Mechanical Oscillator
Optomechanical oscillators – mechanical springs that couple to an optical field via a cavity – have
been a topic of tremendous recent interest in the physics community [MG09]. A central goal has
been to find ways to exploit optomechanical coupling to cool the mechanical oscillator from ambient
temperature to its ground state, using optical feedback.
In this section we analyze the optomehcanical oscillator as a coherent control system, with the
spring comprising the plant, and with optical probing and feedback.We optimally cool the oscillator
by solving the LQG control problem for the cost function
〈
b†b
〉
, where b is the spring’s annihila-
tion operator. While the control setups we consider may appear impractical from an experimental
perspective, we will discuss how they can be related to systems that are more realistic to implement.
At the heart of this control problem is the “adiabatically eliminated cavity,” depicted in Figure 4.9.
If we go into the rotating frame for the light, this has the SLH model
S = 12×2, L =
[√
κa,
√
Ω/Qb
]
, H = ~Ωb†b+ ηa†axm (4.28)
where Ω is the natural spring frequency, Q is the Q-factor, κ is the cavity decay parameter, and m
is the mirror mass. See Table 4.3.
System (4.28) is nonlinear by virtue of the interaction term ηa†aX. This term is due to the photon
pressure of the field in a cavity, which exerts a physical force on the mirror. In the limit that the
light mode a evolves much faster than the mechanical mode b, we can adiabatically eliminate the
former to give an SLH system of the form:
S =
[
eiφ(xm−xm0;η/κ) 0
0 1
]
, L =
[
0,
√
Ω/Qb
]
, H = Ωb†b (4.29)
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where
φ(z; η/κ) = 2 tan−1(2ηz/κ) (4.30)
is the phase shift of the cavity reflected light, as a function of the mirror position (we have absorbed
a factor −1 in S for convenience). This is still a highly nonlinear system. A real optomechanical
oscillator is usually driven by a coherent field, and the output that is measured is generally interfered
with an equal and opposite field, so as to discern the phase fluctuations on a homodyne detector.
Thus, the real plant system we are interested in is the adiabatically eliminated cavity sandwiched
between two coherent displacements. For a cavity subject to a coherent input of amplitude r1, we
write this as:
(Cav1) = L(−r) / (Cav) / L(r) (4.31)
This has the simple, linear SLH model:
S1 = 12×2, L1 =
[
K1xm,
√
Ω/Qb
]
, H1 = Ωb
†b (4.32)
with K1 = 4ηr1/κ1 is the effective coupling between the spring and the field, which need not be
positive or even real. The xm-coupling to the field da1 gives rise to the following input-output
relations: {
(dxm)1 = 0
(dpm)1 = −2K1da1p{
da˜1x = da1x + 2K1xmdt
da˜1p = da1p
(4.33)
The state variable xm is imprinted on the output da˜1x, so by measuring the x-quadrature of the
output field, we can deduce the value of xm; this allows us to use the mirror as a “measurement”
Qty Value
Ki = 4ηri/κi
ri =
√
Pi/~ω
κi = tic/2li
η = (ω/li)
√
~/2mΩ
kn = (1− e−~Ω/kT )−1
km = Ω/Q
Qty Description Typical Values
Pi Laser power in coherent dis-
placement ri, i = 1, 2
1µW–1 mW
ti Power transmittance for cav-
ity mirror i. Inversely propor-
tional to finesse.
10−6–10−3
li Length of cavity i 10
−6–10−1m
m Mass of spring-mounted mir-
ror
10−15–10−10kg
Ω Spring oscillation frequency kHz–GHz
Q Spring quality factor 103–107
ω Laser frequency 2–4× 1015/s
Table 4.3: Parameters for the optical cavity controller problem. See, e.g. [MG09]
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Figure 4.10: Control-system setup for the mechanical oscillator cooling problem. Four potential
controller designs.
device, learning information from the output field. Note that this only works for da˜1x; no information
is imprinted onto the p-quadrature of the output. Conversely, by sending in a particular input da1p,
we can alter the state of the system; this allows us to use the mirror as a “feedback” device. Note
likewise that feedback is not possible via the da1x channel, which does not affect the system.
4.3.1 Plant System
The plant-controller setup is shown in Figure 4.10. The plant system consists of two (adiabatically
eliminated) cavities coupled to the same mirror. The output from the first cavity, dB˜1, goes into the
controller, and the controller output is fed back into the second cavity input dB2. Not shown are
the two coherent displacements (lasers) putting fields dB1 and dBk into nonvacuum coherent states.
These coherent fields allow us to replace the cavity with model (4.29) with the linearized model
(4.50). Since the system is now linear, this becomes an LQG control problem. The combined plant-
controller system can be viewed as a feedback loop from output dB˜1 to input dB2, or conversely, we
can write it as a series product
(Sys) = [(Cav2  I1) /K / (Cav1  I1)] (Spr) (4.34)
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Figure 4.11: Equivalent view of the plant-controller setup shown in Figure 4.10. See Eq. (4.34).
where (Sys) is the combined system, Cavi is the i
th cavity, with SLH model (1,
√
kixm, ), (Spr)
gives the spring and phonon couplings, SLH model (1,
√
kmxm,Ωb
†b), and K is the controller. See
Figure 4.11.
The controllers we consider here are not unlike those for the simple cavity. It is not difficult to
show using Eq. (4.34) that the trivial controller amounts to no control at all at best, and additional
noise at worst. The classical controller measures the output from mirror cavity 1 and sends an
input in to cavity 2, as a function of the controller’s internal state. (Note that we only need to
consider a classical controller that measures the x quadrature da˜1x; da˜1p contains no information
about the plant’s state.) The simple cavity and OPO cavity coherently process the signal rather than
destroying it in a measurement. Finally, we considered the most general coherent controller, an open
quantum system specified by arbitrary A,B,C,D matrices satisfying the realizability relations. For
the LQG problem of minimizing
〈
b†b
〉
, we found optimal controllers in each class for the following
plant system:
Ω = 100 (arbitrary units)
km = 0.01
Q = 10000
kn = 10
−9–109 (4.35)
In the optimization, we are allowed to vary both the controller parameters and the couplings K1,
K2 to the cavities in (4.50). This is because the couplings depend on the input laser powers Pi
(in addition to the mirror transmittances ti), which are external quantities (see Table 4.3) rather
than fixed properties of the plant itself. Here we will operate primarily under the assumption
K1 = −K2 ≡ K; this is a reasonable assumption that avoids classical solutions with divergent
controller gain, but we also show that the coherent controllers discussed here outperform the best
classical controllers even when this assumption is relaxed.
Figure 4.12 plots the performance of the measurement, simple cavity, and OPO controllers. For
very low ambient temperatures where the noise is weak, the plant is nearly in its ground state to
begin with, and none of the controllers can reduce its value. This differs from the optical cavity.
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Figure 4.12: Bottom: Plot of the average phonon number 〈N〉 = 〈b†b〉 of the mechanical oscillator
for three different control schemes. Top: Phonon number reduction, relative to no-control case. The
general coherent controller result is not shown, since it overlaps the OPO line, the optimal coherent
controller being an OPO cavity.
In the cavity, we used a “trivial controller” to cause the light leaking out of mirror 1 to interfere
constructively with the light leaking out mirror 2, increasing the net dissipation from k1 + k2 to
(
√
k1 +
√
k2)
2. No such scheme exists in the oscillator because phonons do not “leak out” of the
system the same way photons leak out of an optical cavity.
At high temperatures, the best classical controller and the OPO controller do equally well, each
reducing the phonon number by a factor of exactly Q = 10000. The cavity controller does reasonably
well, reducing the phonon number by a factor of about 0.354Q = 3540. These results are not very
surprising. The high-temperature limit takes our oscillator into the classical regime, where vacuum
noise is negligible and no coherent controller can hope to outperform the best classical controller.
The interesting region lies between these two limits. Here, there is a sharp cutoff, near kn ≈ 0.2,
below which the classical measurement controller becomes useless. As explained below, the classical
controller must add noise to the system to make a measurement; below a certain threshold, the
gains from control are offset by the noise from measurement. In this region, the cavity and OPO
controllers do significantly better than the classical controller, in some places by a factor of 100–200.
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4.3.2 The Classical Controller
The classical controller works by measuring the plant output field (dB in Figure 4.13) and inferring
the plant’s state from this measurement. From the inferred plant state, the controller applies a
feedback signal, which is added to an auxiliary vacuum input dBk and sent back to the plant.
The plant output contains two quadratures, but only one of them contains information about the
system. Thus, in our classical controller we choose to measure the x-quadrature of the output, and
necessarily discard the dBp. This is the optimal control strategy in the classical case because dBp
does not contain any information about the system. Like any LQG-optimal controller, the classical
controller consists of a Kalman filter, which estimates the plant state, plus a feedback element.
The classical controller adds two sources of noise to the plant. First, by sending a laser through
the measurement cavity (Cav1), it adds measurement noise, with an amplitude that scales as O(K).
Second, the feedback field dB˜ (with a vacuum noise component due to the auxiliary field dBk) is
sent through the controller, adding a feedback noise of equal magnitude, also O(K). Both of these
factors increase the cavity phonon number by O(K2), independent of the noise kn. The control loop
will decrease the cavity phonon number by an amount proportional to the present phonon number,
which increases with kn. In the high-kn limit, the “control” term dominates and the coupling K is
large. By contrast, in the low-kn limit, the “noise” term is dominant, and the optimal value of K
is small or zero – no measurement controller can effectively reduce the phonon number, since the
noise incurred will more than offset any gains from control.
An important thing to note is the role the p-quadrature field dap plays in this noise budget. It is
true that dap does not contain any information about the plant state. But this quadrature still plays
an important part, since dap gives rise to the noise in the measurement cavity, and da˜p gives rise to
the noise in the feedback cavity. Because dap and da˜p are independent (the former being destroyed
in the dax measurement), their noises add up. The beauty of coherent control is that we can process
the x-field without destroying dap and the measurement and feedback noises become correlated. If
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done right, they cancel each other out.
If we are free to relax the K1 = −K2 assumption, then the classical controller does somewhat better
(dashed line in Figure 4.12), but still underperforms the coherent schemes discussed below. When
K1 6= K2, the optimal classical controller tends to have K2  K1, which greatly suppresses the
measurement noise. To compensate for this disparity, the controller must have a large classical gain.
It might be thought that a heterodyne-based control scheme, like that in Figure 4.14 could perform
better than the best homodyne controller. After all, the homodyne controller is just a special case
of the heterodyne controller, where the beamsplitter has a transmissivity of 100%. Moreover, one
might imagine using a heterodyne scheme to cycle part of the da˜p quadrature back into the plant,
canceling out part of the measurement noise with the feedback noise. However, we find numerically
that the most general heterodyne controller does not perform any better – either with K1 = K2 or
not. The extra noise added from splitting the beam outweighs any of the benefits of the control
scheme.
4.3.3 Simple Cavity Controller
An empty optical cavity with two input / output ports has the following SLH model:
S = 12×2, L = [
√
κ1a,
√
κ2a] , H = ∆a
†a (4.36)
Here the κ’s are mirror decay parameters and ∆ is the detuning of the cavity. The QSDEs for the
cavity are easy to derive:
da = (−i∆− κ/2)a dt+√κ1dB˜1 +√κ2dB˜2
dB˜i = dBi +
√
κ1adt (4.37)
+
+
G
(r,t)
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dBk1
dBk2
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Figure 4.14: Heterodyne-based measurement controllers, which measure both quadratures of the
beam by splitting it, do not not outperform the best homodyne controller for this system.
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Remember that, in addition to the controller parameters, we can vary the input coherent fields,
which allows us to vary the plant’s xm-coupling K. The laser field impinging on cavity 1 adds
shot noise to the mirror; in this setup, since K1 = −K2 ≡ K, the shot noise from cavity 1 will
exactly cancel the shot noise from cavity 2 (if we let K1 and K2 vary freely, we find that the optimal
controller has K1 = −K2). As a consequence, the cavity controller has neither measurement nor
feedback noise.
The optimal detuning and couplings are plotted in Figure 4.15. Not surprisingly, as the noise on the
mirror is increased, the couplings K1,2 and κ1,2 increase as well. The detuning ∆, which shows no
dependence on the noise power, always remaining at a constant value ∆ ≈ Ω = 100 for this system,
making the cavity controller setup analogous to two coupled harmonic oscillators, one mechanical
and the other optical [BBB+12]. Absent the couplings, the quadratures x = a + a†, p = (a − a†)/i
would evolve just as the mirror variables xm, pm.
This can also be interpreted as a form of sideband cooling. The detuning ∆ ≈ Ω indicates that
our control system is being driven by laser light at a frequency ωcav − Ω, where ωcav is the cavity
resonance frequency. The plant-controller coupling serves to convert photons of frequency ωcav −Ω
to photons of frequency ωcav, cooling the oscillator. At high temperatures, we need a large cooling
rate to counter the noise; this is achieved by using a cavity with a broad bandwidth κ, so that both
ωcav −Ω and ωcav photons are interact effectively with the cavity. Conversely, at low temperatures,
we need to work in the resolved sideband limit κ  Ω to suppress quantum fluctuations of the
radiation-pressure force [MDMEC10,MCCG07,WRNZK07].
The effects of this cooling are made manifest on the output power spectrum of the photon channel
P˜1(ω) = A˜1(ω)
†A˜1(ω), where A˜1(ω) is the Fourier transform of the stochastic process dB˜1(t). In
K1, K2 HboldL
Κ2 HdottedL
Κ1 HdashedL
D HsolidL
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10
Figure 4.15: Parameters of the optimal simple cavity controller, as a function of noise strength.
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the frequency domain, the relevant QSDEs for the combined plant-cavity system are
− iωa =
[(−i∆− (κ1 + κ2)/2)a+√κ1K(b+ b†)]
+iω
√
κ1A1 + iω
√
κ2A2
−iωb = [(−iΩ− Ω/2Q) b−√κ1K(a− a†)]+ iω√Ω/QA3
−iωA˜1 = −iωA1 +√κ1a (4.38)
This power spectrum is plotted in Figure 4.16. As the exiting light is blue-detuned, it reduces the
phonon number in the oscillator, driving it towards the ground state. For small kn, when the plant
and controller are weakly coupled, there is a single sideband corresponding to the plant’s oscillation
frequency Ω. When kn is large, the plant and controller become strongly coupled and the combined
system resonates at two different frequencies, one larger than Ω and one smaller. This is the origin
of the sideband splitting in the figure.
The system can also be understood as a form of coherent Kalman filtering. Recall that the optimal
classical controller works as a Kalman filter, reproducing the state of the plant by measuring one of
its outputs. The cost we paid for the Kalman filtering was additional noise added to the system.
The cavity controller can also be thought of as a Kalman filter, but one that preserves the coherence
of the input signal dB. From a quantum mechanical standpoint, in the classical controller, the
p-quadrature dap is essentially discarded after the measurement. In the cavity controller, the field
retains its coherent properties and the dap coming out is the same as dap going in. This makes
the noises in the measurement and feedback cavities correlated. In the present setup, they exactly
cancel out. This cancellation of the measurement noise is what gives the coherent cavity controller
its superior performance, particularly in the low phonon-number regime.
kn=105
kn=10-5
-100 0 100 200
Ω-Ω0
10-4
0.01
1
100
104
PHΩL
Figure 4.16: Calculated output spectrum of light exiting the optimal simple cavity controller. Six
values of kn are plotted, 10
5 (darkest), 103, 101, 10−1, 10−3, and 10−5 (lightest).
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Measurement sensing experiments [TC10], particularly in the context of LIGO [ABHP06], show
similar improvements, but for a different performance metric. This suggests that LQG control is far
from the only problem to benefit from this noise cancellation and coherent feedback; similar gains
should be expected in all types of control problems when the plant operates in the quantum regime.
4.3.4 OPO Cavity Controller
Recall from Eq. (4.5) that the OPO has the following SLH model:
S = 12×2, L = [
√
κ1a,
√
κ2a] ,
H =
1
4
xT
[
∆− Im() Re()
Re() ∆ + Im()
]
x
= ∆a†a+
∗a2 − (a†)2
2i
(4.39)
For fullest generality, the OPO controller is placed between two phase shifters, so the actual controller
is eiφ1 / (OPO) / eiφ2 . Between the controller, the phase shifters and the couplings K1,2, there are
nine free parameters in this LQG problem. The best OPO controller parameters, found using the
optimization code, are plotted in Figure 4.17. As with the cavity controller, the best OPO controller
has K1 = −K2.
For kn . 1800, the OPO behaves much like the simple cavity. Its detuning is close to Ω, the coupling
K1 = −K2 increases with kn, and the mirror losses κ1, κ2, while small, increase with increasing noise
(κ2 is too small to be seen on this plot). For the most part,  ∆ and the OPO squeezing is only
K1, K2
Ε
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Figure 4.17: Parameters of the optimal OPO cavity controller, as a function of noise strength.
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Figure 4.18: Model for a non-adiabatically eliminated cavity.
a perturbation on the dynamics of an empty cavity.
At kn ≈ 1800, this changes suddenly. This happens because the OPO controller has two local
minima. Below kn ≈ 1800, the empty cavity-like local minimum is smaller, but above this threshold,
a new minimum dominates. In this regime, the coupling K is much stronger than before and the
mirrors κ1, κ2 are much more lossy.
The OPO controller appears to be the best coherent controller one can make for this system. We ran
the optimizer for general coherent controller, subject to no constraints other than the realizability
conditions (4.4). At no point did we find a coherent controller that outperformed the OPO for
this system. This in mind, ths discontinuity at kn can be better understood. As the best relizable
controller, the OPO must do at least as well as both the simple cavity and the classical controller.
For weak noise, the simple cavity outperforms the classical controller, so we expect the OPO to look
more like a simple cavity. For strong noise, the classical controller does better, so we expect the
OPO to look more like a classical controller, inasmuch as this is possible. There is no reason to
assume that the transition between the two must be smooth. It may be marked with bifurcation
points, as in Figure 4.7 for the cavity control problem, or it may occur with a discontinuity in the
parameters. What happens for a general plant / controller system will depend on the landscape of
the cost function, and in particular, the behavior of local minima.
4.3.5 More Realistic Control Systems
The control systems discussed above can be implemented in principle, but they require two separate
mirrors and two separate cavities to be coupled to the same mechanical oscillator, which may prove
difficult to build in a laboratory. Fortunately, one can show that for the cavity controller and the
OPO controller, equivalent systems can be realized using a non-adiabatically eliminated cavity with
one of its mirrors on a spring.
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Figure 4.19: Model for a non-adiabatically eliminated OPO cavity with a spring mirror.
First, the simple cavity controller. Recall from (4.34) that the cavity controller system can be
modeled as
[(Cav2  I1) / (Cav) / (Cav1  I1)] (Spr) (4.40)
which has the SLH model
S = 12×2, L = [
√
κ1a,
√
κ2a,
√
κmb]
H = ωca
†a+ Ωb†b+
√
κ1K1xmpc (4.41)
Now consider a system, depicted in Figure 4.18, consisting of a non-adiabatically eliminated cavity
with one of its mirrors attached to a spring. This has the SLH model:
S = 13×3, L =
[√
κ1a,
√
κ2a,
√
kmb
]
H = ∆0a
†a+ Ωb†b+ ηa†axm (4.42)
A laser L(α) sends a coherent input into mirror 1, giving the system Cav / (L(α) I2). Of course,
the internal dynamics do not depend on anything downstream of the system, so we can just as well
use (L(α′)  I2) / Cav / (L(α)  I2), for any α′. Making substitutions a → a − a0, b → b − b0 to
center around the equilibrium point, the SLH model becomes:
S = 13×3, L =
[√
κ1a,
√
κ2a,
√
kmb
]
H = ∆a†a+ Ωb†b+
η|α|√κ1
∆2 + (κ/2)2
xmxc + ηa
†axm
(4.43)
Ignoring the nonlinear term, this is almost identical to (4.41). One can convert the xmxc term to
an xmpc term with a canonical transformation, and the coefficients can be matched by varying α.
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Figure 4.20: Coherent control problem represented as two coupled thermodynamic systems.
Thus the systems in (4.41) and (4.43) are equivalent, and the “simple cavity controller” can be
realized in the lab using a single cavity with a mirror attached to a spring. Cooling an oscillator
in this setup has been realized experimentally, though it was not interpreted as a control system
[GBP+06,ABHP06,KB06].
The OPO controller is just like the cavity controller, but the Hamiltonian has an additional squeezing
term; see (4.5). The same procedure can be applied to show that the OPO plant-controller system is
equivalent to a (non-adiabatically eliminated) OPO cavity with a spring mirror, as shown in Figure
4.19.
4.3.6 Quantum Refrigerator Analogy
One thing we notice from the optimal controller performance is that, in the strong-noise limit, the
optimal controllers – classical, OPO, cavity – all reduce the spring phonon number by a factor of
about Q = Ω/km. The classical and OPO controllers reduce it by exactly Q, while the cavity
controller only reduces it by a factor Q/2.83. This factor-of-Q reduction can be understood by
viewing the plant and the controller as thermodynamic systems.
Figure 4.20 illustrates our point. Starting with a cavity with a spring mirror, we separate the system
into the cavity, which oscillates at a frequency ωc, and the spring, which oscillates at a frequency
Ω. Each system has its own coupling to the environment. The cavity couples to a vacuum-state
environment (T = 0) with coupling strengths κ1, κ2, the spring, couples to a heat bath with Th > 0
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with strength km, and a spring-cavity coupling K1 = −K2 couples the two modes.
If the spring and cavity oscillate at about the same frequency and the spring-cavity coupling is
strong compared to the other two, then the “temperature” of the spring will be roughly equal to the
“temperature” of the cavity. We denote this temperature Tsys. One expects the combined system
to be in thermal steady-state with both the heat bath and vacuum inputs and outputs; this gives
us the energy balance equation:
kmTh = kmTsys + κTsys (4.44)
where κ = κ1 + κ2 ∼ ωc ∼ Ω, and km = Ω/Q. Solving for the system’s steady-state temperature,
Tsys =
kmTh
κ+ km
∼ Th
Q
(4.45)
From general arguments, we can therefore expect that most good controllers will reduce the spring
phonon number by a factor of about Q, but that no controller will do significantly better. Note that,
since this argument is based on thermodynamic assumptions that are only approximately valid here,
the factor-of-Q reduction is only approximate, and only holds in ths classical limit. These classical
results, unsurprisingly, break down in the quantum regime because, among other things, the effects
of vacuum noise inputs become important.
4.4 Conclusions
In this chapter, we have studied the coherent-feedback cooling of linear quantum systems from an
LQG control perspective. The systems were modeled using the SLH framework and the Gough-
James circuit algebra, which allow arbitrarily large circuits be constructed in a straightforward and
systematic manner. The evolution of the system was studied using QSDEs, the open-system analogue
to the Heisenberg Equations. We wrote Mathematica scripts based on the QHDL/M framework to
model quantum LQG control systems, and designed algorithms to optimize a controller’s parameters
for a given setup.
For any LQG control problem, there is always a quantum controller that does at least as well as the
optimal classical controller. In the quantum regime, when excitation number in the plant is of order
unity, we have shown that the best quantum controller can do better – in some cases, significantly
so. Two systems – the optical cavity and the optomechanical oscillator – were studied in detail. For
the former, modest gains were found using coherent control in the low-photon-number regime. For
the latter, the gains were much larger.
One could imagine extending these results to look at non-quadratic cost functions in linear control
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systems. Indeed, some work has already been done on this matter, focusing on using coherent feed-
back to maximize the squeezing in a cavity mode [IYY+12]. Taking a control theory perspective
may also provide insight into minimizing the noise in optomechanical sensors. In addition, the un-
derstanding the superior performance of coherent feedback in linear systems may provide important
clues for the design of quantum controllers for nonlinear systems such as optical switches or error
correcting codes.
Appendix
4.A SLH and ABCD Models for Systems in this Chapter
This appendix introduces the three components mentioned in the chapter – the empty cavity, the
optomechanical oscillator, and the OPO cavity. We follow the “quadrature notation” of Sec. 3.1.5.
Start with the empty cavity. This has the SLH model
S = I, L =
[√
k1a,
√
k2a,
√
k3a
]
, H = ∆a†a (4.46)
Let x = a+ a†, p = (a− a†)/i be the Hermitian state variables for this system. Then we can write
out (S,L,H) in the form of Eq. (3.25) with the linear system parameters
S = I3×3, Λ =
1
2

√
k1 i
√
k1√
k2 i
√
k2√
k3 i
√
k3
 ,
R =
1
2
∆I2×2, r = λ = 0, Θ = J2×2 (4.47)
Using Eqs. (3.26), the ABCD model is:
A =
[
−k1+k2+k32 ∆
−∆ −k1+k2+k32
]
,
−B = CT =
[ √
k1 0
√
k2 0
√
k3 0
0
√
k1 0
√
k2 0
√
k3
]
D = 16×6, a = c = 0 (4.48)
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By inspection, one can see that this is equivelent to the well-known input-output equations for an
empty cavity:
da =
(
−i∆− 1
2
∑
i
ki
)
adt−
∑
i
√
kidBi
dB˜i =
√
kia dt+ dBi (4.49)
In the chapter, we also study the control of an optomechanical oscillator. Here, we posited an
oscillator with one degree of freedom (the mechanical degree of freedom)
S = 12×2, L =
[
Kxm,
√
Ω/Qb
]
, H = Ωb†b (4.50)
where (xm, pm) are the Hermitian state variables and b = (xm + ipm)/2 is the phonon annihilation
operator. Again referring to Eq. (3.25) the linear system parameters are:
S = I2×2, Λ =
[
K 0
1
2
√
Ω/Q i2
√
Ω/Q
]
,
R =
Ω
2
I2×2, r = λ = 0, Θ = J2×2 (4.51)
Again, following the standard procedure, we derive ABCD matrices for the model:
A = Ω
[
−1/2Q 1
−1 −1/2Q
]
,
B =
[
0 0 −√Ω/Q 0
0 −2K 0 −√Ω/Q
]
C =

2K 0
0 0√
Ω/Q 0
0
√
Ω/Q
 ,
D = 14×4, a = c = 0 (4.52)
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This model is consistent with the equations of motion{
dxm = (Ωpm − Ω/2Qxm)dt−
√
Ω/Qda2x
dpm = (−Ωxm − Ω/2Qpm)dt− 2Kda1p −
√
Ω/Qda2p
da˜1x = da1x + 2Kxmdt
da˜1p = da1p
da˜2x = da2x +
√
Ω/Qxmdt
da˜2p = da2p +
√
Ω/Qpmdt
(4.53)
which were stated without proof previously. (For clarity, the phonon mode da2x,da2p was omitted
above).
Finally, we consider the OPO cavity. Though not studied as a plant, the OPO has interesting
properties as a controller for the mechanical oscillator system. The OPO has the following SLH
model:
S = 12×2, L =
[ √
κ1a,
√
κ2a
]
,
H = ∆a†a+
∗a2 − (a†)2
2i
(4.54)
Once more referring to Eq. (3.25) and turning the crank, the linear system parameters are
S = 12×2, Λ =
1
2
[ √
κ1 i
√
κ1√
κ2 i
√
κ2
]
,
R =
1
2
[
∆− Im() Re()
Re() ∆ + Im()
]
,
r = λ = 0, Θ = J2×2 (4.55)
and the ABCD matrices are
A =
[
Re()− κ1+κ22 ∆ + Im()
−∆ + Im() −Re()− κ1+κ22
]
,
−B = CT =
[ √
κ1 0
√
κ2 0
0
√
κ1 0
√
κ2
]
D = 14×4, a = c = 0 (4.56)
Chapter 5
Semiclassical Wigner Theory
A key motivation driving photonics research is the ability to do nontrivial computations with complex
low-power or quantum circuits. Realizing this goal will require major advances in fabrication, e.g.
creating reproducible, high-quality nonlinear devices – and theory, e.g. building simulation tools and
techniques that guide the design of quantum circuits [TNP+12,SHT+13].
In Chapter 1, I introduced the basic theory of open quantum systems – both in isolation and within
circuits. Chapter 2 derived quantum models for the basic components. In principle, given these tools
and enough simulation time, an arbitrarily complex quantum circuit can be modeled and simulated.
Unfortunately, large quantum simulations of the types described in Chapter 1 are not feasible because
the dimension dim(H) of the Hilbert space for a quantum circuit, being the tensor product of the
Hilbert spaces of its elements, grows exponentially with the circuit size. Since the wavevector |ψ〉
and density matrix ρ have dim(H) and dim(H)2/2 independent components, both the memory
use and the computation time scale exponentially with the size of the circuit. In practice, master-
equation simulations are only practical on large clusters for circuits of. 2 nonlinear cavities [Mab11b,
SPB+14a] or . 10 qubits [KPCM11,SM13], and trajectory simulations are practical for . 4 cavities
or . 20 qubits. Going beyond these limits will require some type of approximation.
In this chapter, I introduce a semiclassical approximation that allows one to sample from the density
matrix ρ(t) by solving a set of stochastic differential equations. The procedure works by defining a
generalized Wigner function Wρ(α), a quasi-probability function that represents the quantum state,
and converting the master equation into a linear PDE for W . In the limit of & 20 photons per cavity,
where quantum noise plays a relevant but not dominant role, all derivatives higher than second-order
in this PDE can be ignored, and the PDE becomes a Fokker-Planck Equation (FPE). The solution to
this FPE is a probability distribution which can be sampled from by solving an associated stochastic
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differential equation (SDE). Thus, the solution to the quantum master-equation – a problem that
scales exponentially with circuit size – can be approximated by solutions to SDEs – a problem with
linear scaling. This allows very large circuits to be simulated, well beyond what was possible using
the quantum approach.
Approximating quantum dynamics with classical noise is not new. Early work focused on un-
derstanding the amplitude and phase fluctuations in masers [GZT55, ST58], culminating in semi-
classical laser rate equations [HW66, Hak66, Lax67]. This approach was subsequently extended
to semiconductor lasers [Hau67, Hau69, AD93] and was used to predict squeezing in laser light
[BSB+90, YMN86, MYI87, YM87, MRW88]. Later, this was extended to nonlinear-optical systems
and put on more rigorous footing using quantum-optical phase-space methods [DG80,Car99]. Fokker-
Planck equations based on Wigner and positive-P functions were used to study spontaneous switching
in a degenerate OPO [GH73, KD91], quantum fluctuations in nonlinear fibers [DH93, Car95], and
optical bistability in cavity QED [GL78,LCP82,DW81].
Put in this perspective, the content of this chapter is not new. Rather, it serves to recapitulate
old results, using a notation consistent with open quantum systems theory. The resulting truncated
Wigner theory becomes a useful semiclassical approximation to quantum mechanics, which may be
checked against quantum simulations for small systems.
5.1 Wigner Function
The state of an optical field is defined by the density matrix ρ. For each state, the Wigner function
can be defined as follows:
W (α) =
1
pi2
∫
d2β e−i(α
∗β∗+αβ)χ(β), χ(β) = Tr
[
ei(β
∗a†+βa)ρ
]
(5.1)
The intermediate function χ is the characteristic function. Different textbooks define χ differently,
but up to a normalization, W is always the same. I use the form above because it is symmetric and
easily generalizes to non-optical systems.
Coherent states have Gaussian Wigner functions:
W|α0〉 =
2
pi
e−2|α−α0|
2
(5.2)
For a squeezed vacuum state, that is, the ground state of α¯†α¯, where a = a¯ cosh η + a¯†eiφ sinh η, it
is:
Wsq =
2
pi
e−2|α¯|
2
(5.3)
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Figure 5.1: Wigner functions. Left to right: Vacuum state, coherent state, squeezed state, one-
photon state, two-photon state. Red is positive W (α), blue is negative.
where α = α¯ cosh η + α¯∗eiφ sinh η. Wigner functions for number states are polynomials multiplied
by a Gaussian:
W|0〉 =
2
pi
e−2α
∗α (5.4)
W|1〉 =
2
pi
(4α∗α− 1)e−2α∗α (5.5)
W|2〉 =
4
pi
(8(α∗α)2 − 8α∗α+ 1)e−2α∗α (5.6)
These are plotted in Figure 5.1.
The Wigner function resembles a probability density in many respects. The probability distribution
for any quadrature measurement (X = a + a†, P = (a − a†)/i, or any linear combination of the
two) is obtained by marginalizing the Wigner function – integrating over the other quadrature, for
example, for X, it would be P (x) =
∫∞
−∞W (
x+ip
2 )dp.
Like a probability distribution, moments of the Wigner function map to operator moments of the
quantum state. Because a and a† do not commute, the operator ordering of the moments is quite
important. Moments of the Wigner function correspond to symmetrically-ordered operator moments
in the state.
〈(α∗)mαn〉W ≡
∫
(α∗)mαnW (α) d2α =
〈
(a†)man
〉
sym
(5.7)
For example, 〈α〉W = 〈a〉, 〈α∗α〉W = 12
〈
a†a+ aa†
〉
,
〈
α∗α2
〉
W
= 13
〈
a†aa+ aa†a+ aaa†
〉
.
However, the probability analogy only goes so far. As we can see from Figure 5.1 that some states
have a negative Wigner function, so it is not strictly a probability density. However, all classical
states, and some quantum states like squeezed states, have positive Wigner functions. Only highly
nonclassical states, like number states and cat states, have a negative Wigner function – indeed,
some have posited that this is what defines a nonclassical state [KZ˙04,ME12,DGBR15].
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The Wigner function can be generalized to a multiple fields: W (α) → W (α1, . . . , αn). Tensor-
product states also factorize in the Wigner function: ρ = ρ1 ⊗ ρ2 ⇒ W (α1, α2) = W1(α1)W2(α2).
One also has [WM07]:
W [aρ] =
(
α+
1
2
∂
∂α∗
)
W [ρ]
W [a†ρ] =
(
α∗ − 1
2
∂
∂α
)
W [ρ]
W [ρa] =
(
α− 1
2
∂
∂α∗
)
W [ρ]
W [ρa†] =
(
α∗ +
1
2
∂
∂α
)
W [ρ] (5.8)
The inner product between two operators is related to the overlap integral of their Wigner functions:
Tr [ρ1ρ2] = pi
∫
W1(α)W2(α)d
2α (5.9)
Non-positive and non-Hermitian operators can have Wigner functions, too. For example, for the
identity, WI = 1/pi. Using Eqs. (5.8–5.8), one can build up Wigner functions for operator products:
Wa =
α
pi
, Wa† =
α∗
pi
, Wa†a =
α∗α− 12
pi
, . . . (5.10)
5.2 Generalized Wigner Function
In general, we will be interested in more than just optical fields – for example, a system may contain
a mechanical spring, an ensemble of atoms, or a sea of electrons and holes. As long as the operators
are bosonic – that is, they satisfy commutation rather than anticommutation relations – this is no
impediment to the Wigner approach.
The first step is to find a closed operator algebra for the system. This algebra will have a basis
X ≡ (X1, . . . , XN ) and should contain all (relevant) system observables. For an all-optical system,
X = (a, a†) is sufficient, since any operator on the field can be built from products of these two.
For an ensemble of identical atoms, we will show later that X = (σx, σy, σz) – the net spin of the
ensemble – is the algebra.
It is very important that the operator algebra be closed. Mathematically, this means that if we take
the adjoint master equation for operators (equivalent to QSDEs without noise terms)
dA
dt
= −i[A,H] + 1
2
(
2L†AL− L†LA−AL†L) (5.11)
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that the time-derivatives X˙1, . . . , X˙N must be expressable in terms of the X˙i’s. If this is true, than
the algebra spans all dynamically relevant quantities. If it is not true, then there are extra degrees
of freedom, outside the algebra, that can “sneak in” to the algebra over time. Closure is necessary
for the semiclassical Wigner method to work (see Appendix 6.A for more detail).
The generalized Wigner function is defined, up to normalization, as:
W (x; t) =
∫
dNy e−i
∑
k xkykχ(y; t), χ(y; t) = Tr
[
ei
∑
kXkykρ(t)
]
(5.12)
This behaves a lot like the all-optical Wigner function. For example, moments of the generalized
Wigner function correspond to symmetrically ordered operator products. This can be proved by
relating moments of W to derivatives of the characteristic function:
〈xa . . . xz〉W ≡
∫
xa . . . xzW (x)d
Nx
=
∫
dNx dNy χ(y; t)
(
i
∂
∂ya
)
. . .
(
i
∂
∂yz
)
e−i
∑
k xkyk
=
∫
dNx dNy e−i
∑
k xkyk
(
−i ∂
∂ya
)
. . .
(
−i ∂
∂yz
)
χ(y; t)
=
(
−i ∂
∂ya
)
. . .
(
−i ∂
∂yz
)
χ(y; t)
∣∣∣∣
y=0
(5.13)
Now the characteristic function is trace of the exponential of a sum, times ρ. The exponential may
be Taylor expanded, and like terms may be collected. Because the exponential is symmetric, all
operator orderings must contribute – and the Taylor series must have symmetric coefficients:
χ(y; t) ≡
〈
ei
∑
kXkyk
〉
=
∑
n
1
n!
〈(
i
∑
k
Xkyk
)n〉
= 1 + i
∑
k
〈Xk〉 yk − 1
2
∑
kl
〈XkXl +XlXk〉
2
ykyl + . . .
= 1 + i
∑
k
〈Xk〉sym yk −
1
2
∑
kl
〈XkXl〉sym ykyl −
i
3!
∑
klm
〈XkXlXm〉sym ykylym + . . .(5.14)
Taking derivatives width respect to the yk exposes symmetrically ordered moments. Applying (5.13),
it is clear that Wigner function moments correspond to symmetric operator moments, i.e.
〈xa . . . xz〉W = 〈Xa . . . Xz〉sym (5.15)
This is a general fact that is independent of the commutation relations. It will be very useful in
converting the master equation for ρ into a Fokker-Planck equation for W , below.
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5.3 Fokker-Planck Procedure
In this section, I will derive a Fokker-Planck equation for the generalized Wigner function. This
derivation will come from the master equation, by way of operator moments. The Fokker-Planck
equation is then converted into a stochastic differential equation.
To start, in this system, recall that X = (X1, . . . Xn) is a basis for the operator algebra, and
x = (x1, . . . , xn) is an n-dimensional vector. As explained above, you get Weyl-ordered products
form the moments of the Wigner function, as follows:
〈Xa . . . Xz〉sym =
∫
xa . . . xnW (x, t)d
nx (5.16)
Now W (x, t) contains a full description of the quantum state. Since it is a function of position as
well as time, it should satisfy a partial differential equation. The general form of this equation is
unknown, but most PDEs in math and science are fairly low-order, so it’s likely that the crucial
behavior is captured in the lowest-order derivatives (first and second derivatives, ideally). It also
has to be a linear PDE, since quantum mechanics is linear, and it must be first-order in time to
match the Schro¨dinger Equation. So we write out the general form of a linear PDE, which looks
something like this:
∂W
∂t
= − ∂
∂xi
C
(1)
i (x)W (x) +
1
2
∂2
∂xi∂xj
C
(2)
ij (x)W (x)−
1
6
∂3
∂xi∂xj∂xk
C
(3)
ijk(x)W (x) + . . . (5.17)
Before we solve this equation, we need to find the values of the C(i), since these functions dictate
the equation’s behavior. Different systems will, of course, have different C(i). Here we are only
interested in C(1) and C(2). Ignoring all the higher-order terms, the PDE for W becomes a Fokker-
Planck equation which can be solved using standard SDE methods.
The C(i) are intimately related to the equations of motion for the Weyl-ordered moments 〈Xi1 . . . Xin〉S
of the state. Starting with the first moment:
d
dt
〈Xm〉sym =
∫
xm
∂W
∂t
dnx =
∫
xm
[
− ∂
∂xi
C
(1)
i (x)W (x) +
1
2
∂2
∂xi∂xj
C
(2)
ij (x)W (x) + . . .
]
d7x
=
∫
C(1)m (x)W (x)d
7x = 〈C(1)m (x)〉W (5.18)
For every operator A in the algebra, there exists a polynomial representation Ap for it. Ap is not
an operator; it is a polynomial in (x1, . . . , xn), defined so that:
A =
(
Ap(X1, . . . , Xn)
)
sym
(5.19)
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This is defined so that:
〈Ap(x)〉W = Tr
[
Aρ
]
(5.20)
For example, in the optical algebra (a, a†),
(a)p = α, (a
†)p = α∗, (a†a)p = (α∗α− 12 ), . . . (5.21)
because a = (a)sym, a
† = (a†)sym, a†a = (a†a− 12 )sym. Using property (5.9) of the Wigner function,
we can relate (A)p to its Wigner representation:
〈Ap(x)〉W
(5.7)
= Tr
[(
Ap(X)
)
sym
ρ
]
(5.9)
= pi
∫
WA(x)W (x)d
nx = pi 〈WA(x)〉W (5.22)
which implies that
Ap(x) = piWA(x) (5.23)
In other words, the Wigner representation and the polynomial representation are the same up to a
factor of pi. The polynomial representation is important because it is how one expresses the C(k).
Consider first the drift term, calculated above. Another way to calculate the drift is to use the
adjoint master equation:
X˙m
∣∣
adj
= −i[Xm, H] + 1
2
∑
k
(2L†kXmLk − L†kLkXm −XmL†kLk) (5.24)
This is just the QSDE without the stochastic terms. If we are only interested in ensemble-averaged
quantities, it is easy to show that this equation is equivalent to the master equation, i.e.
Tr
[
X˙m
∣∣
adj
ρ
]
= Tr
[
Xmρ˙
∣∣
me
]
=
d
dt
〈Xm〉ρ (5.25)
From this we have
d
dt
〈Xm〉sym =
〈
(X˙m)p
〉
W
(5.26)
Combining Eqs. (5.18) and (5.26), one can solve for the drift term C(1). It is the polynomial
representation of the X˙m computed with the adjoint equation.
C(1) =
(
X˙m
)
p
(5.27)
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So the first moment’s time derivative encodes the drift term. Let’s look at the second moment:
d
dt
〈XmXn〉sym =
∫
xmxn
∂W
∂t
dnx =
∫
xmxn
[
− ∂
∂xi
C
(1)
i (x)W (x) +
1
2
∂2
∂xi∂xj
C
(2)
ij (x)W (x) + . . .
]
dnx
=
∫ [
xmC
(1)
n (x) + xnC
(1)
m (x) + C
(2)
mn(x)
]
W (x)dnx
=
〈
C(2)mn(x) + xmC
(1)
n (x) + xnC
(1)
m (x)
〉
W
(5.28)
This term is equal to
(
d
dt (XmXn)sym
)
p
, the polynomial representation of the time derivative of the
symmetric product (XmXn)sym.
This is an expression for the change in a moment (d〈XmXn〉sym/dt) in terms of its cumulants
(C
(1)
m (x), C
(2)
mn(x)). In a sense, the coefficients in the Fokker-Planck equation are related to how
quickly operator-product cumulants change with time. This is not unlike the cluster expansion
[KK11]. The first two terms are:
C(1)m =
(
d
dt
Xm
)
p
C(2)mn =
(
d
dt
(XmXn)sym
)
p
− xm
(
d
dt
Xn
)
p
− xn
(
d
dt
Xm
)
p
(5.29)
(5.30)
There are two contributions to these terms: one from the Hamiltonian H, and one from the coupling
L.
5.3.1 Hamiltonian Part
For most “reasonable” Hamiltonians, the following identity is satisfied:
([(XmXn)sym, H])p =
(
(Xm)p ([Xn, H])p + ([Xm, H])p (Xn)p
)
sym
(5.31)
This means that C
(2)
mn = 0 under pure Hamiltonian evolution. This says that “reasonable” Hamilto-
nians do not add extra diffusion into the Wigner function – they conserve phase space and satisfy
Liouville’s Theorem. Thus, for Hamiltonian evolution, with “reasonable” Hamiltonians, C(1) and
C(2) are:
C(1)m
∣∣∣
H
= −i ([Xm, H])p (5.32)
C(2)mn
∣∣∣
H
= 0 (5.33)
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5.3.2 Coupling Part
The same is not true when there are couplings to the environment. Regardless of whether an identity
like (5.50) is satisfied, C
(2)
mn will always be zero because, for adjoint time-derivatives:
d(XmXn)
dt
∣∣∣∣
ad
6= Xm dXn
dt
+
dXm
dt
Xn
∣∣∣∣
ad
(5.34)
Since the adjoint equation does not strictly define a time derivative, it does not satisfy the product
rule. This can be understood in light of the fact that the actual Heisenberg equations are stochastic
(QSDEs) – these stochastic terms naturally give rise to diffusion in the Wigner function. It is
this effect, manifested in the product-rule violation (5.34). This is what makes the cumulant C
(2)
mn
nonzero.
Likewise, using the following property of the Lindbladian
LL
[
XmXn
]
= (XmLL(Xn) + LL(Xm)Xn) + [L†, Xm][Xn, L] (5.35)
we get
LL
[
(XmXn)sym
]
p
=
(
(XmLL(Xn))p + (LL(Xm)Xn)p
)
sym
+
(
([L†, Xm][Xn, L])p
)
sym
(5.36)
For most “reasonable” L terms, one has separability, and finds the following:
(LL(XmXn)sym)p = (LL(Xm))p (Xn)p + (Xm)p (LL(Xn))p +
(
[L†, Xm]
)
p
(
[L†, Xn]
)
p
(5.37)
This gives the following C(k) terms:
C(1)m
∣∣∣
L
= (LL(Xm))p (5.38)
C(2)mn
∣∣∣
L
=
(
[L†, Xm]
)
p
([Xn, L])p (5.39)
Put together, one finds:
C(1)m =
(
−i[Xm, H] + 1
2
(2L†XmL− L†LXm −XmL†L)
)
p
C(2)mn =
(
[L†, Xm]
)
p
([Xn, L])p
(5.40)
(5.41)
Note that these equations are only valid when separability conditions (5.50, 5.37) on H and L are
satisfied! For simple models, like all-optical circuits with Kerr nonlinearities, this is true. But for
some more complex ones, like many-atom cavities or free-carrier devices, the separability conditions
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do not hold and one must resort to the less intuitive forms (5.29–5.30), which are always correct.
5.4 SDEs
A Fokker-Planck equation with a positive-definite diffusion matrix can be recast as an SDE. The
Wigner function becomes the probability distribution of a c-number stochastic process x(t). To see
how this works, consider a stochastic process with a drift term and a diffusion term:
dxi = µi(x)dt+Rij(x)dwj(t) (5.42)
The moments of the distribution evolve as follows:
d
dt
〈xa〉 = 〈µa(x)〉 (5.43)
d
dt
〈xaxb〉 = 〈xaµb(x) + xbµa(x) +Rac(x)Rbc(x)〉 (5.44)
Now compare this to the Fokker-Planck equation. Let W (x, t) be the probability distribution of
xi(t), and let W (x, t) satisfy the Fokker-Planck equation:
∂W (x, t)
∂t
= − ∂
∂xi
C
(1)
i (x)W (x, t) +
1
2
∂2
∂xi∂xj
C
(2)
ij (x)W (x, t) (5.45)
Now the distribution moments evolve as:
d
dt
〈xa〉 =
∫
xa
[
− ∂
∂xi
C
(1)
i (x)W +
1
2
∂2
∂xi∂xj
C
(2)
ij (x)W
]
= 〈C(1)a (x)〉 (5.46)
d
dt
〈xaxb〉 =
∫
xaxb
[
− ∂
∂xi
C
(1)
i (x)W +
1
2
∂2
∂xi∂xj
C
(2)
ij (x)W
]
= 〈xaC(1)b (x) + xbC(1)a (x) + C(2)ab (x)〉
(5.47)
The following identifications can be made:
µ = C(1), RRT = C(2) (5.48)
To obtain an SDE that lets us sample from the Wigner distribution, we follow a simple two-step
process: First compute C(1) and C(2) from Heisenberg equations for operator moments, in the
previous section. Then, obtain the drift and diffusion terms, above. Then we are done.
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5.5 Input-Output Relations
Oftentimes we will be interested in the output fields as well as the internal dynamics. Over a time
interval dt, we can treat the bath as a single oscillator mode dB = b
√
dt, where [dB, dB†] = dt and
therefore [b, b†] = 1. The coupling Hamiltonian takes the form:
Hfull =
i√
dt
∑
m
(Mmb
†
m −M†mbm) +H (5.49)
The Wigner method for input-output relations is easiest derived in the S = 0 case, so we focus on
that to begin. At the start of the interaction t, the Wigner function may be written as Wsys(x)Wβ(β),
where β is the external field. We will propagate the Wigner function forward to time t+dt, obtaining
a mixed Wigner function.
Using the formalism from the last chapter, we can derive a Fokker-Planck equation for the joint
Wigner function over the interval [t, t+dt]. The joint system undergoes purely Hamiltonian evolution,
governed by Eq. (5.49). Assuming that the Hamiltonian is “nice”, as discussed in the previous section
– that is, assuming that the following factorization holds,
([(AB)sym, Hfull])p =
(
(A)p ([B,H])p + ([A,H])p (B)p
)
sym
(5.50)
where A,B ∈ {X1, . . . , Xn, b, b†}, then this Hamiltonian the flow satisfies Liouville’s theorem and
C(2) = 0, as shown in Sec. 5.3.1. The Wigner function at time t+ dt can be sampled by solving the
following ODE’s on the interval [t, t+ dt]:
dxk
dt
= −i[Xk, H]p + 1√
dt
(
[Xk,Mm]b
†
m + [M
†
m, Xk]bm
)
p
(5.51)
dβm
dt
=
1√
dt
(Mm)p (5.52)
These can be converted in to Itoˆ SDEs. The result looks very much like the QSDEs, but all the
variables are c-numbers.
dxk = −i[Xk, H]pdt+ dβ∗m[Xk,Mm]p + [M†m, Xk]pdβm (5.53)
dβ˜m = dβm + (Mm)pdt (5.54)
Constant scattering terms are easily included. Using the Gough-James circuit algebra, we know that
if S is a constant, then the SLH model may be written as a series product:
(S,L,H) = (S, , ) / (1, S−1L,H) (5.55)
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dB
Future, t+dtPast, t
Hint
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~
Figure 5.2: 2-part Wigner function (left) before interaction, (right) after, for (blue) system and (red)
one input-output slice. The Wigner function is sampled by random points (dot in figure), which
move as the system evolves.
This just corresponds to obtaining the SDEs for (1, S−1L,H) (i.e. setting M = S−1L) and then
scattering the output fields dβ˜ → S dβ˜. The result is:
dxk = −i[Xk, H]pdt+ dβ∗mS†mn[Xk, Ln]p + [L†n, Xk]pSnmdβm
dβ˜m = Smndβn + (Lm)pdt
(5.56)
(5.57)
These are the Wigner SDEs, with input-output relations, for a Wigner function that encompasses
both system and bath. The dβ’s are the c-number analogue to the quantum processes dB. They are
commuting processes, and obey the same statistics:
dβ dβ∗ =
1
2
〈
dB dB† + dB†dB
〉
=
1
2
dt (5.58)
All of the noise in the system comes from these inputs. The noise in each input comes from the fact
that each input time-slice dB is a quantum field, living in the ground state, and sampling from its
Wigner function means picking a point dβ with statistics 〈dβ dβ∗〉 = dt/2.
5.5.1 Homodyne Detection
What happens when we do homodyne detection on the outputs? Recall that, before the system and
bath interact, the joint Wigner function has the form:
W [x1, . . . , xn,dβ(t1), . . . ,dβ(tN )] = W0(x)
∏
i
W|0〉(dβ(ti)/dt) (5.59)
and we can sample from this distribution with a state vector
(
x1(0), . . . , xn(0),dβ(t1), . . . ,dβ(tN )
)
(5.60)
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where (x1, . . . , xn) are sampled according to W0, and the dβi are sampled according to the ground-
state Wigner function, i.e. Gaussian with 〈dβ(ti)dβ(ti)∗〉 = dt/2.
After the interaction, the Wigner distribution is all jumbled up, but we can efficiently sample from
it by looking at the final state vector
(
x1(T ), . . . , xn(T ),dβ˜(t1), . . . ,dβ˜(tN )
)
(5.61)
All of the outputs dβ˜(ti) are sent into a homodyne detector. Homodyne detection is just measuring
X = (dB + dB†)/dt. The probability density is the marginalized Wigner function, and the vector
(dβ˜(t1), . . . ,dβ˜(tn)) samples from that distribution.
It follows that the homodyne signal for any trajectory is just the real part of the trajectory output
field, multiplied by two:
X(t) =
1
dt
[
dβ˜(t) + dβ˜∗(t)
]
= L(t) + L†(t) + (β(t) + β∗(t)) (5.62)
Likewise for the P quadrature.
P (t) = − i
dt
[
dβ˜(t)− dβ˜∗(t)
]
=
L(t)− L†(t)
i
+
β(t)− β∗(t)
i
(5.63)
5.5.2 Heterodyne Detection
In heterodyne detection, each output is split into two, and homodyne detection is performed on each
component. The result of the beam-splitting is additional quantum noise:
dβ˜1 =
dβ˜ + dγ∗√
2
, dβ˜2 =
dβ˜ − dγ∗√
2
(5.64)
(We used dγ∗ rather than dγ for convenience; they have the same statistics). An X measurement is
made on the first quadrature, and P on the second. The results of these measurements are:
X =
√
2dt−1Re[dβ˜ + dγ∗], P =
√
2dt−1Im[dβ˜ − dγ∗] (5.65)
The heterodyne signal is the combination of these two. It is equal to the trajectory output, plus
some noise:
βhet =
X + iP√
2
=
dβ˜ + dγ
dt
= L+
dβ + dγ
dt
(5.66)
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The extra noise, of course, comes from the uncertainty principle – it is possible to precisely measure
a single quadrature in a field, but it is not possible to measure both quadratures at once.
Note that there is no way to set, a priori, the detector output, either homodyne or heterodyne –
these are random variables that are sampled from a distribution. Conditioning that distribution on
some particular output ends up being a hard task – the whole distribution has to be re-weighted and
re-normalized. Since we do not keep track of the whole distribution but sample from trajectories,
conditioning is not possible using the Wigner trajectory method. Thus, while the Wigner method
is a good way to generate sample trajectories, it cannot be used as a filter to learn the state of a
quantum system.
Nor is it possible to model photon counting. Photon counting is a highly nonlinear sort of measure-
ment, which can be used to create states with negative Wigner functions. For example, photon sub-
traction of a squeezed state creates a “Schro¨dinger kitten” state [OTBLG06,NNNH+06,WTFS07],
which has negative Wigner function near α = 0. Even in the absence of conditioning, photon-
counting detectors allow one to perform boson sampling, and boson sampling of Gaussian states can
be used to calculate molecular vibronic spectra [HGP+15], a problem that has no efficient classi-
cal algorithm. Thus it should not surprise us that photon counting cannot be modeled with the
truncated Wigner method.
5.6 Example Systems
5.6.1 Linear Cavity
Consider the optical cavity from Sec. 2.2.1, which has the SLH model:
(
1N×N ,
[√
κ1e
iψ1 , . . . ,
√
κNe
iψN
]
, ∆a†a+ i(E∗a− Ea†)) (5.67)
This has the following Wigner SDEs:
dα = [(−i∆− κ/2)α− E] dt−
∑
i
√
κie
−iψidβi (5.68)
dβ˜i = dβi +
√
κie
iψiadt (5.69)
These SDEs are exact. It happens that, when the Hamiltonian is quadratic, all third- and higher-
order derivatives vanish from the Wigner PDE, and it becomes an exact Fokker-Planck equation.
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5.6.2 Kerr Cavity
Recall from Sec. 2.3.2 that the most general SLH model for a Kerr cavity is:
G =
1, √β∑
ij
Λm,ijaiaj ,
1
2
χ
∑
ijkl
Ψijkla
†
ia
†
jakal
 (5.70)
This gives the following Wigner SDEs:
dαi = (−iχ− β)
∑
jkl
Ψijkl
[
(α∗jαk − δjk)αl
]
dt− 2
√
β
∑
m
Λ∗m,ijα
∗
jdβm (5.71)
dβ˜m = dβm +
∑
m
Λm,ijαiαj (5.72)
This model is discussed at length in a paper with our HP colleagues [SPB+14a,SPB+14b]. One can
use Kerr cavities to construct an SR latch [Mab11b], from which one can build up a whole zoo of
digital components [HHH89]. The stochastic terms give rise to spontaneous switching events in the
latch, which propagate errors down digital circuits like optical counters.
One can use truncated Wigner theory for Kerr systems whenever χ, β  1 [SPB+14a]. Note that
(5.71) contains both a nonlinear term and also an additional linear dispersion / absorption (the δjk
term). This term is small since χ and β are small, and is usually dropped (though more rigorously
it can be absorbed into the cavity detuning ∆ and loss κ).
5.6.3 Nondegenerate OPO
A nondegenerate OPO cavity has three resonant modes – satisfying ωa+ωb = ωc. All of these modes
can interact with input-output fields. This gives an SLH model of the following form:
G =
1,

√
κaa√
κbb√
κcc
 , ∆aa†a+ ∆bb†b+ ∆cc†c+ ∗abc† − a†b†c2i
 (5.73)
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The master equation can be converted into a PDE for the Wigner function:
∂W [ρ]
∂t
= − ∂
∂α
(
(−κa/2− i∆a)α+ 1
2
 β∗γW [ρ]
)
− ∂
∂β
(
(−κb/2− i∆b)α+ 1
2
 α∗γW [ρ]
)
− ∂
∂γ
(
(−κb/2− i∆b)α− 1
2
∗ αβW [ρ]
)
− ∂
∂α∗
(...)− ∂
∂β∗
(...)− ∂
∂γ∗
(...)
+
∂2
∂α∂α∗
(
1
2
κaW [ρ]
)
+
∂2
∂β∂β∗
(
1
2
κbW [ρ]
)
+
∂2
∂γ∂γ∗
(
1
2
κcW [ρ]
)
+
1
8
(

∂3W [ρ]
∂α∂β∂γ∗
+ ∗
∂3W [ρ]
∂α∗∂β∗∂γ
)
(5.74)
The triple-derivative terms come from the χ(2) nonlinearity. They can generally be omitted as long
as |αβ| , |αγ| , |βγ|  1. Eliminating these terms turns this into a Fokker-Planck equation, which
gives us the following SDEs:
dα =
[
(−κa/2− i∆a)α+ 1
2
 β∗γ
]
dt−√κadβa (5.75)
dβ =
[
(−κb/2− i∆b)β + 1
2
 α∗γ
]
dt−√κbdβb (5.76)
dγ =
[
(−κc/2− i∆c)γ − 1
2
∗ αβ
]
dt−√κcdβc (5.77)
dβ˜a = dβa +
√
κα dt (5.78)
dβ˜b = dβb +
√
κβ dt (5.79)
dβ˜c = dβc +
√
κ γ dt (5.80)
5.6.4 Degenerate OPO
A degenerate OPO cavity has two resonant modes – an ω mode a and a 2ω mode b. Both of these
modes can interact with input-output fields. This gives an SLH model of the following form:
G =
(
1,
[√
κaa√
κbb
]
, ∆aa
†a+ ∆bb†b+
∗a2b† − (a†)2b
2i
)
(5.81)
Using the Wigner function rules, the master equation
dρ
dt
= −i[H, ρ] +
(
LρL† − 1
2
(L†Lρ+ ρL†L)
)
(5.82)
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can be converted into a PDE for the Wigner function:
∂W [ρ]
∂t
= − ∂
∂α
(
(−κa/2− i∆a)α+  α∗βW [ρ]
)
− ∂
∂α∗
(...)
− ∂
∂β
(
(−κb/2− i∆b)α− 1
2
∗ α2W [ρ]
)
− ∂
∂β∗
(...)
+
∂2
∂α∂α∗
(
1
2
κaW [ρ]
)
+
∂2
∂β∂β∗
(
1
2
κbW [ρ]
)
+
1
8
(

∂3W [ρ]
∂α2∂β∗
+ ∗
∂3W [ρ]
(∂α∗)2∂β
)
(5.83)
The triple-derivative terms come from the χ(2) nonlinearity. They can generally be omitted as long
as |α|2  1 and |αβ|  1, since in this case the first- and second-derivative terms are much larger.
Eliminating these terms turns this into a Fokker-Planck equation, which gives us the following SDEs:
dα = [(−κa/2− i∆a)α+  α∗β] dt−√κadβa (5.84)
dβ =
[
(−κb/2− i∆b)α− 1
2
∗ α2
]
dt−√κbdβb (5.85)
dβ˜a = dβa +
√
κα dt (5.86)
dβ˜b = dβb +
√
κβ dt (5.87)
5.7 Atom Cavity
The atom cavity was discussed in Sec. 2.6. It consists of N two-level atoms, with Pauli operators
σ±,i, σz,i, coupled to a single cavity mode a. There are three environmental couplings – cavity loss
κ, atomic spontaneous emission γ‖, and non-radiative decay γnr. This has the following SLH model:
S = 1 (5.88)
L =

√
κa
√
γ‖ σ−,i√
γnr/2 σz,i
 (5.89)
H = ∆ca
†a+
1
2
∆a
∑
k
σz,k + ig0
∑
k
(a†σ−,k − aσ+,k) (5.90)
Following Lugiato [GL78,LCP82], define X = (a, a†, σ−, σ+, σz) as the operator algebra basis, where
σ =
∑
i σi is the total spin. It can be shown, using the adjoint equations, that this basis is closed
under time evolution. Likewise, define x = (α, α∗, v, v∗,m) as the c-number Wigner basis, and define
the polarization decay γ⊥ = γnr + γ‖/2. Applying the method in Sec. 5.3, we arrive at the following
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Fokker-Planck coefficients:
C(1)(x) =

(−i∆c − κ/2)α+ g0v
(i∆c − κ/2)α∗ + g0v∗
(−i∆a − γ⊥) v + g0αm
(i∆a − γ⊥) v∗ + g0α∗m
−γ‖(m+N)− 2g0(αv∗ + α∗v)

(5.91)
Second-order moments:
C(2)(x) =

0 κ/2 0 0 0
κ/2 0 0 0 0
0 0 0 Nγ⊥ vγ‖
0 0 Nγ⊥ 0 v∗γ‖
0 0 vγ‖ v∗γ‖ 2(N +m)γ‖

(5.92)
Generally speaking, the Fokker-Planck approximation is only valid in the limit of many atoms,
N  1, and probably many photons as well.
The SDEs may be written:
dα =
[
(−i∆c − κ/2)α+ g0v
]
dt−√κdβ (5.93)
dv =
[
(−i∆a − γ⊥) v + g0αm
]
dt+ dξv (5.94)
dm =
[−γ||(m+N)− 2g0(αv∗ + α∗v)]dt+ dξm (5.95)
dβ˜ = dβ +
√
κα dt (5.96)
The optical noise term dβ is the standard optical input field. The other noise terms dξ = (dξv,dξ
∗
v ,dξm)
have the following noise matrix:
dξ dξT =

0 Nγ⊥ vγ||
Nγ⊥ 0 v∗γ||
vγ|| v∗γ|| 2(N +m)γ||
 (5.97)
This is satisfied for:
dξv =
√
Nγ⊥
2
(dw1 + idw2) (5.98)
dξm =
√
2γ2||
Nγ⊥
(
Re[v]dw1 + Im[v]dw2 +
√
Nγ⊥
γ||
(m+N)− v∗v
)
(5.99)
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Figure 5.3: Plots of a cross-section of the Bloch sphere (axes are (v/N,m/N)) and the “forbidden
region” |v/N |2 > (γ⊥/γ‖)(m/N + 1).
where the dwi are Wiener processes. Note that this only works for v
∗v ≤ γ⊥γ‖ N(m + N). When
this condition is not satisfied, the covariance matrix is not positive definite and the Wigner method
cannot be used.
The forbidden region is shown in Figure 5.3. Note that it depends strongly on the ratio of polarization
decay to excitation decay, γ⊥/γ‖. The stronger the non-radiative decay (i.e. the more “incoherent”
the atoms are), the smaller this region. Clearly the Wigner method will not work for the highly
coherent case where γ‖  γnr (γ⊥/γ‖ = 1/2), since large, frequently accessed patches of the Bloch
sphere are forbidden. But in the opposite limit, which is often the case for quantum dots, NV-centers
or other artificial atoms, the Wigner theory can work quite well.
5.7.1 Steady-State Limit
Coupling to an ensemble of atoms introduces an effective optical nonlinearity, since the atoms are
highly nonlinear systems. The strength of this nonlinearity can be compared to others like the Kerr
and free-carrier effects by considering the steady-state behavior. While this says nothing about the
noise or dynamics of the system, it is a good first-order way to compare optical nonlinearities.
To obtain the steady-state limit, assume a constant input dβ = βindt, ignore all other noise terms
and set the time derivatives to zero:
dα
dt
= (−i∆c − κ/2)α+ g0v −
√
κβin = 0 (5.100)
dv
dt
= (−i∆a − γ⊥) v + g0αm = 0 (5.101)
dm
dt
= −γ‖(m+N)− 2g0(αv∗ + α∗v) = 0 (5.102)
βout =
√
κα+ βin (5.103)
The v and m equations are linear in (v,m); this gives rise to a matrix equation for the triplet
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(v, v∗,m) in terms of α. One can solve this matrix equation, obtaining:
v = − Ng0
γ⊥ + i∆a
[
1 +
4
Nγ‖
Re
[
Ng20
γ⊥ + i∆a
]
α∗α
]−1
α (5.104)
This gives the following equation for α:(
−i∆c − κ
2
− Ng
2
0
γ⊥ + i∆a
[
1 +
4
Nγ‖
Re
[
Ng20
γ⊥ + i∆a
]
α∗α
]−1)
α−√κβin = 0 (5.105)
Taking the absolute value, one obtains a nonlinear relation between the input power and the internal
photon number. As with the Kerr cavity, this can be used to determine when the system exhibits
amplification and bistability.
5.7.2 Adiabatic Elimination
In the limit of rapid dephasing, γ⊥  γ‖, κ, the atomic polarization v evolves much faster than either
the optical field α or the excitation number m. The standard procedure for adiabatic elimination is
to replace v with its steady-state value:
v → 1
γ⊥ + i∆a
(g0mα+ ξv) (5.106)
The equations of motion are best expressed in terms of α and the number of excited atoms, z ≡
(m + N)/2. In addition, it will be useful to define a linear absorption and excitation-dependent
dispersion, as follows:
1
2
η + iNδ ≡ g
2
0N
γ⊥ + i∆a
(5.107)
The equations of motion are:
dα =
(
−i∆c − κ
2
)
α dt+
([
−η(1− 2z/N)
2
− iδz
]
α dt+
√
η dβv
)
−√κdβin
=
[
−i(∆c + δz)− κ+ η(1− 2z/N)
2
]
α dt+
√
η dβv −
√
κdβin
dz = −γ‖z dt− 2Re
[
α∗
([
−η(1− 2z/N)
2
− iδz
]
α dt+
√
η dβv
)]
+
√
γ‖z dw
(5.108)
(5.109)
There are two effects at play here: saturable absorption prevents the excitation number z from
exceeding N/2, since the absorption saturates at that level. Dispersion has a Kerr-like nonlinear
effect on the field. When we derive the Wigner equations for the free carrier nonlinearity in the next
chapter, we will see that they take a very similar form.
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5.8 Linearized Systems
The truncated Wigner method converts the quantum equations of motion into a set of semiclassical
SDEs. One obtains a semiclassical ABCD model, analogous to Eqs. (3.8-3.9), with additional noise
terms:
dx¯ = A¯ x¯ dt+ B¯ dβ¯in + F¯ dw (5.110)
dβ¯out = C¯ x¯ dt+ D¯ dβ¯in (5.111)
Here x¯ is the c-number state vector, dβ¯ are the input/output fields, and dw is an additional noise
vector with statistics dwidwj = δijdt.
5.8.1 Basic Theory
Moment Equations
The Gaussian moment equations for µ¯ ≡ 〈x¯〉, σ¯ ≡ 〈x¯x¯∗〉 (see Eqs. (3.16-3.17, 3.29)) become:
dµ¯
dt
= A¯µ¯,
dσ¯
dt
= A¯σ¯ + σ¯A¯† +
1
2
B¯B¯† + F¯ F¯ † (5.112)
The internal state at t→∞ can be solved by setting dσ¯/dt = 0, giving a Lyapunov equation for σ¯;
compare (3.54).
Circuit Algebra
The concatenation product G1 G2 is (compare Eq. (3.19)):
a¯ = Pa
[
a¯(1)
a¯(2)
]
, A¯ = Pa
[
A¯(1) 0
0 A¯(2)
]
P−1a , B¯ = Pa
[
B¯(1) 0
0 B¯(2)
]
P−1dB ,
dB¯ = PdB
[
dB¯(1)
dB¯(2)
]
, C¯ = PdB
[
C¯(1) 0
0 C¯(2)
]
P−1a , D¯ = PdB
[
D¯(1) 0
0 D¯(2)
]
P−1dB ,
F¯ = Pa
[
F¯ (1) 0
0 F¯ (2)
]
(5.113)
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The series product G2 / G1 is (compare Eq. (3.20)):
A¯ = Pa
[
A¯1 0
B¯2C¯1 A¯2
]
Pa, B¯ = Pa
[
B¯1 B¯2D¯1
]
,
C¯ =
[
D¯2C¯1
C¯2
]
Pa, D¯ = D¯2D¯1, F¯ = Pa
[
F¯1 0
0 F¯2
]
(5.114)
The feedback operator [G]k→l is realized by (compare Eq. (3.21)):
A¯ = A¯+ B¯:,l(1− D¯kl)−1C¯k,: B¯ = B¯:,!l + B¯:,l(1− D¯kl)−1D¯k,!l
C¯ = C¯!k,: + D¯!k,l(1− D¯kl)−1C¯k,: D¯ = D¯!k,!l + D¯!k,l(1− D¯kl)−1D¯k,!l (5.115)
and F remains the same.
Adiabatic Elimination
Adiabatic elimination of the linear system is realized by (compare Eq. (5.116)):
dβ¯out =
(
D¯ − C¯A¯−1B¯)dβ¯in + (C¯A¯−1F¯ ) dw + (c¯− C¯A¯−1a¯)dt (5.116)
Input-Output Relations
Following Sec. 3.4, we can model input-output behavior in the Wigner picture in terms of a transfer
function T¯ (ω). We will also need a noise matrix N¯(ω). To start, we define doubled-up frequency-
domain input-output fields β¯ω = (βω, β
∗
−ω) (see Eq. (3.60)).
The ABCD equations, in the frequency domain, become (compare Eqs. (3.61-3.62)):
− iωa¯ω = A¯a¯ω + B¯b¯in,ω + F¯wω (5.117)
b¯out,ω = C¯a¯ω + D¯b¯in,ω (5.118)
The input and output are related by a matrix and some noise (compare Eq. (3.63)):
β¯out,ω =
[
D + C
1
−iω −AB
]
︸ ︷︷ ︸
T¯ (ω)
β¯in,ω + C
1
−iω −AF︸ ︷︷ ︸
N¯(ω)
wω (5.119)
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Note that these matrices have the doubled-up structure (compare Eq. (3.64)):
T¯ (ω) =
[
T−(ω) T+(ω)
T+(−ω)∗ T−(−ω)∗
]
, N(ω) =
[
N+(ω)
N−(ω)
]
(5.120)
The amplitude-gain relations, Sec. 3.4.1, carry over unchanged.
The squeezing spectrum is defined in terms of the M¯(ω) and N¯(ω); see Sec. 3.4.2, which are given
by:
N + 1
2
=
1
2
[ |T−(ω)|2 + |T+(ω)2|+ |T+(−ω)2|+ |T−(−ω)2|
2
+ |N+(ω)|2 + |N−(ω)|2
]
(5.121)
M =
[
T−(ω)T+(−ω) + T+(ω)T−(−ω)
2
+N+(ω)N−(ω)†
]
(5.122)
5.8.2 Example: Kerr Cavity
The Kerr cavity is the simplest such linearized system. All of its degrees of freedom are bosonic, so
its linearized form corresponds to an actual quantum model.
Following Sec. 5.6.2, the Wigner SDEs for the most general Kerr cavity are:
dαi = (−iχ− β)
∑
jkl
[
α∗jαkαl
]
dt− 2
√
β
∑
m
Λ∗m,ijα
∗
jdβ2PA,m + (linear terms) (5.123)
The single-mode case is the most ubiquitous. Adding linear terms for cavity detuning and mirror
losses, it becomes:
dα =
[(
−i∆− 1
2
κ
)
+ (−iχ− β)α∗α2
]
dt−
∑
i
√
κidβin,i − 2
√
βα∗dβ2PA,m (5.124)
dβout,i = dβin,i +
√
κiα (5.125)
Linearizing these around a given state, α→ α+ δα, one finds the following equations of motion:
d(δα) =
[[(
−i∆− 1
2
κ
)
+ (−iχ− β)α∗α
]
δα+
[
(−iχ− β)α2] δα∗] dt
−
∑
i
√
κidβin,i − 2
√
βα∗dβ2PA,m (5.126)
dβout,i = dβin,i +
√
κiα (5.127)
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In doubled-up notation, with a single input-output port, we get the ABCD equations:
d(δα¯) =

(−iχ− β)α∗α
+(−i∆− κ/2) (−iχ− β)α
2
[
(−iχ− β)α2]∗ [(−iχ− β)α∗α
+(−i∆− κ/2)]∗
 δα¯ dt−√κ
[
1 0
0 1
]
dβ¯in +
√
β
[
α∗ iα∗
α −iα
]
dw
dβ¯out =
√
κ
[
1 0
0 1
]
δα¯ dt+
[
1 0
0 1
]
dβ¯in (5.128)
This is equivalent to a single-mode OPO (Sec. 3.2.3) if we make the following substitutions:
∆ + 2χα∗α ↔ ∆opo
κ ↔ κopo (coupling in B, C)
κ+ 2βα∗α ↔ κopo (loss in A)
(−iχ− β)α2 ↔ opo (5.129)
There are extra noise terms, and corresponding loss, due to two-photon absorption. In the β = 0
limit, this goes away but the nonlinearity, so we get perfect squeezing in a model identical to the
OPO.
Squeezing of Internal State
For a given Kerr cavity, and variable input, where is squeezing the strongest? Assuming a small
χ, both opo and κopo are slowly varying functions of α. But ∆opo is not, passing through zero at
α∗α = −∆/2χ. Maximum squeezing will happen at approximately this point.
Not all OPOs are stable, and nor are all Kerr cavities. The stability of a Kerr solution depends on
whether or not the linearized model, i.e. the OPO, is stable. This gives the criterion:
3(χ2 + β2)(α∗α)2 + (4χ∆ + βκ)(α∗α) + (∆2 + κ2/4) ≥ 0 (5.130)
This is a convex quadratic function, of the form ax2 + bx + c so it is stable for all values of α if
b2/4a+ c ≥ 0. This gives a global stability criterion for Kerr cavities:(
∆2 +
κ2
4
)
− 4(χ∆ + βκ/4)
2
3(χ2 + β2)
≥ 0 (5.131)
This ends up being equivalent to ∆ ≥ −√3/4χ if there isn’t any two-photon absorption. For
parameters outside this range, the Kerr cavity goes bistable.
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Figure 5.4: Left: internal state of the Kerr cavity α (blue, green), and eigenvalues σ+, σ− of the
covariance matrix (magenta, yellow) as a function of input field βin. Right: Simulation of Wigner
function for internal state (equilibrium value subtracted) at βin = 4.0, 8.5, 12.0 (colored) compared
to ABCD model prediction (white contours)
Figure 5.4 shows the internal state of the Kerr cavity as a function of bias field. Not surprisingly,
one quadrature is highly amplified when the device amplification is greatest (around βin = 8.5). But
since the Kerr cavity also acts as a squeezer, the noise in the opposite quadrature is suppressed. In
the strong-amplification case, though, the Wigner function deviates slightly from the ideal Gaussian.
This is due to nonlinearities in the Kerr model. If we were to take the limit χ → 0 with βin/√χ
fixed, these nonlinearities would go away and the Kerr model would behave exactly like an OPO.
Output Spectrum
Since the Kerr cavity resembles an OPO, we expect to see squeezing in the output light. One output
quadrature ends up squeezed, while the other is anti-squeezed. The bandwidth of the squeezing
should be related to the bandwidth of the cavity.
However, the Kerr cavity is a nonlinear system. If that nonlinearity is strong enough, it will cause
deviations from the ideal OPO spectrum. This is especially true in the strong-amplification case.
When the Kerr cavity is set to amplify strongly, the internal field is very spread out along one
direction (see center-right plot in Fig. 5.4). Such an elongated state is very sensitive to nonlinearities,
particularly along the axis being squeezed. As a result, the actual squeezing will deviate from its
predicted value in the strong-squeezing case. This is seen in the central plot of Fig. 5.5
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Figure 5.5: Output noise spectra for biased Kerr cavity.
Chapter 6
Free-Carrier Theory
The next two chapters are based on the following paper:
• R. Hamerly and H. Mabuchi, “Quantum Noise of Free-Carrier Dispersion in Semiconductor
Optical Cavities”, Physical Review A 92, 023819 (2015)
Optical logic requires a platform that is fast, low-power and scalable to compete with electronics. In
the past decade, nano-photonics has advanced to the point where optical cavities of size . (λ/n)3 and
Q factors & 104 can be fabricated with standard techniques [Not10,NSN+11]. The hope is that these
cavities can be used to amplify the optical nonlinearity of materials or defects and perform all-optical
logic for communications and computing at speeds and energy scales comparable to electronics.
Free-carrier dispersion is a promising nonlinearity for low-power optical logic. The effect arises in all
semiconductors. In a semiconductor, there is a filled valence band and an empty conduction band,
and when photons are absorbed, they excite electrons from the valence band to the conduction band.
Each absorption creates two free carriers – an electron and a hole – which evolve independently and
decay on some timescale set by the material and its geometry. The carriers provide feedback to
the optical field by altering the absorption of the material (free-carrier absorption) or its refractive
index (free-carrier dispersion). On timescales long compared to the free-carrier lifetime, it acts as
an effective optical nonlinearity and can be used to construct switches, amplifiers and other logic
elements.
Accurate, semiclassical models for free-carrier effects already exist, and these are valid when the
carrier and photon number are very large [Lun09, BSdA90]. However, the real promise of free-
carrier effects lies in their application to low-power photonic computing. In some materials, free-
carrier effects are strong enough that switching can be achieved with as few as 100 photons per
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cavity. In this regime, quantum effects become important and place fundamental limits on device
performance. For example, quantum fluctuations in the photon number add noise to quantum
amplifiers [Cav82] and lead to spontaneous switching in optical memories [KPCM11,Mab11a]. This
motivates the need to develop a quantum model for the free-carrier nonlinearity that works at low
photon numbers, similar to the models that exist for cavity quantum electrodynamics (QED) and
χ(3) (Kerr) systems [Kim98,AC79].
In this chapter, I derive a quantum-mechanical model for the free-carrier nonlinearity, following
the standard open quantum systems formalism (Ch. 1) used for cavity QED, optical parametric
oscillators (OPOs) and χ(3) systems [GC85]. However, simulating even a single cavity in this model
is not practical, since the large number of available carrier modes makes the full Hilbert space
exponentially large. Using a method based on the Wigner function (Ch. 5), one can reduce the
master equation to a set of c-number Langevin equations that are simple to simulate [SPB+14a,
GL78, Gar88]. These equations bear resemblance to semiconductor laser rate equations and Bloch
equations found in the literature [Hau69,AD93,LK88]. An adiabatic elimination reduces the model
further, giving a set of stochastic differential equations (SDEs) for the field, electron number, and
hole number in the cavity. The deterministic part of these equations matches the classical models
found in the previous literature, but the noise terms are new – and have a quantum origin.
Section 6.1 introduces the quantum model for the free-carrier cavity. In Section 6.2, I introduce
the Wigner formalism and apply it to this model, deriving a set of stochastic differential equations
(SDEs) which can be simplified by invoking a weak-doping, fast-dephasing limit. The key result
of this chapter, summarized in Equations (6.40-6.42) and (6.48-6.49), resembles the equations of
motion for the Kerr cavity derived in [SPB+14a], but there are extra noise terms.
A proof of closedness of the operator algebra is given in Appendix 6.B. Extensions to the free-
carrier model, incorporating two-photon absorption and free-carrier absorption, are treated in Ap-
pendix 6.C. Appendix 6.D shows how the key parameters in (6.40-6.42), the coupling constant and
carrier-dependent detuning, can be derived from measured material properties. Plasma dispersion
in silicon and band-filling in III-V materials are used as examples.
Future chapters will make use of these results. In Chapter 7, I apply (6.40-6.42) to study the
steady-state behavior, and correspondence to the Kerr cavity, of the free-carrier system. Next, the
free-carrier SDEs are applied to simulate two devices: a phase-sensitive amplifier in Section 7.2,
and an all-optical SR-latch in Section 7.3. For the amplifier, the free-carrier device does not show
squeezing, whereas its Kerr analog does. For the latch, the spontaneous switching rate is larger for
the free-carrier device, and the discrepancy grows as the latch’s bistable states become more widely
separated. Chapter 8 studies a Hopf bifurcation in free-carrier cavities, comparing the quantum
noise in such devices to a quantum-limited linear amplifier.
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Figure 6.1: Electronic and optical modes of a semiconductor cavity.
6.1 Quantum Model
Consider a single-mode optical cavity fabricated from an undoped semiconductor. The optical degree
of freedom can be represented as a harmonic oscillator, with the creation / annihilation operators
a, a†. In band theory, the electronic degree of freedom is represented by many uncoupled fermion
modes. For a two-band model, we have a single electron band and hole band. Each mode has its
own (fermionic) creation / annihilation operators – ck, c
†
k for electrons, c¯k, c¯
†
k for holes, where k is
the mode index. The operator algebra is:
[a, a†] = 1, {ck, c†l } = {c¯k, c¯†l } = δkl (6.1)
The operator algebra is key to the Wigner analysis in Section 6.2. In short, one can define a
generalized Wigner function for the quantum system if one can find a “closed” set of operators
{Xi}, where the bath-averaged time derivatives (dXi/dt)ad, (d(XiXj)/dt)ad, defined in Section 6.2,
are always functions of the {Xi}. However, Wigner functions for fermionic operators require the
use of Grassmann variables [CG99], for which the analogy to classical phase space is less intuitive.
Thus, we identify fermion pairs and perform the following bosonization:
σ−k = ckc¯k (6.2)
σ+k = c¯
†
kc
†
k (6.3)
nk = c
†
kck (6.4)
n¯k = c¯
†
kc¯k (6.5)
Qk = nkn¯k = σ+kσ−k = c
†
kc¯
†
kc¯kck (6.6)
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This is similar to the operator algebra in an ensemble of two-level atoms [GL78,LCP82], but there
are some extra terms. Analogous to the atom ensemble, the electronic polarization is given by σ−k.
However, the free-carrier system contains two number operators nk, n¯k rather than one, as well as
a pairing operator Qk. These arise because the electrons and holes in the free-carrier system have
more freedom of movement: in an ensemble of atoms, each electron is confined to its parent atom and
nk = n¯k = Qk, while in a semiconductor these three quantities are no longer equal, since electrons
and holes freely scatter between modes k. Operators (6.2-6.6) are bosonic because they are products
of an even number of fermionic operators. Note that several bosonic operators, namely ckc¯
†
k and
c¯kc
†
k, are not included in (6.2-6.3) – this is because we are interested in systems that respect charge
conservation, while ckc¯
†
k and c¯kc
†
k violate it.
The bosonized operators are closed under commutation, with the following nonzero commutators:
[σ±k, nl] = ∓δklσ±k (6.7)
[σ±k, n¯l] = ∓δklσ±k (6.8)
[σ±k, σ∓l] = ±δkl(nk + n¯k − 1) (6.9)
[σ±k, Ql] = ∓δklσ±k (6.10)
Note that these are all commutators, rather than anti-commutators, because the operators have
been bosonized.
6.1.1 Hamiltonian
The Hamiltonian consists an an optical part Hph which resembles a harmonic oscillator, an electronic
part Hel given by the electronic band structure, and an interaction part Hint due to the A · p light-
matter interaction. It can be written as:
H = ∆ca
†a︸ ︷︷ ︸
Hph
+
∑
k
[
∆k
nk + n¯k
2︸ ︷︷ ︸
Hel
+ igk(a
†σ−k − aσ+k)︸ ︷︷ ︸
Hint
]
(6.11)
where ∆c = ~(ωc − ωph) is the cavity resonance detuning, ∆k = Ek,c −Ek,v − ~ωph is the detuning
of the transition, and gk is the atom-photon coupling. The coupling can be expressed in terms of
material parameters as shown in Appendix 6.D.
Hamiltonian (6.11) resembles the cavity QED Hamiltonian. This is because both systems contain an
optical term, and electronic term, and a light-matter interaction of the A · p form. Thus, it should
not be surprising if free-carrier cavities exhibit many of the same phenomena observed in cavity
QED, e.g. bistability, amplification, limit cycles [KAM13].
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Figure 6.2: Major free-carrier effects in an optical cavity
6.1.2 External Interactions
In the cavity, the optical field is relatively well isolated from its environment. The two primary
interactions are optical absorption, which gives rise to particle-hole pairs and is treated through
Eq. (6.11), and coupling to the external waveguide. Because these couplings are usually quite weak,
the optical field tends to retain its coherence in spite of them.
The same is not true for the carriers. Many forces act to dephase, thermalize, and scatter the free
carriers on very quick timescales (typically around 10–100 fs) [Lun09,SR02,LFIL87]. Even for very
poor cavities with Q . 1000, this is much faster than the photon lifetime. The practical upshot
of this will be that, on optical timescales, the “coherent” part to the carrier fields σ±k can be
adiabatically eliminated and only the “slowly-varying” carrier numbers nk, n¯k, Qk remain relevant
to the system.
For a bosonic, Markovian bath, external interactions can be treated by adding extra Lindblad terms
to the Master equation [GC85]. The main external processes are given in Figure 6.2 above. As
Lindblad terms, they are:
• Cavity Loss, mediated by
Lcav =
√
κ a (6.12)
• Recombination, mediated by
Lrc,k =
√
γrc,k σ−k (6.13)
• Nonradiative Decay, mediated by
Lnr,k =
√
γnr,k ck,
√
γ¯nr,k c¯k (6.14)
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• Scattering / Dephasing, mediated by
Lsc,k→l =
√
γk→l c
†
l ck,
√
γ¯k→l c¯
†
l c¯k (6.15)
Some materials also have significant free-carrier absorption and two-photon absorption. For simplic-
ity, these are not treated presently, but are discussed in Appendix 6.C.2.
6.1.3 Single-Mode Theory
To make the computation more tractable, assume for now that all carrier modes k are identical.
This is not always a realistic assumption, and in Appendix 6.C.1, I extend the result to non-identical
modes. But assuming identical modes for now, ∆k, gk, and all the γk’s become independent of k.
Suppose that there are N modes. One can now define mode-summed operators:
σ± =
∑
k
σ±k, etc. (6.16)
This reduces the dimensionality of the state space from 5N + 2 to 7. In terms of these, the Hamil-
tonian and interaction terms are:
H = ∆ca
†a+
1
2
∆e(n+ n¯) + ig(a
†σ−− aσ+) (6.17)
Lcav =
√
κ a (6.18)
Lrc,k =
√
γrc σ−k (6.19)
Lnr,k =
√
γnr ck,
√
γ¯nr c¯k (6.20)
Lsc,k→l =
√
γsc
2
c†l ck,
√
γ¯sc
2
c¯†l c¯k (6.21)
Note that the sum operators used are bosonic, not fermionic. The single-mode theory would not
work if one had started with the fermionic operators.
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6.2 Wigner Function and SDEs
6.2.1 Derivation from Quantum Model
Under the quantum model described in Section 6.1 above, the state of the cavity is given by a density
matrix ρ and evolves according to the master equation:
dρ
dt
= −i[H, ρ] + 1
2
∑
k
(
2LkρL
†
k − L†kLkρ− ρL†kLk
)
(6.22)
Unfortunately, with an exponentially large Hilbert space, it is not practical to compute ρ or its
evolution. To get around this problem, I follow the approach of Chapter 5. Expressing ρ in terms
of a generalized Wigner function, one computes the equations for the Wigner function, shows that
they can be approximated by a Fokker-Planck equation, and solves the Fokker-Planck equation
stochastically using SDEs.
This approach was derived by Carter [Car95] for optical fibers with a χ(3) interaction; the same
approach can be applied to optical cavities or cavity-based photonic circuits [SPB+14a]. In both
cases, there is an injective linear mapping between optical states ρ and Wigner functions W (α, α∗).
Gronchi and Lugiato [GL78] extended this method to weakly-coupled many-atom cavity QED. In
this case, in addition to an optical degree of freedom, one must also keep track of N two-level atoms.
The procedure is to define a closed Lie algebra {Xi} of both optical and atomic operators, and a
semiclassical phase-space that with c-number variables {xi}. The generalized Wigner function is
defined analogous to the optical function – the Fourier transform of a characteristic function:
W (x, t) =
∫
dny e−i
∑
k xkykTr
[
ei
∑
kXkykρ(t)
]
(6.23)
In our case, the operator algebra consists of the optical and single-mode carrier operators (6.16) and
is given as follows:
X =
[
a, a†, σ−, σ+, n, n¯, Q
]
(6.24)
This is a 7-dimensional, operator-valued vector. The Wigner function thus lives is a 7-dimensional
phase space, defined over the c-number variables:
x = [α, α∗, v, v∗,m, m¯, q] (6.25)
Under certain closedness conditions discussed in Appendix 6.A, the Wigner function satisfies a
generalized Fokker-Planck equation. Truncating at second order, this reduces to a Fokker-Planck
equation. The validity of this truncation generally requires that nonlinear coupling constants be
weak [SPB+14a], and for two-level systems, that the number of atoms (carrier modes in this case)
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be large [GL78]. Both assumptions are true here. As a solution to a Fokker-Planck equation, the
Wigner function can be sampled stochastically by solving the following SDEs:
dxm = µm dt+
∑
n
Rmn dwn (6.26)
with dwn a Wiener process and
µm = C
(1)
m (x) ≡
(
dXm
dt
)
p
(6.27)
(RRT )mn = C
(2)
mn(x) ≡
1
2
(
d(XmXn −XnXm)
dt
)
p
−xm
(
dXn
dt
)
p
−
(
dXm
dt
)
p
xn (6.28)
where the time-derivatives are computed using the adjoint to (6.22)
dA
dt
∣∣∣∣
ad
≡ −i[A,H] + 1
2
∑
k
2L†kALk − L†kLkA−AL†kLk (6.29)
and (· · · )p is defined so that normally ordered products return simple c-number polynomials, e.g.
(a)p = α,
1
2 (a
†a+ aa†)p = α∗α, (a†a)p = α∗α− 12 , etc. Compare Eqs. (5.29-5.30)
Computing the cumulant matrices C(1) and C(2) from the quantum model (6.17-6.21) is straightfor-
ward but very tedious, so I used Mathematica to derive the result. The details are given in Appendix
6.B; the SDEs are:
dα =
[(
−κ
2
− i∆c
)
α+ gv
]
dt+ dξ1 (6.30)
dα∗ =
[(
−κ
2
+ i∆c
)
α∗ + gv∗
]
dt+ dξ2 (6.31)
dv =
[
−α(N −m− m¯)g
+
(
−γtot
2
− i∆e
)
v
]
dt+ dξ3 (6.32)
dv∗ =
[
−α∗(N −m− m¯)g
+
(
−γtot
2
+ i∆e
)
v∗
]
dt+ dξ4 (6.33)
dm = [−g(αv∗ + vα∗)− γnrm− γrcq] dt+ dξ5 (6.34)
dm¯ = [−g(αv∗ + vα∗)− γ¯nrm¯− γrcq] dt+ dξ6 (6.35)
dq = −γsc(q −mm¯/N)dt+ dξ7 (6.36)
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where γtot = γsc + γrc + γnr + γ¯nr and the noise processes dξi have the covariance matrix:
dξdξT = C(2)dt (6.37)
where C
(2)
cav+C
(2)
int +C
(2)
rc +C
(2)
nr +C
(2)
sc is the sum of the terms in Eqs. (6.61-6.66). Note how Equations
(6.30-6.36) resemble both the Maxwell-Bloch equations and the Langevin equations for many-atom
cavity QED derived by Gronchi and Lugiato [GL78]. However, because of scattering between carrier
modes, we need to keep track of m, m¯ and q separately.
6.2.2 Approximations
Fast Dephasing, Nondegenerate Excitation
Three approximations make these equations more tractable: fast-dephasing, nondegenerate excita-
tion and the single-carrier approximation. Fast dephasing assumes that the scattering rate γsc and
detuning ∆e are faster than any other timescale in the system, thus
γnr, γrc, γfc  γsc,∆e (6.38)
This is related to the relaxation-time approximation that holds for most semiconductors [Lun09].
In useful, optimized free-carrier devices, all of the carrier timescales – γnr, γrc, γfc – are of order the
photon lifetime. To achieve strong carrier effects, we generally have cavities with Q & 1000, giving a
photon lifetime of τph & ps. Ultrafast studies show that inter-mode scattering takes place on times
of order 10–100 fs [SR02,LFIL87], giving scattering rates at least 10–100 times faster than any other
timescale in the system.
Fast dephasing leads to an adiabatic elimination of the dipole terms (v, v∗) and the pair density q.
These variables will be replaced by their steady-state values, and a new set of SDEs are obtained
for the reduced basis (α, α∗,m, m¯).
Nondegenerate excitation assumes that the number of carriers is much less than the number of carrier
modes – in other words, the valence and conduction bands are far from being degenerately filled
with electrons or holes. This approximation is invoked by setting
m, m¯, q  N (6.39)
This simplifies the equations of motion by discarding effects like absorption saturation that are
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negligible for low-power, high-Q optical logic devices. The resulting equations of motion are:
dα =
[
−κ+ η
2
− i(∆c + δcm+ δ¯cm¯)]α dt+ dξα
dm = [η α∗α− γnrm− γrcmm¯] dt+ dξm
dm¯ = [η α∗α− γ¯nrm¯− γrcmm¯] dt+ dξm¯
(6.40)
(6.41)
(6.42)
with noise terms
dξα = −
√
κdβin −√η dβη
dξm = 2
√
ηRe[α∗dβη] +
√
γnrm dwm +
√
γrcmm¯dwrc
dξm¯ = 2
√
ηRe[α∗dβη] +
√
γnrm¯ dwm¯ +
√
γrcmm¯dwrc
(6.43)
(6.44)
(6.45)
where the dβ’s are complex vacuum Wiener processes, e.g. dβ∗ηdβη =
1
2dt, and the dw’s are real
Wiener processes, e.g. dw2m = dt.
In the equations above, we rescaled γrc and defined a bandfilling carrier-dependent detuning δc and
linear absorption η:
δc = δ¯c =
g2
∆e − 12 iγsc
(6.46)
η = 2N Im[δc] (6.47)
Since ∆e = ωe − ω, this function has one pole (for ω) in the lower half-plane, ω = ωe − 12 iγsc. As
a result, its real and imaginary parts satisfy the Kramers-Kronig relations. The carrier-dependent
dispersion and absorption are given by the real and imaginary parts of δc, respectively. Around
1/δc carriers are needed to shift the cavity resonance by one linewidth; since this quantity is much
smaller than N under the nondegenerate approximation, it follows that Im[δc] Re[δc]. For a pure
bandfilling effect, we can generally neglect the imaginary part.
The dβin in (6.40-6.42) is the vacuum noise of the input field and dβη is the noise due to linear
absorption; each behaves as a vacuum Wiener process dβ∗dβ = 12dt [SPB
+14a]; compare Sec. 5.5.
The dwm, dwm¯ and dwq are real-valued noises due to carrier loss and recombination, and go as
dw2 = dt.
The noise term for α is fairly standard for open quantum systems: a sum of two vacuum noises.
The noise terms for m and m¯ have Poisson statistics: for each process with rate R dt, there is a
corresponding noise term
√
R dw. Since carrier generation involves photon absorption, one should
not be surprised by the Poisson noise on this signal. Likewise, since the carrier number is quantized
and carrier decay is a random process, there should also be Poisson noise on the decay terms.
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Single-Carrier Approximation
In many cases, the equations (6.40-6.42) can be reduced further by positing that m = m¯ and
introducing an effective carrier number Nc equal to this quantity. For example, it will hold if only
one of the carrier species is relevant (for instance in silicon, where δc  δ¯c due to the plasma
effect [BSdA90]), if the recombination process γrc is dominant, or if the number of recombination
sites is limited (much smaller than the number of carriers) so that electrons and holes tend to decay
together. If any of these cases hold true, equations (6.40-6.42) become:
dα =
[
−κ+ η
2
− i(∆c + δcNc)
]
α dt+ dξα
dNc =
[
η α∗α− γnrNc − γrcN2c
]
dt+ dξN
(6.48)
(6.49)
with noise terms
dξα = −
√
κdβin −√η dβη
dξN = 2
√
ηRe[α∗dβη] +
√
γnrNc dwnr +
√
γrcN2c dwrc
(6.50)
(6.51)
Eqs. (6.40-6.42) and (6.48-6.49) are the key results from this chapter. To recapitulate, I introduced a
method to simulate optical cavities where free-carrier dispersion is the dominant nonlinearity. This
method is based on deriving an approximate Fokker-Planck equation for the Wigner function, the
approximation being valid in the weak-coupling limit where the detuning per carrier is much smaller
than the cavity linewidth and the mean photon number is large. Importantly, this allows us to keep
track of the dominant quantum effects (vacuum noise in the optical field, Poisson noise in the carrier
excitation and decay) without running a full quantum simulation.
The following chapters will study this nonlinearity from a device perspective. In Chapter 7, I apply
(6.48-6.49) to simulate an optical amplifier and an SR-latch. Because the semiclassical properties of
these devices are well known, our interest lies in the quantum noise in the free-carrier amplifier and
latch. Since the free-carrier dispersion creates an effective χ(3) nonlinearity, one important question
is how free-carrier devices line up against analogous Kerr devices, for which the quantum model is
well known.
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Appendix
6.A Closedness of Operator Algebra
6.A.1 Closedness and the Wigner Function
The single-mode model of Sec. 6.1.3 reduces the number of phase-space dimensions from 5N + 2 to
7, but the operator algebra X = [a, a†, σ+, σ−, n, n¯, Q] is a very restricted basis set. Many degrees
of freedom cannot be expressed in terms of the Xi. However, if certain closedness conditions are
satisfied, operators in the algebra stay in the algebra under time evolution. Since the Wigner function
is tied to expectations of operator products, this allows us to set up a PDE for the Wigner function.
In essence, the degrees of freedom contained in the single-mode Wigner function exactly “decouple”
from the other degrees of freedom in the system, and the single-mode model is valid.
X is closed under commutation and thus forms a valid basis for an algebra B – a vector space
spanned by the Xi and their products, e.g. XiXj , XiXjXk, etc. We say that B is closed under time
evolution if the time derivative of every element of B is in B:
B ∈ B ⇒ dB
dt
∣∣∣∣
ad
∈ B (6.52)
If (6.52) holds, then for every c-number product xm . . . xp, there exists a polynomial Mi...p(x) such
that (
d(Xm . . . Xp)sym
dt
)
p
= Mm...p(x) (6.53)
and from the correspondence between Wigner moments and operator products, we obtain an equa-
tion of motion for the Wigner function’s moments:
d
dt
〈xm . . . xp〉W = 〈Mm...p(x)〉W (6.54)
It is a well-known result in stochastic calculus that we can recast (6.54) as a generalized Fokker-
Planck equation for W (x, t), where the moments are replaced by cumulants. Eqs. (6.26-6.28) arise
when this equation is truncated to second order.
6.A.2 Proof of Closedness
We will prove closedness for a relatively broad class of Hamiltonians and Lindblad terms. To start,
define a boson space Bk, a restricted fermion space Fk, and sum-operator spaces B(n) (note no index
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k):
Bk ≡ span(σ+k, σ−k, nk, n¯k, Qk) (6.55)
Fk ≡ {x1ck + x2c¯†k | x1, x2 ∈ Bk} (6.56)
B(n) ≡ span(Xi1 . . . Xim ,m ≤ n), B ≡ B∞ (6.57)
For example, ck ∈ Fk, Q ∈ B(1), σ2+ ∈ B(2). Below, we prove several lemmas about the ordering of
bosonic and fermionic operators.
Lemma 1. If f ∈ Fk and b ∈ B(1), then fb = bf + f ′ and f†b = bf† + (f ′′)†, where f ′, f ′′ ∈ Fk.
Proof. The case for f is proved by a search of all relevant cases. B and Fk have 7 and 10 basis
vectors, respectively, so this is 70 commutators to check (most are zero). Given this, the f† case
holds because [f†, b]† = −[f, b†].
Lemma 2. If f ∈ Fk and b ∈ B(n), then fb = bf +
∑
i b
′
if
′
i and f
†b = bf† +
∑
i b
′′
i (f
′′
i )
†, where
f ′i , f
′′
i ∈ Fk and b′i, b′′i ∈ B(n−1).
Proof. Induction on n. The n = 1 case is proved in Lemma 1. Assuming it holds for n − 1,
write b =
∑
j b1,jbn−1,j with b1,j ∈ B(1), bn−1,j ∈ B(n−1). Using both Lemma 1 and the n− 1 case,
we move the fermionic operator from the left to the right side of the expression (summation signs
omitted for claity):
fb = fb1,jbn−1,j = (b1,jf + f ′j)bn−1,j
= b1,j(bn−1,jf + b′n−2,jkf
′′
jk) + (bn−1,jf
′′′
j + b
′′
n−2,jkf
′′′′
jk )
(6.58)
With appropriate index renaming, this takes the desired form. The f† case is analogous.
Lemma 3. If fk, f
′
k ∈ Fk, then f†kf ′k ∈ Bk and
∑
k f
†
kf
′
k ∈ B(1).
Proof. Done by a search of all relevant cases – 100 in all since Fk has 10 basis vectors.
Theorem 1. The operator algebra B is closed under (6.29) if the Hamiltonian is in B and the Lindblad
terms take the following form: L ∼ bfk1 . . . fkn , with b ∈ B and either fki ∈ Fki or f†ki ∈ Fki , or
L ∼ bgk, for b ∈ B, g ∈ Bk. There must be one L for each multi-index ki.
Proof. To prove closedness, we must show that (6.29) is in B for all A ∈ B. This is the sum of a
Hamiltonian and Lindblad terms. The Hamiltonian term −i[A,H] is obvious since both A and H
are in the algebra of X, which is closed under commutation.
The Lindblad term is 12 (2L
†AL−L†LA−AL†L). We first use Lemma 2 to move the indexed parts
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fk1 . . . fkn to the same side of the expression; for instance, for L
†AL, we find
(f ′kn)
† . . . (f ′k1)
†b†Abfk1 . . . fkn
→
∑
i
b′i1...in,j1...jn(f
′
in,kn)
† . . . (f ′i1,k1)
†fj1,k1 . . . fjn,kn (6.59)
To each term in this sum, we apply Lemma 3 to combine the fermionic operators into bosonic
operators.
∑
k1
(f ′in,kn)
† . . . (f ′i1,k1)
†fj1,k1 . . . fjn,kn
→ (f ′in,kn)† . . . (f ′i2,k2)†b1fj2,k2 . . . fjn,kn (6.60)
Summation over k is critical here; without it b1 would not be a bosonic sum-operator in B(1). Thus,
the algebra B is not closed for a Lindblad term with just a single k – we must sum over all the k’s
in order to recover closedness.
Now we use Lemma 3 to move the bosonic operator b to the left, recombine the operators with index
k2, and repeat until all fermionic operators have been combined. This gets rid of all the indices ki,
resulting in an operator that lives in B. The terms L†LA and AL†L are done the same way. It
follows that the Lindblad term in (6.29) lives in B. As before, the action of a single Lindblad term
breaks closedness, but when we sum over k, it is recovered.
The result for L = bgk can be shown without Lemmas 1–3. We just use the commutation relations
of the Xk to move the all the indexed terms to the same side, where they can be combined and
summed into a term in B.
This theorem encompasses all the quantum models studied in this paper. A few examples of things
it does not apply to would be index-dependent effects, say H ∼ Eknk, or certain effects that violate
charge conservation, such as L ∼ ckc¯†k.
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6.B Full Wigner SDEs
The cumulants C(1) and C(2) are computed from Eqs. (6.27-6.28) using Mathematica. The terms
are separated by physical origin in the sections below.
6.B.1 Uncoupled Cavity, Carrier Terms
In this case, H = ∆ca
†a+ ∆e(n+ n¯)/2 and L+
√
κ a. It is easy to show that:
C(1) =

(−i∆c − κ2 )α
(i∆c − κ2 )α∗
−i∆ev
i∆ev¯
0
0
0

, C(2) =

0 κ2 0 0 0 0 0
κ
2 0 0 0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0 0 0 0

(6.61)
6.B.2 Photon-Carrier Interaction
Here, H = ig(a†σ− − aσ+), and there are no environment couplings. There is no noise term here.
C(1) = g
[
v v∗ −α(N−m−m¯) −α∗(N−m−m¯) −(αv∗+vα∗) −(αv∗+vα∗) −(αv∗+vα∗)
]T
C(2) = 0 (6.62)
6.B.3 Free-Carrier Dispersion / Absorption
Here, Lk =
√
γfca nka,
√
γ¯fca nka and H = a
†a(δfcdn + δ¯fcdn¯). Define δfc = δfcd − iγfca/2.
Considering only electrons (δfcd, γfcd), the cumulants become:
C(1) =

−iδfcmα
iδ∗fcmα
∗
−iδfc(α∗α− 12 )v
iδ∗fc(α
∗α− 12 )v∗
0
0
0

, C(2) =

0 12γfcam 0 γfcav
∗α 0 0 0
∗ 0 γfcavα∗ 0 0 0 0
0 ∗ 0 γfca(α
∗α− 12 )
×(N+2q−m−m¯) 0 0 0
∗ 0 ∗ 0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0 0 0 0

(6.63)
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Holes are included by replacing δfc → δ¯fc, γfca → γ¯fca. The total C(1), C(2) is the sum of the two.
Equation (6.63) has a nontrivial noise matrix. However, this can be greatly simplified in the non-
degenerate, fast-dephasing limit usually taken.
6.B.4 Recombination
This is mediated by the term L =
√
γrc σ−. Recombination only takes place when an electron and
hole occupy the same state k, so the rate goes as the pair density q, not as the carrier density m+m¯.
C(1) = γrc

0
0
− 12v
− 12v∗
−q
−q
−q

, C(2) =

0 0 0 0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0 0 0 0
0 0 0 12 (N + 2q −m− m¯) 12v 12v 12v
0 0 12 (N + 2q −m− m¯) 0 12v∗ 12v∗ 12v∗
0 0 12v
1
2v
∗ q q q
0 0 12v
1
2v
∗ q q q
0 0 12v
1
2v
∗ q q q

(6.64)
6.B.5 Nonradiative Decay / Excitation
Nonradiative decay is mediated through a term of the form L =
√
γnr ck,
√
γ¯nr c¯k. Strictly speaking,
one must include write L =
√
γnrckr
†
l , etc. where rl is the electronic mode into which the carrier
decays, to make the L operator bosonic. However, if there are many more recombination sites
than carriers, this mode’s dynamics are not relevant and the fermionic L gives the right result.
Considering only γnr terms, the cumulants are:
C(1) =

0
0
1
2γnrv
1
2γnrv
−γnrm
0
−γnrq

, C(2) =

0 0 0 0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0 0 0 0
0 0 0 12γnr(N − m¯) 12γnrv 0 12γnrv
0 0 12γnr(N − m¯) 0 12γnrv∗ 0 12γnrv∗
0 0 12γnrv
1
2γnrv
∗ γnrm 0 γnrq
0 0 0 0 0 0 0
0 0 12γnrv
1
2γnrv
∗ 1
2γnrq 0 γnrq

(6.65)
The γ¯nr is found by replacing γnr → γ¯nr, m → m¯ and permuting rows and columns 5 and 6. The
total cumulant is the sum of the two.
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6.B.6 Scattering
The scattering terms are L =
√
γsc/2N c
†
kcl,
√
γ¯sc/2N c¯
†
kc¯l. Defining an average scattering rate by
1
2 (γsc + γ¯sc)→ γsc, we have:
C(1) = γsc

0
0
− 12v
− 12v∗
0
0
mm¯
N − q

, C(2) = γsc

0 0 0 0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0 0 0 0
0 0 1N v
2 1
2N e1 0 0
1
2v e2
0 0 12N e1
1
N v
2 0 0 12v
∗e2
0 0 0 0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0 0 0 0
0 0 12v e2
1
2v
∗ e2 0 0 q + mm¯N + e3

(6.66)
where e1 = 1−(m+m¯)/N+2mm¯/N2, e2 = 1+(2q−m−m¯−2/3)/N , and e3 = q(q−2(m+m¯))/N .
In Section 6.2.2, we take the limit m, m¯, q  N . In this limit, e1 = e2 = 1, e3 = 0.
6.C Related Models
Equations (6.40-6.42) are the simplest free-carrier model: identical modes, no two-photon absorption,
no interaction between carriers, no excitons. In many ways it is unrealistic. However, it forms the
basis for generalized models that include these effects and better approximate the real system.
6.C.1 Non-Identical Modes
The most obvious generalization is to include many non-identical carrier modes. This means that,
rather than grouping all of the modes together into (m, m¯), they are binned into spectrum of modes
(ma, m¯a). A similar binning technique is used in many-atom cavity QED when the atomic couplings
are not equal [KAM13]. The equations are a straightforward generalization of (6.40-6.42):
dα =
[
−κ+ η
2
− i∆c − i
∑
a
(δama + δ¯am¯a)
]
α dt− dξα (6.67)
dma =
[
ηa α
∗α− γnr,ama − γrc,amam¯a +
∑
b
(γb→amb − γa→bma)
]
dt+ dξm,a (6.68)
dm¯a =
[
ηa α
∗α− γ¯nr,am¯a − γrc,amam¯a +
∑
b
(γ¯b→am¯b − γ¯a→bm¯a)
]
dt+ dξm¯,a (6.69)
The only change here is the introduction of indices and the cross-scattering terms γa→b. These
terms, like the other carrier excitation / decay terms, have Poisson statistics. The Poisson statistics
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of different modes are, of course, correlated just as the flows are – this conserves total carrier number
in the scattering processes.
If scattering between bins ma is fast compared to carrier excitation or decay, we can replace the mode
occupations by the thermal average ma = fe,a(T )m, m¯a = fh,a(T )m¯, where fe,a, fh,a are normalized
Boltzmann distributions. In terms of the total carrier numbers m =
∑
ama and m¯ =
∑
a m¯a, we
recover Equations (6.40-6.42), with the effective rates:
δ =
∑
a
δafa(T ) δ¯ =
∑
a
δaf¯a(T )
γnr =
∑
a
γnr,afa(T ) γ¯nr =
∑
a
γ¯nr,af¯a(T )
γrc =
∑
a
γrc,afa(T )f¯a(T ) (6.70)
6.C.2 Other Processes: Kerr, TPA, FCA
A host of additional processes may be relevant in semiconductor cavities: among the most important
are the Kerr effect, two-photon absorption (TPA), and free-carrier absorption (FCA). Thermal effects
and excitonic effects, while very important for some systems, are beyond the scope of this paper.
TPA and Kerr
In indirect-gap materials, like silicon, the linear absorption is not an effective pathway for carrier
generation. Instead, two photon absorption is the dominant excitation process. Typically, two-
photon absorption also comes with a dispersive (Kerr) effect. In other cases, the band gap is tuned
to be very close to the photon energy, and both processes are important. Unlike linear absorption,
which tends to create carriers very close to the band gap, two-photon absorption tends to create
highly excited carriers with excess kinetic energy. After excitation, these carrier quickly thermalize
and subsequently decay.
We can model this with the following Hamiltonian and decay process:
H =
1
2
∆x(nx + n¯x) + ig
∑
x
(
(a†)2σ−x − a2σ+x
)
(6.71)
Lx→k =
√
γthcxc
†
k,
√
γ¯thc¯xc¯
†
k (6.72)
where the new modes cx, c¯x defined for the highly excited carriers. Note that, as these modes are
highly excited, there is no process Lk→x.
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Since the excited state is so short-lived, it can be adiabatically eliminated. For on-resonant transi-
tions ∆x = 0 this gives a two-photon absorption term β; in the off-resonant case ∆x 6= 0, one finds
two photon absorption plus a dispersive χ(3) (Kerr) term.
These effects add the following terms to the Wigner equations:
∆(dα) = (−iχ− β)(α∗α)α dt− 2
√
βα∗dββ (6.73)
∆(dm) = β(α∗α)2dt+
√
β
(
(α∗)2dββ + α2dβ∗β
)
(6.74)
∆(dm¯) = β(α∗α)2dt+
√
β
(
(α∗)2dββ + α2dβ∗β
)
(6.75)
Note how Equations (6.73-6.75) predict that single electron-hole pair is created for every two photons
absorbed, in contrast to linear absorption (6.40-6.42), where the ratio is one-to-one.
Free-Carrier Absorption
In some materials, including silicon, free carriers can increase the absorption of the medium, an
effect known as free-carrier absorption. In addition, for indirect band-gap materials, the free-carrier
dispersion is larger than the band-filling result (6.46) predicts, due to the collective response of the
free-carrier plasma [BSdA90]. These effects can be accounted for by adding the phenomenological
terms:
H = −i(δfcdn+ δ¯fcdn¯)a†a (6.76)
L =
√
γfcana,
√
γ¯fcan¯ a (6.77)
This can be accommodated in the model (6.40-6.42) if the substitution δc → δc + δfcd − iγfca/2 is
made and an extra noise is included:
∆(dα) = −√γfcam+ γ¯fcam¯ dβfca (6.78)
where dβfca is another vacuum Wiener process.
Altogether, the Wigner equations for the free-carrier cavity, including χ(3), two-photon absorption,
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FCD and FCA, take the form:
dα =
[
−κ
2
− i(∆c + δcm+ δ¯c m¯)
]
α dt+
[
−η
2
α dt−√κdβη
]
︸ ︷︷ ︸
(dα)η
+
[
(−iχ− β)(α∗α)α dt− 2
√
β α∗dββ
]
︸ ︷︷ ︸
(dα)β
−√γfcam+ γ¯fcam¯ dβfca (6.79)
dm =
[−γnrm dt−√γnrm dwm]+ [−γrcmm¯ dt+√γrcmm¯ dwrc]
− [α∗(dα)η + α(dα)∗η]− α∗(dα)β + α(dα)∗β2 (6.80)
dm¯ =
[−γ¯nrm¯ dt−√γ¯nrm¯ dwm¯]+ [−γrcmm¯ dt+√γrcmm¯ dwrc]
− [α∗(dα)η + α(dα)∗η]− α∗(dα)β + α(dα)∗β2 (6.81)
6.C.3 Single-Carrier Approximation
The single-carrier approximation assumes m = m¯ = N , and replaces δc+ δ¯c → δc, γfca + γ¯fca → γfca.
The equations reduce to:
dα =
[
−κ
2
− i(∆c + δcNc)
]
α dt+
[
−η
2
α dt−√κdβη
]
︸ ︷︷ ︸
(dα)η
+
[
(−iχ− β)(α∗α)α dt− 2
√
β α∗dββ
]
︸ ︷︷ ︸
(dα)β
−
√
γfcaNc dβfca (6.82)
dNc =
[−γnrNc dt−√γnrNc dwnr]+ [−γrcN2c dt+√γrcN2c dwrc]
− [α∗(dα)η + α(dα)∗η]− α∗(dα)β + α(dα)∗β2 (6.83)
6.D Carrier Detuning in terms of Material Properties
In this section we derive expressions for the coupling constant gk and the carrier-dependent detuning
δk as a function of material properties. This is important because it allows one to match the results
from this work to the semiclassical treatment of FCD found elsewhere in the literature.
In standard single-particle electrodynamics, to first order in the optical field the light-matter coupling
goes as:
Hint =
e ~A · ~p
m0
(6.84)
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This can be generalized to many-particle systems by “second-quantizing” the Hamiltonian in terms
of fermionic creation / annihilation operators fk, f
†
k [KK11]:
Hint → e
m0
∑
k,l∈{states}
f†k 〈k|A · p|l〉 fl (6.85)
Consider a two-band model. The fk here represent both valence-band and conduction-band states. If
the field A is driving at optical frequencies, only transitions between the valence band and conduction
band need be considered – for these, the Hamiltonian becomes:
Hint → e
m0
∑
k
[
c†kc¯
†
k
〈
k, c
∣∣ ~A(x, t) · ~p∣∣k, v〉
+c¯kck
〈
k, v
∣∣ ~A(x, t) · ~p∣∣k, c〉] (6.86)
For a resonant structure, E(x, t) and B(x, t) depend on the normal-mode fields Eω(x) and their
time-dependent amplitude aω(t) (which becomes the photon annihilation operator when the system
is quantized). Working in the Coulomb gauge φ(x, t) = 0, E = −∂A/∂t and A(x, t) is given by:
~A(x, t) = Re
[∑
ω
−i
√
2~/ω0aω ~Eω(x)e−iωt
]
(6.87)
Here Eω is normalized so that
∫
n(x)2|Eω|2d3x = 1, and aω is the photon annihilation operator.
For a good resonator, typically only one frequency ω is relevant (though multiple frequencies is a
simple extension of this work), so hereafter we replace aω → a. Going into the interaction picture
and neglecting rotating-wave terms and adding an arbitrary phase shift to the ci to fix the sign of
gk, we find:
Hint =
∑
k
igk
(
a†ckc¯k − a c¯†kc†k
)
(6.88)
with coupling constant gk given by:
gk =
e
m0
√
~
2ω0
∣∣∣ ~Eω(x) · 〈k, c|~p|k, v〉∣∣∣ (6.89)
The electronic and photon parts to the Hamiltonian take their canonical forms. The end result is
(6.11).
Having derived the coupling gk, we proceed to express the carrier-dependent detuning in (6.46) in
terms of actual material properties. The carrier-dependent detuning is what fundamentally limits
the performance of a free-carrier device – it sets the minimum number of carriers needed to switch
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by one linewidth, the energy figure of merit for a photonic switch. It is given by:
∆(m, m¯) =
∑
k
(δkmk + δ¯km¯k) (6.90)
with δk = g
2/(∆k − 12 iγsc), as in (6.46).
This section considers two common cases: a III-V semiconductor near the band gap, where band
filling is dominant, and silicon far from the band gap, where the plasma effect dominates. These
effects are well studied in bulk materials; the point of this section is to translate them to the optical
resonator picture used in this paper.
6.D.1 III-V Semiconductor near Band Gap
Here, the dominant effect comes from band-filling dispersion. We assume that all modes have roughly
the same energy, Eg, and that the optical field is at E = xEg, where x < 1. If x ≈ 1, then one can
show that the carrier-dependent detuning takes the form:
∆(m, m¯) ≈
∑
k
δk(mk + m¯k)
≈
∑
k
~2e2| ~Eω(xk) · ~pcv|2
m200E
2
g
1
2x(1− x) (mk + m¯k)
=
~2e2|Eω(xk)|2|pcv|2
m200E
2
g
|Eˆω(xk) · pˆcv|2 1
2x(1− x) (mk + m¯k) (6.91)
where m0 is the bare electron mass and ~pcv is the matrix element 〈k, c| ~p |k, v〉 between conduction-
and valence-band states
This is a two-band calculation, which only includes transitions from a single valence band. Adding a
second valence band doubles the effect of the electrons – since each electron “blocks” two transitions,
one from each valence band, its bandfilling effect is doubled (Figure 6.3). This does not happen for
holes, since each hole only “blocks” the one transition to the conduction band. Thus the correct
carrier-dependent detuning is:
∆(m, m¯) ≈
∑
k
3~2e2|Eω(xk)|2|pcv|2
m200E
2
g
|Eˆω(xk) · pˆcv|2 1
2x(1− x)
2mk + m¯k
3
(6.92)
To get a sense of scaling, we replace |Eω|2 → |E˜ω|2/(n20V ). Here, E˜ω is designed to have near-unit
amplitude within the cavity, and V is the mode volume. Unlike Eω, E˜ω is not normalized (its integral
is not one), but having near unit-amplitude is what matters here. The mode volume is defined in
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Figure 6.3: Bandfilling in a direct-gap III-V semiconductor. Carriers block certain optical transitions,
changing the absorption spectrum, which in turn alters the index of refraction.
terms of a normalized quantity, V˜ = V/(λ/n)3, which is O(1) for photonic crystals and O(10) for
rings. Instead of looking at ∆, we look at ∆/ω, since this is unitless, and we are well aware that
∆(m, m¯)/ω ∼ 1/Q means that enough carriers have been injected to move the cavity one linewidth.
∆(m, m¯)
ω
=
3e2n0|pcv|2
8pi3m20~c30V˜
x
2(1− x)
∑
k
|E˜(xk) · pˆcv|2 2mk + m¯k
3
(6.93)
This is a product of four terms. (1) The first is a bunch of fundamental constants, plus material and
cavity parameters like the cavity size and the index of refraction, and the magnitude of the matrix
element |pcv|. These constants depend only on the device, not on the wavelength operated at or the
particular carrier mode being excited. (2) Next we have a term that depends on the closeness to
the band edge: x/2(1 − x). In practice, we will want x to be as close to one as possible in order
to maximize this quantity – however, as x → 1 linear absorption limits the cavity Q, so there is a
tradeoff here. (3) Next is a position term that depends on the field strength at xk, the location of
the carrier (assuming carriers localized to well below a wavelength here). (4) Finally, the carrier
number.
When carrier thermalization and diffusion is fast compared to the decay processes, one can write this
as an effective single-mode model, where the per-carrier detuning is given by the thermal average:
∆(m, m¯)
ω
→ 3e
2n0|pcv|2
8pi3m20~c30V˜
x
2(1− x)
〈
|E˜(xk) · pˆcv|2
〉
k
2m+ m¯
3
=
e2n0|pcv|2
8pi3m20~c30V˜
x
2(1− x) 〈|E˜(xk)|
2〉k 2m+ m¯
3
(6.94)
In the limit x ≈ 1, this is consistent with previous derivations of the band-filling dispersion [BSdA90,
SSBH+92], under the replacements |pcv|2 → Egm20/2me and 〈|E˜(x)|2〉k → 1 (this is always O(1)
and the equality can be imposed by scaling V˜ ). Because of the rotating-wave approximation taken
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in this paper, it will not be valid when x deviates far from 1. However, optimized devices exploiting
band-filling always operate near the band gap.
6.D.2 FCD in Silicon
In silicon, the indirect band gap makes the band-filling effect very weak. Instead, free-carrier dis-
persion is dominated by the plasma effect [BSdA90]. Consider a simple Drude model with a carrier
density N . The index of refraction is modified as follows:
n2 → n20
(
1− nce
2/mcn
2
00
ω2 + iω/τ
)
(6.95)
where nc = n, p are the densities and mc = me,mh are the masses for electrons and holes. In the
high-frequency limit ω  ωp, the real part dominates and this becomes:
∆n = − ~
2e2
2n00E2
[
n
me
+
p
mh
]
(6.96)
Assuming the carriers are confined to a volume V , and defining the dimensionless V˜ = V/(λ/n)3 as
above, and using standard coupled-mode theory to convert ∆n to a detuning, we find:
∆(m, m¯) =
e2n0
16pi3~c30V˜
[
m
me
+
m¯
mh
]
(6.97)
A more detailed treatment shows that the dependence is linear for electrons, but nonlinear for
holes [SB87]. This nonlinearity can be treated phenomenologically in (6.40-6.42); the quantum noise
terms derived in this section do not change.
Chapter 7
Free-Carrier Amplifiers and
Latches
This and the previous chapter are based on the following paper:
• R. Hamerly and H. Mabuchi, “Quantum Noise of Free-Carrier Dispersion in Semiconductor
Optical Cavities”, Physical Review A 92, 023819 (2015)
In the previous chapter, I derived a semiclassical model for an optical cavity with a free-carrier
nonlinearity. That derivation was done from first principles, and although the resulting model was
semiclassical, it incorporated the main quantum effects – shot noise in the photon and free-carrier
numbers. This is a compromise between a full quantum treatment, which is needed when the photon
or carrier number is very low but is impractical, and the noiseless, classical coupled-mode approach
used in the literature. It should be an accurate description of the system for intermediate photon
and carrier numbers 20 . Nph, Nc . 1000, where quantum noise is a relevant, but not dominant,
effect.
This chapter takes this model and shows how free-carrier cavities can be designed to implement
optical logic. This includes digital logic as well as nonlinear analog devices such as amplifiers,
oscillators and spike generators. While digital logic is an important goal in photonics, the vast zoo
of non-digital free-carrier devices is interesting in its own right, especially since these devices are
often more robust to imperfections and can operate at lower energies.
First, the basic free-carrier model is quoted. Analytic expressions are derived in limiting cases where
the carrier lifetime is much longer (or shorter) than the photon lifetime, and I argue that the most
efficient devices will always live between these extremes. Steady state solutions are studied because
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Figure 7.1: Adiabatic elimination of a free-carrier device into a tunable phase shifter (left) and a
Kerr-like nonlinear cavity (right).
these give important insight into the amplification, switching and self-oscillation discussed later.
Next, I look at two devices in detail – the amplifier and the switch. The former is key to feedback
control; the latter is a building block for digital logic.
In later chapters, more complex devices – limit-cycle oscillators, relays, and Ising machines – are
studied, but those results will build off of the intuition developed in this chapter.
7.1 Steady-State Behavior
Consider now the case where (6.48-6.49) hold. Suppose also that direct recombination is negligible
(γrc = 0). This is the limit to which III-V photonic crystals operated near the band edge, which have
the best performance to date [NTS+10], belong (the parameters in Table 7.1 are less than a factor
of 5 from the state of the art). In this limit, a free-carrier cavity modeled by equations (6.48-6.49)
has two timescales – an optical lifetime τph ≡ 1/(κ+ η) and a free-carrier lifetime τc ≡ 1/γnr.
First, a steady-state limit is discussed. This is the case when both the carrier and photon lifetimes
are much shorter than the relevant timescales. Questions of thermal stability, for instance, can be
treated in the steady-state limit. Next the limiting case of τph  τc, where the carrier population
varies much faster than the photon population, is treated and we show that the free-carrier model
reduces to a Kerr model with extra noise terms.
In this section, we work in normalized units by setting k ≡ κ + η → 1. Rates, time constants and
powers are scaled by appropriate powers of k. This allows our results to generalize to a wide range
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Name Description Reference Value (this chapter)
k Photon Decay, k ≡ κ+ η = ω/Q 0.42 ps−1
κ Output Coupling 0.8k
η Linear Absorption, η = 2ωn Im(n) =
cα
n Eqs. (B.24-B.27) 0.2k
β 2PA, β=
(
1.54×10−7) ωx4√Eg/eV
n0V˜
√
me/m0
Im(fχ) Eq. (B.69) ≈ 0
χ Kerr, χ=
(
1.54×10−7) ωx4√Eg/eV
n0V˜
√
me/m0
Re(fχ) Eq. (B.69) ≈ 0
δ FCD, δ=
(
3.62×10−10)n0(Eg/eV)
V˜ (me/m0)
x
1−x2ω Eq. (B.83) 0.014k
δT Thermal, δT = −0.411 (dEg/dT )/eV(Eg/eV)3/2n0 fbgs(E/Eg) Eqs. (A.52, B.24) −1.1k
γnr Carrier Decay, typically O(D/L
2) 1/(2ps) = 1.2k
γrc Recombination ≈ 0
γth Thermal Decay, O(Dth/L
2), geometric 1/(1.6ns) = 0.0014k
r ∆T/Photon, r =
(
8.40× 10−8) (xEg/eV)4n30
V˜thC/(J/cm
3K)
2.7× 10−5
τc Carrier Lifetime, 1/γnr 2 ps
τph Photon Lifetime, 1/k 2.4 ps
τth Thermal (phonon) Lifetime, 1/γth 1.6 ns
χc FCD “χ
(3)” coefficient, χc = ηδ/γnr 0.0022k
χth Thermal “χ
(3)” coefficient, χth = ηrδT /γth −0.0042k
Nsw,c Carriers needed to switch cavity, k/δ 70
Nsw,ph Photons needed to switch cavity, k/χc 450
Nsw,th Thermal switching energy in units of ~ω, k/rδT 34000
Table 7.1: System parameters used for the simulations in this section. Based on GaAs photoic-crystal
cavity, with x = 0.98, V˜ = 0.25, V˜th = 0.25, Q = 5000 (Qunloaded = 25000). Of the parameters
above, κ, η, β, δ, δT , γT , and γth have units of s
−1. We normalize them by writing them in terms of
k ≡ ω/Q.
of systems spanning orders of magnitude in speed and size.
7.1.1 Steady-State Limit
In the steady-state case, we set all noise terms to zero and solve for N˙c = α˙ = 0. Solving for α˙ = 0,
the steady-state internal field α¯ can be related to Nc and the input field βin as follows:
α =
−√κβin
κ+η
2 + i(∆c + δcNc)
(7.1)
This is the familiar formula for the field in a resonant cavity, where the detuning ∆c+δcNc, depends
on the free-carrier number. Solving the N˙c = 0 equation gives Nc = (η/γrc)α
∗α. This can be
rearranged into a polynomial equation for α∗α:
κβ∗inβin = (α
∗α)
[
(k/2)2 +
(
∆c + (ηδc/γnr)(α
∗α)
)2]
(7.2)
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When the external power P = β∗inβin is set, this is a cubic equation for the internal photon number
Nph = α
∗α. It is the same optical bistability cubic as the Kerr cavity [AC79, YB06], with the
effective Kerr nonlinearity:
χeff =
ηδc
γnr
(7.3)
One can solve the cubic (7.2) to obtain α∗α; it is not always uniquely defined. Just like Kerr cavities
and atom cavities, free-carrier cavities exhibit hysteresis and bistability, with both “low” and “high”
intensity states being allowed for the same input power. Figure 7.2 shows the stable lower- and
upper states, and an unstable middle-state, for varying values of ∆c.
The intuition behind this bistability is that, when the cavity is off resonance and a sufficiently large
number of carriers are injected, it will shift back on resonance. If there is a strong enough input,
then a large power builds up inside the cavity and this large carrier population can be maintained
through absorption, giving rise to the high state. On the other hand, if there are no carriers to begin
with, the cavity stays off resonance and there is never enough power in the cavity to raise the carrier
number – hence the low state. Analytically, one can show that the bifurcation sets in when:
∆c < −
√
3
4
(κ+ η) (7.4)
Much of our intuition behind free-carrier nonlinearities comes from this steady-state picture. It does
not include any quantum effects or even any dynamics, but the shapes of the curves in Figure 7.2
suggest that the device could be used as an amplifier or a switch. We will show in the next chapter
that free-carrier cavities can do much more than this, but that will build on the fundamentals
discussed here.
The steady-state picture has been amply discussed in the literature [AC79, YB06, KAM13], so it is
not worth describing in more detail here. Rather, we now proceed to look at the quantum noise and
dynamics of these systems.
7.1.2 Effective χ(3) Model
Next, we go from the steady-state picture to the limit of short carrier lifetime. In this opposite
limit, τph  τc. Typical devices do not realize this limit, but it is useful because it enables an
apples-to-apples comparison between the free-carrier and Kerr effects.
To adiabatically eliminate the carrier number, one replaces Nc with its steady-state value:
Nc dt→ η(α
∗α)dt+ dξN
γnr
(7.5)
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Figure 7.2: Steady-state solutions to Nc for optical free-carrier cavity at different detunings.
This gives the following SDE for the relevant dynamical variable, α:
dα =
[
−κ+ η
2
− i
(
∆c +
ηδc
γnr
(α∗α)
)]
αdt−√κdβin + dξ′α (7.6)
where the dξ′α is a new noise term that depends both on the dξα and dξN . As before, the analogy
to the Kerr model is clear: Equation (7.6) is very close to the Wigner equations for the Kerr
cavity [SPB+14a], but the noise term is different. The effect of this noise term will be discussed in
the following sections, where the performance of Kerr- and free-carrier based amplifiers and switches
is analyzed.
7.2 Amplifier
Figure 7.2 shows that, for certain detunings, the state of the cavity changes very rapidly with a
change in input power. One can imagine using such a device to amplify differential signals: if the
input signal is perturbed, that perturbation will be multiplied by some gain factor in the output.
The real picture is actually a bit more complicated, since the input field has two quadratures. In the
Kerr cavity, one of the quadratures is amplified while the other is de-amplified [YB06]. This gives
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Cav1
Cav2
In1 (Signal)Out1 (Signal)
In2 (Bias)Out2 (Bias)
φ
φ'
Cav1φ' ββ'
(–)
(–) (+)
(+)
Figure 7.3: Left: Simple single-cavity amplifier, a cavity sandwiched between phase shifters and
displacements G = L(β′) / eiφ
′
/ (Cav) / eiφ / L(β). Right: Symmetric two-cavity amplifier.
rise to phase-sensitive amplification which, since there is no additional noise in the Kerr system, also
squeezes the quantum noise of one quadrature below the vacuum level.
Key to an optical amplifier are its gain G(ω), its noise spectrum S(ω), and the scale on which
nonlinear effects take over. The gain and noise can be predicted by linearizing equations of motion
(6.48-6.49) around the steady-state value. This takes the general form (Eqs. (5.110-5.111)):
dx¯ = A¯x¯ dt+ B¯ dβ¯in + F¯ dw (7.7)
dβ¯out = C¯x¯ dt+ D¯ dβ¯in (7.8)
where x¯ and β¯ are doubled-up state vectors, which include the complex field operators and their
conjugates [GJN10], as well as the (real) carrier number: x¯ = (δα, δα∗, δNc), dβ¯ = (dβ, dβ∗)
(removing any constant coherent input), and α, Nc are the steady-state values.
Linearization is key because many general results of stochastic systems theory only apply to linear
or approximately linear systems [AM10]. For example, in a linearized system, the output squeezing
spectrum can be computed exactly for Gaussian inputs [WM07,CTS+13]. Many results in quantum
feedback control theory are also restricted to linear systems [NJP09,HM12].
With a linearized model in hand, it is a simple matter to compute the internal state covariance σ¯,
the transfer and noise matrix T¯ (ω), N¯(ω), and the frequency-domain input-output relation [GJN10,
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HM13], see Sec. 5.8:
A¯σ¯ + σ¯A¯† +
1
2
B¯B¯† + F¯ F¯ † = 0 (7.9)
β¯out,ω =
[
D¯ + C¯
1
−iω − A¯ B¯
]
︸ ︷︷ ︸
T¯ (ω)
β¯in,ω + C¯
1
−iω − A¯ F¯︸ ︷︷ ︸
N¯(ω)
wω (7.10)
Unfortunately, because the doubled-up matrices here are 3-by-3 rather than 2-by-2, the analytic
results are rather cumbersome and therefore not reproduced here. Instead, in this section I compute
these quantities numerically and compare the results to the Kerr system. The results here are
compared against a Kerr cavity with the same effective nonlinearity, χ = ηδc/γnr.
7.2.1 Gain
The gain is computed from the singular values of the doubled-up transfer function T (ω). If both
singular values are the same, the device is a phase-insensitive amplifier. Both the Kerr and free-
carrier cavities, however, only amplify one quadrature. As Figure 7.2.1 shows, they de-amplify the
other quadrature as well.
At and below the ideal input βin ≈ 9, the Kerr and free-carrier cavities seem to amplify in the same
way. For over-driven cavities, the behavior is very different. The free-carrier cavity becomes very
efficient at amplifying off-resonance, whereas the Kerr cavity hardly amplifies at all.
Gain is maximized when the system is very close to instability – that is, when at least one of the
eigenvalues of A¯ is very close to the imaginary axis. From (7.10), an eigenvalue decomposition of A¯
gives the transfer function the following form:
T = D¯ +
∑
i
viu
T
i
−iω − λi (7.11)
where vi, ui are related to B, C and the eigenvectors and λi are the eigenvalues of A. Since B,C ∼
O(
√
κ), the numerator term is proportional to κ. Near the resonance, the sum is dominated by the
eigenvalue closest to zero, λmax. The maximum gain should intuitively take the form:
G ∼ O(κ)| − iω − λmax| (7.12)
This is a Lorentzian with a peak at Im(λmax) and bandwidth of ∆ω = −Re(λmax). The peak gain
is thus Gmax = −O(κ)/(Re(λmax)). This gives us a gain-bandwidth relation:
Gmax∆ω = O(κ) (7.13)
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Figure 7.4: Plot of the maximum and minimum gain G+(ω), G−(ω) for free-carrier cavity (left) and
Kerr cavity (right). Parameters are from Table 7.1, with ∆c = −0.7.
The greater the amplifier gain, the slower it responds and the narrower its bandwidth.
7.2.2 Internal State
The internal state is computed using the Lyapunov equation (7.9). This time, the Wigner equations
contain additional noise terms, which make the state noisier than the state of an equivalent Kerr
cavity. This is plotted in the Figures 7.5-7.6. The state remains roughly Gaussian, but the size of
the Gaussian is larger than in the Kerr case, especially above the inflection point.
Unlike in the Kerr case, the mode in the free-carrier cavity is never squeezed. As seen in Figure 7.5,
the eigenvalues σ+, σ− of the covariance matrix σ are always ≥ 12 , ensuring that the state is always
“classical” in the sense that it has a valid P representation. Given that the carrier excitation and
decay process is highly incoherent, it should not be too surprising that the cavity always remains
in a classical state. But it is a clear departure from the Kerr model, and this classicality could
conceivably be used to distinguish between the two in an experiment.
Also note that the noise grows linearly with the input field at high powers. This happens because the
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same effective χ(3). Analytic approximation for linearized model given in white contours. ∆c = −0.7
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free-carrier number is constantly fluctuating, being driven by excitation and decay events that mimic
a Poisson process. At high carrier numbers, this means that the cavity detuning and consequently
the cavity field become very noisy. This does not happen in the Kerr cavity, where the nonlinearity is
mediated by virtual transitions which do not add any noise to the system. It is a peculiar consequence
of the incoherence of the free-carrier mechanism.
7.2.3 Output Noise Spectrum
Given a linearized input-output model, we can compute the squeezing spectrum (noise spectrum)
for the cavity output field [WM07, GW09], see Sec. 5.8. The squeezing spectrum for quadrature θ
is defined as the power spectral density of a homodyne measurement of βout(t). That is, for the
following homodyne signal,
jθ(t) = e
−iθβout(t) + eiθβ∗out(t) (7.14)
the squeezing spectrum is:
Sθ(ω) =
√
2Pθ(ω), Pθ(ω) =
〈jθ(ω)∗jθ(ω′)〉
2piδ(ω − ω′) (7.15)
Sθ(ω) is normalized so that the coherent state has Sθ(ω) = 1. For general states, Sθ(ω) depends
on θ. The maximum and minimum of Sθ(ω), with respect to θ, are denoted S+(ω) and S−(ω),
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Figure 7.7: Noise spectrum modes S+, S− for the a free-carrier cavity with ∆c = −0.7 at various
pump powers. Green and blue lines are numerical simulations; red solid line is the prediction from
the linearized ABCD model. The dashed lines are the prediction from the Kerr model.
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respectively.
The squeezing spectrum of the Kerr cavity can be computed analytically [YB06]. By contrast, since
the free-carrier squeezing spectrum involves the inverse of a 3× 3 matrix, it is unlikely that a simple
expression can be found. However, it is not difficult to compute numerically.
In Figure 7.7, the noise spectrum is obtained in two separate ways: first, simulating the full system
in the time domain and taking the Fourier transform of the homodyned output (blue, green curves);
and second, from the analytic predictions of the linearized ABCD model. These agree everywhere
except for very large pump powers, where the system approaches a bifurcation.
Figure 7.8 displays the noise spectrum for the whole range 0 ≤ βin ≤ 20, for both Kerr and free-
carrier devices. Two things are obvious. First, the noise curve (at least for the S+ component)
matches the general form of the gain curve in Figure 7.2.1. This is of course necessary because there
must be noise wherever there is gain. The free-carrier cavity, unlike the Kerr cavity, amplifies not
only at ω = 0 near the point of maximum gain, but also for ω 6= 0 for βin above that point.
Unlike the Kerr cavity, the free-carrier cavity does not squeeze the output field. Regardless of the
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parameters, regardless of the pump power, both S+ and S− are always above the vacuum level,
indicating that this is a classical field with no squeezing. The Kerr cavity, on the other hand,
squeezes light over a broad range of the spectrum. This is in agreement with the results of the
previous section, which showed that the internal field of the free-carrier cavity was classical. If the
input and intracavity field are in a classical state, so is the output.
7.3 Spontaneous Switching in SR-Latch
It is also possible to construct a switching device using only amplifiers, provided the amplification
is large enough [Mab11b]. The circuit in Figure 7.9 uses two identical amplifiers in a feedback loop.
Suppose that each amplifier has a gain G. Consider the fate of a perturbation in the top amplifier.
An input δβ is amplified to Gδβ. This amplifier has a fan-out of 2, so (G/
√
2)δβ passes to the right
and exits the system, while (G/
√
2)δβ passes to the lower amplifier.
In the lower amplifier, it grows to (G2/2)δβ, is fed back into the original amplifier. After passing
through this loop, the signal strength has grown to (G2/2)δβ. This leads to a latching instability if
the gain is sufficiently large:
G >
√
2 (7.16)
Symmetry gives the latch some very desirable properties. Unlike the single-cavity switch, the two
states here are symmetric. Thus, there is less worry about finding the right bias field to “balance”
the low and high state, and transitions between the states look the same. But this comes at the cost
of the added complexity of two cavities, plus the extra connections.
Figure 7.10 shows a latch simulation for the same parameters used in the previous section. Here,
the detuning is set to ∆c = −0.7, large enough to realize a large gain, but not large enough make
an individual cavity bistable. The symmetry between the two states is very clear.
dA1~α β φ
α β φ
dA1
dA2
(–)
(–)
(–)
Figure 7.9: Circuit diagram for a photonic SR-Latch
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Figure 7.11: Asymmetric part of the latch state Re[α1 − α2] for free-carrier based latch (left) and
Kerr-based latch of the same χ(3). Cavity detuning set to ∆c = 0.50, 0.52, 0.54.
Externally driven switching in the latch is good, because it allows the user to set the state of the latch,
which becomes a memory element. But thanks to quantum noise, Kerr and free-carrier devices also
undergo spontaneous switching. This is generally bad, because it limits the lifetime of a carrier-based
memory.
In the Kerr case, spontaneous switching is driven by vacuum fluctuations [SPB+14a]. In the free-
carrier case, vacuum fluctuations combine with stochastic carrier excitation and decay to drive the
switching process. Because there are more fluctuations, we naturally expect the free-carrier cavity
to spontaneously switch at a higher rate than the Kerr cavity.
When the switching rate is low, the switching process is well described by a two-state Markov chain.
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Figure 7.12: Spontaneous switching lifetimes τsw for the Kerr and free-carrier latch as a function of
detuning.
In a two-state Markov chain, there are two states a and b, with jump probabilities
P (a→ b) = γadt, P (b→ a) = γbdt (7.17)
In the latch, the states are symmetric, so γa = γb ≡ γsw. The probability of being in a given state
evolves as:
dPa
dt
= −γswPa + γswPb
dPb
dt
= γswPa − γswPb (7.18)
Solving this linear system, one finds that the system reverts to its equilibrium distribution with a
characteristic time τsw = 1/(2γsw). This time can be measured from simulations of the latch by
looking at the autocorrelation function R(τ), which decays exponentially for the Markov process:
R(τ) =
〈α(t)α(t− τ)∗〉
〈α(t)α(t)∗〉 → e
−τ/τsw (7.19)
Figure 7.11 shows time traces of the asymmetric field α1 − α2 as the latch detuning is varied from
−0.50 to −0.54, about where the latching transition occurs. Larger negative detunings correspond
to higher gain (see Fig. 7.2), and likewise stronger latching. However, for a fixed detuning, the
free-carrier cavity has a shorter spontaneous switching lifetime.
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This is also seen in Figure 7.12, which plots τsw for the free-carrier and equivalent Kerr latches. Be-
cause the free-carrier cavity has more quantum noise than the Kerr cavity, its spontaneous switching
rate is higher. The effect becomes noticeable once the latching transition sets in, and grows as the
latching grows stronger.
7.4 Bifurcation Analysis of SR-Latch
The SR-latch is a simple circuit that uses feedback to create new dynamics. Start with two nonlinear
amplifiers. By definition, an amplifier cannot store information – its state and output are fully
determined by the input. However, if two amplifiers are placed in a feedback loop so that the output
of one applies a negative signal to its partner, the latch becomes bistable and can be used to store a
bit of information. What’s more, the configuration is highly symmetric. This symmetry separates
the pump degrees of freedom, which are needed to provide the energy for latching, from the signal
degrees of freedom, which set and read out the state.
This chapter studies the phase space and bifurcations of a free-carrier latch. This is important,
because very general arguments can be made about when and where latching happens, as well
as the nature of the latching bifurcation. The latch has two bifurcations – a low-energy latching
instability and a high-energy limit cycle. I study both of these are studied in turn, paying attention
to the differences between this device and both a single-cavity system and a χ(3) latch.
Understanding the dynamics of the latch from this high-level perspective may open many doors to
future work. For example, if we want to build an integrated Ising machine (Ch. 9), a network of
latches may be a good alternative to OPOs [WMW+13]. It may be possible to construct an optical
“relay” from latches, which could be used for photonic decoding of LDPC codes [PM14]. These are
things I pondered in the later years of graduate school, but never had the time to work out.
7.4.1 Photonic Design with Ring Cavities
It is straightforward to take an optical nonlinearity like χ(3) or free-carrier dispersion and build a
phase-sensitive amplifier out of it (Sec. 7.2). Two such amplifiers can be placed in a negative-feedback
loop like Fig. 7.13 to form the latch.
Feedback-control theory provides a very qualitative explanation for the latching behavior. In the
SET and RESET configurations, the input field is stronger than the internal feedback, which has
the effect of forcing the system into its desired state regardless of the internal dynamics. In the
HOLD state, if the top amplifier is “on”, the beam from the top to bottom amplifier interferes with
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Figure 7.13: Left: Amplifier element (top), placed in a feedback loop to form a latch circuit (middle),
along with a possible photonic implementation (bottom). Right: Depending on the driving, the latch
either has a single stable state (top, bottom) or is bistable (middle).
the input, forcing the bottom amplifier into the “off” state. The lack of output from the bottom
amplifier likewise ensures the top amplifier stays on. The same line of argument shows that the
opposite state, with the top amplifier off and the bottom one on, is also stable.
Dynamical systems theory allows us to treat this problem more quantitatively. In the Wigner
formalism, a single Kerr cavity has two independent degrees of freedom x = (α, α∗) (three degrees
of freedom if one includes free carriers). The latch consists of two cavities, so its phase space is
spanned by the variables (x1, x2). Due to the symmetry between cavities, a better basis to use is
x± = (x1± x2)/2. If the system is driven symmetrically, there will always be a stable fixed point at
x1 = x2, that is, x− = 0. Latching happens when this fixed point goes unstable in the x− variable.
To see this, consider the SLH model for the latch [TNP+12]. In addition to single-cavity terms,
there is an inter-cavity Hamiltonian, and most important, L terms that go as k1ia1 + k2ia2 for some
k1i, k2i. This can actually be rewritten as:
L1 =
√
κ+/2(a1 + a2), L2 =
√
κ−/2(a1 − a2) (7.20)
for different k1, k2.
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SLH Model
A simple photonic design, shown in the Figure 7.13 (lower left) realizes this same latching behavior.
In this design, two cavities are sandwiched between a pair of waveguides, with the lower-waveguide
coupling stronger than the upper one. Each cavity has a single standing-wave mode, which couples
equally to waveguide signals propagating left and right. Cavity 1 has the SLH model:
Cav1 =
14×4,

√
κ+/8 a1√
κ+/8 a1√
κ−/8 a1√
κ−/8 a1
 , Hint
 ≡ 1int  1+,L  1+,R  1−,L  1−,R (7.21)
The pi phase shift on the top waveguide has the effect of shifting the sign of the L terms that couple
to the asymmetric input dA−. Thus, Cavity 2 has the SLH model:
Cav2 =
14×4,

√
κ+/8 a2√
κ+/8 a2√
κ−/8 a2√
κ−/8 a2
 , Hint
 ≡ 2int  2+,L  2+,R  2−,L  2−,R (7.22)
Tracing the optical paths, one finds that that latch has the following Gough-James expression:
Latch = 1int  2int  (1+L / 2+L / 2+R / 1+R) (1−L / 2−L / 2−R / 1−R) (7.23)
The components 1int, 2int give the internal, nonlinear dynamics. The two series products are for the
top and bottom couplings. The bottom waveguide couples the two cavities in phase, so signals will
set or read a1 + a2. Due to a phase lag, the top waveguide couples them out of phase, allowing the
difference to be read out. In latching mode, a constant input is applied to the bottom waveguide,
while the top waveguide is used for setting or readout.
1+L / 2+L / 2+R / 1+R =
(
1,
√
κ+/8a1, 0
)
/
(
1,
√
κ+/8a2, 0
)
/
(
1,
√
κ+/8a2, 0
)
/
(
1,
√
κ+/8a1, 0
)
=
(
1,
√
κ+/2(a1 + a2), 0
)
(7.24)
1−L / 2−L / 2−R / 1−R =
(
1,
√
κ−/8a1, 0
)
/
(
1,−
√
κ−/8a2, 0
)
/
(
1,−
√
κ−/8a2, 0
)
/
(
1,
√
κ−/8a1, 0
)
=
(
1,
√
κ−/2(a1 − a2), 0
)
(7.25)
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This yields the SLH model:
Latch =
(
12×2,
[√
κ+/2 (a1 + a2)√
κ−/2 (a1 − a2)
]
, Hint,1 +Hint,2
)
(7.26)
Equations of Motion
For a latch based on free-carrier cavities, this results is the following Wigner equations of motion:
dα1 = (dα1)int − κ+(α1 + α2) + κ−(α1 − α2)
4
dt−
√
κ+/2 dβ+,in −
√
κ−/2 dβ−,in(7.27)
dN1 = (dN1)int (7.28)
dα2 = (dα2)int − κ+(α1 + α2)− κ−(α1 − α2)
4
dt−
√
κ+/2 dβ+,in +
√
κ−/2 dβ−,in(7.29)
dN2 = (dN2)int (7.30)
dβ+,out = dβ+,in +
√
κ+/2(α1 + α2)dt (7.31)
dβ−,out = dβ−,in +
√
κ−/2(α1 − α2)dt (7.32)
The (dα)int, (dN)int depend on the cavity parameters; the rest of the dynamics is determined solely
by the circuit layout. If there are additional degrees of freedom (temperature, excitons), these
can be accounted for as well. However, for steady-state determination, the additional degrees of
freedom do not matter – one only needs the effective optical nonlinearity, adiabatically eliminating
the non-optical modes.
Define the following symmetric and antisymmetric modes:
α± =
α1 ± α2√
2
, N± =
N1 ±N2√
2
(7.33)
I put a
√
2 in the denominator to make this an orthogonal transformation: that way, the a± are
properly normalized fields that satisfy the canonical commutation relations: [a+, a
†
+] = 1, [a−, a
†
−] =
1. This isn’t necessary for the N±, which are classical variables, but it helps the notation to be
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consistent. The Wigner SDEs become:
dα+ =
(dα1)int + (dα2)int√
2
− 1
2
κ+α+dt−√κ+ dβ+,in (7.34)
dN+ =
(dN1)int + (dN2)int√
2
(7.35)
dα− =
(dα1)int − (dα2)int√
2
− 1
2
κ−α−dt−√κ− dβ−,in (7.36)
dN− =
(dN1)int − (dN2)int√
2
(7.37)
dβ+,out =
√
κ+α+dt+ dβ+,in (7.38)
dβ−,out =
√
κ−α−dt+ dβ−,in (7.39)
where the internal dynamics are given by:
(dαi)int =
[
−η
2
− (β + iχ)α∗iαi − i(∆ + δNi)
]
αi dt+ dξα,i (7.40)
(dNi)int =
[
ηα∗iαi + β(α
∗
iαi)
2 − γNi
]
dt+ dξN,i (7.41)
Normalized Coordinates
To make the results as general as possible, choose to work in “normalized” coordinates. These
reduce the number of free parameters in the problem from 11 to 8, of which 6 are constants set by
the material or cavity geometry. Defining k = κ+ + η, we set:
t→ t¯
k
, N → N¯
δ/k
, α→ α¯√
β/k
, βin → β¯in√
β/k2
(7.42)
Intuitively, time t¯ is scaled so that the cavity photon lifetime is one (for the α+ mode, which decays
fastest). The carrier number is scaled so that N¯ = 1 shifts the cavity by one linewidth. Both α
and βin are scaled by the two-photon absorption: |α¯| = 1 means that single- and two-photon loss
processes are equally likely.
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The reduced equations take the form:
dα¯+ =
(dα¯1)int + (dα¯2)int√
2
− 1
2
κ¯+α¯+dt¯−
√
κ¯+ dβ¯+,in (7.43)
dN¯+ =
(dN¯1)int + (dN¯2)int√
2
(7.44)
dα¯− =
(dα¯1)int − (dα¯2)int√
2
− 1
2
κ¯−α¯−dt¯−
√
κ¯− dβ¯−,in (7.45)
dN¯− =
(dN¯1)int − (dN¯2)int√
2
(7.46)
dβ¯+,out =
√
κ¯+ α¯+dt¯+ dβ¯+,in (7.47)
dβ¯−,out =
√
κ¯− α¯−dt¯+ dβ¯−,in (7.48)
with
(dα¯i)int =
[− (η¯/2 + δ¯fcaN¯i)− (1 + iχ¯)α¯∗i α¯i − i (∆¯ + N¯i)] α¯i dt¯+ dξ¯α,i (7.49)
(dN¯i)int =
[
µ¯(α¯∗α¯) + ζ¯(α¯∗α¯)2 − γ¯N¯] dt¯+ dξ¯N,i (7.50)
There are 8 parameters in Eqs. (7.43-7.50), listed below.
∆¯ =
∆
k
,︸ ︷︷ ︸
Tunable
κ¯+ =
κ+
k
, κ¯− =
κ+
k
, η¯ =
η
k
, γ¯ =
γ
k
,︸ ︷︷ ︸
Cavity Design
δ¯fca =
δfca
δ
, µ¯ =
δη
kβ
, ζ¯ =
δ
β
, χ¯ =
χ
β︸ ︷︷ ︸
Material Properties
(7.51)
Of these, four are material constants. Of the three that depend on cavity design, three add up to
one (η¯ + κ¯+ + κ¯− = 1) and we require κ¯, γ¯ ∼ O(1) to have efficient coupling between the pump,
cavity modes and carriers. We will see below that the latch functions best when κ¯− < κ¯+, so that
Reduced Parameter Formula Si µ-ring (TPA) GaAs PhC (TPA+LA)
δ¯fca δfca/δ −0.071 0
µ¯ δη/kβ 0 17.1
ζ¯ δ/β 151.3 34.1
χ¯ χ/β 0 0
γ¯ γ/k 1.0 1.2
η¯ η/k 0.5 0
κ¯+ κ+/k 1.0 0.5
κ¯− κ−/k variable variable
∆¯ ∆/k variable variable
Table 7.2: Reduced parameters for simulations in this section. Si µ-ring: Q = 2.5–5 × 105, V˜ =
5–20, β = 3.9×10−6, δ = (5.6−0.4i)×10−4, γ = 1 [Joh09,JBP06]. GaAs PhC: similar to Table 7.1
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parameter can be assumed to vary from 0 to κ¯+. Only the detuning ∆¯ and the inputs β¯±,in, can be
varied dynamically.
Thus, rescaling and material constraints significantly constrains the parameter space, making it
easier to make universal statements that apply to all optical latches.
7.4.2 Phase Space and Bifurcations
Compared to a single cavity, the latch has a more complex phase space. Recall that both the Kerr
cavity and free-carrier cavity had a pitchfork bifurcation resulting in optical bistability (Sec. 7.1).
The free-carrier cavity also has a Hopf bifurcation at high powers, giving rise to a limit cycle (Ch. 8).
Since the latch is formed from two coupled cavities, we expect to see all these effects and perhaps
some more.
Figure 7.14 shows three simulations of a free-carrier cavity based on the silicon parameters in the
table above. In this plot, the pump field β+in is swept up and down, and the internal cavity modes
a1, a2 are shown. Like a single cavity, one sees a latching bifurcation at low powers, and a limit cycle
at high powers. However, there is an added hysteresis in the latching, so that for some configurations,
three or more states are stable.
The goal of this section is to construct a phase diagram for the latch, in terms of the parameters
βin, ∆ and κ−, that explains all the behavior in Figure 7.14.
50 100 150 200 250
β+,in
0
50
100
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250
|α
1
|, 
|α
2
|
∆ =−0.6
50 100 150 200 250
β+,in
∆ =−0.8
50 100 150 200 250
β+,in
∆ =−1.0
Figure 7.14: Cavity fields α1, α2 for the latch with the Si µ-ring (TPA) parameters. The input βin
is swept from 50 to 250 (blue, green curves) and back (red, cyan curves)
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Stability of Symmetric Fixed Points
Suppose that (x¯1, x¯2) is a fixed point of the latch, where x¯ = (α¯, α¯
∗, N¯) is the state of one cavity.
Linearizing (7.43-7.50) about this point, and throwing away the noise terms:
d
dt
[
δx¯+
δx¯−
]
=
[
J1+J2
2 − 12κ+K J1−J22
J1−J2
2
J1+J2
2 − 12κ−K
][
δx¯+
δx¯−
]
−
[√
κ+K 0
0
√
κ−K
][
β¯+,in
β¯−,in
]
(7.52)[
β¯+,out
β¯−,out
]
=
[√
κ+K 0
0
√
κ−K
][
x¯+
x¯−
]
+
[
β¯+,in
β¯−,in
]
(7.53)
where Ji is the Jacobian at x¯i, and K is a projector matrix, as follows (compare Eq. (8.4)):
Ji =

(Ji)11 −(1 + iχ¯)α¯2i −i
(
1− iδ¯fca
)
α¯i[−(1 + iχ¯)α¯2i ]∗ (Ji)∗11 [−i(1− iδ¯fca)α¯i]∗(
µ¯+ 2ζ¯|α¯i|2
)
α¯∗i
(
µ¯+ 2ζ¯|α¯i|2
)
α¯i −γ¯

with (Ji)11 =
(
− η¯
2
− i∆¯
)
− i(1− iδ¯fca)N¯i − 2(1 + iχ¯)|α¯i|2 (7.54)
K =

1 0 0
0 1 0
0 0 0
 (7.55)
The symmetric state is a special case. Here, x¯1 = x¯2 and J1 = J2 ≡ J , so the modes decouple and
the equations of motion become:
dx¯±
dt
= J ± 1
2
κ±K (7.56)
Since κ− < κ+ by design, Eq. (7.56) says that the asymmetric mode α− always goes unstable before
the symmetric mode. This is the mode that gives rise to the “latch” states (x¯H , x¯L), (x¯L, x¯H). An
unstable α+ mode, by contrast, would give rise to optical “bistability” states (x¯H , x¯H), (x¯L, x¯L).
The equation above shows that the latching region should be larger than the bistability region, and
in principle both can coexist. This is confirmed in the traces in Figure 7.14.
This is also seen in Figure 7.15. In this figure, the stability of both modes δα+, δα− is plotted in
terms of the normalized carrier number N¯ and detuning ∆¯. There are four distinct regions here:
stable in both δα+, δα− (blue), unstable in α− only (red), unstable in both (yellow).
Phase Diagram
One can numerically solve for the fixed points of the latch using standard gradient-descent methods.
In this way, I construct the phase diagram in Figure 7.16. Note that this roughly follows the pattern
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Figure 7.15: Stability of the symmetric state α1 = α2, for GaAs cavity parameters (left) and Si cavity
parameters (right). Plotted in terms of normalized coordinates (7.42). Red region corresponds to
instability in the α− mode (standard latching or limit cycle behavior); yellow region corresponds to
instability in both α+ and α− modes. Lines are contours of the α− eigenvalue.
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Figure 7.16: Phase diagram of the latch. Left: Phase diagram for the interval β¯+,in ∈ [0, 1],
∆¯ ∈ [−3, 1]. Blue is non-latching, green is bistable to latching, red is twistable (two latching
states plus a symmetric state), yellow is tetrastable (two latching states plus two symmetric states).
Center and right: Inset and simulations sweeping the input power in this region.
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of Figure 7.11, in that both a pitchfork (solid lines) and Hopf (dashed line) bifurcation are present.
However, because of the latching mechanism, this diagram is more complex than that of the single
cavity.
The latch supports up to four stable states. In the blue region in Figure 7.16, there is only one such
state. This is the symmetric state, which becomes a limit cycle above the Hopf bifurcation (dashed
line in the figure). The “latching” instability, where the symmetric state (αs, αs) goes unstable and
two stable fixed points (αL, αH), (αH , αL) are formed, may be either subcritical or supercritical,
depending on the parameters. In the supercritical case, the system passes directly from the blue
region to the green region, where only the latching states are stable. In the subcritical case, there is
a hysteresis region (red in figure) where both the symmetric and latching states are stable. There is
also a region where there are two stable latching states and two stable symmetric states, yellow in
the figure.
These bifurcations can also be seen from simulations of the internal state as the input β+,in is scanned
up and down (right pane of the figure). Hysteresis is present when the cavity has a subcritical
bifurcation.
Chapter 8
Free-Carrier Limit-Cycle
Oscillators
This chapter is based on the following paper:
• R. Hamerly and H. Mabuchi, “Optical Devices Based on Limit Cycles and Amplification in
Semiconductor Optical Cavities”, Physical Review Applied 4, 024016 (2015)
Many problems in simulation, optimization and machine learning are analog in nature and mapping
them onto a digital processor incurs significant overhead. As a result, there has been a recent
revival of interest in analog or “neuromorphic” computing systems [UTY11, TM15b]. Devices that
can spontaneously oscillate are a key component in this neuromorphic architecture. Such devices
can function as an analog memory [TM15b], a phase-insensitive amplifier [KAM13, Kwo13], or a
complex-valued neuron [Hir03], among other things. In addition, large networks of such oscillators
can be applied to complex optimization and machine learning tasks, such as Ising problems [UTY11].
In most dynamical systems, spontaneous oscillations arise from a Hopf bifurcation [Str14]. In optics,
the simplest such system is the non-degenerate χ(2) optical parametric oscillator (OPO), which
behaves as a quantum-limited amplifier below threshold [YMS+90] and has a symmetric limit cycle
above [RD88]. In addition, cavity quantum electrodynamics (QED) systems can self-oscillate in the
right conditions [AM06, KAM13]. However, nanofabrication with χ(2) materials such as KTP and
LiNbO3 is still in its infancy [PHSG12], and most implementations of cavity QED – trapped atoms,
quantum dots, NV centers – are not scalable with current technology. To realize neuromorphic
computing with photonics, there is an unfulfilled need for self-oscillating photonic devices based on
a scalable technology.
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Free-carrier dispersion can fulfill this unmet need. This effect is present in silicon and all III-V
semiconductors, and is scalable and low-power [Not10]. Previous work by Malaguti et al. [MBdR+11,
MBT13] and Chen et al. [CZFC12] showed that when the photon and carrier lifetime are comparable,
an optical cavity can pass through a Hopf bifurcation and undergo self-oscillation. However, these
studies focused on the many-photon classical limit, where quantum fluctuations can be ignored. If
such a device is optimized for low power, quantum fluctuations in the photon and carrier number
may substantially alter the dynamics and limit the performance of real devices.
In Chapters 6-7, I derived a set of stochastic equations for free-carrier optical cavities that model
these quantum fluctuations, and applied them to study phase-sensitive amplifiers and latches [HM15b].
Here, I apply those equations to study the effects of quantum noise on the free-carrier Hopf bifurca-
tion.
Sections 8.1 and 8.2 discuss the general theory of the oscillations, which arise from an instability
in the linearized model around the system’s fixed point. Because this is done in a general, scale-
invariant way, it should be possible to observe these oscillations in a wide range of systems spanning
orders of magnitude in speed, size and energy. Next, we consider the equations of motion close to the
bifurcation point and show that the bifurcation resembles the non-degenerate OPO at threshold with
some extra noise. Section 8.3 models the device below threshold: it functions as a phase-insensitive
linear amplifier with noise ∼ 5× above the Caves bound [Cav82]. The near-threshold behavior,
which follows the critical exponents of the Hopf bifurcation, is discussed in Section 8.4.
The above-threshold case is covered in Section 8.5. Like the non-degenerate OPO, the free-carrier
cavity has a limit cycle in this regime. The above-threshold OPO can be considered a “quantum-
optimal” limit cycle in the sense that it can function as an optimal homodyne detector. By com-
parison, the free-carrier limit cycle is ∼ 10× noisier than the OPO. This difference is due to the
incoherent nature of carrier excitation and decay.
Limit-cycle devices can be very useful in optimization and machine learning. In Section 8.6.1, I
propose and simulate an Ising machine based on the free-carrier limit cycle, which should be several
orders of magnitude faster and less power-consuming than a supercomputer. In addition, Section
8.6.2 discusses an all-optical XOR gate based on the limit-cycle effect.
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8.1 Conditions for Self-Oscillation
8.1.1 Equations of Motion
A single-mode free-carrier optical cavity has three degrees of freedom: two field quadratures (α, α∗)
and the free carrier number N . Typically, the following effects are relevant:
1. Cavity-waveguide coupling. This gives rise to a linear loss κ in the cavity field.
2. Linear and two-photon absorption. The former dominates for near-bandgap operation of direct-
gap semiconductors; the latter for indirect-gap systems. Gives rise to a linear loss term η and
a quadratic loss term β. Both act as source terms for the carrier number.
3. Free-carrier dispersion / absorption. The cavity detuning shifts as a function of the carrier
number: ∆ → ∆ + δcN . If δc = δ1 − i δ2 is complex, this accounts for free-carrier absorption
as well.
4. Carrier decay. Typically due to recombination at surface sites or diffusion out of the cavity.
This gives rise to a linear loss term γ for N .
In this text, I ignore the following effects:
1. Excitons, which tend to be the dominant effect only at low temperatures or in exotic materials.
2. Thermo-optic effect. Temperature changes much more slowly than the photon or carrier num-
ber, so does not typically play a role in the fast dynamics of the device. It may, however, lead
to stability issues, which are not the focus of this paper [VVFDB12,Joh09,JBP06].
3. Optomechanical effects, which are negligible unless a cavity has been specifically engineered
to probe them.
Under these assumptions, the device can be modeled as an open quantum system that couples to a
Markovian bath; see generally [GC85,WM07,GZ04]. The full quantum theory is quite involved and
is discussed earlier in the thesis. In short, starting from a quantum model with a bosonic photon
mode and many fermionic carrier modes, one can construct a generalized Wigner function in terms
of a set of bosonized operators and derive a Fokker-Planck equation for this function using the
truncated Wigner method [SPB+14a, GL78]. This can be recast as a set of stochastic differential
equations (SDEs) which sample from the Wigner function as a probability distribution. Assuming
that dephasing and thermalization are much faster than the photon or carrier lifetimes, one obtains
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the following stochastic equations of motion (Eqs. (6.82-6.83)):
dα =
[
−κ+ η
2
− (β + iχ)α∗α− i(∆ +Nδc)
]
α dt−√κdβin
+
[
−√η dβη − 2
√
βα∗dββ −
√
2Nδ2 dβfca
]
︸ ︷︷ ︸
dξα
(8.1)
dN =
[
η α∗α+ β(α∗α)2 − γN]dt
+
[√
η(α∗dβη + α dβ∗η) +
√
β
(
(α∗)2dββ + α2(dββ)∗
)
+
√
γNdwγ
]
︸ ︷︷ ︸
dξN
(8.2)
and the output optical field is:
dβout = −
√
κα dt+ dβin (8.3)
In these equations, dβin is a complex Wiener process representing the input field, which for vacuum
input has the Itoˆ rule dβindβ
∗
in = dt/2. The processes dβη, dββ and dβfca correspond to linear,
two-photon and free-carrier absorption respectively, and also have vacuum statistics. The dwγ is a
real Wiener process satisfying dw2γ = dt, giving the Poisson statistics of carrier decay. The real and
imaginary parts of δc are δc = δ1 − iδ2. Typical values for the parameters in (8.1-8.2) are given in
Table 8.1.
These equations resemble the coupled-mode equations used to analyze semiconductor microcavities
elsewhere in the literature [MBdR+11,MBT13,CZFC12]. Unlike the equations used elsewhere, (8.1-
8.2) include quantum-noise terms. As a result, these equations allow us to model the quantum
behavior of devices previously only discussed classically, and study the fundamental quantum limits
to device performance.
We can analyze optical bistability and self-oscillation by linearizing these equations of motion about
their equilibrium point. Defining the doubled-up vector x¯ = (δα, δα∗, δN), the equations of motion
take the following form:
d

δα
δα∗
δN

︸ ︷︷ ︸
dx¯
=

−η+κ2 − i(∆ +Nδc)− 2(β + iχ)α∗α −(β + iχ)α2 −iδcα
−((β + iχ)α2)∗ (−η+κ2 − i(∆ +Nδc)− 2(β + iχ)α∗α)∗ (−iδcα)∗
(η + 2βα∗α)α∗ (η + 2βα∗α)α −γ


δα
δα∗
δN
dt
︸ ︷︷ ︸
A¯x¯ dt
+

−√κ 0
0 −√κ
0 0

[
dβin
dβ∗in
]
︸ ︷︷ ︸
B¯ dβ¯in
+

−√η dβη − 2
√
βα∗dββ −
√
2Nδ2 dβfca
−√η dβ∗η − 2
√
βα dβ∗β −
√
2Nδ2 dβ
∗
fca√
η(α∗dβη + α dβ∗η) +
√
β((α∗)2dββ + α2(dββ)∗) +
√
γNdwN

︸ ︷︷ ︸
F¯dw
(8.4)
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Likewise, the output can be related to the input and internal state by:
[
dβout
dβ∗out
]
︸ ︷︷ ︸
dβ¯out
=
[√
κ 0 0
0
√
κ 0
]
δα
δα∗
δN
dt
︸ ︷︷ ︸
C¯x¯dt
+
[
1 0
0 1
][
dβin
dβ∗in
]
︸ ︷︷ ︸
D¯dβ¯in
(8.5)
Together, Eqs. (8.4-8.5) may be written formally as:
dx¯ = A¯x¯ dt+ B¯ dβ¯in + F¯ dw (8.6)
dβ¯out = C¯x¯ dt+ D¯ dβ¯in (8.7)
which is the standard form for a linear stochastic input-output system (Sec. 5.8).
Equation (8.4) separates the dynamics into three parts: a deterministic term A¯x¯dt, noise due
to quantum fluctuations of the input B¯ dβ¯in, and additional free-carrier noise F¯dw. (Here, dw
is a vector Wiener process constructed from the real and imaginary parts of the noise terms
dβη,dββ ,dβfca,dwγ , and normalized to satisfy the Itoˆ table dwidwj = δijdt; the matrix F¯ is
constructed so that (8.4) is satisfied).
The matrix A¯ has three eigenvalues. Due to its doubled-up structure, complex eigenvalues must
come in conjugate pairs. Thus, A¯ can either have three real eigenvalues or one real eigenvalue and
one complex conjugate pair. If the equilibrium is stable, all three eigenvalues must have a negative
real part.
There are two ways for an equilibrium to go unstable. First, a negative real eigenvalue can cross zero
and turn positive. Since only a single direction goes unstable, the equilibrium point bifurcates into
two stable equilibria. This is the standard cusp catastrophe of optical bistability in Kerr and cavity
QED systems [AC79]. The previous chapter discussed it in the context of carrier-based switches and
amplifiers. By calculating the determinant of A¯, we can catch this instability – for stable equilibrium,
det A¯ < 0, but if the equilibrium transitions to unstable, det A¯ will become positive.
Self-oscillation takes place when a conjugate pair of eigenvalues cross the imaginary axis. In this
case, two directions go unstable, so the equilibrium point bifurcates into a ring of steady states, or
more often, a limit cycle. The determinant will remain negative, but the product
L(A¯) ≡ (tr(A¯)2 − tr(A¯2)) tr(A¯)− 2 det(A¯) (8.8)
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changes sign at this bifurcation. To see why, suppose that the matrix A¯ has eigenvalues λ, µ, µ∗.
Then for some transformation P ,
P−1A¯P =

λ
µ
µ∗
 (8.9)
By the cyclic property of traces and determinants, L(A¯) = L(P−1A¯P ), and the latter evaluates to:
L(A¯) = L(P−1A¯P ) = 4|λ+ µ|2Re(µ) (8.10)
This will change sign from negative to positive when passing through a Hopf bifurcation.
8.1.2 Scaling Laws
Equations (8.1-8.2), and the resulting matrix A¯, have 8 free parameters. That’s a lot. Naively,
searching for oscillating conditions would appear difficult because of all the parameters one must
consider. However, several scaling laws let us reduce this to 6 “normalized” parameters, of which 3
are material constants.
Start with equations of motion (8.1-8.2). Let k = κ + η be the total cavity linear loss. Scale time,
Name Description GaAs PhC Si µ-ring
k κ+ η 0.42 ps−1 0.31 ns−1
κ I/O Coupling k/21 k
η LA k/2 0
β TPA 7.9× 10−5k 3.7× 10−6k
χ Kerr 02 0
δ FCD 2.7× 10−3k (5.6− 0.4i)× 10−4k
γ Carrier Decay 1.2k 1.0k
δ¯ δ2/δ1 0 0.07
ζ¯ δ1/β 34 150
χ¯ χ/k 0 0
γ¯ γ/k 1.2 1.2
κ¯ κ/k 0.5 1.0
η¯ η/k 0.5 0
∆¯ ∆/k varies varies
Table 8.1: Cavity parameters. GaAs PhC: ~ω = 0.9Eg, V˜ = 0.25, Q = 5000, τfc = 2 ps; compare
[NTS+10]. Si µ-ring: λ = 1.5µ m, V˜ = 40, Q = 4× 105, τfc = 3 ns; see [Joh09]. Compare Table 7.1
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Figure 8.1: Oscillation region as a function of cavity parameters. Two materials are shown: Si at 1.5
µm (left) and GaAs near the band edge (right). Oscillations occur to the right of the solid curves.
Curves represent different values of γ¯, from 0.33 to 3.0. Optical bistability occurs in the dashed
region. Color represents the steady-state input power.
the electric field, the input field, and the carrier number as follows:
t→ t¯
k
, α→ α¯√
β/k
, βin → β¯in√
β/k2
, N → N¯
δ1/k
Intuitively, time t¯ is scaled so that the cavity photon lifetime is one. The carrier number is scaled
so that N¯ = 1 shifts the cavity by one linewidth. The intracavity field α¯ and input field β¯in are
scaled to the two-photon absorption: |α¯| = 1 means that the single- and two-photon loss processes
are equally strong.
The reduced equations take the following form:
dα¯ =
[− (1/2 + δ¯N¯)− α¯∗α¯− i (∆¯ + N¯)] α¯ dt¯
−√κ¯β¯indt¯+
√
βFα
k
dw¯ (8.11)
dN¯ =
[
η¯ζ¯(α¯∗α¯) + ζ¯(α¯∗α¯)2 − γ¯N¯]dt¯+ δ1FN
k3/2
dw¯ (8.12)
In the absence of noise, these equations have 6 independent parameters:
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Figure 8.2: Oscillation region as a function of cavity parameters. Here, the x-axis is normalized
input field rather than normalized N .
δ¯ =
δ2
δ1
, ζ¯ =
δ1
β
, χ¯ =
χ
β
}
Material
Properties
γ¯ =
γ
k
, κ¯ = 1− η¯ = κ
k
}
Cavity
Design
∆¯ =
∆
k
}
Tunable (8.13)
where k = κ+ η and δc = δ1 − iδ2.
Once a material and laser wavelength are picked, only three parameters can be varied. The relative
linear absorption η¯ = 1 − κ¯ typically cannot vary much – in a linear-absorption cavity it should
be O(1) to maximize the nonlinearity, and in TPA materials like silicon it is zero. The ratio of
optical to free-carrier lifetimes, γ¯, can vary by several orders of magnitude, depending on the cavity
geometry and Q. For instance, it is easy to make low-Q cavities with a very small γ¯. State-of-the-art
micro-rings have Q ∼ 106 and τc ∼ns and consequently γ/k ∼ 1. Coincidentally, photonic crystals
tend to have a similar ratio, though the carrier decay mechanism (diffusion) is different. It is also
possible to make large cavities with very high Q and large γ¯.
Obviously, both the input power and detuning can also be varied. For a given material, these
quantities exhaust the parameter space. By plotting the self-oscillating regions as a function of ∆¯
and N¯ (a function of the input), for reasonable values of γ¯, we are essentially plotting the entire
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Figure 8.3: Top: time trace of Re[α(t)] as the input field is stepped from βin = 25 through 175.
Bottom: Output field quadratures at these input powers. Right: Oscillation between photons and
carriers.
parameter space. As shown in Figure 8.1, in a large fraction of the parameter space, the cavity
should self-oscillate.
Figure 8.2 shows the self-pulsing region as a function of input field and detuning. This is generally
similar to Figure 8.1, although the low-γ regions appear more accessible because, although the
internal carrier number is high, the carriers are long-lived and the cavity requires less optical power.
However, these cavities are complicated by optical bistability (which occurs in the same region), and
the slow response time is generally not desirable. The most desirable conditions seem to occur when
the photon and carrier lifetimes are comparable, and the cavity is driven with a slightly detuned
pump.
8.2 Semiclassical Simulations
Quantum simulations (in the semiclassical Wigner picture) add noise to this model. For concrete-
ness, in this section and the sections that follow, we consider a GaAs photonic-crystal cavity with
parameters given in Table 8.1; however, our results are applicable to a range of devices. Quantities
with units of time or inverse time (t, ∆, etc.) will be normalized to the cavity lifetime 1/k.
Figure 8.3 shows simulations for a detuning ∆ = −0.8. The input field is stepped from βin = 25
(blue) to 175 (black) in increments of 25. The top plot shows a typical time trace. Oscillations clearly
set in at around βin = 75. In addition to the amplitude, the oscillation frequency also increases with
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pump power.
The right panel of Figure 8.3 plots internal photon number (horizontal) against carrier number
(vertical). This provides a qualitative picture of the oscillations: when the photon number is high,
more photons are absorbed and the free carrier number increases. Eventually the carrier number
becomes so high that the cavity shifts off-resonance, reducing the cavity’s effective driving strength
and consequently the photon number. Once the photon number falls, the carrier number falls
because fewer photons are being absorbed, but eventually this brings the cavity back on resonance,
increasing the photon number and repeating the cycle.
To get a more general picture, consider all possible pump powers and detunings for this system. If a
limit cycle forms, we are interested in its amplitude and frequency. The amplitude should be large,
so that a significant fraction of the pump is converted to photons at the limit-cycle frequency. The
frequency should be large enough that the pump and limit cycle fields can be easily demultiplexed
with a cavity. Figure 8.4 plots both of these figures of merit. As expected, the amplitude at ω only
becomes nonzero in the unstable region where Re[λmax] > 0. The frequency also grows with pump
power, starting at ω ≈ 1.7 and growing to ω ≈ 4; this is probably a nonlinear effect of the strong
pumping.
Two other figures of merit are the limit cycle “efficiency” and the gain. Efficiency is defined in terms
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of the output and absorbed power:
η ≡ Pω,out
Pω,out + Pabs
(8.14)
Efficiency is defined this way rather than output over input because much of the input power is not
consumed by the device; it is just a constant bias that can be recycled. If there finite conversion to
ω and no absorption, we say the efficiency is 1; if no conversion, it is obviously zero. The left panel
of Figure 8.5 plots efficiency as a function of detuning and input field. While not close to 100%, the
efficiency is not too small, either – peaking at around 20%.
If we drive the device with a sinusoidal field whose frequency is close to the limit-cycle frequency, that
field should be amplified. In this way, the free-carrier cavity acts as a phase-insensitive amplifier.
The amplitude gain G(ω) = βω,out/βω,in is plotted at ω = 1.7 in the right panel of Figure 8.5.
8.3 Below Threshold: Linear Amplification
Below the Hopf bifurcation, a complex pair of eigenvalues approach the imaginary axis. The cor-
responding eigenvectors span a plane in phase space; since motion tangent to this plane is only
marginally stable, perturbations will be strongly amplified. Since this plane is two-dimensional, we
expect linear, phase-insensitive amplification of both quadratures of the input field [Kwo13,WM86].
For any mesoscopic linear amplifier, an important question to ask is: how much noise does the
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amplifier have? Quantum mechanics sets a strict bound on the noise of a quantum linear amplifier
[Cav82], and this bound is realized with the non-degenerate OPO [YMS+90]. Since free carriers are
excited incoherently, one expects an amplifier driven by carriers to be noisier than a quantum-limited
amplifier; however, if the difference is not too large, the free-carrier amplifier may still be preferred
because of material, power, or footprint considerations.
8.3.1 Nondegenerate OPO
Although this chapter is about free-carrier effects, it is helpful to introduce the non-degenerate OPO
here as a “benchmark” system because it is a well-studied system that saturates the Caves bound.
It can be modeled as a quantum input-output system [GJ09a,GC85] with three fields: signal a, idler
b and pump c (Sec. 2.4). The internal Hamiltonian is
H = ∆aa
†a+ ∆bb†b+ ∆cc†c+
∗abc† − a†b†c
2i
(8.15)
and input-output couplings
L1 =
√
κaa
L2 =
√
κbb
L3 =
√
κcc (8.16)
Following the Wigner method of [SPB+14a], one can convert the master equation into a PDE for the
Wigner function, and truncating higher-order terms, this PDE becomes a Fokker-Planck equation.
This can then be converted into an SDE, and solving the SDE produces trajectories that sample from
the Wigner function [WM07]. Adiabatically eliminating the pump field and setting ∆a = −∆b ≡ ∆,
κa = κb ≡ κ (symmetric doubly-resonant cavity), one obtains the following equations of motion:
dα1 =
[(
−i∆− κ+ β α
∗
2α2
2
)
α1 +  α
∗
2
]
dt−√κdβin,1 −
√
β α∗2dβin,3 (8.17)
dα2 =
[(
i∆− κ+ β α
∗
1α1
2
)
α2 +  α
∗
1
]
dt−√κdβin,2 −
√
β α∗1dβin,3 (8.18)
dβout,1 =
√
κα1dt+ dβin,1 (8.19)
dβout,2 =
√
κα2dt+ dβin,2 (8.20)
where β = ∗/κ is the intrinsic coupling strength of the OPO.
Here, α1 and α2 are the signal and idler, which have the same lifetime but opposite detunings. The
pump does not resonate. These equations are symmetric with respect to α1 ↔ α∗2. Because of the
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symmetry, the dynamics can be decomposed into a “symmetric” mode α+ = (α1 + α
∗
2)/2 and an
“antisymmetric” mode α− = (α1 − α∗2)/2 (and likewise for the dβ±). In addition, define dw1,dw2
as quadratures of the pump noise, dβin,3 = (dw1 + i dw2)/2. The equations of motion become:
dα± =
[
(−i∆− κ/2± )α± − β
2
(
α2± − α2∓)α∗±
]
dt
−√κdβin,± ∓ 1
2
√
β (α±dw1 − iα∓dw2) (8.21)
The symmetric mode α+ has gain (a + term) while the antisymmetric mode has additional loss.
As a result, at near- or above-threshold pumping, α+ can become very large, but α− always stays
near zero. In the weakly coupled case (β  1), we can throw away the terms that couple α+ and
α− in the equation above, and combine the noise terms, giving:
dα+ =
[
(−i∆− κ/2 + )α+ − β
2
|α+|2 α+
]
dt−
√
κ/2dβ+ − 1
2
√
βα+dw1 (8.22)
Linearizing about the fixed point α1 = α2 = 0, and transforming into the frequency domain, we
arrive at the input-output relation:
βout,1(ω) =
|(ω −∆) + iκ/2|2 + (/2)2
(−(ω −∆) + iκ/2)2 + (/2)2︸ ︷︷ ︸
eiφ cosh η
βin,1(ω) +
2(κ/2)(/2)
(−(ω −∆) + iκ/2)2 + (/2)2︸ ︷︷ ︸
eiψ sinh η
β∗in,2(−ω) (8.23)
For phase-insensitive amplification, the gain G an noise S at frequency ω may be defined as:
G(ω) ≡
∣∣∣∣βout,1(ω)βin,1(ω)
∣∣∣∣ (8.24)
S(ω) ≡
√
2P (ω), P (ω) =
〈βout,1(ω)∗βout,1(ω′)〉
δ(ω − ω′) (8.25)
In terms of η, they are:
G(ω) = cosh η, S(ω) =
√
2 cosh2 η − 1 (8.26)
Note that this S(ω) is different from the squeezing spectrum of [WM07, GW09]; rather, it is a
measure of the electromagnetic energy at frequency ω. The squeezing spectrum, by contrast, is a
power spectrum of a homodyne measurement.
From (8.26) one sees that the non-degenerate OPO saturates the Caves bound for phase-insensitive
amplifiers [Cav82]:
S(ω) ≥
√
2G(ω)2 − 1 (8.27)
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Figure 8.6: Plots of the amplitude gain (top) and noise (bottom) for free-carrier cavity with ∆ = −1.0
approaching the Hopf bifurcation. In the lower graph, the blue line comes from numerical simulation,
the red curve is the analytic linearized model, and the black dashed curve is the Caves bound.
8.3.2 Free-Carrier Amplifier
Turning to the free-carrier amplifier, first transform Equations (8.6-8.7) to the frequency domain:
− iωx¯(ω) = A¯x¯(ω) + B¯β¯in(ω) + F¯w(ω) (8.28)
β¯out(ω) = C¯x¯(ω) + D¯β¯in(ω) (8.29)
with state x¯(ω) =
(
α(ω), α∗(−ω), N¯(ω)) and input-output field β¯(ω) = (β(ω), β∗(−ω)). This is the
standard frequency-domain form for doubled-up variables [GJN10].
Solving for x¯, this becomes a linear input-output relation with a transfer function and a noise matrix:
β¯out(ω) =
[
D¯ + C¯
1
−iω − A¯ B¯
]
β¯in(ω)︸ ︷︷ ︸
T¯ (ω)β¯in(ω)
+
[
C¯
1
−iω − A¯ F¯
]
w(ω)︸ ︷︷ ︸
N¯(ω)w(ω)
(8.30)
Applying the definitions of G and S in Eqs. (8.24-8.25), we find:
G(ω) = |T¯ (ω)11|, S(ω)
2
2
=
[
T¯ (ω)T¯ (ω)†
2
+ N¯(ω)N¯(ω)†
]
11
(8.31)
Unlike the OPO, the free-carrier amplifier does not have a simple expression for G(ω) or S(ω).
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However, they are straightforward to evaluate numerically, and can be compared to a full nonlinear
simulation.
Figure 8.6 shows the gain and noise for the cavity studied in Section 8.2, with ∆ = −1.0. Far from
the limit-cycle frequency, there is no gain and the output noise matches that of the vacuum. As
the power is increased and the system approaches the Hopf bifurcation, the gain and noise at the
resonance obviously diverge. But the noise always remains a factor of ∼2–3 above the Caves bound
(in terms of noise power, a factor of ∼5 above the bound). This is due to the incoherent nature of
the free-carrier nonlinearity.
8.4 Near Threshold: Critical Exponents
Near the bifurcation point, the system transitions from a stable fixed point to a stable limit cycle.
Dynamical systems exhibit universal behavior near this bifurcation, in the sense that every system
with a Hopf bifurcation can be transformed into the same normal form [Str14, Wig03]. The same
is not true when one adds noise and quantum effects. Two systems with the same semiclassical
equations of motion can behave very differently once quantum noise is added. Nevertheless, all
systems will show the same qualitative behavior near a bifurcation point.
Before discussing the free-carrier oscillations, consider the non-degenerate OPO near threshold.
Below threshold, there is a stable fixed point at α+ = α− = 0. Above threshold, there is a limit
cycle at:
|α+| =
√
2− κ
β
(8.32)
Thus, if we smoothly vary the parameter  near the bifurcation point,  = κ/2 + δ, the limit
cycle amplitude goes as
√
. This is a universal feature. However, not all OPOs are equal up to a
transformation – the behavior of the quantum states depends strongly on the value of β. For β  1,
dissipation is dominant and the system stays in a classical state with a positive Wigner function.
For β  1, the Wigner formalism breaks down. (This is true for OPOs in general. It is known that
in this regime the degenerate OPO can access “highly quantum” states with non-positive Wigner
function such as number states and cat states [WC88,MLA+14,Mab12].)
The fixed-point eigenvalues near the bifurcation are: λ = (− κ/2)± i∆, and therefore:
|α+| ∼
√
Re[λ]
β/2
⇔ β ∼ Re[λ]|α+|2 (8.33)
In classical dynamical systems theory, we can freely transform the system variable α, so the param-
eter β can be rescaled to 1. This is part of the process of transforming to the normal coordinate
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Figure 8.7: Left: Free-carrier limit cycles just above the bifurcation point (noiseless simulation), for
evenly spaced βin = 78, 79, 80, . . . Right: Size of the limit cycle in terms of α (blue) and |βout(ω)|2
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frame. Classically, α is dimensional and therefore β is not universal in any way. But in quantum
mechanics, there is a universal scale for α: the single-photon scale. Because of this, β becomes a
universal parameter, and is related to the “quantumness” of the bifurcation.
Figure 8.7 shows that the free-carrier Hopf bifurcation satisfies the same critical exponent as the non-
degenerate OPO: in terms of the input power βin, the average oscillating field goes as |α| ∼ δβ1/2in .
One can calculate the effective β for this bifurcation using Eq. (8.33): fitting to the figures, it works
out to β ∼ 0.0002, well in the semiclassical regime.
Even after accounting for β, the free-carrier and OPO Hopf bifurcations are not equivalent up to
a transformation, as they would be in classical bifurcation theory. Again, the culprit is quantum
mechanics: the incoherent process of carrier excitation and decay adds extra quantum noise, making
the free-carrier limit cycle “fuzzier” than its OPO counterpart. This is shown in Figure 8.8.
8.5 Above Threshold: Limit Cycle
Above threshold, we classically expect a limit cycle. Quantum noise will blur this out to some
degree, but sufficiently far above threshold, the cycle should be clear.
Limit cycles are a classic topic in dynamical systems; some key results are reviewed in Appendix 8.A.
To summarize the important points: For an n-dimensional phase space, there is a function (ξ, ~u)→
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Rn, that maps the limit cycle phase ξ and local perturbations ~u onto a portion of the phase space.
When the perturbations are small compared to the limit cycle, they can be ignored entirely, reducing
the dimensionality of the system from n to 1. This reduced system has the following equation of
motion:
dξ = ω dt+
∑
i
Re[Bi(ξ)
∗dβin,i]dt+ F (ξ)dw (8.34)
Here, Bi(ξ) is the response to an external perturbation dβin,i and F (ξ)dw is the intrinsic limit cycle
noise.
Any limit-cycle system can be used as a homodyne detector. To see why, consider a coherent input
βin,i = 〈βi〉 e−iωct + β(vac)in,i , where ωc is the limit cycle frequency. Averaging over many cycles, this
input changes the limit-cycle phase as follows:
∆ξ − ωt =
∫ T
0
∑
i
Re[Bi(ξ)
∗dβin,i] +
∫ T
0
F (ξ)dw
∼ N
(
T
∑
i
Re [µξ,i 〈βi〉] , DξT
)
(8.35)
That is, the phase change has a normal distribution, with mean and variance given by the drift and
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diffusion constants:
µξ,i =
〈
Bi(ξ)
∗e−iξ
〉
ξ
(8.36)
Dξ =
1
2
〈|Bi(ξ)|2〉ξ + 〈|F (ξ)|2〉ξ (8.37)(
where 〈. . .〉ξ ≡
1
2pi
∫ 2pi
0
(. . .)dξ
)
The drift term µξ,i governs the response rate of the limit cycle to an external stimulus (in this case,
the field). The diffusion term Dξ tells us how quickly the limit-cycle phase diffuses in the absence of
a stimulus (assuming coherent inputs). Both terms show up in the homodyne measurement (8.35).
The standard quantum limit [YMS+90] bounds the accuracy of this measurement: in terms of the
µξ,i and Dξ, this gives rise to a drift-diffusion inequality:
Dξ ≥ 1
4
∑
i
|µξ,i|2 (8.38)
This relation holds for all limit cycles. One can also derive it from Eqs. (8.36-8.37) by applying the
Schwarz inequality. Equality holds only for special, “quantum-limited” limit cycles where F (ξ) = 0
and Bi(ξ) ∼ e−iξ. In the sections below, we compare the performance of the non-degenerate OPO
and the free-carrier limit cycle using this metric, and show that the OPO saturates the drift-diffusion
inequality, while the free-carrier device does not.
8.5.1 Non-degenerate OPO
Again, it will be important to contrast the results obtained here with the non-degenerate OPO; as
we will show, this device can function as a quantum-limited homodyne detector for signal and idler
fields. Because it is quantum-limited, no other limit-cycle device will beat the OPO at this task,
just like no other linear amplifier can beat the non-degenerate OPO below threshold.
As we show in Appendix 8.A, the non-degenerate OPO has a limit cycle with |α+| =
√
(2− κ)/β
and a phase that evolves as:
dξ = ∆ dt+ Re
[−i√κ
α+
dβin,+
]
= ∆ dt+ Re
[−i√κ
2α+
dβin,1 +
i
√
κ
2α∗+
dβin,2
]
(8.39)
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Figure 8.9: Wigner function of the nondegenerate OPO (η = 1.0, β = 0.01) subject to a bias
β1 = 0.15i (red) and −0.15i (blue). The state ξ(t) for t > 0, which can be accurately read out with
either homodyne or heterodyne detection, effectively encodes a measurement of the p-quadrature of
the input, Im[β¯1].
so that for signal and idler fields varying as β1e
−i∆t, β2ei∆t, the drift-diffusion terms are:
µξ,1 = −i
√
κ
2|α+| (8.40)
µξ,2 = −i
√
κ
2|α+| (8.41)
Dξ =
κ
8|α+|2 (8.42)
It is not difficult to see from (8.40-8.42) that the drift-diffusion inequality (8.38) is saturated. In
this limit, the non-degenerate OPO functions as an optimal, quantum-limited homodyne detector.
This is sketched in Figure 8.9. Here, a non-degenerate OPO with ∆ = 0 is used to measure the
p quadrature of a signal field. Depending on the sign of the field, the state either drifts to the
top or the bottom, and the diffusion incurred is due to the quantum uncertainty of the homodyne
measurement.
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Figure 8.10: Left: Limit-cycle phase diffusion for free-carrier cavity, ∆ = −1.0, as a function of
input field. Center: Phase diffusion for non-degenerate OPO, β = 0.0002, as a function of pump.
Right: Combined, where the drift term 14
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i |µξ,i|2is the common x axis.
8.5.2 Free-Carrier Cavity
Since the equations of motion for the free-carrier cavity are more complicated, a simple analytic
expression for µξ and Dξ does not exist. However, these can be computed numerically. Following
the results of Section 8.3, it is reasonable to expect diffusion rates 5–10 times faster than for the
non-degenerate OPO, the extra diffusion due to incoherent processes involving free carriers.
Figure 8.10 plots the simulated phase diffusion constant Dξ for both the OPO and the free-carrier
limit cycle. As one approaches the bifurcation, the diffusion rate increases and diverges from the
linearized result (8.37), solid curves in the figure. However, far from the bifurcation, the linearized
model agrees with the full simulation for both the OPO and free carriers.
To compare the OPO and free-carrier cavity on equal footing, the right panel of Figure 8.10 plots
the diffusion Dξ against the right-hand side of (8.38):
1
4
∑
i |µξ,i|2. The OPO simulations, at least
for large |α+|, lie on the line Dξ = 14
∑
i |µξ,i|2 (green line), while the free-carrier simulations lie a
factor of ∼ 10 above.
8.5.3 Entrainment
If the system is driven with a periodic seed field whose frequency ωin does not exactly match the
limit-cycle frequency ωc, the limit cycle may or may not lock to the seed (entrainment), depending
on its amplitude. To study this effect conceptually, assume a symmetric, noiseless limit-cycle model
with a periodic drive βin +βin,ωe
−iωt, and transform to comoving coordinates ζ = ξ−ωint. Equation
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Figure 8.11: Entrainment of free-carrier limit cycle, ∆ = −1.0, βin = 100. Top: Phase plots of the
output field in a rotating wave frame, e−iωinβout (mean subtracted). For large seed inputs, the device
clusters to one side of the diagram, indicating phase locking. Bottom left: output spectrum as a
function of seed power, at ωin = 1.9. Bottom right: Entrainment cone. Plots of α(ωin) and α(ωc)
(intracavity amplitude at seed and natural frequency, respectively) as a function of seed frequency
and amplitude.
(8.34) takes the form [Str14]:
dζ
dt
= (ωc − ωin)− |βin,ωB| sin(ζ) (8.43)
For frequencies |ωc − ωin| < |Bβin,ω|, there is a fixed point at ζ = sin−1((ωc − ωin)/|βin,ωB|), so
the oscillator will lock to the seed. If we plot ωin on the x-axis and βin,ω on the y axis, this phase
locking will happen in a vertical cone centered at (ωc, 0). Full free-carrier cavity simulations also
show this effect. Figure 8.11 shows results for a ∆ = −1.0 cavity with pump βin = 100, which
naturally oscillates at ωc = 2.27. On top of this, an oscillating field βin,ωe
−iωint drives the cavity.
The top pane in Figure 8.11 shows the real and imaginary quadratures of the output field in a
rotating-wave frame: β˜eiωint. This is for seed frequency ωin = 1.9 and cavity frequency ωc = 2.3, so
|ωin−ωc| ≈ 0.4, or about 16%. For weak seed fields, the rotated output makes loops about the origin
– the phase is not locked. However, around βin,ω = 10, it clusters in a given direction – indicating
locking.
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The bottom-left plot shows the output spectrum βout(ω) as a function of ω and the seed amplitude.
One sees two peaks, one at the limit-cycle frequency ωc and one at the seed frequency ωin. The
peak at the natural frequency ωc is strongest when the pump is weak, and eventually goes away for
strong pumping. Conversely, the peak at the drive frequency ωin is absent for weak pumping, and
grows with the pump strength.
This is seen more clearly in the bottom-right plots. Instead of confining ourselves to ωin = 1.9, in
these plots we vary both the amplitude βin,ω and frequency ωin of the pump. The left plot shows the
power at the input frequency, while the right plot shows the power at the original frequency. Inside
the entrainment cone, the oscillator locks and the former dominates; outside the cone, the oscillator
is unable to lock and the natural frequency is dominant.
From the shape of the entrainment cone, we estimate B ≈ 0.04 for this set of parameters.
8.5.4 Impulse Response
Suppose that the oscillator has been locked to an external field and now the phase of that field is
changed. The oscillator should follow that phase, but there will be a time lag. From Eq. (8.43) we
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Figure 8.12: Left: Time traces of the limit-cycle phase ξ for a driven system where the seed phase
jumps by one radian at t = 0. Right: Response rate 1/τ , obtained by exponential fitting, as a
function of seed amplitude aω. Parameters: ∆ = −1.0, ain = 100.
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can estimate this time lag to be of order:
τ ∼ 1|βin,ωB| (8.44)
In Figure 8.12, the same free-carrier system is simulated with a seed field ωin = ωc = 2.27. However,
at time t = 0, the phase of the input shifts by 1 radian. For seed amplitudes βin,ω & 3, the system
quickly realigns to the new phase, with a time-constant given by (8.44). From this, we can estimate
B ≈ 0.02. This agrees with the entrainment-cone estimate to within a factor of 2; the lack of exact
agreement is due to the circular cycle assumption that underlies (8.43, 8.44).
8.6 Applications
8.6.1 Ising Machine
Many optimization problems can be recast as Ising problems, which involve finding the minimum
of the Ising Hamiltonian: H =
∑
ij Jij~σi · ~σj . If σ is constrained to lie on the xy-axis the problem
is called an XY model, the each spin maps onto an angle σi = (cos ζi, sin ζi) and the Hamiltonian
becomes:
U [ζ] =
∑
ij
Jij cos(ζi − ζj) (8.45)
The general Ising problem for arbitrary Jij is NP-hard [Bar82].
Ising problems map naturally onto oscillator networks. Let each Ising spin be mapped onto an
oscillating free-carrier cavity. Let each oscillator have multiple independent input and output ports.
This can be accomplished using the “railroad topology” of Figure 8.13. Suppose that an output of
cavity j is fed into an input of cavity i. Assuming all cavities have the same limit-cycle frequency,
under the assumptions of Section 8.5.3, the phase of cavity i evolves as:
dζi = −Jij sin(ζi − ζj) (8.46)
where Jij depends on the waveguide coupling, the phase of the connection, and the limit-cycle
amplitude. It is not difficult to see that, with the appropriate connections, one can realize a cavity
network that minimizes (8.45) by the steepest-descent method.
A full discussion of optical Ising machines is beyond the scope of this chapter. The concept was
proposed by Utsunomiya et al. [UTY11], who suggested implementing it using injection-locked lasers.
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Figure 8.13: Optical free-carrier cavity used as a node in an Ising machine.
Recent theoretical work [WMW+13] and experiments with 4-bit [MWT+14] and 16-bit [Tak14]
Ising machines using a time-multiplexed pulsed OPO show that the device matches or surpasses
classical algorithms in accuracy. However, free-carrier oscillations may be a preferable platform for
Ising machines because of their low power requirements and compatibility with existing fabrication
processes.
Figure 8.15 shows the simulated Ising-machine performance for antiferromagnetic couplings on five
graphs: pair, triangle, square, pentagon and tetrahedron. Of these, the pair and square have zero-
energy configurations, while the rest are frustrated systems. The square and tetrahedron were
studied with an OPO Ising machine in [MWT+14].
Larger networks also show convergence in reasonable time. In Figure 8.15, we plot the performance
of a 16-spin network, both with a nearest-neighbor interaction and with a cross-interaction (which
shows frustration). These are the graphs studied in the OPO network of [Tak14]. As long as it does
not get trapped in local minima, the device converges to the minimum of U [ζ] in 50 − 100 cavity
lifetimes.
Because the free-carrier Ising machine maps the optimization directly onto the hardware dynamics,
it can achieve a per-watt performance orders or magnitude greater than a microprocessor solving
the same problem. For the network used in Figure 8.15 (see Sec. 8.2 for cavity parameters), during
oscillation each cavity consumes ∼ 2000 photons, or about 0.5 fJ, per cavity lifetime and takes ∼ 100
lifetimes to converge, an energy cost of ∼ 50 fJ per spin and a computation time of ∼ 300 ps. A
microprocessor using steepest-descent or stimulated annealing will also take ∼ 100 steps to converge,
but be required to compute (8.46) at each step. Since (8.46) involves computing a trigonometric
function, it will take ∼ 50 flops and ∼ 100 clock cycles per step [Fog12], or ∼ 5000 flops per spin
overall. As of 2015, the most energy-efficient supercomputer was the L-CSC at GSI, Darmstadt,
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Figure 8.15: Ising machine performance for 16-gon and frustrated 16-gon with cross-couplings.
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which runs at 3 GHz and requires 0.2 nJ per flop [Com], giving a simulation time of ∼3 µs and
energy cost of ∼1 µJ per spin. On the basis of this rough calculation, the free-carrier Ising machine
should perform ∼104× faster and consume ∼107× less energy.
8.6.2 Free-Carrier Relay
In a previous sections, we showed that free-carrier cavities can undergo spontaneous self-oscillation
if driven hard enough. Here we show that this can be used to construct a free-carrier “relay”. Such a
device has many logic applications, including message passing algorithms for error correction [PM14].
A relay acts like a classical CNOT gate: if the digital inputs A,B ∈ {−1, 1}, then the relay maps
these to:
(A, B)
Relay−→ (A, AB) (8.47)
That is, output B is flipped if A = −1.
The relay is a circuit with two free-carrier cavities, arranged as in Figure 8.16. The inputs A and B
arrive on the same channel, but are offset in frequency. Data is encoded on the phase of the inputs
(0 or pi), not the amplitude; thus, for a fixed field amplitude |A|, a 1 corresponds to +|A|, while −1
corresponds to −|A|.
The input is mixed with a pump field on a beamsplitter, so that the field entering cavity a± is:
βin,± =
A± Ep√
2
+
Be−iωt√
2
(8.48)
(+)
(–)
(+)
(–)
a+ A, Bω
Ep="1"
Eout
a–
Filter
A = +1
A = -1
Figure 8.16: Left: Layout of the free-carrier relay. Right: Relay behavior when control bit A is set
to +1 (left) or −1 (right).
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A free-carrier cavity will self-oscillate if the input field is stronger than some threshold: |βin| > βth.
Let:
|A| − |Ep| < βth < |A|+ |Ep|. (8.49)
If A = +1, then the top resonator is above threshold and self-oscillates at ω, while the bottom
resonator does not self-oscillate. For the B field at this frequency, this means that the top channel
has more gain than the bottom channel. When these are interfered on a beamsplitter, the output
at this frequency is 12 (Ghigh −Glow)Be−iωt. Since Ghigh > Glow, the phase of B does not change.
On the other hand, if A = −1, the lower channel has higher gain. When recombined on the
beamsplitter, the output is − 12 (Ghigh − Glow)Be−iωt – the phase of B does flip. This is shown in
Figure 8.16. Thus, the relay realizes the CNOT map (A,B)→ (A,AB).
Figure 8.17 demonstrates the relay operation. Two results are plotted: a “base” case with the same
cavity parameters used elsewhere in the paper (blue in figure) and a hypothetical “10x NL” case
where the nonlinearity (parameters δ, β) has been increased by a factor of ten. Both cavities have
a detuning ∆ = −2.0. In order to control the phase of the beam at ω, the input A must be fairly
large (A = ±65 was used here, scaled by √10 for the 10x NL case). However, the input B at ω can
be quite small; in the simulation taking a value of about 3. Since the output amplitude is around 7,
this provides an XOR with enough gain for a fanout of 4-5.
Both relays display the same overall behavior, but because the cavity in the 10x NL relay has a
stronger nonlinearity, it operates at a lower photon number and thus the photon shot noise is more
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significant. This degrades the performance of the XOR gate. Ultimately, there is tradeoff between
gate fidelity and energy consumption for free-carrier based systems. Since this tradeoff arises from
quantum mechanics, it cannot be avoided by choosing different materials or cavity designs. The
benefit of our SDE approach (8.1-8.2) is that it reveals not only the classical behavior of the relay,
but also this basic quantum limit to its performance.
8.7 Conclusion
Systems with a Hopf bifurcation can perform a wide range of useful tasks with applications in
sensing and photonic logic. In this paper, we have studied the supercritical Hopf bifurcation in a
semiconductor optical cavity where the dominant optical nonlinearity is due to free carrier dispersion.
Following the previous chapter, I simulated the dynamics of a the free-carrier cavity using Wigner
SDEs that capture both the semiclassical motion and the quantum fluctuations in photon and carrier
number.
Below the bifurcation, the free-carrier optical cavity acts as a phase-insensitive amplifier. This
device is the basis for heterodyne detection, where both quadratures of the field are simultaneously
measured with an added noise penalty. The Caves bound places a lower limit on the noise, and this
limit is satisfied in the non-degenerate OPO. By contrast, the free-carrier cavity has ∼ 5× more
noise in the output, an effect we attribute to the incoherent nature of carrier excitation and decay.
Above the bifurcation, the device has a limit cycle. Quantum fluctuations cause the phase of
this cycle to diffuse, and the diffusion rate can be computed by linearizing the SDEs in a normal
coordinate frame centered on the limit cycle. In this limit, one can use the device to store a continuous
number in the range [0, 2pi), or alternately, to perform a homodyne measurement on signals at the
limit-cycle frequency. Limits on the efficiency of homodyne measurement lead to a quantum lower
bound on the limit-cycle diffusion rate. This bound is saturated by the non-degenerate OPO, while
the diffusion rate of the free-carrier cavity is ∼ 10× larger. Again, this is due to the incoherent
carrier excitation and decay processes.
Limit-cycle systems are useful in logic and computing because they can be locked to external signals,
and their outputs can in turn be used to lock other limit cycles. While an analysis such large-scale
networks is beyond the scope of this paper, we have explored the basic phenomenon that underlies
this: entrainment in an external field. Utilizing entrainment, I showed that the free-carrier cavity
can be used to construct a coherent Ising machine that finds the minimum of a preprogrammed cost
function. With reasonable cavity parameters, such a coherent Ising machine could run ∼ 104× faster
with ∼ 107× less energy than a comparable algorithm on a supercomputer. In addition, we showed
that entrainment can be used to construct a limit-cycle “relay” – an all-optical classical CNOT gate,
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which has applications in message-passing schemes.
Although the free-carrier cavity is noisier and performs more poorly than quantum-limited systems
like the non-degenerate OPO, it is much more convenient to build. Free-carrier optical cavities can
be built from silicon or III-V materials, which have mature and scalable fabrication processes. In
addition, the per-photon effect is much stronger, enabling operation at lower powers. When it comes
to building an actual device, these practical concerns may prevail over the theoretical elegance of
quantum-limited systems.
Appendix
8.A Limit Cycles and k-dimensional Attractors
Many dynamical systems do not have a fixed point. Instead, they have a stable limit cycle, or more
generally, a stable k-dimensional attractor. The k = 1 case corresponds to a limit cycle. The cycle
may be parameterized as follows:
x(t) = x¯(ωt) (8.50)
where ω is the oscillation frequency. The map x¯ : R → Rn defines the attractor’s manifold, and is
sufficient if we are only interested in how the system behaves without forcing. However, the map
tells us nothing about forcing or deviations from the attractor. When noise and forcing are present,
these perturbations become relevant, and we need more information about the system to handle
them.
e(1)
e(2)
∇1x
x(ξ)‒
‒
ξ
u2
u1
(identify ξ=0 with ξ=2π)
Figure 8.18: Diagram of a limit cycle in a normal coordinate frame (left) and in the actual phase
space (right), along with the transverse e(i) (blue) and longitudinal ∇ix¯ (red) vectors.
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8.A.1 Linearization About Attractor
Consider a nonlinear system of differential equations of the most general form:
dxi = [fi(x) + Fi(x, t)] dt+ gij(x)dwj(t) (8.51)
Here, x is the state of the system, fi(x) is its natural (unforced) derivative, gij is the noise coupling
(to Wiener process dwj) and Fi(x, t) is the external forcing. In the absence of forcing, let’s suppose
that Equation (8.51) gives rise to a stable attractor x¯(ωt). This has natural period T = 2pi/ω, so
x¯(ξ + 2npi) = x¯(ξ) for integers n. Deviations from this cycle are given by: x(t) = x¯(ωt) + δx(t). In
the absence of noise or external forcing, the perturbations evolve as follows:
d(δxi) =
∂fi
∂xj
δxi ≡ Aij(x¯ξ)δxj (8.52)
where Aij(x) = ∂fi/∂xj is the Jacobian of the dynamical system; see (8.4), and ξ is the attractor
phase, with x¯ξ ≡ x¯(ξ).
The key trick is to perform a coordinate transformation that separates the dx, and n-dimensional
vector, into 1 longitudinal perturbation and n − 1 transverse perturbations. The longitudinal per-
turbation keeps the system on the limit cycle, and therefore does not decay. The transverse pertur-
bations deviate from the limit cycle, and decay to zero as t → ∞. We denote these by vξ and e(i)ξ ,
as follows:
δx(t) = δξ(t)vξ +
n−1∑
i=0
ui(t)e
(i)
ξ (8.53)
Here we have traded an n-dimensional state vector x(t) for n− 1 transverse variables ui(t) and one
longitudinal variable δξi.
Applying (8.53) to the equations of motion with noise and forcing, we obtain:
d(δξ)vξ + duie
(i)
ξ =
([
A(x¯ξ)vξ − ωdvξ
dξ
]
︸ ︷︷ ︸
Dtvξ=0
δξ +
[
A(x¯ξ)e
(i)
ξ − ω
de
(i)
ξ
dξ
]
︸ ︷︷ ︸
Dte
(i)
ξ
ui
)
dt+ (F (x¯ξ, t)dt+ g(x¯ξ)dw)
(8.54)
(implicit summation over i)
The covariant derivative Dt of a ξ-dependent vector is defined as
Dtqξ ≡ A(x¯ξ)qξ − ωdqξ
dξ
(8.55)
This derivative accounts for both the equations of motion and our parameterization near the limit
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cycle. It is similar to the covariant derivative in Riemannian geometry [Wal84]. Because the tangent
vector vξ always transforms into itself when propagated around the manifold, its covariant derivative
is zero. Likewise, because the transverse vectors always decay to zero, they cannot evolve into vξ;
thus Dte
(i)
ξ has no vξ component.
In matrix form, Equation (8.54) is:
[
vξ eξ
] [d(δξ(t))
du(t)
]
=
[
0 Dteξ
] [δξ(t)
u(t)
]
dt+ F (x¯ξ, t)dt+ g(x¯ξ)dw (8.56)
This becomes a matrix ODE:
d
[
δξ(t)
u(t)
]
=
([
vξ eξ
]−1 [
0 Dteξ
])[δξ(t)
u(t)
]
dt+
[
vξ eξ
]−1
(F (x¯ξ, t)dt+ g(x¯ξ)dw)
≡
[
0 0
0 AT
][
δξ(t)
u(t)
]
+
[
BL
BT
]
(F (x¯ξ, t)dt+ g(x¯ξ)dw) (8.57)
In the equations above, ξ(t) = ωt has a fixed time-dependence. The dynamical variable δξ(t) adds
a perturbation to this ξ. We can roll δξ into ξ, turning ξ into a dynamical variable, so the state
vector becomes:
x(t) = x¯(ξ(t)) +
n−1∑
j=0
uj(t)e
(j)
ξ(t) (8.58)
The matrix ODE becomes:
dξ(t) = ω +BL(ξ) (F (x¯ξ, t)dt+ g(x¯ξ)dw) (8.59)
du(t) = AT (ξ)u(t)dt+BT (ξ) (F (x¯ξ, t)dt+ g(x¯ξ)dw) (8.60)
This equation captures our intuition regarding limit cycles and attractors. External forces (F , g) can
give rise to two kinds of perturbations: longitudinal (encoded in changes to ξ) and transverse (u).
Because of our choice of coordinates, the perturbations evolve independently. The AT matrix causes
transverse perturbations to decay as t→∞, while longitudinal perturbations do not. Often, we are
only interested in the longitudinal perturbations; in this case we can ignore the u(t) altogether.
Altogether, we can arrive at (8.59-8.60) for an arbitrary limit cycle by following these four steps:
1. Get equations of motion dx = [f(x) + F (x, t)] dt+ g(x)dw
2. Get limit cycle x¯(ξ) and the tangent vector vξ
3. Find a set of vectors e
(i)
ξ at each point ξ that satisfy the following:
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(a) {e(i)ξ , vξ} spans the whole vector space Rn
(b) Perturbations along the δx ∼ e(i) eventually go to zero as t→∞
4. Compute AT , BL, BT in Eqs. (8.57-8.57)
8.A.2 Non-degenerate OPO
Now we apply this to the non-degenerate OPO introduced in Section 8.3.1. The equations of motion
are reproduced below:
dα± =
[
(−i∆− κ/2± )α± − β
2
(
α∗±α±α± − α∗±α∓α∓
)]
dt
−√κdβin,± ∓ 1
2
√
β (α±dw1 − iα∓dw2) (8.61)
The limit cycle occurs at:
|α+| =
√
− κ/2
β/2
(8.62)
Following the procedure above, we first find a mapping from [0, 2pi] to the limit cycle. This is easy:
α+(ξ) = |α+|e−iξ, α−(ξ) = 0. Next, one needs the vξ and e(i). In terms of the basis (α+, α−), a
good choice is:
∇1x¯ξ =
[
−iα+
0
]
, e(1) =
[
α+
0
]
, e(2) =
[
0
1
]
, e(3) =
[
0
i
]
(8.63)
One can check that these are linearly independent (in doubled-up space) and span the whole space.
Plus, due to the symmetry of the problem, it should be pretty clear that perturbations orthogonal
to the limit cycle (e(1)) or perturbations to the α− mode (e(2), e(3)) always decay to zero.
In this case we are not concerned about deviations from the limit cycle, so there is no need to
calculate the AT (which depends on covariant derivatives Deeξ). All we need to find is BL. At the
end of the day we get the following equation of motion:
ξ˙ = ∆ + Re
[−i√κ
α+
βin,+
]
(8.64)
If the inputs βin,1, βin,2 are vacuum noise, the noise term on the right becomes
dξ = ∆ dt+
√
β
8
κ/2
− κ/2 dw (8.65)
Chapter 9
1D and 2D Pulsed Ising Machines
This chapter is based on the following paper:
1. R. Hamerly, K. Inaba, T. Inagaki, H. Takesue, Y. Yamamoto and H. Mabuchi, “Topological de-
fect formation in 1D and 2D spin chains realized by network of optical parametric oscillators.”
International Journal of Modern Physics B (submitted), arXiv:1605.08121
Many important problems in computer science can be solved by message-passing algorithms. In
such algorithms, information lives on the nodes of a graph, while computation consists of updating
the values of the nodes by passing “messages” along the graph’s edges. Examples of such algorithms
include neural networks [Izh07], probabilistic graphical models [KF09], low-density parity check
codes [PM14] and topological surface codes [FNIK14]. Message-passing algorithms are advantageous
because they are intrinsically parallel, making them straightforward to implement on multi-core
architectures.
As digital microprocessors reach their physical limits, there has been a surge of research into special-
purpose hardware for various message-passing algorithms. In electronics, examples include CMOS
artificial neural networks [BGM+14, MAAI+14, MS10, SBG+10] and CMOS chips for simulated-
annealing [YYH+15]. Quantum annealers have a similar graphical architecture, with data stored at
the vertices (qubits), while pairwise couplings along the edges transmit information along the graph.
This chapter focuses on a coherent optical network, which functions as a message-passing algorithm
to solve the Ising problem and the related XY problem. These problems consist of finding the global
minimum of the Ising potential minσ[U(σ)], where
U(σ) = −1
2
∑
ij
Jij~σi · ~σj (9.1)
207
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Figure 9.1: Left: Ising machine consisting of optical gain elements (circles) with injection cou-
pling (arrows), cubic graph. Center: time-multiplexed implementation. Right: illustration of the
minimum-gain principle.
In (9.1), Jij is the coupling between spins ~σi, ~σj . The spins ~σ ∈ Rd have unit norm |~σ| = 1. For
the Ising problem d = 1 and ~σ ∈ Z2 = {−1, 1}; for the XY problem d = 2 and ~σ ∈ S1 = U(1).
Higher-dimensional problems (d = 3, 4, 5 . . .) can also be defined, but will not be considered here.
The general Ising problem is NP-hard [Bar82], but algorithms based on convex relaxation or heuris-
tics can give approximate solutions in polynomial time. A number of schemes have been studied to
map such algorithms directly onto electronic [YYH+15] or photonic circuits [HM15a].
The coherent Ising machine is a network of identical nonlinear gain elements symmetrically coupled
by optical injection that solves the Ising problem by a minimum-gain principle [HUY16,WMW+13,
MWT+14]. According to this principle, if the couplings are chosen to implement the potential
Jij , the configuration that oscillates should minimize the potential (9.1). For the nonlinear gain,
an injection-locked laser or an optical parametric oscillator (OPO) can be used. In practice, the
spins in the machine are time-multiplexed as pulses in a synchronously-pumped laser or OPO and
couplings are realized by delay lines that couple pulses at different locations in the cavity (Fig. 9.1).
The Ising machine was proposed as an injection-locked laser network [TUY12, UTY11]. Later,
the theory was extended to OPOs [WMW+13] and simulations showed promising performance on
MAX-CUT Ising problems of size N ≤ 20. Experimental results followed for an N = 4 OPO
network [MWT+14] and an N = 16 network [Tak14, TMH+16], as well as simulations for G-set
graphs [HYKU15] up to N = 20000.
In this chapter, I analyze the OPO Ising machine for solving the simplest class of Ising problems:
1D and 2D ferromagnetic chains. Although these problems are trivial in the sense that the solutions
are well-known, the analytic theory one can derive gives the reader a more lucid understanding of
how the Ising machine actually works. Because of their simplicity, 1D and 2D models may serve as
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a good way to “benchmark” the performance of different Ising machines. Moreover, they are one of
the simplest systems to realize in the laboratory, requiring only one delay line, allowing for direct
comparison between the theory and currently realizable experiments. As a model experimental
system, I use the four-wave mixing fiber OPO implemented in our previous paper [IIH+16].
Section 9.1 covers the theory of the time-multiplexed OPO Ising machine. Based on this theory, I
derive semiclassical equations of motion for the OPO pulse amplitudes. In the original formulation of
the Ising machine as a network of continuous-wave OPOs, these are stochastic differential equations
[WMW+13], but for the pulsed case we show that they become difference equations, relating the
pulse amplitudes between successive round trips.
These equations are solved in Sec. 9.2, where I show that the dynamics breaks down into two stages:
a growth stage where the field amplitudes are well below threshold and growth is linear, and a
saturation stage where the OPO amplitudes saturate, giving rise to nonlinear dynamics defined by
domains and domain walls. Using this picture, Sec. 9.3 derives expressions for the correlation length,
domain-wall density and domain-length histogram for Ising machine solution. This is compared to
experimental data from the fiber OPO of Inagaki et al. [IIH+16]; we show that our theory matches
the experimental results, while a simple thermal Ising model does not.
Sections 9.4-9.6 explore more complex systems that have not yet been realized in OPO experiments.
In Sec. 9.4, the two-dimensional lattice is treated. The same growth / saturation stage picture
applies, but during the latter we find 2D domains separated by 1D domain walls which move towards
their center of curvature and collapse in a time quadratic in the domain size. XY models are treated
in Sec. 9.5-9.6, where the basic equations are introduced and applied to 1D and 2D systems. Instead
of domains, the XY model gives winding-number states for the 1D chain and vortices for 2D. These
vortices resemble those from Berezinskii-Kosterlitz-Thouless theory [Ber71, Kos74, KT73], but they
are generated by a non-thermal mechanism, and so their distribution is also athermal.
9.1 Fiber OPO Theory
First, we derive equations of motion for the pulse amplitudes in the cavity. For concreteness, consider
the case of a singly resonant χ(3) fiber OPO (typical parameters, following Inagaki et al. [IIH+16]
are given in Table 9.1). In this system, a narrowband filter ensures that the signal ai(t) is resonant,
while the pump fields bi(t), ci(t) are not. The nonlinearity is provided by the degenerate four-wave
mixing process 2ωa ↔ ωb + ωc in the nonlinear fiber.
If the OPO network is viewed as a computer, the “memory” is stored in the signal pulse amplitudes
ai(t), i ∈ {0, 1, 2, . . . , N − 1} is the pulse index and t ∈ {0, 1, 2, . . .} is the round-trip number, which
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Term Value Description
λa 1541 nm Signal wavelength
λb, λc 1552 nm, 1531 nm Pump wavelengths
γ 21 W−1km−1 Fiber nonlinearity
G0 7 dB Fiber gain at threshold
r, t 1/
√
2 Delay mirror coefficients, r2 + t2 = 1
f 2 GHz Pulse frequency (time between pulses is 1/f)
τ 60 ps Pulse width
N 10000 Number of pulses
Table 9.1: Typical parameters for a pulsed four-wave mixing fiber OPO Ising machine.
serves as a discretized time. The “processor” consists of the χ(3) fiber, a nonlinear map which acts
on each pulse independently; and the delay line(s), which create a linear coupling between the pulses.
The “inputs” are the amplitudes of the pump pulses bi(t), ci(t), which can be programmed with an
amplitude modulator placed in front of the pump laser.
Each round trip can be modeled as a cascade of three operations: nonlinear gain, coupling, and
linear loss. Ignoring vacuum noise, this gives the following map:
ai(t)
Fiber−→ F [ai(t)]
eαLeff/2
Loss−→ F [ai(t)]√
G0
Coupling−→
∑
j
Cij
F [aj(t)]√
G0︸ ︷︷ ︸
ai(t+1)
(9.2)
Equation (9.2) relates ai(t + 1) to ai(t), giving us an equation of motion for the OPO network.
In the sections below, we obtain the nonlinear gain function F [ai(t)] and the coupling matrix Cij ,
that form the core of (9.2). Once these are known, Ising machines of arbitrary complexity can be
simulated.
9.1.1 Nonlinear Fiber
In the highly nonlinear fiber, the χ(3) term gives rise to self-phase modulation (SPM) cross-phase
modulation (XPM), and degenerate four-wave mixing (DFWM). In the limit |b|2  |c|2 with c a
flat-top pulse, SPM and XPM give constant phase shifts and can be cancelled by the appropriate
phase matching [Agr07], leaving only the DFWM term. In this chapter I assume that the pulses are
sufficiently long that the pulse amplitude is a constant (in time) and dispersion can be neglected;
in this case the fields a, b, c depend only on the distance z the fiber, and the fiber field equations
are [Agr07,Boy03]:
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da
dz
= γa∗bc− 1
2
αa (9.3)
db
dz
= −1
2
γa2c∗ − 1
2
αb (9.4)
dc
dz
= −1
2
γa2b∗ − 1
2
αc (9.5)
One can rescale the dependent variables (a, b, c) to eliminate the constant γ; likewise, one can
transform the independent variable t to get rid of the linear absorption term. With the field rescaling
x = (γLeff)
−1/2e−αz/2x¯ (x = a, b, c, Leff = (1 − e−αL)/α) and length scaling s = (1 − e−αz)/(1 −
e−αL), the equations simplify to
da¯
ds
= a¯∗b¯c¯,
db¯
ds
= −1
2
a¯2c¯∗,
dc¯
ds
= −1
2
a¯2b¯∗ (9.6)
and are solved on the interval s ∈ [0, 1]. Gain occurs when a¯, b¯, c¯ satisfy the correct phase relation.
Up to a global phase shift, this requires that a¯, b¯, c¯ all be real and positive. Taking c(s) = cin
constant since c a, b, and using the constant of motion B = b¯2 + a¯2/2 from detailed balance, one
derives:
da¯
ds
= cina¯
√
B2 − a¯2/2 (9.7)
The fiber output is a(z = L) = e−αLeff/2a¯(s = 1). If the total cavity loss is G0, then the field passes
through an additional loss term
√
G0eαLeff , giving aout = G
−1/2
0 a¯(1). We find
a¯(1) = a¯(0)eBc¯in
[
1 + (e2Bc¯in − 1)1−
√
1− a¯(0)2/2B2
2
]−1
(9.8)
The strong pump c has a fixed amplitude, while the weak pump b can be varied. Define b0 as
the cavity threshold in the absence of coupling. Linearizing (9.8) in the limit a  b, we find
that threshold is achieved when eb¯0c¯in = G
1/2
0 . In terms of the G0, the fiber input-output relation
including both gain and loss is:
aout = ainG
1
2
(√
(b2in+a
2
in/2)/b0−1
)
0
[
1 +
(
G
√
(b2in+a
2
in/2)/b0
0 − 1
)1−√2b2in/(a2in + 2b2in)
2
]−1
(9.9)
Equation (9.9) has two limits. When ain  bin, the terms in the square brackets can be ignored and
the field experiences linear gain: aout = G
1
2 (b/b0−1)
0 ain. Thus, the (power) gain for the fiber above
threshold is G
b/b0
0 , and when b > b0 this exceeds the cavity loss. On the other hand, when ain  bin,
the exponential inside the square brackets dominates and the field is substantially reduced. This is
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the DFWM process working in reverse.
From quantum mechanics we know that the field is not defined by a scalar variable ai(t) but by a
state in a harmonic potential. In the truncated Wigner picture this gives rise to vacuum noise in the
signal and pump fields [Car95, KD91, SPB+14a]. To treat this, we need to add fluctuations to the
fields b, c before they are inserted: bi,in → bi,in + w(b)i , ci,in → ci,in + w(c)i , where w(b,c)i are complex
Gaussians that satisfy 〈w∗w〉 = 12 , 〈w〉 = 〈w2〉 = 0. This is the discrete-time analogue of vacuum
noise.
To account for the quantum noise in ai, it is easiest to assume that the loss happens in a lumped
element after the fiber, rather than concurrently with the gain. Near threshold, this is a reason-
able approximation; elsewhere the noise is larger by a constant O(1) factor. Making use of this
assumption, one must add vacuum fluctuations ai,out → ai,out +
√
1− 1/G0w(a)i to the signal.
All of these results can be applied to χ(2) OPOs because the strong pump c was presumed constant.
Removing it from Eqs. (9.6), one recovers the standard SHG equations, with  = γc as the χ(2)
parameter.
For a more realistic treatment of the pulsed OPO, one must abandon the continuous-wave picture
in Eqs. (9.6) and treat the pulse shape itself as a dynamical variable. The result is a “multimode”
theory of the OPO, where the actual pulse is a weighted sum of normal modes. This is a topic
unto itself, which we have treated at length in the following chapter; a key finding is that if the
cavity dispersion is large enough, or a sufficiently narrowband filter is inserted in the cavity, only
a single normal mode resonates, and multimode effects can be ignored. Although the multimode
theory changes the exact expression F (ain), this ultimately does not matter. We show in subsequent
sections that the performance of the Ising machine depends only on the general form of F (ain): the
gain at threshold and the near-threshold saturation (which goes as O(a3in)).
9.1.2 Coupling
This section considers inter-pulse couplings mediated by delay lines and beamsplitters (Fig. 9.2).
Recent experiments all use delay-line couplings [IIH+16, Tak14, MWT+14], although it poses diffi-
culties when many delay lines are involved. A d-bit delay has five parameters: r, t, r′, t′, φ, where
r2 +t2 = 1, (r′)2 +(t′)2 = 1. With fast modulators, in principle one can make all of these parameters
(except d) pulse-dependent, giving them an index i. Tracing the paths in Figure 9.2, and including
the vacuum that enters through the lower-left beamsplitter, the input-output relation for a single
delay is:
ai → t′itiai + r′iri−deiφiai−d +
(
t′iriw
(J)
i + r
′
iti−de
iφw
(J)
i−d
)
(9.10)
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Figure 9.2: Left: schematic a 1-bit and 5-bit delay line. Right: Ising graphs implemented N = 5
with 1-bit delay (top), N = 25 with 1-bit and 5-bit delay (bottom).
where the w
(J)
i are vacuum processes with 〈w∗w〉 = 12 . One must be careful to avoid negative indices:
for instance a−1(t) maps to aN−1(t− 1).
If the delays are static and t = t′, then (9.10) takes the simplified form:
ai → t2ai + r2eiφai−d + tr
(
w
(J)
i + e
iφw
(J)
i−d
)
(9.11)
This section will focus on the static-delay limit, since the experiments to date use static delays. But
the theory and code can accommodate the arbitrary case.
By relabeling the paths so that the long path is the “cavity” path and the short path is the “delay”,
and swapping r ↔ t, a delay can be converted into an “advance”, which mixes ai with ai+d (again
one must be careful with labeling; aN (t) corresponds to a0(t+ 1)). The cavity is enlarged by d, so
N → N + d. Thus it is possible to engineer symmetric length-d couplings using two identical d-bit
delays.
A 1-bit delay implements the nearest-neighbor coupling of a 1D Ising chain. To implement a 2D
m×n lattice, one needs a 1-bit delay for the horizontal coupling and an m-bit delay for the vertical.
This gives a lattice with periodic but “offset” boundary conditions, as shown in Figure 9.2. To
implement the lattice without the offsets requires three delays, with time dependence; that case is
not treated here.
9.1.3 Linear and Near-Threshold Limits
The fiber OPO has two analytically tractable limits: the linear case a  b and the near-threshold
case b ≈ b0. These limits arise when we expand the fiber input-output relation (9.9) to third order
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in ain:
aout = ain
√
G/G0
[
1− G− (1 + logG)
8
(ain/b)
2 +O
(
(ain/b)
4
)]
(9.12)
where
G = G
b/b0
0 (9.13)
The linear limit applies when a  b. Taking only the linear term in (9.12) and combining it with
(9.11), one finds (for a single d-bit delay):
ai(t+ 1) = G
1
2 (b/b0−1)
0
[
t2ai + r
2ai−d
]
+ (noise terms) (9.14)
The near-threshold limit applies when b ≈ b0. In this case, (9.12) is expanded in powers of (b− b0):
aout = ain +
[
logG0
2
(b/b0 − 1)− G0 − (1 + logG0)
8
(ain/b0)
2
]
ain (9.15)
Combining this with (9.11) and noting that aout ≈ ain, we get a difference equation for ai(t). Below
it is written for a single d-bit delay:
ai(t+ 1)− ai(t) =
[
logG0
2
(b/b0 − 1)− G0 − (1 + logG0)
8
(ai(t)/b0)
2
]
ai(t)
+ r2(ai−d(t)− ai(t)) + (noise terms) (9.16)
Near threshold, the field ai(t) tends to vary slowly in both position and time. This justifies replacing
ai(t) with a smoothly-varying function a(x, t) and swapping (9.16) with a PDE. Ignoring the noise
terms, it is:
∂a
∂t
+
1
2
∂a2
∂t2
=
[
logG0
2
(b/b0 − 1)− G0 − (1 + logG0)
8
a2
b20
]
a
− r2d∂a
∂x
+
r2d2
2
∂2a
∂x2
(9.17)
Steady-state solutions will drift with a speed vd = r
2d. Substituting x = ξ + vdt, one obtains a
driftless equation of motion which, upon neglecting higher-order time-derivative terms (∂2t a, ∂t∂ξa
∂ta), yields:
∂a
∂t
=
[
logG0
2
(b/b0 − 1)− G0 − (1 + logG0)
8
a2
b20
]
a+
r2(1− r2)d2
2
∂2a
∂ξ2
(9.18)
Although less tractable numerically, the steady state of (9.18) can be found analytically, yielding
helpful insights about domain walls as discussed in the next section.
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9.2 Collective Dynamics of 1D Chain
For the fiber OPO Ising machine, the evolution of the 1D chain is a two-stage process: in the growth
stage, the field is weak compared to the saturation value, pump depletion can be ignored and the
signal grows exponentially from the vacuum. Because of inter-pulse coupling, different (Fourier)
modes will grow at different rates, the ferromagnetic mode growing fastest. This lasts for a time
T , which is logarithmic in the saturation power and inversely proportional to the normalized pump
amplitude.
In the saturation stage, the field saturates to one of two values: a→ ±a0. The sign depends on the
sign of the field after the growth stage. Different regions will have different signs, called domains
in analogy to the classical ferromagnet, and these domains will be separated by topological defects
(domain walls). The domain walls are not fixed, and their mutual attraction can cause some of the
smaller domains to annihilate.
9.2.1 Growth Stage
In the growth stage, the field ai(t) follows Eq. (9.14). Restricting attention to the 1D chain using a
single delay line, this becomes:
ai(t+ 1) = G
1
2 (b/b0−1)
0
[
t2ai + r
2ai−1
]
+ (noise terms) (9.19)
The linear map (9.19) is diagonalized by going to the Fourier domain ai → a˜k. For small k, the
result is:
a˜k(t+ 1) = G
1
2 (b/b0−1)
0
(
t2 + r2e2piik/N
)
a˜k(t)
≈ G 12 (b/b0−1)0 e−2t
2r2(pik/N)2︸ ︷︷ ︸
gain
eik(2pir
2/N)︸ ︷︷ ︸
drift
a˜k(t) (9.20)
The two effects: gain and drift, are separated in Eq. (9.20). Drift is a result of the unidirectional
coupling. For a single delay line, the drift speed is vd = r
2. The gain term depends on k, so
different modes are amplified at different rates. This amplification stops when the fields reach their
saturation value. If Nsat is the photon number at saturation and we start from vacuum noise, it
takes approximately log(Nsat)/ log(G/G0) round trips to reach saturation, that is:
T =
1
b/b0 − 1
log(Nsat)
log(G0)
(9.21)
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Figure 9.3: Left: growth of OPO pulse amplitudes ai (top) and Fourier modes a˜k (bottom). Center:
fields ai(t) for 1D chain at times t = 30, 60, . . . 300 (x-axis shifted to cancel drift term). Right: power
spectrum |a˜k|2 at times t = 30, 60, . . . 300. Parameters: G0 = 7 dB, b/b0 = 1.05
Since T depends only logarithmically on Nsat, which is O(10
5 − 107) in fiber OPOs, factors of two
or three are not significant, so we can estimate Nsat → b20, the pump energy at threshold.
Starting with vacuum and propagating the growth equation (9.20) T time steps, we find that at the
end of the growth stage the Fourier modes will be distributed as follows:
a˜k(T ) ∼
√
Nsate
−2r2t2T (pik/N)2 (9.22)
The modes with smaller k have larger amplitudes, suggesting that the nearest-neighbor interaction
forms some kind of short-range order. A good measure of this is the autocorrelation function R(x).
Before saturation, R(x) is also a Gaussian:
R(x) ∼ 〈aiai+x〉 =
∑
k
e2piikx/N 〈a˜∗ka˜k〉 ∼ e−x
2/2x20 , x0 ≡
√
2T rt (9.23)
9.2.2 Saturation Stage
In the next stage, pump depletion sets in and the fields inside the OPOs saturate. The simplest way
to model this is to assume that the interaction term J is negligible at this stage. Under this simple
saturation assumption (SSA), the field in each OPO grows independently until it reaches one of two
saturation values: ±√G/β. The sign of the initial field ci(T ) is preserved, and all its amplitude
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information is lost. This can be achieved with a sign function:
ai(∞) = asat sign[ai(T )] (9.24)
Rather than collapsing into a single ferromagnetic state, the system forms domains of fixed spin,
separated by fixed domain walls. This can be seen in the center plot of Figure 9.3.
However, Figure 9.3 also reveals that the domain walls are not necessarily abrupt phase jumps as
(9.24) would have. Depending on the coupling and pump strength, domain walls can be quite wide.
Near threshold, the shape admits an analytic solution via (9.17). Replacing ai(t) → a(x, t) as in
Sec. 9.1.3, a change of variables reduces (9.17) to the canonical form
∂a¯
∂t¯
= (1− a¯2)a¯+ 1
2
∂2a¯
∂x¯2
(9.25)(
a¯ = a−10 a, x¯ = (x− vt)/`, t¯ = t/τ
)
(9.26)
where
a0 = 2b0
√
(b/b0 − 1) logG0
G0 − (1 + logG0) , ` =
√
2r2(1− r2)
(b/b0 − 1) logG0 , v = r
2, τ =
2
(b/b0 − 1) logG0 (9.27)
are the saturation field, domain wall length, drift speed, and relaxation time, respectively. Equation
(9.25) has an analytic solution: c¯ = ± tanh(x¯− x¯w). This is the domain wall.
The left plot of Figure 9.4 zooms in on a domain wall. As the pump grows, the wall gets sharper, its
width decreasing as (b/b0−1)−1/2 given in (9.27). If the pump is very strong or the coupling is weak,
` . 1 and the smoothly-varying field assumption behind (9.17) breaks down. However, it seems to
hold quite well for the values chosen here (the solid lines in the figure are the tanh solution).
Domain walls are dynamic objects. In the presence of a perturbation, they move. Performing
perturbation theory about the tanh solution, one finds that the Hessian is singular: most of its
eigenvalues are O(1) or larger, but for the vector ∂c/∂x, it is zero. While other perturbations are
strongly confined, perturbations along the ∂c/∂x direction are unimpeded. These correspond to
moving the domain wall left or right. We can deduce the domain-wall velocity by taking the inner
product (the eigenvalues are orthogonal):
v¯w = −
[∫
∂a¯
∂x¯
∂a¯
∂x¯
dx¯
]−1 ∫
∂a¯
∂t¯
∂a¯
∂x¯
dx¯ = −3
4
∫
sech2(x¯− x¯w)∂a¯
∂t¯
dx¯ (9.28)
Consider a function a¯(x, t) with two domain walls at ±L¯/2. The precise way they are “glued
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Figure 9.4: Pulse amplitudes ai(t) near a domain wall as pump is swept slowly from b/b0 = 1.0 to
1.4 (normalized units in inset). Right: color plot of pulse amplitudes ai(t) as function of index i
(horizontal) and time t (vertical). Pump values b/b0 range from 1.01 to 1.30.
together” at x¯ ≈ 0 only matters to second order in the perturbation theory; a = tanh(L¯/2− |x¯|) is
a valid solution. Applying (9.28), one finds the following domain-wall speed and collision time:
v¯w =
3
2
sech4(L¯/2), T¯L¯ =
1
48
e2L¯ (9.29)
As the domain walls move, smaller domains will evaporate while large domains remain unaffected.
All the domains that survive after a time t have a size L¯ ≥ (1/2) log(48t¯).
The right plot in Fig. 9.4 shows the formation of domain walls as a color plot in both the pulse index
i and time t. The domain drift is obvious here. In addition, the average domain size clearly shrinks
the further the system is from threshold. Looking closely, one also sees events where domain walls
collide and annihilate some of the smaller domains – but in general this is rare, because the domains
that form by time T tend to be moderate in size, and the lifetime (9.29) can be quite long.
9.3 Final-State Statistics
From the linear- and saturation-stage theory from Section 9.2, we can calculate statistical properties
of the final-state (t→∞) system. These properties are of interest because can be used to benchmark
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the performance of different Ising machines, or to compare the Ising machine against other optimiz-
ers. In this section, we compute the autocorrelation function, defect density, success probability and
domain-length histogram for the 1D Ising machine. These are measurable quantities, allowing for a
direct comparison between theory and experiment.
9.3.1 Autocorrelation Function
The autocorrelation function, given by R(x) = 〈aiai+x〉/〈a2i 〉, is a key quantity in statistical mechan-
ics. For the thermal Ising model with H = − 12J
∑
i σiσi+1, it falls off exponentially with distance
in one dimension, R(x) = tanh(βJ)x.
Since the Ising machine is not in thermal equilibrium, we do not expect a priori that R(x) will be
exponential. Indeed, at the end of the growth stage, Eq. (9.23) shows that R(x) is a Gaussian. The
easiest way to compute R(x) as t → ∞ is to assume the simple saturation approximation (9.24).
Replacing ai → sign(ai), the autocorrelation at t→∞ is found to be:
R(x;∞) = 1− 2P (ai(T )ai+x(T ) < 0) (9.30)
where T is the saturation time. Since the evolution in t < T is approximately linear, the probability
distribution of a(T ) is a two-dimensional Gaussian. Its covariance is related to the autocorrelation
at time T , R(x;T ) = e−x
2/2x20 :
σi,i+x =
[
1 e−x
2/2x20
e−x
2/2x20 1
]
(9.31)
Following (9.30), the autocorrelation may be expressed as an integral over a Gaussian with linear
constraints:
R(x) = 1− 4
∫
Q
1
2pi
√
detσ
e−
1
2a
Tσ−1adaidai+x (9.32)
where Q = {(ai, ai+x) : ai < 0, ai+x > 0} is the upper-left quadrant in (ai, ai+x). To solve this,
perform a linear transformation that diagonalizes the quadratic form in the exponent; Q is deformed
to a pie slice, and the resulting integral is proportional to its angle. The autocorrelation becomes:
R(x) = 1− 4
pi
tan−1
√
tanh(x2/4x20) (9.33)
To compute R(x) from the experimental data, one must first reconstruct the pulse amplitudes ai(t)
from the measurement record. In Inagaki et al. [IIH+16], no local oscillator is present, so the signal
is passed through a Mach-Zehnder with a delay line, measuring the quantities I1,i = |ai + ai+1|2,
I2,i = |ai+ai+1|2. If the pulse energy |ai|2 is the same for each pulse, the angle between neighboring
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b/b0=1.4
Figure 9.5: Left: fiber OPO data for cos(∆θi) (top) and reconstructed amplitude ai (bottom). Right:
autocorrelation length as a function of pump b/b0, compared to Eq. (9.23). Inset: autocorrelation
R(x) and analytic fits: form (9.33) in blue, exponential in green. Red stars are experimental data.
Shaded regions show sensitivity of the analytic curves to Nsat when varied from 4× 105 to 4× 107.
pulses is given by cos(∆θi) = (I1,i − I2,i)/(I1,i + I2,i). A negative value of cos(∆θi) indicates a
phase flip. This is plotted in the upper-left panel of Fig. 9.5. Taking ai to be real for the degenerate
OPO, we can invert the relation between the ai and the I1,i, I2,i to reconstruct the original amplitude
sequence ai(t). It is then straightforward to compute the autocorrelation function and the correlation
length.
The right plot of Fig. 9.5 shows the autocorrelation length as a function of pump amplitude, obtained
by fitting experimental data to (9.33). The experimental x0 agree with Eq. (9.23), with a particular
fit for b/b0 ≈ 1.4 shown in the inset.
Although, Eq. (9.33) looks like an exponential to the unaided eye, plotting them on top of each
other, the former is a much better fit to the experimental data, as shown in the inset plot. However,
it turns out that the best exponential fit to (9.33) is R(x) = e−x/x
′
0 , with x′0 = 1.00463x0. Thus,
we can obtain x0 from experimental data by fitting the autocorrelation to an exponential. The
right plot in 9.5 shows this for a variety of pump powers. The agreement with experimental data is
reasonably good.
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Figure 9.6: Left: plot of defect density as a function of pump b/b0, numerical and analytic models
(Eq. 9.34) compared to experimental data. Center: domain length histograms for b/b0 = 1.01, 1.28
and 1.63. Bars denote experimental data. Right: success probability Ps as a function of system size
N and pump b/b0.
9.3.2 Defect Density
Another key statistic is the defect (domain wall) density. This is the average number of domain
walls divided by the size of the chain nd = Nd/N . The average domain length is then Ld = 1/nd.
For a thermal Ising model with H = − 12J
∑
i σiσi+1, one has nd = (1 + e
βJ)−1.
Since ai(∞) has fixed amplitude, one can compute nd from the autocorrelation function: nd =
(1−R(1))/2. For x0 & 10, R(x) may be linearized about x = 0, giving the result:
nd =
1
pix0
, Ld = pix0, x0 =
√
2T rt (9.34)
Figure 9.6 (left) compares experimental data from Inagaki et al. [IIH+16] (Fig. 3) to both Eq. (9.34)
and numerical simulations. The data match the simulations when t → ∞, but deviate from
Eq. (9.34). This suggests that the full numerical model works well, but Eq. (9.34), which relies
on the simple saturation assumption (9.24), is inaccurate. This is the result of domain-wall motion
and collision in the saturation stage, which reduces the number of defects as t→∞.
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Thermal CIM Theory Experiment
Mechanism Thermally-activated
flips create a Boltzmann
distribution.
Linear growth of OPO
amplitudes, followed by
saturation.
Correlation R(x) e−x/x0 See Eq. (9.33) Matches CIM
Corr. length x0 −1/ log(tanh(βJ/2))
√
2Trt Matches CIM
Defect density nd 1/(1 + e
βJ) 1/pix0 Matches CIM
Length dist. P (`) (1 + e−βJ)−` Non-exponential,
Fig. 9.6
Matches CIM
Success probability sech(Ne−βJ) See Fig. 9.6 ≈ 0 for N = 10000
Table 9.2: Comparison of thermal Ising model and the final state in the coherent Ising machine.
9.3.3 Domain Length Histograms
Experimental data for the domain-length distribution P (`) is plotted in Fig. 9.6 (center). There is
a reasonable fit between the data and numerical simulations as t → ∞. Note, however, that the
calculated histogram at t→∞ differs from that at t→ T . This difference reflects the domain-wall
dynamics in the saturation phase. In particular, since small domains evaporate faster than large
domains, the population of small domains is depleted, and the average domain length grows. Since
NdLd = N , an increase in domain length results in a decrease in defect density, giving rise to the
difference between the t = T and t =∞ lines in the left plot.
In a thermal Ising model, the probability distribution of spin σi+1 depends only on its nearest
neighbors; mathematically this makes it a Markov chain in i. Thus, the distribution P (`) should
be exponential in L: P (`) ∼ e−nd`. The histograms in Fig. 9.6 have exponential tails, but are
clearly not exponential for ` near zero. This means that the Ising machine never reaches thermal
equilibrium, even when t→∞. Rather, it “freezes out” fluctuations accumulated during the linear
growth stage, through a highly nonlinear process involving domain wall motion and collisions. Only
if one waits an exponentially long time will the larger domains evaporate, bringing the machine to
the ground state.
9.3.4 Success Probability
The success probability Ps of the Ising machine is defined as the probability that it reaches the
ground state at some time Tfinal. The chosen Tfinal depends on experimental parameters, should
be large compared to the saturation time T , but not exponentially large (since this would always
give the ground state). Figure 9.6 (right) plots the success probability (numerically computed for
t→∞) as a function of system size and pump power. As expected, the probability is greatest near
threshold for small systems, where the average defect number N/pix0 is small.
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If we assume the final state is thermal, the success probability can be calculated analytically. For
an N -spin ring with H = − 12J
∑
i σiσi+1 + N/2 and periodic boundary conditions, the partition
function is:
Z =
∑
n
(1 + (−1)n)e−nβJ = (1 + e−βJ)N + (1− e−βJ)N (9.35)
The success probability is the ground-state probability for the system. The ground state has energy
zero and degeneracy 2, so Ps = 2/Z. For low defect densities, e
−βJ  1, and the success probability
becomes:
Ps = sech
(
Ne−βJ
)
(9.36)
Note that e−βJ is the approximate defect density (for e−βJ  1). Thus, in analogy to the thermal
model, we suspect that the success probability of the 1D Ising machine should depend on the defect
density as well. Using the relation nd ≈ 1/pix0, in the inset figure, Ps is plotted against N/pix0 for
all (N, b/b0) values shown in the larger plot. Like the thermal model, the full Ising machine success
probability falls off exponentially for high N , fitting reasonably well to the form Ps = sech(N/pix0).
9.4 2D and Frustrated Systems
9.4.1 2D Square Lattice
The two-dimensional Ising lattice exhibits richer physics than its 1D counterpart. In particular,
the thermal 2D system has a phase transition at finite temperature with long-range order below
the transition temperature [Ons44]. Likewise, we suspect that a mechanism must exist to ensure
long-range order in the 2D Ising machine.
Referring back to Figure 9.2, an m × n Ising lattice can be realized in an OPO network using a
1-bit and m-bit delay. This implements the couplings ai,i → ai,i+1, ai,i → ai+1,i. If the spins are
serialized in C order ai,j ↔ ami+j , then periodic boundary conditions ai,n+1 = ai,1; am+1,j = aa,j+1
are enforced. There is a slight vertical offset compared to standard periodic boundary conditions
(see Fig. 9.2) but in the limit m,n 1 with ferromagnetic couplings, this offset is negligible.
As before, the dynamics are described by a growth stage and a saturation stage. In the growth stage,
the Fourier modes are amplified independently, in analogy to Eq. (9.22) we have:
a˜k(T ) ∼
√
Nsate
−2r2t2Tpi2(k2x+k2y)/N2 (9.37)
This gives the same autocorrelation function, generalized to two dimensions: R(x) = e−(x
2+y2)/2x20 ,
with x0 =
√
2T rt. Here T = (b/b0 − 1)−1 log(Nsat)/ log(G0) is the saturation time; see Sec. 9.2.1.
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Figure 9.7: Simulation of 2D OPO Ising machine, 100× 100 grid. Pump ranges from b/b0 = 1.02 to
1.50.
Growth-stage fluctuations are imprinted on the domain structure of the OPO, and persist for some
time. Since these fluctuations are longer-range the larger the saturation time T , the Ising machine
displays longer-range order when the pump is closer to threshold, just like the 1D case. Figure 9.7
shows the state of the machine for five different pump powers b/b0. The larger b/b0, the smaller the
domains that form.
After saturation, we can proceed analytically as long as the pump is near threshold. Invoking the
limit (9.15) and inserting both horizontal and vertical delays to obtain the two-dimensional analog
of (9.17):
ai,j(t+ 1)− ai,j(t) =
[
logG0
2
(b/b0 − 1)− G0 − (1 + logG0)
8
(ai,j(t)/b0)
2
]
ai,j(t)
+
[
r4ai−1,j−1(t) + r2t2(ai−1,j(t) + ai,j−1(t))− t4ai,j(t)
]
(9.38)
Near threshold, the field aij(t) tends to vary slowly in both position and time. Following the same
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Figure 9.8: Left: Simulation of 2D OPO Ising machine, 100× 100 grid, b/b0 = 1.1. Right: Location
of domain walls for 10 ≤ t ≤ 2000 (larger t values are darker).
procedures used to obtain (9.18), replaces the discrete increments with derivatives and drops higher-
order ∂2a/∂t2, ∂2a/∂x∂t, ∂2a/∂y∂t terms, obtaining:
∂a
∂t
=
[
logG0
2
(b/b0 − 1)− G0 − (1 + logG0)
8
a2
b20
]
a+
r2(1− r2)
2
[
∂2a
∂ξ2x
+
∂2a
∂ξ2y
]
(9.39)
where ξx = x − r2t, ξy = y − r2t are the comoving coordinates. Setting a¯ = a−10 a, x¯ = (x − vt)/`,
y¯ = (y − vt)/`, t¯ = t/τ , Eq. (9.39) is converted to its canonical form (the 2D version of (9.25))
∂a¯
∂t¯
= (1− a¯2)a¯+ 1
2
(
∂2a¯
∂x¯2
+
∂2a¯
∂y¯2
)
(9.40)
with a0, `, v and τ given in (9.27). The steady-state solutions to (9.65), a¯ = tanh(x¯ cos θ + y¯ sin θ),
are linear domain walls.
Curved domain walls will move towards the center of curvature at a rate proportional to 1/R. This
can be seen intuitively if we imagine each spin on the wall picking a sign based on a majority vote
of its neighbors. The rate can be computed by considering the special case of a circular domain.
Working in cylindrical coordinates, (9.65) becomes:
∂a¯
∂t¯
= (1− a¯2)a¯+ 1
2
∂2a¯
∂r¯2
+
1
2r¯
∂a¯
∂r¯
(9.41)
Here, (2r)−1∂a¯/∂r¯ is a perturbation to the 1D equation (9.25). Applying the same results used to
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compute the attraction of neighboring walls (Eq. (9.28)), the drift velocity is
v¯w = − 1
2r¯
(9.42)
For a circular domain of size r¯, this gives dr¯/dt = −1/2r¯, which implies a collapse time of T¯r¯ = r¯2.
This time only scales quadratically with the domain size – unlike the 1D case, where domains of size
L live for (1/48)e2L¯ time. As a result, the 2D Ising machine on an m × n lattice should reach the
ground state with high probability if allowed to run for O(m2, n2) time.
Figure 9.8 shows a simulation for b/b0 = 1.1 (T ≈ 100). The top-left plots correspond to linear
growth, which by t = 100 has saturated into domains. Locally, the domain walls migrate towards
their center of curvature, which the more tightly curved parts moving faster, following (9.42). This
can also be seen in the right plot, which superimposes the domain boundaries 23 time slices in
10 ≤ t ≤ 2000. Just after t = 2000, the system collapses into the ferromagnetic state.
9.4.2 Frustrated Chains and Lattices
In frustrated Ising models, different couplings compete and the resulting spin structure can be
much richer than simple (anti-)ferromagnetism. Most systems in classical and quantum physics
involve frustration to some degree. Moreover, frustration is a intimately connected to computational
complexity; while non-frustrated Ising problems are trivial to solve, frustration makes the problem
NP-hard in general [Bar82].
The simplest way to introduce frustration to the 1D Ising chain is to cascade two 1-bit delays, one
with phase 0 (beamsplitter r =
√
J1) and one with phase pi (r =
√
J2). (This requires tunable
beamsplitters, but the tuning only needs to happen on slow timescales.) During the linear growth
0 π
FM
AF
AF
AF
J1 > J2
J2 > J1
Figure 9.9: Cascade of ferro- and antiferromagnetic couplings creates a frustrated spin chain.
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stage, the round-trip gain is:
a(t+ 1) = G
1
2 (b/b0−1)
0 [ai(t) + (J1 − J2)ai−1(t)− J1J2ai−2(t)] (9.43)
The nearest-neighbor coupling is ferromagnetic if J1 > J2, antiferromagnetic if J2 > J1, but in either
case it wants to align next-nearest neighbors. This conflicts with the next-nearest term in (9.43),
causing frustration. (The case J1 = J2 is special because the nearest-neighbor term cancels out. In
this case, the even and odd spins decouple, so the chain can be “unwrapped” into two independent
(antiferromagnetic) chains of size N/2).
Because of the time-invariant couplings, the eigenvectors will be Fourier modes. For Fourier mode
k, we have:
Gk ≡
∣∣∣∣ a˜k(t+ 1)a˜k(t)
∣∣∣∣2 = Gb/b0−10 [1− 4J1(1− J1) sin2(k/2N)] [1− 4J2(1− J2) cos2(k/2N)] (9.44)
There are three distinct possibilities:
1. Gk decreasing for all k ∈ [0, pi]. Maximum at k = 0. Ferromagnetic order at growth stage.
2. Gk increasing on k ∈ [0, pi]. Maximum at k = Npi. Antiferromagnetic order at growth stage.
3. Gk non-monotonic. Maximum for some k ∈ (0, Npi). Frustrated system at growth stage.
Examining the first derivatives of Gk at x = {0, 1}, we deduce that:
J2(1− J2) < J1(1− J1)
1 + 4J1(1− J1) ⇔ Ferromagnetic
J1(1− J1) < J2(1− J2)
1 + 4J2(1− J2) ⇔ Antiferromagnetic (9.45)
Figure 9.10 (left plot) illustrates the phase diagram defined by (9.45).
For weak couplings, there is a clear boundary between ferro- and antiferromagnetic behavior. But
for strong couplings, we get this interesting “frustrated” regime. It’s not hard to show that, in the
frustrated regime, the k with maximum gain is:
kmax = cos
−1
(
J1(1− J1)− J2(1− J2)
4J1(1− J1)J2(1− J2)
)
(9.46)
Note that this is only defined in the frustrated region; elsewhere kmax is 0 or pi depending on whether
the dominant coupling is ferro- or antiferromagnetic.
Frustration increases the threshold beyond b0, the uncoupled OPO threshold. The gain at pump b
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Figure 9.10: Left: phase diagram for the frustrated chain. Contours of kmax shown in white. Red
stars correspond to plots on the right. Right: Ising machine output as the couplings J1 and J2 are
varied.
for the dominant mode is calculated to be:
Gmax =

G
b/b0−1
0 [1− 4J2(1− J2)] FM
G
b/b0−1
0 [1− 4J1(1− J1)] AF
G
b/b0−1
0
(J1(1−J1)+J2(1−J2)−4J1(1−J1)J2(1−J2))2
4J1(1−J1)J2(1−J2) Frustrated
(9.47)
The gain still varies exponentially with b. One can define the frustrated threshold b′0 such that
Gmax(b
′
0) = 1, and threshold gain G
′
0 = Gmax(0)
−1. In terms of these quantities, the gain at kmax
varies as Gmax = (G
′
0)
b/b′0−1, in analogy to (9.13)
The right plots in Figure 9.10 show the transition from ferromagnetic to antiferromagnetic order as
one passes through the frustration region in parameter space. First, the ferromagnetic domains give
way to an oscillatory order parameter, whose wavelength decreases until it starts to approximate
antiferromagnetic order. Eventually this leads to the antiferromagnetic domains in the lower-right
plot. The J1 > J2 and J2 > J1 regimes are related by a symmetry: replacing J1 ↔ J2 and
ai → (−1)iai, the equations of motion are unchanged.
Most of the theory developed above carries over to frustrated 2D lattices. The phase diagram in
Fig. 9.10 is unchanged, but now the Fourier modes in the growth stage have two wavenumbers kx, ky.
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Figure 9.11: Ising machine simulations (b/b′0 = 1.02, t = 1500) for frustrated system with J1, J2
ranging from mostly ferromagnetic (upper left) to mostly antiferromagnetic (bottom right)
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It is not hard to show that the mode gain is:
Gk = G
b/b0−1
0
[
1− 4J1(1− J1) sin2(kx/2N)
] [
1− 4J2(1− J2) cos2(kx/2N)
]
× [1− 4J1(1− J1) sin2(ky/2N)] [1− 4J2(1− J2) cos2(ky/2N)] (9.48)
There are four frequencies that maximize Gk are (kmax, kmax), (−kmax,−kmax), (kmax,−kmax),
(−kmax, kmax). These create upper and lower diagonal “stripes” (see Fig. 9.11). These striped
domains compete with each other and form domains with domain walls in the frustrated region.
In addition to the stripes, Figure 9.11 shows some interesting behavior in and near the frustrated
zone. At J1 = J2, one finds a doubling of the unit cell and three domain types appear to exist:
stripes with k = (±pi/2,±pi/2) and checkerboards. One should not read too much into this, because
there is no nearest-neighbor coupling in this system, meaning it is equivalent to four 50× 50 lattices
with antiferromagnetic coupling, interleaved in both x and y directions.
Near the frustration transition, the lattice forms filaments of opposite phase. The ferromagnetic
domain walls are subject to two nearly-equal opposing forces: nearest-neighbor interactions want
to shrink and circularize the walls, as per Fig. 9.8; on the contrary, the next-nearest neighbor
effect wants to create striped order in the system. The resulting structure is not unlike that of the
manganites, where opposite phases coexist and percolate into each other [Dag13,N+02].
9.5 XY Machine Based on OPO
In statistical physics, the XY model refers to a network of spins ~σi ∈ R2, |~σ2i | = 1, with the
Hamiltonian U(σ) = − 12
∑
ij Jij~σi · ~σj . Each spin has a continuous U(1) degree of freedom, rather
than being discrete-valued. It could equivalently be formulated in terms of angles, with ~σi =
Pump Nonlinearity
a3
ci, di
Im Im Im
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b3
a2
b2
a1
b1
ωd
ωc
ωa
ωb
Figure 9.12: Diagram of a time-multiplexed XY machine based on nondegenerate four-wave mixing.
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(cosφi, sinφi) living in a potential
U(φ) = −1
2
∑
ij
Jij cos(φi − φj) (9.49)
Nondegenerate OPOs also have a U(1) degree of freedom above threshold. As a result, it is natural
to map XY dynamics onto a nondegenerate OPO.
9.5.1 Gain Equations
Consider a non-degenerate fiber OPO based on the four-wave mixing process ωa + ωb ↔ ωc + ωd
(Fig. 9.12).
da
dz
=
1
2
γb∗cd− 1
2
αa
dc
dz
= −1
2
γabd∗ − 1
2
αc (9.50)
db
dz
=
1
2
γa∗cd− 1
2
αb
dd
dz
= −1
2
γabc∗ − 1
2
αd (9.51)
The pump fields c and d do not resonate. We can assume without loss of generality that they are
real. The signal experiences gain when the phases of a and b are equal and opposite, that is ab ∈ R.
If (a, b) is a steady state in the OPO, so is (a eiφ, b e−iφ). Thus the nondegenerate OPO has a ring
of steady states, each with its own phase. The spin ~σi is represented with this phase.
Rescaling a, b, c, d, z to eliminate γ and α, the field equations are reduced to their canonical form.
Assuming ab ∈ R and real c, d:
d|a¯|
ds
= |b¯|c¯d¯, d|b¯|
ds
= |a¯|c¯d¯, dc¯
ds
= −|a¯||b¯|d¯, dd¯
ds
= −|a¯||b¯|c¯ (9.52)
To proceed further, one assumes that one of the pump fields is much stronger than the other:
|d|  |c|. This allows us to ignore depletion in d and treat d¯ as a constant. It is worth noting that
the resulting system (in the α = 0 limit) becomes equivalent to a χ(2) OPO, with 12γd→  the χ(2)
coupling parameter.
The general three- and four-wave mixing problems can be solved analytically in terms of Jacobi
elliptic functions [ABDP62, Che89, CS89]. Generally, two limits are of interest for OPOs: singly-
and doubly-resonant.
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Singly Resonant Case
For the singly resonant OPO, the initial idler amplitude is zero. Following Armstrong et al. [ABDP62]
(Eq. 6.13) and including fiber and additional linear losses, the output signal is:
aout = ainG
−1/2
0
√
1 +
c2in
a2in
[
1− cd2
(
1
2
γdinLeff
√
a2in + c
2
in;
c2in
a2in + c
2
in
)]
(9.53)
where cd(x; v) is a Jacobi elliptic function. This linearizes for a c, d to aout = G−1/20 cosh( 12γcindinLeff)ain.
Since cavity losses are included here, the threshold c = c0 is defined so that aout = ain. The gain
above threshold is:
G = cosh
(
c
c0
cosh−1(G1/20 )
)2
(9.54)
Doubly Resonant Case
If the signal and idler frequencies are similar enough and we don’t filter one of them out, they
will propagate through the cavity with the same Q factor. As a result, a and b will have the
same magnitude. If, furthermore, the overall phase is stabilized, then we have a = b∗. All modes
orthogonal to the a = b∗ subspace experience loss in the gain medium, and can be ignored.
Setting bin = a
∗
in amounts to equating the constants of motion A,B. Equations (9.52) reduce to
da¯/ds = d¯in a¯
√
c¯2in + a¯
2
in − a¯2. This matches Eq. (9.7) up to scaling factors, so the input-output
relation is analogous. Converting to the form (9.9), we have:
aout = ainG
1
2
√
a2in+c
2
in/c0
0
1 + (G√a2in+c2in/c00 − 1)1−
√
1− (ain/
√
a2in + c
2
in)
2
2
−1 (9.55)
Linearizing (9.55) for small input fields, we find aout = G
c/2c0
0 ain. Thus the (power) gain for the
waveguide pumped above threshold is the same as in the degenerate case:
G = G
c/c0
0 (9.56)
Going to third order in ain, it is not hard to derive the XY version of Eq. (9.12), valid when the
pump is near threshold:
aout = ain
√
G/G0
[
1− G− (1 + logG)
4
|ain|2
c2
+O
(
(ain/b)
4
)]
(9.57)
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As in the degenerate case, quantum noise can be modeled by adding vacuum fluctuations to the
input pump fields ci,in → ci,in + w(c)i , din → di,in + w(d)i (and idler bin → bi,in + w(b)i , if the system
is singly resonant) and treating the loss in signal as a lumped element after the gain medium:
ai,out → ai,out +
√
1− 1/G0w(a)i (plus bi,out → bi,out +
√
1− 1/G0w(b)i if doubly resonant). As
before, w is a discrete-time noise process with vacuum statistics: 〈w∗w〉 = 12 .
In the rest of this chapter, I assume a doubly-resonant OPO for concreteness. Because the signal
and idler amplitudes are equal, the results are analytically more tractable. But it is worth noting
that the same calculations could be done using the singly-resonant results above.
9.5.2 Couplings
Tracing the paths in the canonical delay-line diagram (Fig. 9.2), vacuum enters the cavity through the
first beamsplitter. The transmitted beam passes along the cavity without delay, while the reflected
beam is delayed by one pulse spacing, contributing to ai+d instead. There are five parameters:
r, t, r′, t′, φ, which can in principle vary in time.
ai → tit′iai + rir′i−deiφiai−d +
(
tiriw
(J)
i + riti−de
iφw
(J)
i−d
)
(9.58)
Couplings will be more difficult to implement in the doubly-resonant regime because both signal
and idler fields propagate with separate parameters r, t, r′, t′, φ. To maintain the condition a = b∗
the beamsplitter coefficients must be the same and the phases must be opposite:
ai → tit′iai + rir′i−deiφiai−d +
(
tiriw
(J,a)
i + riti−de
iφw
(J,a)
i−d
)
bi → tit′ibi + rir′i−de−iφibi−d +
(
tiriw
(J,b)
i + riti−de
−iφw(J,b)i−d
)
(9.59)
9.6 1D and 2D XY Models
Like the Ising machine, the XY machine is a dynamical system whose motion can be divided into
two stages. In the growth stage, quantum fluctuations are amplified from the vacuum. The modes
that are amplified the most are the largest eigenvalues of the coupling matrix Jij . The growth
stage runs for a time T = O((c− c0)−1); the longer T , the more the state is resolved to the largest
eigenvectors. In the Kuramoto stage, the spin amplitude saturates and the system follows Kuramoto-
model dynamics, which may be highly nonlinear. After a while, it relaxes to a local minimum of the
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potential (9.49).
Both 1D and 2D XY models are intimately connected to the topology of U(1). Since the first
homotopy group of the d-dimensional torus is pi1(Td) = Zd, local minima are given by winding states
which can be characterized by d winding numbers w1, w2, . . . wd for the d dimensions [Nak03]. In
addition, in d ≥ 2 dimensions, topologically protected vortices can form, which in thermal systems
give rise to the Berezinskii-Kosterlitz-Thouless (BKT) vortex-pair transition [KT73].
9.6.1 1D Chain
A ferromagnetic 1D chain is realized with a single delay line of phase 0; see Sec. 9.2. The linear
dynamics of ai(t) are the same as for the Ising model: working in the Fourier basis a˜k(t), the system
of difference equations diagonalizes. The initial quantum noise is amplified to macroscopic values. At
the saturation time T = (c/c0− 1)−1 log(Nsat)/ log(G0), these Fourier modes have mean amplitude:
√
〈|a˜k(T )|2〉 =
√
Nsate
−2r2t2T (pik/N)2 (9.60)
This has a correlation length x0 =
√
2T rt. The only difference here is both quadratures of a
experience gain in the XY model. After the growth stage, the amplitude ai quickly saturates, but
the phase is still free to move. Assuming ai(t) = asate
iφi(t), the phase is found to follow the difference
equation:
φi(t+ 1) =
[
t2φi + r
2φi−1
]
(9.61)
Equation (9.61) is a linear equation with the boundary condition φN = φ0 + 2mpi. As in the growth
stage, the best way to solve it is to use a Fourier series:
φx =
mx
N
+
∑
k
φke
2piikx/N (9.62)
Note that (9.61) and (9.19) are the same up to the constant gain term. Thus the eigenvalues for the
φk will be:
λk =
φi(t+ 1)
φi(t)
= t2 + r2e−2piik/N = e−
1
2 (rt)
2(2pik/N)2︸ ︷︷ ︸
diffusion
eir
2(2pik/N)︸ ︷︷ ︸
drift
(9.63)
The steady state will be a state of constant winding φx = mx/N . For m = 0 this is the global
minimum for the XY potential, for m 6= 0 an excited local minimum. For sufficiently long chains,
where N  x0, the parts of the chain separated by & x0 are uncorrelated, so on these length-scales,
the phase executes a random walk. Thus the average number of windings is normally distributed
about zero, with a standard deviation that goes as 〈m2〉1/2 ≈ 0.232√N/x0 (the constant must be
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Figure 9.13: Left: Fourier modes |a˜k(t)| for a 100-spin XY machine simulation. Right: average
winding number 〈m2〉1/2, with the fit 0.232√N/x0.
determined numerically).
Note the two timescales in this problem. The first is the growth-stage time. If we want to reach
the global minimum, the growth stage must be long enough for x0 ≈ N . Since x0 =
√
2Trt, this
constrains the growth-stage time to be T & (N/rt)2. On the other hand, just to reach a local
minimum, we must wait long enough in the Kuramoto stage for the phase excitations φk to decay
to zero – this takes O(N/rt)2 time as well. So no matter what kind of minimum we want, global or
local, we must wait O(N/rt) time, but to get the global minimum, this must happen in the growth
stage, when the field is weak compared to saturation.
Another important thing to note is that the precise form of the nonlinear input-output map ain →
aout does not matter. In the growth stage, this map is linearized so all that matters is the gain, which
determines the saturation time. In the Kuramoto stage, since the amplitude saturates much more
rapidly than the phase dynamics, the equation for φi does not even depend on the gain element.
This seems to suggest that all XY machines are equivalent when it comes to solving the 1D Ising
problem.
9.6.2 2D Lattice
As far as local minima are concerned, the 2D lattice is just like a 1D chain in two directions. The spins
are indexed by two coordinates ai,j with the connections ai,i → ai,i+1, ai,i → ai+1,i (Sec. 9.4.1) and
the equilibrium solutions are states of constant winding number: ax,y = e
i(mxx+myy). The growth
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stage is also analogous: the Fourier amplitudes grow according to (9.60) so that the autocorrelation
is e−(x
2+y2)/2x20 .
Having saturated the amplitude and thus reached the Kuramoto stage, the 2D model becomes
quite different. Topological vortex defects form and the dynamics are dominated by inter-vortex
interactions.
Vortex Shape, Frequency
For an infinite lattice, an isolated vortex is a stable solution to the round-trip equations of the OPO.
Following the analysis leading to (9.18) and (9.39), which is applicable in the near-threshold limit,
the round-trip equations can be rewritten as a nonlinear PDE with gain and diffusion:
∂a
∂t
=
[
logG0
2
(c/c0 − 1)− G0 − (1 + logG0)
4
|a|2
c20
]
a+
r2(1− r2)
2
[
∂2a
∂ξ2x
+
∂2a
∂ξ2y
]
(9.64)
where ξx = x − r2t, ξy = y − r2t. This differs from (9.39) only in that a is complex-valued here.
Setting a¯ = a−10 a, x¯ = (x− vt)/`, y¯ = (y− vt)/`, t¯ = t/τ , this equation is converted to its canonical
form:
∂a¯
∂t¯
= (1− |a¯|2)a¯+ 1
2
(
∂2a¯
∂x¯2
+
∂2a¯
∂y¯2
)
(9.65)
with the constants
a0 = c0
√
2
(c/c0 − 1) logG0
G0 − (1 + logG0) , ` =
√
2r2(1− r2)
(c/c0 − 1) logG0 ,
v = r2, τ =
2
(c/c0 − 1) logG0 (9.66)
Going to polar coordinates (r, φ), the vortex is the solution A(r)e±iφ with A(r) satisfying the dif-
ferential equation:
1
2
(
A′′ +
1
r
A′
)
+
(
1−A2 − 1
2r2
)
A = 0 (9.67)
It turns out that A(r) ≈ tanh(r) is a good approximation for the amplitude. This comes from the
fact that tanh(r) is a solution to (9.67) if the A′/2r and A/2r2 terms are ignored, and these terms
nearly cancel out for the solution tanh(r).
To calculate the number of vortices at time T , one finds the probability that the phase winds 2pi
around one unit cell of the lattice. Defining asq = [aP , aQ, aR, aS ] as the pulse amplitudes for four
corners of any lattice cell, clockwise ordered, the joint probability is a Gaussian with the covariance
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Figure 9.14: Phase (left) and amplitude (right) for 2D XY model with vortices.
matrix:
〈
asqa
T
sq
〉
=

1 e−1/2x
2
0 e−1/x
2
0 e−1/2x
2
0
e−1/2x
2
0 1 e−1/2x
2
0 e−1/x
2
0
e−1/x
2
0 e−1/2x
2
0 1 e−1/2x
2
0
e−1/2x
2
0 e−1/x
2
0 e−1/2x
2
0 1
 (9.68)
In the near-threshold limit, x0  1. Conditioned on the mean value µsq = 14 (aP + aQ + aR + aS),
aˆsq ≡
√
2x0a is distributed as:
P (aˆsq|µ) = N

√
2x0µ

1
1
1
1
 ,

1 0 −1 0
0 1 0 −1
−1 0 1 0
0 −1 0 1

 (9.69)
up to terms small in the expansion in 1/x0. The probability P (vortex) depends only on ξ ≡ |
√
2x0µ|
and is maximal for ξ = 0, decaying to zero as ξ → ±∞. The vortex density is thus
nv ≡ P (vortex) =
∫
P (vortex|
√
2x0µ)P (µ)d
2µ ≈ 1
2x20
∫
P (vortex|ξ)ξ dξ ≈ 0.159
x20
(9.70)
The constant 0.159 in (9.70) must be determined numerically. The total number of vortices will be
Nnv, where N is the size of the lattice.
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Vortex Interactions
A single vortex is a stable fixed point of the near-threshold equations of motion (9.65). But if two
vortices are placed together, the solution is no longer stable. Far from the vortex cores |r| & `, the
field amplitude is constant and only its phase varies: A(x, y) = asate
iφ(x,y). The equation of motion
for φ(x¯, y¯) is:
∂φ
∂t¯
=
1
2
∇2φ (9.71)
One finds the vortex attraction in a manner analogous to Eq. (9.28) (for 1D domain-wall attraction).
For the solution φz(x¯, y¯) = Im[log((x¯− z¯) + iy¯)− log((x¯+ z¯) + iy¯)], which is parameterized by the
separation 2z, all perturbations decay rapidly except the translation modes ∂φz/∂x¯, ∂φz/∂y¯, and
the attraction mode ∂φz/∂z¯ = x¯ ∂φz/∂x¯. The vortex attraction can be computed:
v¯vort = −
[∫
∂φ
∂z¯
∂φ
∂z¯
dx¯dy¯
]−1 ∫
∂φ
∂t¯
∂φ
∂z¯
dx¯dy¯ (9.72)
The first term is an inertial term. One can compute it by noting that the “inertia” of two vortices
is roughly twice that of a single vortex, and for a single vortex,∫
∂φ
∂z¯
∂φ
∂z¯
dx¯dy¯ =
1
2
∫
(∇φ)2dx¯dy¯ = pi ln(R/r0) (9.73)
This is infinite for a single vortex when R→∞, consistent with the well-known fact that individual
vortices have infinite energy in the XY model. For a vortex pair at (z,−z) one can set R ≈ z. The
denominator r0 is set by the lattice size in the classical XY model, of the vortex size ` here. The
full inertial term will match up to a numerical factor: Api ln(z/r0).
The second term in (9.72) is a forcing term. Since ∂φ/∂t¯ = 12∇2φ, one can rewrite it in terms of
a potential, which may be calculated by methods of complex analysis; see Kosterlitz & Thouless
[KT73]: ∫
∂φ
∂t¯
∂φ
∂z¯
dx¯dy¯ = −1
4
d
dz
∫
(∇φ)2dx¯dy¯ = −1
4
d
dz¯
[
4pi ln
2z¯
r0
]
= −pi
z¯
(9.74)
Thus, the attraction speed for a vortex pair at (z,−z), and the lifetime for such a pair, is:
v¯vort ≈ 1
Az¯ ln(z¯/r0)
, T¯ =
A
2
z¯2
(
log(z¯/r0)− 12
)
(9.75)
In real units, T = τ T¯ , z = `z¯, so a coefficient τ/`2 appears on the right-hand side. This evaluates
to:
vvort =
r2(1− r2)
A
1
z ln(z/r0`)
, T =
A
r2(1− r2)z
2
(
log(z/r0`)− 12
)
(9.76)
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Right: vortex number as a function of time and pump power (t > Tsat in bold).
Unlike for domain walls, the vortex collision time scales only logarithmically with the pump, in
that ` renormalizes the cutoff length r0. It also scales polynomially with z, suggesting that for an
L × L lattice the system should reach the ground state (up to a winding number) in O(L2 logL)
time, similar to the O(L2) scaling found for 1D chains in Sec. 9.6.1. One can run 2D XY-machine
simulations with two-vortex initial conditions; the vortex attraction roughly follows (9.76) with the
parameters A ≈ 1.80, r0 ≈ 0.25.
Figure 9.15 illustrates the vortex interactions, albeit qualitatively. For a complex field of arbitrary
amplitude, one can define the vorticity as ∇a∗×∇a. The winding number around a loop (for which
the field has constant amplitude) equals the integral of the vorticity inside the loop. This vorticity
is plotted as a function of position and time, and the regions of nonzero vorticity correspond to
regions where the phase wraps by 2pi. Following the plots from left to right, one sees that vortices of
opposite vorticity are attracted to each other and eventually annihilate, consistent with the vortex
interaction picture sketched above.
The right plot shows the average number of vortices on a 100× 100 XY model for pump amplitudes
ranging from c/c0 = 1.01 to 1.50. In this plot, the “number of vortices” was defined as the number
of unit cells in which the phase winds by ±2pi. Well below saturation, when the field amplitudes are
random, the number of such “vortices” is very high. By the end of the growth stage, the vortex count
stabilizes at 0.159N/x20, consistent with Eq. (9.70). Thereafter the system enters the Kuramoto stage
and its dynamics are driven by vortex-vortex interactions. From (9.76), we expect that the number
of vortices should scale as Nv ∼ T−1 up to a logarithmic term; this explains the near-linear falloff
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of all of the curves on the log-log scale.
9.7 Conclusion
Although the Ising problem is quite old, the OPO-based Ising solver is a new idea. This chapter
presents the first comprehensive treatment of 1D and 2D ferromagnetic Ising and XY machines
based on this mechanism. The Ising machine differs from simulated and quantum annealing in that
the “spins” are not bits or qubits, but rather optical states in an OPO. The dynamics of this OPO
network can be simulated using semiclassical equations derived from the truncated Wigner method.
Previous papers modeled the Ising machine as a network of coupled cavities and derived continuous-
time equations of motion for the state [HYKU15, UTY11, WMW+13]. In the time-multiplexed
picture (Fig. 9.1), that approach is only valid when the cavity has high finesse (G0 ≈ 1) and the
round-trip coupling between pulses is weak (r  1). Thus, the coupled-cavity model is not accurate
for high-gain systems like those at RIKEN [Tak14,TMH+16], NTT [IIH+16] and Stanford [MM+].
On the other hand, high-gain systems are advantageous because they are faster and more resilient
to experimental noise and loss.
In this chapter, we derive a more general approach which holds for cavities of arbitrary finesse and
coupling. The truncated Wigner picture is used and the state is described by semiclassical pulse
amplitudes ai(t), where i is the pulse index and t is the discrete time (round-trip number). This
state satisfies a set of difference equations (Eqs. (9.6, 9.9, 9.11)) that relate ai(t+ 1) to ai(t). These
equations reduce to the continuous-time equations in the high-finesse limit G0 → 1, r → 0.
Both 1D and 2D Ising chains were simulated using this model. The dynamics of the Ising machine
can be broken into two stages: a growth stage (Sec. 9.2.1) in which the field amplitudes are far below
saturation, and a saturation stage (Sec. 9.2.2), by which most of the OPO amplitudes have saturated.
During the growth stage, the OPO amplitudes start from random values and grow linearly, with
longer-wavelength Fourier modes growing the fastest. This induces correlations between nearby
OPOs, forming ferromagnetic domains after saturation. During the saturation stage, these domains
evolve, and the attraction of nearby domain walls causes smaller domains to annihilate.
We used this model to compute basic statistical quantities in 1D: the correlation function R(x),
correlation length x0, defect density nd, domain length distribution P (`), and success probability
Ps. In the Ising machine, these all depend on the time to saturation T (which is a function of
pump rate) and the coupling mirror parameters r, t; for the thermal model they are functions of the
coupling J and effective temperature 1/β. Experimental data from Inagaki et al. [IIH+16] match
closely with our numerical predictions.
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The dynamics depend strongly on dimension. For the 1D chain, the domain lifetime scales exponen-
tially with domain size, so one can say that after the growth stage, the domain structure “freezes
out”, and will not relax to the ferromagnetic ground state unless one waits an exponentially long
time. Conversely, in the 2D case this lifetime scales as the size squared, since domain walls are
curved and always move towards their center of curvature (Sec. 9.4.1). Thus, long-range order is
established in O(L2) time for an L× L lattice, and all domain walls are eventually destroyed.
Ising simulations for frustrated 1D and 2D systems were also studied. In this case, the Fourier modes
with maximum gain have nonzero k, giving rise to periodic order in the final state (Fig. 9.10). In 2D,
one finds two competing phases of periodic order: up- and down-diagonal stripes, which compete
with each other, analogous to the competition between up- and down-states in the Ising model
(Fig. 9.11).
We also studied a related OPO network, the coherent XY machine. This device uses a network of
non-degenerate OPOs to find the ground state of the XY potential. If the XY machine is based on
pulses in a high-gain cavity with strong couplings (Fig. 9.12), one obtains a similar set of difference
equations, this time for both signal and idler fields. As before, if we take the limit G0 → 1, r → 0,
this reduces to the continuous-time coupled-cavity model studied elsewhere.
For 1D XY systems, the only possible topological defect is the winding number. In O(N2) time,
the system always relaxes to a state with constant winding. Before this “smoothing out”, winding
can be treated as a random walk per unit length, and the winding number has a Gaussian with
standard deviation that goes as N1/2. For 2D systems, vortex defects form, analogous to the BKT
transition [KT73]. In contrast to BKT, vortices in the XY machine are formed through the OPO
growth / saturation process, not thermally; thus their distribution is very different.
It is hoped that our results for these simple models will shed insight into Ising machines more
generally. From the results above, a few things stand out:
1. As an “algorithm”, the Ising machine is behaving like a convex relaxation technique. Dividing
the dynamics into growth and saturation stages makes this more obvious. During the growth
stage, the eigenmodes of the coupling matrix Cij grow at different rates and the machine tends
toward the dominant eigenmode. This is solving the maximum eigenvalue problem, which has a
single local minimum and is solvable in polynomial time (although it is not technically convex).
However, this eigenmode may not be a valid Ising state, so during the saturation stage, the
system relaxes into a valid state as the pulse amplitudes saturate.
2. Unlike simulated annealing, randomness does not appear to play a major role in this algorithm.
While random noise seeds the initial state, most of the subsequent dynamics is deterministic
because the field amplitudes are far above the quantum level. When the system reaches a local
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minimum in the saturation stage, it is unable to “tunnel” out (in either a classical or quantum
sense) because the photon number is so high.
3. Even “trivial” problems can have long-lived metastable states (e.g. domain walls) or local
minima (winding numbers). The current machine does not have a way to escape these minima,
since the noise is so small compared to the coherent amplitude at saturation. However, it
is equally worth mentioning that simulated annealing is not very efficient on the 1D chain,
requiring at least O(N2) time to converge. For the Ising machine, the convergence time is also
O(N2), if this time is spent during the growth stage.
While so far only the 1D chain has studied experimentally, by adding extra delay lines, it is straight-
forward to extend current work to the 2D and frustrated cases. Moreover, the groups at Stan-
ford [MM+] and NTT [IIT+] are working towards machines with “all-to-all” connectivity via injection
and measurement feedback [HUY16]. The measurement-feedback theory is probably a straightfor-
ward extension of this work, with additional stochastic terms for detector, ADC/DAC and injection
noise. Beyond the scope of this work, the measurement-feedback approach is promising because it
can handle arbitrary spin networks, not just the 1D and 2D lattices of this chapter.
Chapter 10
Reduced Models for Pulsed OPOs
This chapter is based on the following paper:
• R. Hamerly. A. Marandi, M. Jankowski, M. M. Fejer, Y. Yamamoto and H. Mabuchi, “Reduced
models and design principles for half-harmonic generation in synchronously-pumped optical
parametric oscillators” (in preparation)
The optical parametric oscillator (OPO) is an indispensable tool in nonlinear optics. As a lightsource,
it benefits from the broadband χ(2) nonlinearity, allowing it to produce light at near- and mid-
IR frequencies [MIJB16], an essential resource for molecular spectroscopy [Par12a], high-harmonic
generation [PCP+12] and dielectric laser accelerators [PSE+13]. From an optical logic standpoint,
since the χ(2) effect is much stronger than the χ(3) effect, nonlinearity (and thus computation) can
be achieved with much lower powers. Recently, networks of OPOs have been proposed as tools for
combinatorial optimization [WMW+13, MWT+14] and machine learning [TM15b]. Integrated χ(2)
photonics is rapidly maturing and recent success with LiNbO3 waveguides [JJ91,KFM
+98,IYY+03,
RLKF04,CLV+16] and microstructures [PHSG12,RMC+14,GPR+07,LXF+15] in particular suggest
that large-scale, integrated OPO systems are feasible in the near future.
Since optical nonlinearities are most pronounced at strong field intensities, and field intensity is
enhanced in pulsed mode, there has been a growing interest in the synchronously-pumped OPO
(SPOPO), in which the pump is a train of ultrashort pulses synchronized to the round-trip time of
the cavity [VD95]. Highly nonlinear effects can take place at modest average powers. SPOPOs are
used for numerous applications including pulse compression [KAS94, MLFB15], frequency-domain
entanglement generation [RDAJ+14], cluster-state preparation [YUA+13] and coherent computing
[MWT+14, Tak14]. On the other hand, SPOPOs have far more degrees of freedom than their
continuous-wave counterparts, so modeling them and predicting their behavior is a challenge.
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This chapter discusses computationally efficient schemes for modeling degenerate SPOPOs. Pulse
dynamics in a SPOPO is a competition between three effects: χ(2) nonlinearity, dispersion, and
group-velocity mismatch (temporal walkoff). Section 10.1 introduces the physical system and its
equations of motion. These equations can be solved numerically using a split-step Fourier method
(which can easily be scaled to multicore / GPU architectures for performance), giving rise to a
discrete round-trip Ikeda-like map for the pulse amplitude [Ike79]. While this numerical model is
accurate and agrees with experiments, it is computationally costly to run, particularly for guided-
wave systems with large temporal walkoff.
Sections 10.2-10.5 derive approximate, physically-motivated reduced models for the SPOPO sys-
tem. These models reduce the OPO simulation time by several orders of magnitude, but within
their respective regimes of operation, give steady-state pulse shapes and dynamical behavior that
match the full numerical model. The resulting computational speedup is particularly useful for large
simulations of many OPOs in parallel – for example, large-scale Ising or XY machines based on
time-multiplexed OPO networks [TMH+16, IIH+16,HII+]. Moreover, these models facilitate device
optimization and robustness studies, by allowing the designer to simulate a SPOPO with a wide
range of test parameters. Finally, these models shed analytic and physical insight into the dynamics
of SPOPOs.
In Section 10.2, I derive a linearized model based on an eigenmode expansion. The eigenmodes and
their eigenvalues are computed, and related to analytic formulae that reveal a power-law scaling in
the steady-state signal pulse width as a function of pump pulse width, dispersion and single-pass
gain. Section 10.3 extends this model by treating pump depletion to first order in perturbation
theory, leading to equations with cubic terms that resemble the Langevin equations for continuous-
wave OPOs [KD91]. This model accurately predicts the oscillation threshold, power efficiency, signal
pulse shape, and stability for the SPOPO near threshold.
An ansatz based on the simulton solution in a χ(2) waveguide [ACD+68, Tri96] is presented in
Section 10.4. By postulating a sech-shaped signal pulse, effects of the pump shape, dispersion, and
nonlinearity all map onto a set of ODE’s for the amplitude, centroid and width of the sech pulse.
This ansatz restricts the range of validity compared to Sec. 10.3 (although it can also be valid well
above threshold, where the eigenmode treatment fails [JMI+]), but it is physically more intuitive
and sheds more light into the pulse dynamics.
In the opposite regime well above threshold, Section 10.5 obtains an analytic form by ignoring
dispersion. The result is a box-shaped pulse whose width is a function of the pump amplitude
and whose spectrum approximates a sinc-function. We note that this section is a generalization
of [BKPS74] to the case of nonzero walkoff.
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Pump b(t) χ(2) nonlinearity
Signal a(t)
Dispersion
Out-coupler
Figure 10.1: Typical synchronously pumped OPO design.
While the results of this chapter are general and apply to any degenerate SPOPO with dispersion
and temporal walkoff, for concreteness we consider a guided-wave PPLN OPO with a fiber cavity,
implemented in [MLFB15,MM+], as an example system.
10.1 The Synchronously Pumped OPO
Figure 10.1 sketches the design. The degenerate, synchronously pumped OPO consists of a cavity
with a nonlinear χ(2) medium, an output coupler, and a lumped dispersion element (for all dispersion
excluding the χ(2) medium). In isolation, the χ(2) medium is an amplifier, and the feedback loop
created by the cavity turns it into an oscillator. As a concrete example, in the fiber-coupled OPO
in [MLFB15], the χ(2) medium is a PPLN waveguide and the dispersive element is the optical fiber.
10.1.1 Equations of Motion
Propagation through the OPO is a two-step process: (1) nonlinear χ(2) medium and (2) linear
dispersion element. The waveguide dynamics are governed by a pair of PDE’s. To derive these
equations, first write the electric field in terms of slowly-varying amplitudes [Boy03,Agr07]
~E(z, t) = Ea ~ET,a(x, y)ei(β¯az−ω¯t)a(z, t)
−iEb ~ET,b(x, y)ei(β¯bz−2ω¯t)b(z, t) + c.c. (10.1)
where a(z, t) and b(z, t) are the envelope functions for the pump and signal. Here z is the prop-
agation direction and ~ET,a, ~ET,b are normalized transverse mode profiles. The constants Ea,b =√
~ωa,b/2n(ωa,b)0c are chosen so that
∫ |a|2dt, ∫ |b|2dt correspond to the pump and signal photon
number. Applying Maxwell’s equations to (10.1) and adding dispersion and a χ(2) nonlinearity, the
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envelope functions evolve as follows:
∂a
∂z
=
[
−αa
2
− iβ
(a)
2
2!
∂2
∂t2
+
β
(a)
3
3!
∂3
∂t3
+ . . .
]
a+  a∗b (10.2)
∂b
∂z
=
[
−αb
2
− u ∂
∂t
− iβ
(b)
2
2!
∂2
∂t2
+
β
(b)
3
3!
∂3
∂t3
+ . . .
]
b− 1
2
 a2
(10.3)
where αa,b are the waveguide losses, u = (β
(b)
1 −β(a)1 ) = (va− vb)/vavb is the walkoff (group-velocity
mismatch), and  =
(
2ωEbdeff/n(ω)c
) ∫
E2T,aET,bdxdy is the nonlinear coefficient. Equations (10.2-
10.3) reveal that the dynamics is a competition between three effects:
1. Nonlinearity: second-harmonic generation and parametric gain when pulses overlap in time
2. Dispersion: short pulses are spread out and chirped
3. Walkoff (group velocity mismatch): pump and signal move with respect to each other, limiting
the duration of their overlap
Previous studies of this problem have either ignored the walkoff or treated it as a perturbation
[BKPS74,CL90], or have focused on the high-finesse limit when the single-pass PPLN gain is small
[PTFDV10, DVPTF06, RDAJ+14]. Equations (10.2-10.3) generalize these results to the high-gain,
large-walkoff case that is more commonplace when long χ(2) crystals and/or ultrashort pulses are
used [MWT+14,MIJB16].
Similar equations can be derived from a quantum model for the χ(2) system [RDC91, WD97]. The
procedure is similar to that used for optical fibers [DC01], but in the resulting equations, the roles
of z and t are swapped. These quantum equations are equivalent to (10.2-10.3) under reasonable
assumptions.
For very short or high-power pulses, (10.2-10.3) become inaccurate and higher-order effects such as
χ(3) and Raman scattering must be included. Moreover, pulses spanning more than one octave merit
special treatment as the slowly-varying envelope approximation breaks down [PLP+11,Phi12]; these
are beyond the scope of this work.
To solve Eqs. (10.2-10.3), I employ the split-step Fourier method [Agr07]. First, a sampling window
[0, T ] is defined, with T is large enough that all of the dynamics happens inside the window. One
can express the field in terms of a Fourier series a(z, t) = T−1/2
∑
m am(z)e
−imΩt (and likewise for
b), where Ω = 2pi/T and m is the Fourier index. The dispersive terms in (10.2-10.3) are propagated
in the frequency domain, while the nonlinear terms are propagated in the time domain. Since most
of the computation time is spent performing FFT’s to go between time and frequency domains, I
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Table 10.1: Parameters for PPLN waveguide OPO
[MLFB15,MM+] used as example in this chapter
Term Meaning Value
λa Pump, Signal λ 1.5 µm, 0.75 µm
L Waveguide Length 40 mm
αa, αb Waveguide Loss 0.00691 mm
−1 a
u Walkoff 0.329 ps/mmb
Tp Pump Length 13.2 ps
c
β
(a)
2 Signal GVD 1.12× 10−4 ps2/mm
β
(a)
3 Signal TOD 3.09× 10−5 ps3/mm
β
(b)
2 Pump GVD 4.06× 10−4 ps2/mm
β
(b)
3 Pump TOD 2.51× 10−5 ps3/mm
 Nonlinearity 5.16× 10−5 ps1/2/mmd
G0 Cavity loss 3.33
e
Nb,0 Threshold Photons 1.94× 106 f
b0 Threshold Amplitude 3.84× 102 ps−1/2 g
a 0.3 dB/cm
b LiNbO3, extraordinary polarization
c Tp = Lu, matched to crystal walkoff length
d  =
√
2~ω η, where η = 1.0 W−1cm−2 is the normalized
conversion efficiency [PRK+02,LF07]
e 5-dB out-coupling loss.
f Nb,0 =
[
(αb/4)(e
αbL/2 − 1)−1 log(G0eαaL)
]2
g Nb,0 = Tpb
2
0
implemented the solver in CUDA [Cor] because of the substantial FFT speedup afforded by modern
GPUs [MA03,Sre12].
The second step, propagation through the dispersive element, is trivial because it is linear. Since
only the signal resonates in the setup (Fig. 10.1), each Fourier component acquires a constant loss
and phase shift am → G−1/20 eiφmam, with φm = φ0 + `λ2cΩm+ φ22! (Ωm)2 + . . .
The out-coupling loss G0 is the same for all modes, while the dispersion and walkoff terms give
different modes different phases. Here ` is the cavity length detuning (in units of half-wavelengths);
φ0 and ` are not independent: φ0 = pi` + const. The constant reflects the fact that zero detuning
may not correspond to a resonance peak. For signal pulses much longer than an optical cycle, this
constant can be neglected because it corresponds to a small, subwavelength repetition-rate mismatch.
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Figure 10.2: Left: Plot of output signal power Pb,out (in photons per round-trip) for 2-mm crystal,
no dispersion compensation (“free-space”). Right: Resonance plots of the power spectrum P (λ) for
4-cm crystal, no dispersion compensation, with normalized pump values p = 1.16, 1.10, 1.04 (top),
and spectrum for GVD-compensated cavity at p = 1.08 (bottom).
10.1.2 Numerical Results
Figure 10.2 shows some typical results for the simulations. The left plot gives the steady-state
OPO output power of the Pa,out, in units of photons per round-trip. This is proportional to the
photon number Na. If the cavity round-trip loss is O(1), the photon number will be different at the
beginning and end of the crystal: Na
∣∣
z=L
= G0Na
∣∣
z=0
. The output power, neglecting cavity losses
other than the out-coupler and χ(2) gain medium, is given by Pa,out = (G0 − 1)Na
∣∣
z=0
.
The figure shows a clear set of resonances called detuning peaks. At each detuning peak, the round-
trip phase φ0 is either 0 or pi, since both phases can be amplified by the crystal. There is an optimal
length detuning denoted ` = 0 for which the threshold is the lowest, which is understandable because
a nonzero ` creates a repetition-rate mismatch between the pump and signal, increasing the required
pump power. Adding a nonzero offset to the relation φ0 = pi`+ const shifts the detuning peaks, but
not the envelope; since the envelope is much larger than any peak, this does not have a significant
effect on Fig. 10.2. There is an asymmetry in the plot, where ` > 0 peaks have higher power if the
pump is strong enough; this is a result of walkoff and pump depletion that will be explained using
sech-pulse theory in Section 10.4.
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Another common figure will be the “resonance diagrams” on the top-right plot. These are plots of
the power spectrum P (λ) = |a(λ)|2 as a function of λ and cavity round-trip phase φ0. They show
how the steady-state spectrum varies within a detuning peak. As the pump power increases above
threshold, the resonance diagrams become increasingly structured. This structure will be explained
later in Sec. 10.5 in terms of box-shaped pulses that tend to form well above threshold.
Simulations are performed for many values of ` in parallel and sweeping p = b/b0, the pump nor-
malized to threshold; the stored output is a 3-dimensional array a(k, p, `). A typical run with 256
parallel simulations of 20000 round-trips each takes 15 hours with an Nvidia Tesla M2070 GPU.
Integrating |a|2 over k gives the power plot in Fig. 10.2. The resonance diagrams are p-slices of
|a|2. Each φ-slice of a resonance diagram is a spectrum. The lower-right figure shows the simulated
power spectrum for a 4-cm PPLN OPO with a GVD-compensated fiber. Experimental data are in
agreement with this result [MLFB15].
10.2 Linear Eigenmode Theory
In actively mode-locked lasers, the pulse shape is set by a competition between two forces: a resonant
cavity modulation confines the pulse in time, while the finite bandwidth of the gain medium confines
it in frequency [KS70, SK70, Hau00]. These effects give rise to a linear master equation for pulse
evolution, which can be solved as an eigenvalue problem, the dominant eigenmode (typically a
Gaussian) becoming the lasing mode.
The same story holds for SPOPOs. In this case, the finite pump length confines the signal in time,
while dispersion in the cavity and gain medium confines it in frequency [BKPS74, KAS94, KAS95].
Patera et al. followed a similar procedure for the SPOPO below threshold, linearizing the equations of
motion and diagonalizing them to obtain squeezing “supermodes” [DVPTF06,PTFDV10]. However,
their analysis was restricted to the low-gain, high-finesse case, which is not applicable here.
This section derives an eigenmode expansion that extends the work of Patera et al. to the high-gain
regime with walkoff, where waveguide-based SPOPOs typically operate. We do so using a split-step
procedure – a single round trip a(t;n)→ a(t;n+ 1) is divided up as follows:
1. Continuous-wave step: Solve equations with dispersion terms, but constant pump b(t) = bmax.
Result: a˜(δω)→ ∆(δω)a˜(δω) (Sec. 10.2.1)
2. Dispersionless step: Solve with pulsed pump b(t) − bmax (peak value subtracted), and no
dispersion terms. Result: a(t)→ Γ(t)a(t) (Sec. 10.2.2)
This is analogous to the split-step Fourier method used for the nonlinear Schro¨dinger equation
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[Agr07]. The key assumption that the pulse shape does not change much during a single step (“gain
without distortion ansatz”) is equally necessary here. This assumption tends to be true unless the
pump is far above threshold.
Combining the two steps, the pulse satisfies the following round-trip equation:
a(t;n+ 1) = Γ(t)∆(i ddt )a(t;n) (10.4)
Γ∆ is related to a Hermitian matrix by transformation, so this is diagonalizable and the eigenmodes
are found by solving the corresponding eigenvalue equation:
Γ(t)∆(i ddt )ak(t) = λkak(t) (10.5)
We can define a gain-clipping function G(t) ≡ log Γ(t) and a dispersion loss function D(δω) ≡
log(∆(δω)/∆max), where ∆max = maxδω∆(δω). Both of these functions are negative. Near thresh-
old, G(t), D(δω) 1 and we can obtain a master equation analogous to [Hau00]:
a(t;n+ 1) = ∆max
[
1 +G(t) +D(i ddt )
]
a(t;n) (10.6)
Again, one can convert (10.6) into an eigenvalue equation to extract the eigenmodes:
[
gcw +G(t) +D(i
d
dt )
]
ak(t) = gkak(t) (10.7)
Here gcw = log ∆max is the CW gain and gk = log λk is the eigenmode gain. Because of the negativity
of G and D, gk ≤ gcw for all eigenmodes.
10.2.1 Continuous Wave Step
To obtain the CW round-trip gain ∆(δω), consider the case of a signal as at frequency ω + δω and
idler ai at ω− δω. From these we define a+ = (as +a∗i )/2, a− = (as−a∗i )/2 (“real” and “imaginary”
parts of the field) and use (10.2-10.3), excluding pump depletion, to get:
da±
dz
=
(− 12αa ±  b) a± ∓ ( 12β2δω2) a∓ (10.8)
Unless the pump loss αbL is large, the pump remains relatively constant during the propagation; we
can replace it by its average value b→ b¯ ≈ bine−αbL/4. Equation (10.8) can then be solved by matrix
exponentiation. After exiting the gain medium, the field passes through the dispersion element and
is then re-inserted. There will be additional loss G
−1/2
0 due to out-coupling, and possibly additional
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delay and phase due to the cavity detuning. Thus, the reinserted field is related to the exiting field
by: as → G−1/20 ei(φ+ψ)as, ai → G−1/20 ei(φ−ψ)ai, where φ ≡ φ0 + 12φ2δω2 is the symmetric phase
shift, and ψ ≡ pi` as the asymmetric phase. The overall round-trip propagation of a± is:[
a+
a−
]
→ G−1/20 e−αaL/2eiψ
×
[
cosφ − sinφ
sinφ cosφ
]
︸ ︷︷ ︸
R(φ)
exp
([
 b¯ − 12β2δω2
1
2β2δω
2 − b¯
]
L
)
︸ ︷︷ ︸
M
[
a+
a−
]
(10.9)
This equation has two eigenvalues: λ±. The round-trip gain is the larger of the two. Note that
detR(φ) = detM = 1, so the product of the eigenvalues must equal G−10 e
−αaL, which is less
than one. Thus, at most one of the modes experiences gain. We now assume that the frequency
components of the pulse a(t) live primarily in the growing eigenmode, so that we can substitute
∆(δω) ≈ λ+(δω). This eigenvalue is:
∆(δω) ≈ λ+ = sign(T )G−1/20 e−αaL/2eiψ
[
|T |+
√
T 2 − 1
]
(10.10)
where T = 12Tr[R(φ)M ].
The pump can be written in terms of its normalized amplitude p, where p = 1 is the OPO threshold
for a CW source with the same peak intensity as b(t). Since the threshold depends on φ0, for
specificity we take the lowest threshold, when φ0 = 0, δω = 0:
b¯ = p b¯0, b¯0 =
1
2L
log(G0e
αaL) (10.11)
At p times above threshold, the maximum gain is at φ0 = 0, δω = 0, where dispersion effects
disappear:
maxφ0,δω∆(δω, φ0) = (G0e
αaL)p−1 (10.12)
Figures 10.3-10.5 compare the CW gain from Eq. (10.10) to numerical spectra. The frequency content
of the OPO signal lives within the frequency-gain window |∆(δω)| > 1, as expected, centered on the
resonance condition
φ0 +
1
2 (φ2 + β2L)︸ ︷︷ ︸
φ′2
δω2 = npi (10.13)
which essentially says that the line-of-center phase shift φ0 must be compensated by the total
(waveguide plus fiber) dispersion. The shape of the spectrum depends on independent factors,
which I will revisit in Sec. 10.5.
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Figure 10.3: Top: CW gain |∆(δω)| as a function of δλ = (−λ2/2pic)δω. Bottom: plot of power
spectral density P (λ) (in photons/nm2). White contour gives the threshold condition |∆| = 1.
PPLN OPO with L = 4 cm, no fiber.
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Figure 10.4: PPLN OPO, 1-m SMF-28e fiber (β2 = −1.58× 10−26 s2/m, β3 = 1.10× 10−40 s3/m).
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Figure 10.5: PPLN OPO, GVD-compensating fiber (φ2 = −4.49× 10−27 s2, φ3 = 5.14× 10−41 s3).
Approximate Forms
Equation (10.10) gives an accurate model of the CW round-trip gain, but it is cumbersome and it
would be helpful to have an approximate form that is easier to work with analytically.
Naturally, one expects the gain to be maximized when the fiber dispersion compensates the waveg-
uide dispersion, that is: φ0 +
1
2φ
′
2δω
2 = npi (with φ′2 = φ2 + β2L). There are two possible limits:
1. φ0φ
′
2 ≥ 0. This is the degenerate limit, because no value of δω can satisfy the phase relation.
We assume that a(t) is real when it exits the crystal. This is not exact (Eq. (10.8) assumes
a(t) can have arbitrary phase), but is approximately true because the amplification is phase-
sensitive.
Next, we treat the dispersion as a lumped element. Thus, a(t) entering the cavity has a phase
φ = φ0 +
1
2φ
′
2δω
2. Since we are only keeping track of the real part of the field as per the first
assumption, this amounts to a round-trip gain of:
∆(δω) ≈ ∆max cos
(
φ0 +
1
2φ
′
2δω
2
)
(10.14)
The cosine term can be expanded, giving an approximation for D(δω) = log(∆(δω)/∆max)
D(δω) ≈ −φ
′
2 tanφ0
2
δω2 − (φ
′
2 secφ0)
2
8
δω4 (10.15)
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2. φ0φ
′
2 < 0. This is the nondegenerate limit. We make the same assumptions as before, but
this time there exists a δω0 ≡
√−2φ0/φ′2 that satisfies the phase relation. At this frequency,
∆(δω) is (approximately) maximized. Expanding the formula (10.14) about that point, we
obtain:
D(δω) ≈ −|φ0φ′2|(δω − δω0)2 (10.16)
Section 10.2.3 makes use of Eqs. (10.14-10.16) to obtain an analytic form for the pulse shape.
10.2.2 Dispersionless Step
The dispersionless step treats Eqs. (10.2-10.3) without the dispersion terms with the residual pump
bin(t)−bmax (since b(t) = bmax was used in the continuous-wave pump, and we need to avoid double-
counting the gain). Since this section is about linear effects, we ignore pump depletion (but see
Sec. 10.3), so the pump integrates to (bin(t − uz) − bmax)e−αbz/2 (u = v−1b − v−1a is the temporal
walkoff) and Eq. (10.2) becomes:
∂a(z, t)
∂z
= −1
2
αaa(z, t) +  a(z, t)
∗(bin(t− uz)− bmax)e−αbz/2 (10.17)
We assume that a(z, t) is close to real, because the imaginary component experiences loss when
propagating through the waveguide. This is only approximate when there is dispersion (β2 6=
0, φ2 6= 0) or detuning (φ0 6= 0). Integrating (10.17) we obtain the input-output map:
a(t)→ exp
(∫ L
0
(bin(t− uz)−bmax)e−αbz/2dz
)
︸ ︷︷ ︸
Γ(t)
a(t) (10.18)
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Figure 10.6: Illustration of gain clipping. A train of femtosecond pulses (blue) are amplified by a
picosecond pump pulse (green).
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The gain-clipping function, defined after Eq. (10.5) as G(t) = log Γ(t), is:
G(t) =
∫ L
0
(bin(t− uz)− bmax)e−αbz/2dz (10.19)
This function is always negative, so the dispersionless step always gives rise to loss. We call this
effect “gain-clipping” because it results in a temporal localization of gain, and confines the pulse in
time.
The concept is illustrated in Figure 10.6. As a signal pulse propagates through the waveguide, it
walks through the pump. The pulse gain depends on the amount of pump that it passes through,
which in turn depends on the pulse’s position. Thus G(t) takes the form of an integral. For box
pulses whose duration matches the walkoff time in the crystal (Tp = Lu), it is given by:
G(t) ≈ − bmax
u
|t| = −p log(G0e
αaL)
2Tp
|t| (10.20)
The total gain in the split-step approximation is Γ(t)∆(k). Assuming a box pump and negligible
dispersion, we can replace ∆(k) = ∆max with (10.12) and thus the gain is
∆maxΓ(t) = exp
[
log(G0e
αaL)
2
(
(p− 1)− p |t|
Tp
)]
(10.21)
As Figure 10.7 shows, the pulse is confined to the positive gain (∆maxΓ(t) > 1). The signal pulses
become longer as the pump power is increased, since the gain window becomes larger the larger p.
But only the left half of the gain window is filled. This behavior will be explored in more detail in
Sec. 10.5, but in short is a result of walkoff and pump depletion: the right-side region only reaches
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the pump once it has been depleted by the left side, and is no longer sufficient for amplification. By
this reasoning, the pulse width is derived from (10.21) to be half the gain-window width:
Ts =
p− 1
p
Tp (10.22)
This result is consistent with the simulations. The agreement is strongest when the cavity dispersion
is weakest. As we add dispersion to the cavity, we filter out the high-frequency modes and force
a(t) to take a smoother waveform (Fig. 10.7, right plot). To model the case with dispersion we need
both Γ(t) and ∆(δω) – this will be done in the following section.
10.2.3 Shapes of Eigenmodes
Now that we have the gain-clipping and dispersion terms, Eqs. (10.10, 10.18), we are ready to find
the eigenmodes. There are two ways to do this: using Eq. (10.5) gives ak(t) exactly, along with the
round-trip gain gk ≡ log λk; however, this approach must be done numerically. Alternatively, one
can take the near-threshold approximation Eq. (10.7), and using analytic approximations for G(t),
D(i ddt ), obtain analytic expressions for the eigenmodes. The analytic method is presented first, and
compared to Eq. (10.5) and simulations in the following subsection.
Analytic Form, Degenerate Case (φ0φ
′
2 ≥ 0)
As the resonance diagrams in Figs. 10.3-10.5 make clear, there are two regimes of interest: degenerate
and non-degenerate. The OPO is degenerate when φ′2φ0 > 0, where φ
′
2 = φ2 +β2L (Eq. (10.13)). In
this case, using Eq. (10.7) and substituting (10.15) and (10.20) for the G(t) and D(i ddt ) respectively,
we find near threshold that a(t) gets mapped after one round trip to[
gcw− log(G0e
αaL)
2Tp
|t|︸ ︷︷ ︸
G(t)
+
φ′2 tanφ0
2
d2
dt2 − (φ
′
2 secφ0)
2
8
d4
dt4︸ ︷︷ ︸
D(i
d
dt )
]
a(t) (10.23)
and thus [gcw +G(t) +D(i
d
dt )]ak = gkak is the eigenvalue equation.
The general case is not solvable analytically, but usually one of the time-derivative terms is much
larger than the other, leading to one of two limits:
1. φ0 ∼ O(1). Since gk is small near threshold, both G(t) and D(i ddt ) must be small, and are
typically of the same order. But if (φ′2
d2
dt2 )a(t) ∼ O(gk)  1, then (φ′2 d
2
dt2 )
2a(t) ∼ O(g2k) 
(φ′2
d2
dt2 )a(t) and so the fourth-derivative term can be neglected. In this case (10.23) gives Airy’s
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k 0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7
ξk 1.02 2.34 3.25 4.09 4.82 5.52 6.16 6.79
ζk 0.97 2.36 3.56 4.66 5.71 6.70 7.66 8.59
Table 10.2: ξk and ζk used in Eqs. (10.24-10.27)
equation, with the solutions:
ak(t) = sign(t)
kAi
[(
Tpφ
′
2 tanφ0
log(G0eαaL)
)−1/3
|t| − ξk
]
(10.24)
gk = gcw − 1
2
(
φ′2 tanφ0
T 2p
log(G0e
αaL)2
)1/3
ξk (10.25)
where −ξk are the roots and extrema of the Airy function Ai(τ) (Table 10.2).
2. φ0 ≈ 0. In this case the second-derivative term is discarded because it goes as tanφ0. The
result is a fourth-order analog of Airy’s equation: d4y/dx4 + xy = 0, which has two linearly
independent solutions that satisfy the boundary conditions at |t| → ∞: R1(ζ), R2(ζ) (see
Eq. (10.29-10.30)). The solution is given by the linear combination
ak(t) = sign(ζ)
k
[
c1,kR1(|ζ| − ζk) + c2,kR2(|ζ| − ζk)
]
ζ ≡
(
Tp(φ
′
2)
2
4 log(G0eαaL)
)−1/5
t (10.26)
gk = gcw − 1
2
(
log(G0e
αaL)4(φ′2)
2
4T 4p
)1/5
ζk (10.27)
that satisfies the differentiability conditions at t = 0. This condition constrains ζk (and thus
gk), since these conditions can be reduced to finding a matrix null-space:
[
R′1(−ζk) R′2(−ζk)
R′′′1 (−ζk) R′′′2 (−ζk)
][
c1,k
c2,k
]
=0︸ ︷︷ ︸
k= 0,2,... (even solutions)
,
[
R1(−ζk) R2(−ζk)
R′′1 (−ζk) R′′2 (−ζk)
][
c1,k
c2,k
]
=0︸ ︷︷ ︸
k= 1,3,... (odd solutions)
(10.28)
The roots ζk are listed in Table 10.2. For reference, R1(ζ) and R2(ζ) can be expressed in terms of
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hypergeometric functions:
R1(ζ) = 0F3
(
; 25 ,
3
5 ,
4
5 ;
−ζ5
625
)− 2pi
51/20φ3/2Γ(
1
5 )Γ(
3
5 )
0F3
(
; 35 ,
4
5 ,
6
5 ;
−ζ5
625
)
ζ
− 53/20pi
φ3/2Γ(
1
5 )Γ(
2
5 )
0F3
(
; 45 ,
6
5 ,
7
5 ;
−ζ5
625
)
ζ2 +
53/5Γ(
4
5 )
6Γ(
1
5 )
0F3
(
; 65 ,
7
5 ,
8
5 ;
−ζ5
625
)
ζ3 (10.29)
R2(ζ) = −0F3
(
; 35 ,
4
5 ,
6
5 ;
−ζ5
625
)
ζ +
51/5φΓ(
3
5 )
2Γ(
2
5 )
0F3
(
; 45 ,
6
5 ,
7
5 ;
−ζ5
625
)
ζ2
− 5
13/20φ1/2Γ(
3
5 )Γ(
4
5 )
12pi 0F3
(
; 65 ,
7
5 ,
8
5 ;
−ζ5
625
)
ζ3 (10.30)
Analytic Form, Non-degenerate Case (φ0φ
′
2 < 0)
In the nondegenerate case, most of the frequency content is contained around δω0 =
√−2φ0/φ′2,
which satisfies the phase condition φ0 +
1
2φ
′
2δω
2
0 = 0. We thus make the substitution:
a(t) = Re
[
a¯(t)e−i δω0t
]
(10.31)
The eigenvalue equation (10.7) can be solved with the help of (10.16) and (10.20); neglecting higher-
order derivative terms we obtain:[
gcw− log(G0e
αaL)
2Tp
|t|︸ ︷︷ ︸
G(t)
+ |φ′2φ0|
∂2
∂t2︸ ︷︷ ︸
D(i
d
dt )
]
a¯k(t) = gka¯k(t) (10.32)
Note that Eq. (10.32) is the same as (10.23) if we remove the fourth-order derivative and replace
1
2φ
′
2 tanφ0 → |φ′2φ0|. Thus, the solutions are Airy functions:
a¯k(t) = sign(t)
kAi
[(
2Tp|φ′2φ0|
log(G0eαaL)
)−1/3
|t| − ξk
]
(10.33)
gk = gcw − 1
2
(
2|φ′2φ0|
T 2p
log(G0e
αaL)2
)1/3
ξk (10.34)
Full Form
One can solve the eigenmode equation exactly without resorting to approximations, diagonalizing
(10.5) numerically using (10.10) and (10.18) for ∆(i ddt ) and Γ(t), respectively. This approach is
necessary in the GVD-compensated case, where the lumped-element approximations (10.15-10.16)
break down. Numerically, it is much easier to diagonalize Γ(t)1/2∆(i ddt )Γ(t)
1/2, which is Hermitian
and whose eigenvectors are related to those of Γ(t)∆(t) by a (nearly constant) function of t.
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Figure 10.8: Shapes of eigenmodes ak(t) as a function of φ0, PPLN OPO with p = 1.1 and no fiber.
Dark line is the dispersionless gain log(∆max) +G(t).
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Figure 10.9: Power spectra of eigenmodes |ak(ω)|2, dark line is the CW gain log(∆max) +D(δω).
Figures 10.8-10.9 show the temporal and frequency structure of the eigenmodes ak(t). The system
studied here is the PPLN-waveguide OPO without any fiber. Like particles in a potential well, each
eigenmode wavefunction ak(t) is largely confined to the region log(∆maxΓ(t)) > gk, since Γ(t) = e
G(t)
plays the role of the potential here.
The power spectra in Fig. 10.9 show that the OPO smoothly transitions from degenerate to nonde-
generate operation as the phase is scanned from positive to negative, consistent with the analysis in
the previous sections. This transition happens because the CW gain function ∆(δω) plays the role
of a potential here. This function is quadratic for φ0 > 0 but transitions to a double-well structure
for φ0 < 0, leading to nondegenerate operation in that regime.
Fiber dispersion is accounted for in Figure 10.10. Here the eigenvalues gk are plotted against φ0
for a range of fiber lengths. As the fiber becomes longer, the spacing between eigenvalues increases,
largely consistent with the scaling laws in Eqs. (10.25, 10.26, 10.33).
Figure 10.11 compares the pulse shapes from Eqs. (10.25, 10.26, 10.33) against simulation data. The
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Figure 10.10: Plots of eigenmodes ak(t) and eigenvalues gk at pump p = 1.1 as a function of cavity
phase φ0 and fiber length L. Pulse widths not to scale between graphs.
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Figure 10.11: OPO steady-state pulse shape just above threshold. Blue: numerical result. Green:
Airy-function solution, (10.24) for degenerate case and (10.33) for nondegenerate case. Envelope
a¯k(t) is plotted for nondegenerate case. Red: hypergeometric result (10.26).
simulation data are taken very close to threshold, so that nonlinear effects do not distort the pulse
shape.
In addition to the obvious agreement between theory and simulation, Fig. 10.11 shows several im-
portant trends in the behavior of pulsed OPOs. First, the pulses become longer the more fiber is
inserted into the OPO (L = 1 m already over-compensates the PPLN dispersion). In addition, the
larger one makes φ0 in the nondegenerate region, the larger the signal-idler splitting, consistent with
the signal-idler splitting δω =
√−2φ0/φ′2 (Eq. (10.13)).
10.2.4 Threshold
Threshold is both straightforward to measure and easy to derive from the linearized model. It is
the pump power needed to make the principal eigenmode have the highest gain: g0 = 0. Since the
eigenmode gain depends on φ0, threshold depends on φ0 as well, giving rise to the detuning peaks
in Fig. (10.2). For a CW pump at φ0 = 0, the threshold is clearly p = 1.
We can compute thresholds near the center of a detuning peak by inverting the eigenmode gain
expression. Recall from (10.25, 10.27, 10.34) that the eigenmode gain takes the form:
gk = gcw + g
′
k (10.35)
where g′k depends on the differential equation being solved. Near the center of the detuning
peak, the CW gain goes as ∆ ≈ (G0eαaL)p−1 (Eq. (10.12)), so we can write gcw(p) ≈ gcw(p =
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Figure 10.12: Plot of OPO efficiency η = Pa,out/Pb,in in terms of p and φ0, with cavity dispersion
provided by various lengths of fiber Lf ; GVD refers to a fiber that compensates the dispersion of
the χ(2) medium. Contours are thresholds for the first 20 eigenmodes ak(t).
1) + p−12 log(G0e
αaL). Setting the gain (10.35) to zero, we obtain an approximate formula for the
threshold:
pth = 1 +
−g0(p = 1)
1
2 log(G0e
αaL)
(10.36)
This relation is be valid for |g0|  1. In the same way, we can compute the thresholds for the higher
eigenmodes.
By definition, the OPO turns on when the pump power exceeds threshold. In the simulation results
of Fig. 10.12, the OPO efficiency η = Pa,out/Pb,in is plotted against cavity phase and pump power. In
simulations, the OPO turns on right at the point where the highest eigenmode goes above threshold
(g0 = 0). Thus, the eigenmode model should give accurate predictions of pulsed OPO thresholds.
Note that the structure of these thresholds matches that of the eigenmodes. Consistent with
Fig. 10.10, the eigenmodes “pair up” in the nondegenerate regime φ0φ
′
2 < 0. Also, as the fiber
length is increased, the spacing between thresholds increases.
Figure 10.12 is useful because it tells us when a pulsed OPO is in single-mode operation. If the
pump is below the threshold for the first excited mode a1(t), then the device behaves like a single-
mode OPO. But once it passes that threshold, multiple modes can oscillate in principle, and the
dynamics may become more complex. Multi-mode effects, coupled with nonlinearity, can give rise
to oscillation (Sec. 10.3.2), instabilities (Sec. 10.4.4), centroid drift (Sec. 10.4.1), and the formation
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of flat-top pulses (Sec. 10.5). More complex behavior is possible with multimode OPO networks;
recent experiments have hinted towards a multimode description [TMH+16], and the topic is being
actively investigated.
10.3 Nonlinear Corrections to Eigenmode Theory
Now we add nonlinearity to the model. Nonlinearity is essential to anything above threshold, since
it prevents signals from diverging to infinity. It also makes the otherwise-independent eigenmodes
interact. The resulting pulse shape will depend on OPO parameters like p, φ0.
This section treats nonlinearity as a perturbation to the eigenmode dynamics. This will only be valid
reasonably close to threshold. Moreover, it is necessary to truncate the nonlinear model by keeping
only a finite number of eigenmodes in the basis. The required number of eigenmodes grows as the
pump power increases and more modes go above threshold (Fig. 10.12). The method described
here has O(N4) complexity, where N is the number of modes, so if too many modes are included it
becomes impractical. However, we will show in this section that a reasonable number (N . 20) gives
good agreement with numerical data. Thus, the nonlinear eigenmode theory is a good alternative
“reduced model” that captures the dynamics of the full simulations, but takes 102–103 times less
computation time.
In addition to nonlinearity, cavity detuning will be treated in this section. To treat these two effects,
first we introduce the equations of motion and project them onto the eigenmode basis (Sec. 10.3.1).
Next we discuss the results of an analytic “two-mode” model (Sec. 10.3.2) which provides insight
into pulse stability and dynamics, and finally compare the nonlinear eigenmode model with full
simulations (Sec. 10.3.3).
10.3.1 Equations of Motion
The normal modes derived in Section 10.2 allow us to describe the field of the OPO pulse in terms
of a few mode amplitudes rather than hundreds of Fourier components. This greatly reduces the
complexity of the problem, at the cost of having to compute the modes in the first place and being
restricted to a subspace spanned by the dominant modes. Supposing that a(t;n) is the pulse at the
nth round trip. This can be written in terms of the normal modes ak(t) and their amplitudes ck(n):
a(t;n) =
∑
k
ak(t)ck(n) (10.37)
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In the absence of pump depletion or any other effects, the equation of motion is:
ck(n+ 1) = e
gkck(n) (10.38)
In the near-threshold case where gk  1, this can be converted to a differential equation:
dck
dn
= gkck (10.39)
Pump depletion and cavity length detuning (repetition-rate mismatch) give corrections to the linear
model, as described in the sections below.
Detuning
When the cavity is detuned by a length `, the signal picks up a round-trip phase pi` and its envelope
shifts by (λ/2c)`:
a(t)→ a(t− λ2c`)eipi` (10.40)
The phase shift was accounted for when the normal modes were chosen. It is easy to account for
the envelope shift in the normal-mode picture, using the map
ck → Skl(`)cl, Skl(τ) =
∫
ak(t)al(t− λ2c`)dt (10.41)
Combining both (10.38) and (10.41), one arrives at the relation ck(n + 1) =
∑
l Skle
glcl(n). If the
field changes slowly between round trips, e.g. gk, Sk 6=l  1, then one has:
d
dn

c0
c1
...
cm

︸ ︷︷ ︸
dc/dn
=

g0 `J01 · · · `J0m
−`J01 g1 · · · `J1m
...
...
. . .
...
−`J0m −`J1m · · · gm

︸ ︷︷ ︸
`J+G

c0
c1
...
cm

︸ ︷︷ ︸
c
(10.42)
where the coupling matrix J is:
Jkl =
dSkl
d`
∣∣∣∣
`=0
= − λ
2c
∫
ak(t)
dal(t)
dt
dt (10.43)
Integration by parts shows that Jkl is antisymmetric. Also, it only mixes modes of opposite parity.
The linear dynamics are set by the matrix G + J . This mixes modes of positive and negative
eigenvalue. If the mixing is strong enough, all of the eigenvalues will be negative and the oscillation
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is suppressed. Thus the oscillation threshold will increase with increasing |`|.
Pump Depletion
To calculate the effect of pump depletion, go back to Eqs. (10.2-10.3). During the dispersionless
step in Sec. 10.2.2, we solved these equations in the absence of GVD. The pump equation can be
integrated using the method of characteristics to give:
b(z, t)=bin(t− uz)e−αbz/2 − 
2
∫ z
0
eαb(z
′−z)/2a(z′, t+u(z′−z))2dz′ (10.44)
We now invoke the “gain-without-distortion ansatz” used to derive the linear eigenmode theory. In
this case it takes the form: a(z′, t) ≈ Gz→z′a(z, t). For small |z′−z|, say of order one walkoff length,
we can expand Gz→z′ in terms of the z coordinate a(z′, t) ≈ eg(z)(z′−z)/2a(z, t). When this is so, we
can account for the z′ dependence in the integral on the right with a factor of eg(z)(z
′−z)/2, change
the integration variable to t′ = t + u(z′ − z) and (in the limit that the walkoff length Lu is much
longer than the signal) set the left bound to −∞, and obtain:
b(z, t) = bin(t− uz)e−αbz/2 − 
2u
∫ t
−∞
e(g(z)+αb/2)(t
′−t)/ua(z, t′)2dt′ (10.45)
Substituting this into the differential equation for a, we can eliminate the pump and obtain an
equation of motion that depends only on the signal:
∂a(z, t)
∂z
= −1
2
αaa(z, t) +  a
∗(z, t)bin(t− uz)e−αbz/2
− 
2
2u
a∗(z, t)
∫ t
−∞
e(g(z)+αb/2)(t
′−t)/ua(z, t′)2dt′︸ ︷︷ ︸
∂a/∂z
∣∣
NL
(10.46)
Now one can apply the gain without distortion approximation so that a(z, t) can be related to its
initial condition, expressing the right-hand side of (10.46) in terms of ain(t).
For a constant pump, g is constant in z, but in general it will go as g = 2G−10→zdG0→z/dz. Although
G0→z depends on t, the dependence is weak in the region where the pulse forms (at least for the
waveguide OPOs), so it can be taken to be constant in t. Taking ain to be real, we can integrate
through (10.46) to obtain the perturbation on aout:
aout(t)
∣∣
NL
= − 
2
2u
G0→L
∫ L
0
[
G20→zain(t)
∫ t
−∞
e(g(z)+αb/2)(t
′−t)/uain(t′)2dt′
]
dt (10.47)
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At threshold, PPLN gain matches cavity loss, so the loss near threshold is approximately 1/G0→L.
This fact combined with (10.47) gives a round-trip equation for a(t). In terms of the coefficients ck,
this may be written as:
∆ck
∣∣
NL
= −2β
∑
lmn
Ψklmnclcmcn (10.48)
where the β (pump back-conversion term) and Ψklmn are:
β =
2
4u
∫ L
0
G20→zdz
Ψklmn =
1∫ L
0
G20→zdz
∫ L
0
[
G20→z
∫ ∞
−∞
ak(t)al(t)
∫ t
−∞
e(g(z)+αb/2)(t
′−t)/uam(t′)an(t′)dt′ dt
]
dz
(10.49)
If the gain is constant (G0→z = egz/2, g(z) = g constant) and small per walkoff length (gt/u  1)
then one can simplify this further. These assumptions generally hold for waveguide OPOs pumped
with flat-top pulses. Using G0→L ≈ G1/20 near threshold, one can substitute g → 12L log(G0); one
can then evaluate the integrals in (10.49), and applying the formulas in Table 10.1, express the
remaining constants in terms of the threshold gain G0 and photon number Nb,0:
β =
eαbL/2(G0 − 1) log(G0eαaL)2
16Nb,0 logG0
Ψklmn =
∫ ∞
−∞
ak(t)al(t)
∫ t
−∞
am(t
′)an(t′)dt′ dt (10.50)
Equation (10.50) divides the physics into two terms: β is a property of the pump and the waveguide,
while Ψklmn is a geometric factor that depends only on the shape of the normal modes ak(t). Ψklmn
also satisfies a few important identities. Integration by parts gives:
Ψklmn = δklδmn −Ψmnkl (10.51)
Typically, the fields ak have inversion symmetry. Let’s suppose that the ak are numbered so that
the odd-indexed ones are odd and the even-indexed ones are even: ak(−t) = (−1)kak(t). Then one
finds that exactly half of the Ψklmn are either zero or a half:
Ψklmn =
1
2
δklδmn (if k + l +m+ n even) (10.52)
Combining Equations (10.42, 10.48), one has all the physics needed to simulate the OPO near
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threshold. Writing these for convenience in continuous-time, the equations of motion are:
dck
dn
= gkck +
∑
l
Jklcl − 2β
∑
lmn
Ψjklmclcmcn (10.53)
In the single-mode limit, this resembles the classic result for a single-mode singly-resonant OPO,
with Ψ playing the role of a pump depletion term [KD91]. The single-mode theory was extended for
high-finesse resonators [DVPTF06,PTFDV10], and the form resembles (10.53). Note, however, that
ck is constrained to be a real number here, so (10.53) will not capture the squeezing dynamics of the
OPO. A more careful treatment of the eigenmodes, which accounts for both the real and imaginary
parts of the field, will be needed to model squeezing.
10.3.2 Two-Mode Model
Consider a two-mode model. This model is simple enough that it can be solved analytically, shedding
important insight into the bifurcations and stability of the pulsed OPO.
The time-delay matrix Jkl only has two nonzero elements: J10 = −J01 ≡ J . Most of the values of
Ψklmn are set by identities (10.51-10.52), giving:
Ψ0000 = Ψ0011 = Ψ1100 = Ψ1111 =
1
2
Ψ0001 = Ψ0010 = −Ψ0100 = −Ψ1000
Ψ0111 = Ψ1011 = −Ψ1101 = −Ψ1110
Ψ0101 = Ψ0110 = Ψ1001 = Ψ1010 = 0 (10.54)
Putting this all together, we have an equation that depends on 6 parameters (g0, g1, J, β,Ψ0001,Ψ0111):
c˙0 = g0c0−J c1+β
[−(c20 + c21)c0−2(Ψ0001c20+Ψ0111c21)c1] (10.55)
c˙1 = g1c1+J c0+β
[−(c20 + c21)c1+2(Ψ0001c20+Ψ0111c21)c0] (10.56)
Since g0 > g1 are the largest eigenvalues g0 ≤ 0 means no signal. Assuming g0 positive, one can
reduce (10.55-10.56) by scaling time by g−10 and the fields by
√
β/g0:
dc¯0
dn¯
= c¯0 − J¯ c¯1 −
[
(c¯20 + c¯
2
1)c¯0 + 2(Ψ0001c¯
2
0 + Ψ0111c¯
2
1)c¯1
]
(10.57)
dc¯1
dn¯
= g¯c¯1 + J¯ c¯0 −
[
(c¯20 + c¯
2
1)c¯1 − 2(Ψ0001c¯20 + Ψ0111c¯21)c¯0
]
(10.58)
Now we only have four parameters (J¯ = J/g0, g¯ = g1/g0,Ψ0001,Ψ0111). Since the model is two-
dimensional, textbook dynamical-systems theory is very useful here [Str14]. In particular, we can
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Figure 10.13: Left: phase diagram of the two-mode model in terms of normalized parameters J¯ =
J/g0, and g¯ = g1/g0. Right: typical phase-space plots corresponding to the four regions in the
diagram.
draw a phase-space diagram and plot the critical points, limit cycles and separatrices. This can be
done by brute force using numerical solvers, but system (10.57-10.58) is simple enough that it has an
analytic solution. Making the substitution c1 = c0ξ, one can combine the two equations to remove
c0, leaving a fourth-order polynomial in ξ
(1 + ξ2)
[
J¯ξ2 + (g¯ − 1)ξ + J¯]+ 2(1 + g¯ξ2) [Ψ0001 + Ψ0111ξ2] = 0 (10.59)
Once this is found, one can plug the result into (10.57) to get c0:
c20 =
1− J¯ξ
(1 + ξ2) + 2(Ψ0001 + Ψ0111ξ2)ξ
(10.60)
For given eigenmodes, Ψ0001 and Ψ0111 are fixed. As long as the general shape of the eigenmodes
remains the same, they will not vary by much. Thus, the reduced system (10.57-10.58) only has two
parameters. For typical Hermite-Gauss or sech-like eigenmodes, one has Ψ0001 ≈ −0.26, Ψ0111 ≈
0.11.
Four types of behavior are possible, as illustrated in Figure 10.13. They are:
1. Single attractor. This occurs if g0, g1 < 0 or if g0 + g1 < 0 and J
2 > −g0g1. It corresponds to
the OPO below threshold.
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Figure 10.14: Left: 2-mode model phase plot for PPLN OPO with 20-m fiber, φ0 = 0. Right: photon
number plot for numerical simulation.
2. 2 nodes. As the pump power is increased, the attractor undergoes a pitchfork bifurcation,
creating a saddle point at the origin and two neighboring attractors. In the limit g1/g0 → −∞,
this reduces to the case of a single-mode OPO above threshold, since the second mode decays
too quickly to participate in the dynamics. In this regime, the OPO behaves qualitatively like
the single-mode model.
3. 2 nodes + 2 saddles. If the pump increases further, g1 becomes positive and the saddle point
at zero splits into two saddles and an unstable node.
4. Limit cycle. In the previous picture, nonzero delay causes the attractors and saddle points to
move towards each other. If |J | is large enough, these fixed points annihilate in a saddle-node
bifurcation, giving rise to a limit cycle. Alternatively, one could start in the single-attractor
region with sufficiently large T , and increasing g1 will lead to the limit-cycle region by way of
a Hopf bifurcation.
The OPO pump and detuning are related to the two-mode parameters J¯ , g¯, so the phase diagram in
Fig. 10.13 can be mapped onto (`, p). Figure 10.14 shows the phase diagram as a function of (`, p)
for an OPO with 20-m of fiber (at the centers of the detuning peaks, φ0 = 0). The right plot gives
the photon number from a simulation where the pump is swept from p = 10 to p = 1.4.
Qualitatively, many of the features from the numerical plot agree with the two-mode model. Near
` = 0, the threshold is lowest, increasing quadratically with `. The two-mode model does not predict
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the threshold correctly for larger `, since higher-order modes start mixing with a0(t), a1(t), raising
the threshold still further.
The two-mode model gives a region of stability at low `, surrounded by a limit-cycle region with no
stable fixed points. The width of this region roughly matches the simulations, although it deviates
for large p where higher-order modes become important. The only way to make the model more
accurate is to add more modes; this will be discussed in the next section.
10.3.3 Comparison to Numerics
As the number of modes N is increased, the eigenmode model becomes more accurate. However, the
accuracy depends on how far one is from threshold. The further above threshold, the more modes
get excited and the larger N must be to accurately model the OPO.
Figure 10.15 gives the signal photon number (upon entering the crystal) as a function of pump
amplitude. The colored lines denote results from the eigenmode models, with darker lines for larger
values of N . For N & 10, these lines match the numerical result.
Likewise, the eigenmode model does a good job predicting the steady-state signal pulse shape,
provided that enough modes are used. Figure 10.16 compares the actual pulse shapes with the
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Figure 10.15: Photon number as a function of pump amplitude. Darker colored lines are eigenmode
models with increasing N . Black line is the numerical result.
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Figure 10.16: Signal pulse shape, computed numerically (filled blue) and with the eigenmode theory
(black line).
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Figure 10.17: Resonance diagrams, computed numerically (right column) and with eigenmode the-
ories of increasing N (left columns).
eigenmode model. A linearized treatment would predict a signal centered at the maximum of the
gain-clipping function (black curve, left column), but a combination of pump depletion and walkoff
push it to the left. This “simulton acceleration” term (see Sec. 10.4) can be treated to first order
in an N = 2 model, which predicts the centroid drift up to about p = 1.06. Beyond that point, the
pulse becomes increasingly elongated and more and more modes must be included to describe it.
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This can also be seen in the resonance diagrams in Fig. 10.17. As in Fig. 10.2, these give the power
spectrum as a function of cavity phase. All such diagrams show the same general shape, but as the
power is increased, the numerical plot acquires finer structure. This structure is only reproduced if
enough modes are kept in the eigenmode expansion, and with insufficient modes, agreement is quite
poor.
10.4 Sech-pulse Ansatz
A common way to model pulse propagation is to assume that the pulse maintains a given shape, and
obtain equations of motion for its parameters using manifold projection or Lagrangian techniques
[Agr07]. The eigenmode model of Sec. 10.3 is an example of linear projection, where a(t) is projected
onto a linear subspace spanned by the ak(t). Unfortunately, this model required many modes in
order to reproduce the full OPO dynamics.
This section studies the pulsed OPO using nonlinear manifold projection onto the space of sech-like
pulses
a(z, t) =
A(z)√
2τ
sech
(
(t− T (z))/τ(z)) (10.61)
The sech pulse is a natural choice because of its relation to the χ(2) simulton, a bright signal soliton
which co-propagates with a dark pump soliton [ACD+68,Tri96]. In fact, if we take, Eq. (10.46) and
assume in the weak gain per walkoff length
∂a(z, t)
∂z
= −1
2
αaa(z, t) +  a
∗(z, t)bin(t− uz)e−αbz/2
− 
2
2u
a∗(z, t)
∫ t
−∞
a(z, t′)2dt′ (10.62)
then for a flat-top pump, the sech pulse maintains its shape as it propagates through the waveguide.
This observation suggests that, absent other effects, sech pulses should naturally form in PPLN-
waveguide SPOPOs, particularly when a flat-top pump is used. This view is corroborated by the
eigenmode model, which gives a nearly sech-shaped pulse in the degenerate regime (Fig. 10.18 below)
as well as the sech-shaped spectra in experimental data (Fig. 10.2, see also Refs. [MIJB16,JMI+])
In this section, we begin with the sech-pulse ansatz (10.61) and obtain equations of motion for
the parameters A, T, τ (Sec. 10.4.1) and perturbation terms due to gain clipping and dispersion
(Sec. 10.4.2). The near-threshold limit is discussed (10.4.3) and the sech waveform is compared
to first-order eigenmode. Finally, we compare predictions of the sech-pulse theory to numerical
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simulations (Sec. 10.4.4).
10.4.1 Ansatz and Equations of Motion
Assume the simulton-like sech solution (10.61). This confines the field a(t) to a 3-dimensional
manifold in the state space. This solution has three free parameters: amplitude A (normalized so
that |A|2 is the photon number), centroid T and width τ . We obtain the reduced model by projecting
equation of motion (10.62) onto the manifold (10.61). Projection requires an inner-product, so we
use 〈f |g〉 = ∫ f(t)g(t)dt. Each of the three variables ξ ∈ {A, T, τ} evolves according to the projection
rules:
dξ
dz
=
∫ ∇ξa ∂zadt∫ ∇ξa∇ξadt (10.63)
where ∇ξa, computed from the ansatz (10.61), is the tangent vector along ξ, and ∂za is computed
from (10.62) [Mab08b,VHM05]. The equations for A, T, τ are:
dA
dz
=
[∫
γ(t, z)
sech2( t−Tτ )
2τ
dt− 
2
4u
A2
]
A (10.64)
dT
dz
= −τ 
2
4u
A2 +
3
2
∫
γ(t, z)sech2( t−Tτ )tanh(
t−T
τ )dt (10.65)
dτ
dz
=
18
3 + pi2
∫
γ(t, z)
[
t−T
τ tanh(
t−T
τ )− 12
]
sech2( t−Tτ )dt
(10.66)
where γ(t, z) =  bin(t− uz)e−αbz/2 − αa/2.
Three effects come into play here: gain, gain-clipping, and pump depletion. As in Sec. 10.2, we
separate the continuous-wave dynamics from gain-clipping: first we solve the equations of motion
assuming a constant-pump gain γ(t, z)→ b¯−αa/2, then treat deviations using perturbation theory.
We also add dispersion terms as a perturbations. The solution will take the form:
A = A0 + δA, T = T0 + δT, τ = τ0 + δτ (10.67)
where A0, T0, τ0 satisfy the continuous-wave, lossless equations and δA, δT, δτ are the gain-clipping
and dispersion perturbation terms.
Taking Eqs. (10.64-10.66) and assuming a constant pump b(t, z) → b¯, one obtains dτ0/dz = 0 and
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the equations for A0, T0:
dA0
dz
=
[
 (b¯in − 12αa)−
2
4u
A20
]
A0,
dT0
dz
= −τ 
2
4u
A20 (10.68)
If the pump field is nearly constant (as is the case with flat pulses or sufficiently long Gaussian
pulses) and the waveguide is nearly lossless, A0, T0, τ0 will be a good approximation to the pulse
parameters. The constant pump b¯ is chosen to be close to the average value for a CW field of the
same peak intensity as bin(t):
b¯ =
1
L
∫
bmaxe
−αbz/2dz ≈ bmaxe−αbL/4 (10.69)
Solving Eq. (10.68) one finds:
A0(z) =
√
2u(2 b¯− αa)e(2 b¯−αa)z
2u(2 b¯− αa) + (e(2 b¯−αa)z − 1)2A0(0)2
A0(0) (10.70)
At threshold p = 1, the constants b¯, u,  can be expressed in terms of two experimental parameters:
pump intensity Nb,0 ≈ eαbL/2b¯20 and waveguide gain G0 = e(2b¯0−αa)L at threshold (Table 10.1).
Above threshold, the pump amplitude scales with p, so b¯ = pb¯0. Making the substitutions Nb =
p2Nb,0, G = G
p
0e
(p−1)αaL, we rewrite Eq. (10.70) as:
A0(z) =
 Gz/L
1 +
(
Gz/L − 1) log(GeαaL)2log(G) A0(0)28Nbe−αbL/2
1/2A0(0) (10.71)
Combining the first two equations in (10.68), we can obtain the centroid shift T in terms of the
amplitude:
T0(z) = T0(0)− τ log
(
Gz/2L
A(z)/A(0)
)
(10.72)
Eqs. (10.71-10.72) govern the pulse evolution in the presence of a CW pump. The width τ does not
change. Note that the pump depletion shifts the centroid of the pulse in addition to reducing its
gain. This simulton acceleration is caused by pump-signal walkoff: as the pulse walks through the
pump, the leading side experiences gain from the undepleted pump while the gain on the trailing
side is depleted, shifting the centroid forward.
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10.4.2 Perturbations
Gain-Clipping Terms
Gain clipping gives rise to perturbations in A, T and τ . To find these, we first rewrite (10.64-10.66)
as:
d(δA/A0)
dz
= − 
2
2u
A20(δA/A0) + g(T, τ, z) (10.73)
d(δT )
dz
=
3τ20
2
∂g(T0, τ0, z)
∂T0
(10.74)
d(δτ)
dz
=
18τ20
3 + pi2
∂g(T0, τ0, z)
∂τ0
(10.75)
where g(T, τ, z) is the differential gain-clipping function of the sech-pulse, defined by:
g(T, τ, z) =
∫
(bin(t− uz)e−αbz/2 − b¯) sech
2((t− T )/τ)
2τ
dt (10.76)
Up to a constant, this is the convolution of the pump bin(t−uz) and sech intensity (2τ)−1sech2((t−
T )/τ).
Equations (10.73-10.75) can be integrated to give:
δA(z) = A0(z)
∫ z
0
g(T0, τ0, z
′)
(A0(z)/A0(0))
2
Gz/L
dz (10.77)
δT (z) =
3τ20
2
∫ z
0
∂g(T0, τ0, z
′)
∂T0
dz′ (10.78)
δτ(z) =
18τ20
3 + pi2
∫ z
0
∂g(T0, τ0, z
′)
∂τ0
dz′ (10.79)
Equation (10.77) gives the gain-clipping correction to the linear gain. Although the full form is
complicated, it simplifies in the near-threshold regime, where the fraction on the right side of the
integral can be ignored. Equations (10.78-10.79) can be simplified if we assume that T and τ change
slowly enough in a single round-trip that we can replace them inside the integral by their initial
values. The input-output relations become:
δA(z) = A0(z)G(T0, τ0) (10.80)
δT (z) =
3τ20
2
∂G(T0, τ0)
∂T0
(10.81)
δτ(z) =
18τ20
3 + pi2
∂G(T0, τ0)
∂τ0
(10.82)
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where
G(T, τ) =
∫ L
0
g(T − uz, τ, z)dz (10.83)
is the integrated sech-pulse gain-clipping function. Up to a constant factor and offset, it is equal to
the convolution of the the gain-clipping function G(t) from (10.19) and the sech waveform.
Combining Eqs. (10.71-10.72, 10.80-10.82), one obtains the full PPLN input-output relations ac-
counting for both gain-clipping and pump depletion:
Aout =
 G
1 + (G− 1) log(GeαaL)2log(G)
A2in
8Nbe
−αbL/2
1/2
×(1 +G(Tin, τin))Ain (10.84)
Tout = Tin−τ log
(
G1/2
Aout/Ain
)
+
3τ2in
2
∂G(Tin, τin)
∂Tin
(10.85)
τout = τin +
18τ2in
3 + pi2
∂G(Tin, τin)
∂τin
(10.86)
Dispersion and Detuning
Now we add in dispersion. Following Sec. 10.2, we employ the lumped-element model, since the
pulse shape changes only slightly between round trips and dispersion is a linear effect that does not
depend on the pulse amplitude. Restricting ourselves to the degenerate regime φ0φ
′
2 > 0 where we
expect to see simulton-like solutions and following (10.23), we have:
∆a(t)
∣∣
dispersion
=
φ′2 tanφ0
2
d2a(t)
dt2
− (φ
′
2 sec θ)
2
8
d4a(t)
dt4
(10.87)
where φ0 is the round-trip phase and φ
′
2 is the total (PPLN plus fiber) dispersion. We enforce
the simulton-like form (10.61) by projecting (10.87) onto the 3-dimensional sech-pulse manifold. As
before, each of the three variables A, T, τ changes by Eq. (10.63). Performing the necessary integrals,
one finds:
∆A =
[
−1
3
φ′2 tanφ0
2
τ−2 − 7
15
(φ′2 secφ0)
2
8
τ−4
]
A (10.88)
∆τ =
12
3 + pi2
φ′2 tanφ0
2
τ−1 +
168
5(3 + pi2)
(φ′2 secφ0)
2
8
τ−3
(10.89)
Higher-order effects such as third-order dispersion and χ(3) are not included here, but could also be
treated with this perturbation theory. GVD gives no centroid shift. However, there is a nonzero ∆T
due to cavity detuning: ∆T = (λ/2c)`. Combining these with Eqs. (10.84-10.86) and adding a loss
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G−10 , one obtains round-trip propagation equations for A, T, τ in the OPO:
A →
[
1 +G(T, τ)− 1
3
φ′2 tanφ0
2
τ−2 − 7
15
(φ′2 secφ0)
2
8
τ−4
] G/G0
1 + (G− 1) log(GeαaL)2log(G) A
2
8Nbe
−αbL/2
1/2A(10.90)
T → T + λ
2c
`− τ
2
log
[
1 + (G− 1) log(Ge
αaL)2
log(G)
A2
8Nbe−αbL/2
]
+
3τ2
2
∂G(T, τ)
∂T
(10.91)
τ → τ + 18τ
2
3 + pi2
∂G(T, τ)
∂τin
+
12
3 + pi2
φ′2 tanφ0
2
τ−1 +
168
5(3 + pi2)
(φ′2 secφ0)
2
8
τ−3 (10.92)
10.4.3 Near-Threshold Limit
Near threshold, the sech-pulse model should match the eigenmode model derived in Sec. 10.2. In
that limit, we can truncate all of the nonlinear gain terms in (10.90-10.92) at third order and replace
G → G0, the at-threshold gain. In addition, supposing a flat-top pump pulse, the gain-clipping
function becomes G(t) = − 12 |t/Tp| log(G0eαaL). Using Eq. 10.83, G(T, τ) is:
G(T, τ) = − τ
2Tp
log(G0e
αaL) log
[
2 cosh(T/τ)
]
(10.93)
This is maximized for T = 0, the trailing edge of the pump (Fig. 10.6). Since A, T, τ change slowly
on each round trip, we can convert (10.90-10.92) to a differential equation analogous to (10.39);
performing the near-threshold substitutions, we obtain:
dA
dn
=
[
p− 1
2
log(G0e
αaL)− log(G0e
αaL)
2Tp
log
[
2 cosh(T/τ)
]
τ
−1
3
φ′2 tanφ0
2τ2
− 7
15
(φ′2 secφ0)
2
8τ4
]
A− βA3 (10.94)
dT
dn
= `/c− τβA2 − 3τ
2
4Tp
log(G0e
αaL) tanh(T/τ) (10.95)
dτ
dn
=
18
3 + pi2
log(G0e
αaL)
2Tp
[
log
[
2 cosh(Tτ )
]− Tτ tanh(Tτ )] τ2
+
12
3 + pi2
φ′2 tanφ0
2τ
+
168
5(3 + pi2)
(φ′2 secφ0)
2
8τ3
(10.96)
Most of these terms make intuitive sense. For the A equation, the p−1 term is the CW gain and the
O(τ), O(τ−1) and O(τ−3) terms account for gain clipping and dispersion, which reduce the overall
gain of the signal. An O(A3) term accounts for pump depletion in the near-threshold limit; β is
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given by
β =
eαbL/2(G0 − 1) log(G0eαaL)2
16Nb,0 logG0
(10.97)
which matches Eq. (10.50) from the eigenmode theory.
Equation (10.96) lets us compute the pulse width. The O(τ2) gain-clipping term is compensated by
the O(τ−1), O(τ−3) dispersion terms. Working at φ0 = 0 and close enough to threshold that the
simulton acceleration can be neglected (T = 0), one finds the steady-state pulse width:
τsech =
(
7
15
(φ′2)
2Tp
log(G0eαaL) log 2
)1/5
(10.98)
Gain-clipping theory says that signal pulses at φ0 = 0 are given by combinations of hypergeometric
functions (Sec. 10.2.3): a(t) ∼ f(t/τL), where τL =
(
(φ′2)
2Tp/4 log(G0e
αaL)
)1/5
. Comparing to
(10.98), we find τsech = 1.21τL.
In the degenerate φ0 6= 0 limit, the τ−1 term in (10.96) dominates and the steady-state pulse width
is:
τsech =
(
2Tpφ
′
2 tanφ0
3 log(G0eαaL) log 2
)1/3
(10.99)
This should be compared to the eigenmode model, in which the pulse shape is given by an Airy
function Ai(t/τAi + const), with τAi =
(
Tpφ
′
2 tanφ0/ log(G0e
αaL)
)1/3
. We find that τsech = 0.987τAi.
Although the pulse widths τAi, τL and τsech differ, the respective functions have different shapes, so
that the pulse waveforms predicted by eigenmode and simulton theory happen to lie right on top of
each other, and their full-width half-maxima agree to a few percent (Fig. 10.18).
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Figure 10.18: Plot of the simulton solution (2τ)−1/2sech(t/τsech) against the Airy (Eq. 10.24) and
hypergeometric (Eq. 10.26) eigenfunctions.
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10.4.4 Comparison to Numerics
Numerical simulations for the waveguide OPO show that the simulton model is accurate when the
OPO exhibits degenerate, singly-peaked behavior. This happens in a limited range of circumstances:
1. Power: The pulse is sech-shaped near threshold. Far above threshold, pulses become box-
shaped and are better described by the theory in Sec. 10.5.
2. Phase: One must be near the center of a detuning peak (φ0 ≈ 0) to use the simulton description.
Far from the center for φ0φ
′
2 < 0, the pulse that resonates starts to resemble a nondegenerate
pulse, which is not described by a sech-pulse.
3. Detuning: The cavity detuning ` cannot be too large; otherwise the sech-pulse goes unstable
and the field amplitude starts to oscillate.
Steady-State Behavior
The sech-pulse model does a good job predicting the pulse shape near threshold, provided that the
oscillating mode is degenerate. For φ0 = 0 or φ0 sufficiently large, Eqs. (10.98) and (10.99) can
be used to get the pulse width, respectively. For general φ0, one must solve for the steady-state of
(10.96). (Near threshold one can take T → 0 in that equation, resulting in a 5th-order polynomial
in τ .)
However, as Figure 10.19 shows, one cannot use the sech-pulse model when the OPO oscillates
nondegenerately. Also, it cannot be used when dispersion compensation is used to set φ′2 → 0. Since
dispersion is treated as a lumped element here, this causes the pulse width to shrink to zero (as
in Sec 10.2.3). An OPO with dispersion compensation must be studied numerically or with the
eigenmode model, or a more careful approach must be taken, avoiding lumping the dispersion into
one element. In the dispersion-engineered limit where both β2 and φ2 are zero, one must go further
and include higher-order dispersion terms.
At threshold, the pulse is centered at the point of maximum gain. As the pump increases and the
amplitude grows, the simulton acceleration causes its centroid to drift towards negative T . In the ab-
sence of detuning, a steady state is reached in (10.95) when βA2 = (3τ2/4Tp) log(G0e
αaL) tanh(T/τ).
One can replace βA2 → 12 (p − 1) log(G0eαaL) by making the assumption that those two terms are
dominant in the amplitude equation (10.94). Assuming a small T and expanding the hyperbolic
tangent, we get:
T =
2(p− 1)Tp
3
(10.100)
To go beyond this approximation, one must simulate Eqs. (10.90-10.92) or (10.94-10.96) numerically.
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Figure 10.19: Near-threshold pulse shape computed numerically (filled curve), compared to the
steady-state sech solution (black line).
Figure 10.20 compares numerical data against the simulton model for two cases: a PPLN OPO
without a fiber segment and one with 10 meters of fiber. The pulse shape matches the sech form
well in the linear regime, and continues to match reasonably well as the pulse is displaced from the
maximum-gain point. However, at high pump powers its shape becomes deformed and it begins to
resemble a flat-top pulse.
In Sec. 10.3.3, we made a similar comparison with the eigenmode theory. Figs. 10.20 and 10.16
are computed for the same OPO system, allowing a direct comparison. We see that for these OPO
parameters, the simulton model is accurate up to about p = 1.10, does better than the N = 4
eigenmode model, but not as good as N = 10.
Transient Behavior
Now assume that the pump is turned on abruptly. In the absence of detuning, the pulse first grows
at the maximum-gain point, as per the linear model. Once pump depletion becomes significant,
the pulse shifts forward, reaching an equilibrium when its amplitude saturates. Both the simulation
and simulton model agree here (Fig. 10.21, center-left plot). This figure visualizes the dynamics
with a phase space plot. The full system is three-dimensional, but the pulse width can be assumed
constant, giving a dynamical system with two variables. This has one attractor, which is a spiral,
explaining the initial overshoot in photon number.
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Figure 10.21: Evolution of pulse photon number Nph(t) and centroid T (t) for sech-pulse model
(dashed lines) and full numerics (solid). Four different detuning values shown.
Now let’s detune the cavity and see what happens. For negative detuning (` = −7, left plot), the
pulse first grows at T < 0 and is shifted further by the simulton acceleration. In this case, both
detuning and simulton acceleration move the pulse in the same direction, away from the maximum-
gain point, so its amplitude is reduced.
In contrast, for positive detuning (center-right plot), simulton acceleration opposes the detuning
shift. When the pulse is weak, the latter is dominant, so it grows at T > 0, but once pump depletion
kicks in, it eventually drifts back to the maximum-gain point, where simulton acceleration and
detuning cancel out. Not surprisingly, photon number is larger than without detuning.
For a given pump power, the optimal detuning is the one that cancels the simulton acceleration, so
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that the pulse can be amplified at the maximum-gain point. This happens when T = 0 is a steady
state to (10.95). Applying the same substitution to βA2, we find:
`maxλ
2c
=
p− 1
2
log(G0e
αaL)τ (10.101)
where τ is computed from (10.96), which becomes independent of the other variables when T = 0.
This depends on the pump power; the larger p− 1, the larger ` should be to form the optimal signal
pulse. Overshooting gives rise to weaker signal pulses, and can also cause instabilities that suppress
the amplitude and are not captured by the simulton model (Fig. 10.21, right plot).
Detuning and Stability
We can see from Figure 10.21 that the detuning has a substantial effect on the energy of the pulse
that forms. If ` is not too large, the numerical result matches the simulton description.
A more complete way to capture this behavior is to look at the pulse properties as a function of
both pump p and detuning `, as shown in Figs. 10.22-10.23.
In the upper plots in Figs. 10.22-10.23, several features stand out. The threshold varies close to
linearly with detuning, consistent with the simulton theory (lower plots). The simulton theory also
predicts that when Eq. (10.101) is satisfied, the pulse amplitude is maximized and the pulse width
is shortest and the centroid lies at T = 0, the trailing edge of the pump. This is roughly consistent
with the data, although there is an overall offset in the thresholds. The pulse width and photon
number also roughly match.
However, these plots show that the simulton picture is only valid for a limited range of `. If ` is too
large, additional effects destabilize the sech-pulse. Thus, the pulse amplitude 〈a(t)〉/〈|a(t)|〉, which
is constant in the simulton picture, oscillates. This causes smaller oscillations in the photon number,
centroid and pump width.
10.5 Box Pulse Theory
Well above threshold, both the eigenmode and simulton theories fail. An eigenmode expansion
becomes impractical because too many modes need to be used and the computation time scales as
O(N4). Simulton theory fails because in this regime the pulses are no longer sech-shaped. We need
a new theory that predicts the pulse shapes in this regime.
Simulations show that pulses get longer the further one goes above threshold (Figs. 10.7, 10.16, 10.17,
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Figure 10.23: Same as Fig. 10.22, for PPLN OPO with 4-m fiber.
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10.20). This is a result of the pulse filling the leading side of the positive-gain region ∆maxΓ(t) >
0 (Sec. 10.2.2). Long pulses mean narrow spectra and weak dispersion effects. The result is a
competition between gain and pump depletion, with dispersion playing only a secondary role.
In this section, we ignore dispersion and derive an analytic formula for the pulse shape that is
reasonably accurate in this regime. Dispersion will be treated later, but its main effect will be to
add a modulation on the pulse shape when φ0φ
′
2 < 0, giving rise to a nondegenerate box-like pulse.
10.5.1 Degenerate Case φ0 = 0
First, let’s treat the center of the detuning peak φ0 = 0. Later on we will treat the general case,
but the results are simplest for φ0 = 0. Recalling (10.46), we drop dispersion terms and invoke the
gain-without-distortion ansatz to obtain:
∂a(z, t)
∂z
= −1
2
αaa(z, t) +  a
∗(z, t)bin(t− uz)e−αbz/2
− 
2
2u
a∗(z, t)
∫ t
−∞
e(g+αb/2)(t
′−t)/ua(z, t′)2dt′ (10.102)
Here g = 1L log(G0) is the gain per unit length at steady state. Now make the substitution
a(z, t) = egz/2a¯(z, t) (10.103)
where a¯(z, t) is real and slowly-varying in z. This is valid for flat-top pump pulses, where the gain
is roughly constant because the pulse amplitude is constant. We choose g so that egL/2 is the cavity
loss, since in steady state, gain equals loss and thus the single-pass gain should be egL/2. Deviations
will be handled by perturbation theory on a¯. Equation (10.102) becomes:
∂a¯(z, t)
∂z
=
[
 (bin(t− uz)e−αbz/2 − b¯0)
]
a¯(z, t)
− 
2egz
2u
a¯(z, t)
∫ t
−∞
e(g+αb/2)(t
′−t)/ua¯(z, t′)2dt (10.104)
To obtain the output field, one must integrate (10.104) from z = 0 to L. Gain without distortion
means that the integrand is close to constant over that interval, so we can approximate the integral
with one Picard step, setting z = 0 everywhere in the integrand. The evolution over one round-trip
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is:
∆a(t) = a(t)
[ F (t)︷ ︸︸ ︷∫ L
0
(bin(t− uz)e−αbz/2 − b¯0)dz
− 
2(egL − 1)
2gu
∫ t
−∞
e(g+αb/2)(t
′−t)/ua(t′)2dt′
]
(10.105)
There are two linear terms in (10.105). The first is the gain-clipping term, where F (t) is related to
G(t) by:
F (t) = G(t) +
∫ L
0
(bmaxe
−αbz/2 − b¯0)dz
= G(t) +
p− 1
2
log(G0e
αaL)
= G(t) + log
[
∆max(φ0 = 0)
]
(10.106)
In steady state, a(t) stays constant between round trips, so the right-hand side of (10.105) must
equal zero. There are two ways this can happen:
1. F (t) < 0 or F (t) decreasing. Since the second integral is always positive and increasing, it is
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impossible to set the term in square brackets in (10.105) to zero. The only way to satisfy the
steady-state condition is to set a(t) = 0.
2. F (t) > 0 and increasing. In this case, a(t) 6= 0 and the terms in the square brackets must
cancel out. Combining (10.105) with its time derivative (both which must equal zero), we find:
a(t)2 =
2gu
2(egL − 1)
[
F ′(t)− g + αb/2
u
F (t)
]
(10.107)
For a flat-top pump pulse, the analytic formula for G(t) (Eq. 10.20) will suffice; from this we can
calculate F (t) = 12 log(G0e
αaL)
[
(p − 1) − p|t|/Tp
]
. Using (10.107) and substituting g, , u, b0 for
G0, Tp, Nb,0 (Table 10.1) we find the solution
a(t)2 =
4Nb,0e
−αbL/2 log(G0)
Tp(G0 − 1) log(G0eαaL)
×
[
p+
(
logG0 +
1
2αbL
)(
(p− 1)− p |t|
Tp
)]
(10.108)
for −Tp(1− p−1) < t < 0 (and a(t) = 0 otherwise). This can be integrated to give the total photon
number:
Na =
4Nb,0e
−αbL/2 log(G0)
Tp(G0 − 1) log(G0eαaL)
×
[
(p− 1) + (p− 1)
2
2p
(
logG0 +
1
2αbL
)]
(10.109)
Figure 10.24 compares the waveform (10.108) and its Fourier transform to full simulations. The
amplitude and the general shape are modeled well by the theory, although it says nothing about the
shape of the edges. As the pulse gets longer with increasing pump power, the spectrum narrows, a
fact confirmed in experiments and consistent with previous work [BKPS74].
10.5.2 Dispersion
Gain clipping sets the overall pulse shape, while dispersion evens out the edges and sets the signal-
idler splitting. If φ0φ
′
2 > 0, the OPO is degenerate so there is no signal-idler splitting; however,
nonzero φ0 reduces the overall gain, which reduces the signal power. The most straightforward way
to do this is to say that Eq. (10.106) should be modified to read
F (t) = G(t) + log
[
∆max(φ0)
]
(10.110)
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Figure 10.25: Resonance diagrams for the box pulse model (Eq. 10.111) compared to numerical
result.
and the rest of the results carry over unchanged. Eq. (10.108) becomes:
a(t)2 =
4Nb,0e
−αbL/2 log(G0)
Tp(G0 − 1) log(G0eαaL)
[
p+
(
logG0 +
1
2αbL
)(2 log(∆max(p, φ0))
log(G0eαaL)
− p |t|
Tp
)]
(10.111)
For φ0φ
′
2 < 0, the pulse is box-shaped but nondegenerate: a(t) = Re
[
a¯(t)e−i δω0t
]
, (see Eq. 10.31),
and a¯(t) takes the same form as (10.111) but with a
√
2 factor to preserve the overall energy.
A good way to visualize (10.111) is to plot resonance diagrams for the box-pulse model and compare
them to the numerics, as in Fig. 10.25. The general structure of the resonance plots are the same,
but the features on the tails differ, consistent with the smoothing in Fig. 10.24. However, these tails
are suppressed by several orders of magnitude and only show up on the plot because of the log scale.
The Fourier transform of this is given in Fig. 10.26. The OPO is nondegenerate for φ0 < 0, but
this does not affect the overall shape of the pulse. Aside from a sinusoidal modulation, it remains
box-shaped.
10.6 Conclusion
This chapter has introduced three reduced models that aid the understanding, simulation, and design
of synchronously pumped OPOs. These models are based on mathematical approximations and
physical intuition, and show good agreement with numerical simulations for predicting steady-state
pulse shapes, transient behavior and stability. Because the models run several orders of magnitude
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faster than numerical simulations, they will be a useful tool for simulating large OPO networks, and
a guide for device design and optimization.
Near threshold, I derived an eigenmode expansion that predicts the OPO threshold as a function of
cavity dispersion and round-trip phase, and gives the correct steady-state pulse shape. The pulse
dynamics is a competition between gain clipping, which shortens the pulse to maximize its overlap
with the pump; and dispersion, limits its bandwidth. We noticed a smooth transition between
degenerate and nondegenerate oscillation when the cavity dispersion is not compensated, which
could be explained by a simple phase-matching argument. In both the degenerate and nondegenerate
regimes, I obtained analytic formulae for the pulse shape in terms of Airy and hypergeometric
functions, which gave analytic expressions for the pulse shape and its threshold. Moreover, pulse
stability could be explained using bifurcation theory with a simple two-mode model.
Far from threshold, the steady-state pulse was found to have a narrow spectrum, and I obtained
a box-like pulse shape by solving the equations without dispersion. In the frequency domain, this
appears as a sinc-shaped spectrum which grows narrower the higher the pump relative to thresh-
old. An analytic expression for the pulse width and amplitude was derived, which agrees with the
numerics.
Working between these regimes, I obtained a reduced model based on projection onto a sech-shaped
pulse. This was physically motivated by the “simulton” solution in a χ(2) waveguide, and I accounted
for the effects of gain-clipping and dispersion as perturbations to this solution. While only valid in
the degenerate regime close to threshold, this model is helpful because it is fully analytic, and within
its regime of validity, agrees with the both the eigenmode model and the numerics.
Chapter 11
Silicon Optical Waveguides
Shortly after the discovery optical bistability in the 1970’s [Gib12, GMV76] and demonstrations of
“optical transistors” in various materials [MSJ79,MMS81,JPJ76], optics was touted as a compelling
alternative to electronic computing [Smi86, Smi84]. However, the size, quality, and other require-
ments for an optical transistor [Smi84, Mil10] were not realizable with the large, lossy resonators
that could be fabricated at the time. In subsequent decades, due to the exponential “Moore’s Law”
growth in CMOS performance [Moo65], optical computing was totally eclipsed by electronics.
Fortuitously, CMOS has turned from competitor to a major driver of photonics research, spawning
the field of “Silicon Photonics.” High-quality photonic components can be created using CMOS-
compatible processes optimized for large-scale integration and high yield, and the fabrication work
can be outsourced to commercial foundries [Sor06]. Silicon is only “average” in terms of its optical
properties and state-of-the-art devices are rarely made from silicon, but due to integration challenges,
it is currently the most promising platform for optical circuits.
Devices and effects that have been realized with silicon include:
• Passive components, e.g. add/drop ports, beamsplitters [SSS+16], polarization rotators [GHHZ13],
grating couplers
• Electro-optic components, e.g. modulators, photodetectors [DBJP+12]
• χ(3) devices, e.g. four-wave mixing [FTS+06, LJP+08, LOVG10], supercontinuum generation
[LGC+15]
• Raman scattering, Raman lasers [BJ04,RLJ+05]
• Induced χ(2) nonlinearity, e.g. strained silicon [JAB+06], EFISH [TPW16]
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• Free-carrier nonlinearity [TNM+05,XL06]
• Heterogeneous integration [RMK+13]
The simplest optical component is a waveguide. Silicon optical waveguides benefit from a high
index-contrast (n = 3.5 vs. 1.5 or 1.0), allowing low-loss guided-waves with ∼ 0.1µm cross section
[YSC+05]. This confinement dramatically enhances the optical nonlinearity in silicon compared
to other platforms. This chapter studies the effects present in silicon optical waveguides, focusing
particularly on structures that can be built with established foundries such as IMEC [SDHW+14,
LSF+14].
The present chapter covers work done with Dodd Gray (Stanford) and Kambiz Jamshidi (TU-
Dresden). Our lab does not do silicon photonics, but we have recently begun a collaboration with
Prof. Jamshidi to build and study nonlinear- and potentially quantum-optical circuits. As such, this
is the most open-ended chapter in my thesis, focusing mainly on possibilities rather than results. It
is fitting to end my thesis this way, for it signifies that scientific progress is never “complete.” It is
always changing, always evolving, a perpetual cycle of striving and discovery.
Works related to this chapter include:
• Meysam Namdari, Mahmoud Jazayerifar, Ryan Hamerly, and Kambiz Jamshidi, “CMOS Com-
patible Ring Resonators for Phase-Sensitive Optical Parametric Amplification.” [submitted]
• Ryan Hamerly, Levon Mirzoyan, Meysam Namdari, and Kambiz Jamshidi, “Optical bista-
bility, self-pulsing and soliton formation in silicon micro-rings with active carrier removal.”
[submitted]
11.1 Waveguide Modes and Dispersion Relation
To find the propagating modes and their dispersion relation, we need to solve Maxwell’s equations
in the waveguide. In a non-magnetic medium, Maxwell’s Equations are:
∇ · (n2E) = 0 ∇× E = −µ0 ∂H
∂t
∇ ·H = 0 ∇×H = n20 ∂E
∂t
(11.1)
For a waveguide oriented along the z direction, the index of refraction is a function of x and y. From
translation symmetry, we can show that waves propagate along the z direction and take the form:
E = E(x, y)ei(βz−ωt), B = B(x, y)ei(βz−ωt) (11.2)
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Applying (11.2), we get the following equations for the fields E(x, y), B(x, y) [Oka99]:
∂Ez
∂y
− iβEy = iωµ0Hx ∂Hz
∂y
− iβHy = −iω0n(x, y)2Ex
iβEx − ∂Ez
∂x
= iωµ0Hy iβHx − ∂Hz
∂x
= −iω0n(x, y)2Ey
∂Ey
∂x
− ∂Ex
∂y
= iωµ0Hz
∂Hy
∂x
− ∂Hx
∂y
= −iω0n(x, y)2Ez (11.3)
Equations (11.3) are an eigenvalue equation: given a frequency ω, we solve for the eigenmode
[Ex, Ey, Ez, Hx, Hy, Hz] and its eigenvalue β. The modes will be orthonormal in both E and H
integrals. For two modes (Ei, Hi) and (Ej , Hj):∫
0n
2
(
E∗i · Ej
)
dA =
∫
µ0
(
H∗i ·Hj
)
dA = δij (11.4)
Moreover, the cross-product integral, which is related to the Poynting vector, is orthogonal but with
a different normalization constant: ∫ (
E∗i ×Hj
) · zˆ dA = Ciδij (11.5)
for a given constant Ci.
The group velocity can be computed using perturbation theory. For a general perturbation (to both
ω and n(x, y)), the wavenumber changes by [SL12]:
∆βi =
∫ [
∆(ω0n
2)|Ei|2 + ∆(ωµ0)|Hi|2
]
dA
2
∫
Re(E∗i ×Hi) · zˆ dA
(11.6)
Note that, when calculating the group velocity, both ω and n vary in the differentials in Eq. (11.6).
The effective group index ng,i = c/vg,i is: :
ng,i =
c
vg,i
= c
dβ
dω
=
∫
c0nng|E|2dA∫
Re(E∗ ×H) · zˆ dA (11.7)
Note that the integrals in (11.7) above depend both on the material’s phase index n(x, y) and its
group index ng(x, y). Also note that the numerator and denominator in (11.7) are the energy density
(per unit length) and transmitted power:
U =
1
2
∫
0nng|E|2dA, P = 1
2
∫
Re(E∗ ×H) · zˆ dA, ng,eff = cU
P
(11.8)
If the refractive index changes n → n + ∆n (due to heating, etc.), Eq. (11.6) can be solved and,
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upon substituting the denominator with (11.7), we obtain:
∆ni = ng,i
∫
n∆n|E|2dA
nng|E|2dA (11.9)
If the waveguide can be split into regions Rr, each with its own material and its own index nr, then
(11.9) takes a more intuitive form a weighted sum:
∆ni =
∑
r
ng,i
ng,r
Γr∆nr, Γr ≡
∫
Rr
nng|E|2dA∫
nng|E|2dA (11.10)
As Eq. (11.10) shows, the total ∆n a weighted sum of the ∆nr for the regions Rr. There are two
weighting factors: a ratio of group velocities ng,i/ng,r, and a filling factor Γr. Since the regions span
the whole cross section, the filling factors must sum to unity:
∑
r Γr = 1
Loss can be modeled with a complex refractive index: n → n + ik. In silicon photonics, the loss is
typically weak (k  n) and can be treated using perturbation theory. The absorption coefficient α
is related to k by α = (2ω/c)k = (4pi/cλ)k. Applying (11.10), we find a similar expression for the
waveguide loss αi:
αi =
∑
r
ng,i
ng,r
Γrαr (11.11)
11.1.1 Slab Waveguide
To find the modes, generally, Eqs. (11.3) must be solved numerically, but for simple structures
(slab waveguide, cylindrical waveguide), one can find analytic solutions. Reasonable approximate
solutions exist for rectangular and rib / ridge waveguides, but these are based on the slab waveguide,
so it will be introduced first.
A slab waveguide is a layer of high-index material, the core, surrounded by two low-index materials,
the cladding and substrate (Fig. 11.1). Technically, this is not a waveguide because it only confines
the field in the y direction, so waves can propagate any direction in the xz-plane. If the field
y
x
z Cladding (n0)
Core (n1)
Substrate (ns)
2a
Figure 11.1: Diagram of slab optical waveguide.
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Figure 11.2: Dispersion relation for Air/Si/SiO2 slab waveguide and Air/Si3N4/SiO2 waveguide
(right), with nair = 1, nSi = 3.5, nSi3N4 = 2.0, nSiO2 = 1.5. Black lines give bulk dispersion relations
for substrate and cladding.
propagates along the z-axis, E and H have no y-dependence. The field equations become:
dEz
dy
− iβEy = iωµ0Hx dHz
dy
− iβHy = −iω0n2Ex
iβEx = iωµ0Hy iβHx = −iω0n2Ey
−dEx
dy
= iωµ0Hz −dHx
dy
= −iω0n2Ez (11.12)
Inspecting (11.12), we see that there are two independent modes in the slab waveguide: a transverse-
electric (TE) mode with Ez = Ey = Hx = 0, and a transverse-magnetic (TM) mode with Hz =
Hy = Ex = 0. The TE and TM modes satisfy the following equations:
TE mode TM mode
E ∼ xˆ, H ∼ yˆ, zˆ E ∼ yˆ, zˆ, H ∼ xˆ[
d2
dy2 + ((ω/c)
2n2 − β2)]Ex = 0 [n2 ddy ( 1n2 ddy )+ ((ω/c)2n2 − β2)]Hx = 0
Hy =
β
ωµ0
Ex, Hz =
i
ωµ0
dEx
dy Ey = − βω0n2Hx, Ez = − iω0n2 dHxdy
The TE and TM modes have the same form, since the equation for Ex (Hx for TM) is analogous to
a Schro¨dinger equation:
Ex (TE)
Hx (TM)
}
=

cos(κa− φ)e−σ(y−a) (y > a)
cos(κy − φ) (−a ≤ y ≤ a)
cos(−κa− φ)eξ(y+a) (y < −a)
(11.13)
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For TE, both the field Ey and its first derivative are continuous at the boundaries y = ±a; for TM,
the field Hx and the quantity n
−2dHx/dy are continuous. One finds:
κ =
√
(ωn1/c)2 − β2, σ =
√
β2 − (ωn0/c)2, ξ =
√
β2 − (ωns/c)2 (11.14)
The boundary conditions give the constraint:
2κa = mpi + tanh−1(ξ/κ) + tan−1(σ/κ), (m ∈ Z) (11.15)
Solving for this, after substituting (11.14), gives the dispersion relation β(ω). The phase is given
by:
2φ = mpi + tanh−1(ξ/κ)− tan−1(σ/κ) (11.16)
Typical dispersion relations are shown in Fig. 11.2. The guided waves always lie between the bulk
dispersion curve for the core (ω = (c/n1)β) and the substrate (ω = (c/ns)β).
11.1.2 Rectangular Waveguide (Marcatili Method)
Consider a waveguide with a rectangular cross section (Fig. 11.3). The index profile is given by:
n(x, y) =
{
n1 (−d < y < d, −a < x < a)
n0 (elsewhere)
(11.17)
There is no analytic solution to Eqs. (11.3) for this waveguide. In addition, the (Ex, Hy, Hz) and
(Hx, Ey, Ez) modes do not decouple, so we do not have strictly TE and TM modes.
An approximate solution was obtained by Marcatili, in which we assume that the field in the corner
regions |x| > a, |y| > d is small enough to be neglected, since the field decays rapidly outside the
waveguide [Mar69a,KTG83].
Inspired by plane-wave optics, we suppose that in one of the electromagnetic modes, the Ex and Hy
terms will be dominant. Analogous to an xˆ-polarized plane wave, we will call it the Expq mode. We
assume Hx = 0 and solve the field equations (11.3) to get:
∂2Hy
∂x2
+
∂2Hy
∂y2
+
(
(ωn/c)2 − β2)Hy = 0 (11.18)
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Figure 11.3: Left: rectangular waveguide. Right: cross-section, with excluded corner-regions in
Marcatili’s method.
and
Ex =
ωµ0
β
Hy +
1
ω0n2β
∂2Hy
∂x2
Ey =
1
ω0n2β
∂2Hy
∂x∂y
Ez =
i
ω0n2
∂Hy
∂x
Hz =
i
β
∂Hy
∂y
(11.19)
Likewise, the Eypq mode corresponds to the yˆ-polarized plane wave. Here, we asusume that Ey and
Hx are dominant and Hy = 0, giving the equation
∂2Hx
∂x2
+
∂2Hx
∂y2
+
(
(ωn/c)2 − β2)Hx = 0 (11.20)
and
Ex = − 1
ω0n2β
∂2Hx
∂x∂y
Ey = −ωµ0
β
Hx − 1
ω0n2β
∂2Hx
∂y2
Ez = − i
ω0n2
∂Hx
∂y
Hz =
i
β
∂Hx
∂x
(11.21)
In either case, the field (Hx, Hy) takes the form:
Hy (E
x
pq)
Hx (E
y
pq)
}
=

cos(kxx− φ) cos(kyy − ψ) (Region 1)
cos(kxa− φ) cos(kyy − ψ)e−γx(x−a) (Region 2)
cos(kxx− φ) cos(kyd− ψ)e−γy(y−d) (Region 3)
(11.22)
and the mirror-image regions are filled by symmetry. The current configuration is symmetric, so the
phases are given by: φ = (p − 1)pi/2, ψ = (q − 1)pi/2, with p, q positive integers. The dispersion
relation is given by:
β2 = (ωn1/c)
2 − k2x − k2y (11.23)
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Figure 11.4: Dispersion relation for modes in the rectangular waveguide, n1 = 3.5, n0 = 1.0. Two
aspect ratios are shown: w/h = 1.5 and 2.0.
and kx, ky, γx, γy are obtained by solving the boundary-value conditions. For the E
x
pq modes:
kxa = (p− 1)pi
2
+ tan−1
(
n21γx
n20kx
)
k2x + γ
2
x = (ω/c)
2(n21 − n20)
kyd = (q − 1)pi
2
+ tan−1
(
γy
ky
)
k2y + γ
2
y = (ω/c)
2(n21 − n20) (11.24)
and the fields are given by:
Ex =
ωµ0
β
Hy +
1
ω0n2β
∂2Hy
∂x2
Ey =
1
ω0n2β
∂2Hy
∂x∂y
Ex =
i
ω0n2
∂Hy
∂x
Hz =
i
β
∂Hy
∂y
(11.25)
Likewise for the Epqy mode, we solve:
kxa = (p− 1)pi
2
+ tan−1
(
γx
kx
)
k2x + γ
2
x = (ω/c)
2(n21 − n20)
kyd = (q − 1)pi
2
+ tan−1
(
n21γy
n20ky
)
k2y + γ
2
y = (ω/c)
2(n21 − n20) (11.26)
Figure 11.4 plots the dispersion relation for rectangular waveguides of two aspect ratios: w/h = 1.5
and 2.0. As with the slab waveguide, all of the dimensions scale, so we plot the curves in dimensionless
units, normalized to d = h/2. The modes converge to the light line ω = βc for long wavelengths,
suggesting that they are very weakly confined; in this limit the Marcatili method is not accurate. It
is most accurate when the wavelength is short and the modes are strongly confined to the waveguide.
The numerically-computed modes are shown in Figure 11.5. We see that the general form – sinusoidal
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Figure 11.5: Electric field profiles of the lowest 4 modes plotted in Fig. 11.4, at ω = 0.837c/d
(corresponds to λ = 1.5µm for an (800nm × 400nm) or (600nm × 400nm) waveguide).
in the center and exponential outside – agrees with Marcatili’s formulas. In practice, however,
Marcatili’s formulas are a very poor approximation for the mode profiles, predicting very high
field concentrations outside the waveguide even in the tightly-confined case, and not satisfying
the boundary conditions at the surface. The approximation becomes poorer as the wavelength is
increased, a trend evident from Fig. 11.4.
11.1.3 Effective Index Method
Often a waveguide is strongly confining in one direction but weakly confining in the other. A good
example would be a rib waveguide (Fig. 11.6) where the etch depth H − h is much smaller than the
rib height H. In this limit, the shape of the fields E(x, y), H(x, y) is only weakly dependent on x,
suggesting a separation-of-variables solution.
To start, we consider the Expq mode, where the H-field points primarily along the yˆ-direction and
satisfies the equation:
∂2Hy
∂x2
+
∂2Hy
∂y2
+
[(
ωn(x, y)/c
)2 − β2]Hy = 0 (11.27)
Making the separation
Hy(x, y) +X(x)Y (x, y) (11.28)
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Figure 11.6: Rib waveguide geometry.
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Numerical and effective-index results plotted.
where Y (x, y) satisfies the following eigenvalue equation
∂2Y
∂y2
+ (ω/c)2
[
n(x, y)2 − neff(x)2
]
Y (11.29)
which is the same ODE used to compute the TE mode in a slab waveguide, but with neff rather
than ω as an eigenvalue. The equation depends on x as a parameter; solving for it allows one to
compute the effective index neff(x).
Assuming weak x-confinement, the field Y (x, y) should only depend weakly on x. Mathematically,
this means ∣∣∣∣ 1Y ∂Y∂x
∣∣∣∣ ∣∣∣∣ 1X dXdx
∣∣∣∣ , ∣∣∣∣ 1Y ∂2Y∂x2
∣∣∣∣ ∣∣∣∣ 1X d2Xdx2
∣∣∣∣ (11.30)
In this limit, by substituting Eq. (11.29) for Y (x, y) into Eq. (11.27), we obtain an equation for
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X(x):
d2X
dx2
+
[
(ωneff(x)/c)
2 − β2]X = 0 (11.31)
The procedure for Expq (TE-like) and E
y
pq (TM-like) modes works as follows:
Step Expq (TE-like) E
y
pq (TM-like)
1: Y (x, y), neff(x) Solve slab waveguide equations,
TE polarization. Boundary condi-
tion: ∂Y/∂y is continuous.
Solve slab waveguide equations,
TM polarization. Boundary condi-
tion: n−2∂Y/∂y is continuous.
2: X(x) Solve slab waveguide equations,
TM polarization. Boundary condi-
tion: n−2eff dX/dx is continuous.
Solve slab waveguide equations,
TE polarization. Boundary condi-
tion: dX/dx is continuous.
3: ~E, ~H Get Hy = X(x)Y (x, y). Compute
~E, ~H using Eqs. (11.19).
Get Hx = X(x)Y (x, y). Compute
~E, ~H using Eqs. (11.21).
While the effective index method is designed for systems with weak horizontal confinement, where
h ≈ H, it gives reasonable answers when h is much smaller. However, in the limit h→ 0, the neff(x)
may be undefined outside the waveguide because ω is below the cutoff frequency for a slab of width
h. In this case, the best approximation is to assume the wave is confined to the substrate and set
neff = ns.
Figure 11.7 gives the dispersion relation for rib waveguides of varying side heights. One finds good
agreement with the effective index method for the TE and TM modes, even when the ratio H/h is
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large and the approximation (11.30) breaks down.
In Fig. 11.7, the guided modes lie between the silicon line β = n1ω/c and the glass line β = nsω/c
because the index is always ≤ nSi, and modes with β < nsω/c can leak out through the substrate.
But in the rib waveguide, light can also leak out along the surface, provided that the slab of width
h supports a guided mode. This gives the dashed line in Fig. 11.7. For large h, this line blocks off
all modes except the first-order TE-like; only the TE mode is bound. But for smaller h, this line is
less restrictive, and both TE and TM modes are bound.
While the dispersion relation is reasonably accurate, the mode profiles one computes are not par-
ticularly accurate. Figure 11.8 plots the TE-like and TM-like modes for a 450× 220 nm waveguide,
with h = 150. While the field inside the waveguide is reasonably accurate, the external field is rather
poorly shaped. However, as the field profile is usually used to compute nonlinear coefficients, which
depend only on the interior field, this should not be an issue.
11.2 Group Velocity and Dispersion
Solving for the waveguide modes allows us to reduce the 3+1-dimensional Maxwell equations (11.1)
to a set of 1+1-dimensional equations for the field a(z, t). The geometry of the waveguide is distilled
into four relevant parameters: the phase-velocity vp, group velocity vg, dispersion β2, and nonlinear
index γ [LPA07].
These constants depend on the waveguide’s material and, more importantly, its geometry. Most
notably, by choosing the correct waveguide dimensions, one can tailor the dispersion relation of the
waveguide. Such “dispersion engineering” has been applied to silicon ridge waveguides [TMS+06],
Si3N4 ridge waveguides [TISF10] and microresonators [OSL
+11,RHH+12], photonic-crystal waveg-
uides [SMAL07], and microstructured optical fibers [OHZ+01, KAB+00]. One can use waveguide
dispersion to enhance, cancel or invert the material dispersion.
It is useful to express the phase and group velocity in terms of their phase and group indices:
neff = (ω/c)/β, ng = β1c. The group velocity dispersion is conveniently stated in units of ps
2/m;
for reference a standard SMF28e fiber has β2 = −0.016ps2/m.
Figs. 11.9-11.10 plot the waveguide phase index, group index, and GVD as a function of wavelength
for a number of geometries, in the fundamental TE mode. The top two rows of Fig. 11.9 correspond
to rib waveguides that can be fabricated at IMEC [LSF+14]: a rib height H = 220 with sides h = 150
or 70. As noted in Sec. 11.1.3, the effective index method works best when the field is only weakly
x-dependent – equivalently, if H ≈ h. Thus, it is not surprising to see that effective index theory
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Figure 11.11: Electric field profiles for waveguides shown in Fig. 11.9, sampled at λ = 1.2µm and
2.4µm.
agrees well with numerical results for the h = 150 waveguides. For h = 70 the agreement is still
good, although there is some deviation.
For h = 40 and h = 20 (which cannot presently be fabricated at IMEC), the disagreement becomes
more pronounced. In particular, numerical simulations predict a small range of wavelengths, around
1.8µm, with anomalous dispersion, while effective index theory predicts normal dispersion for all
wavelengths. It is notable that one can achieve anomalous dispersion in such a thin waveguide, as
waveguides used for anomalous dispersion are typically much thicker [TMS+06,TISF10]. One should
keep in mind, however, that the h = 20 or 40 sidewalls are not currently available at IMEC or many
other foundries.
Several qualitative features from Figs. 11.9-11.10 catch the eye. First, unlike most materials or
weakly-guided optical fibers, the phase and group index differ by O(1) (typically the difference is
very small). This fact indicates that the waveguide dispersion is much more significant than material
and fiber dispersion.
Both the phase and group index tend to increase with decreasing wavelength. This is due to the
increased confinement of light to the high-index silicon core (Fig. 11.11). The effect is much more
pronounced for the smaller waveguides. However, for the waveguides with thin sidewalls, ng reaches
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a maximum and starts decreasing. From the relation
β2 =
1
c
dng
dω
(11.32)
we can infer that this is the region with anomalous dispersion.
11.3 Waveguide Loss
There are three main loss mechanisms in silicon waveguides, discussed in the sections below:
1. Optical absorption – Si absorbs in the visible and near-IR (λ < 1.1µm), and SiO2 absorbs at
longer wavelengths (λ & 5µm), giving a device transmission window of 1.1–5µm. Free carriers
add absorption for all wavelengths, roughly going as α ∼ Ce,hne,hλ2 in the near IR.
2. Substrate Loss – SOI wafers consist of silicon structures on top of a thin (1–3µm) SiO2 sub-
strate. Light can leak through the substrate into the bulk silicon beneath. The rate is expo-
nential in substrate length, approximately α/cm−1 = exp
[
10.6 − 37.9(S/µm)(λ/µm)−1.5] for
a 220-nm slab waveguide.
3. Scattering Loss – due to surface roughness, can be calculated using the Payne-Lacey model,
which treats surface defects as antennas and calculates the radiated power [LP90,PL94].
11.3.1 Optical Absorption
Loss in optical waveguides is limited by absorption in the silicon core and SiO2 substrate. Silicon
has an indirect band gap Eg = 1.12eV associated with phonon-mediated transitions from the Γ-
and X-points (Fig. 11.12). This causes absorption for λ < 1.10µm. Note, however, that because
of the indirect band gap, the absorption coefficient is not particularly large: the extinction length
at 780 nm is around 5µm, increasing to 100µm at λ = 1µm. Absorption is significantly reduced at
cryogenic temperatures.
In the mid- and far-IR, there is significant absorption in silica due to Si–O vibrational modes. This
limits the wavelength to under 4–5µm [KPJ07].
Initially, researchers were skeptical of mid-IR photonics in SOI because of the strong absorption
features seen in silica fibers, attributed to Si–O harmonics and O–H stretching in impurities [IST77,
OSM+76, MMN+11]. However, fibers generally travel kilometers whereas a typical SOI device is
at most centimeters long; moreover, the silica used in SOI is sufficiently high purity that devices
can be transparent all the way out to 4–5µm. In recent years, devices at 2µm [ZPM+10], 3.3µm
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Figure 11.12: Left: electronic band structure of silicon [Lun09]. Right: transmission window of SOI
devices, limited by optical absorption in silicon core [SN06] and SiO2 substrate [KPJ07].
[MMN+11,MMY+09], and 4.4µm [SLBL11], evidence that the full transparency window in Fig. 11.12
can be accessed.
If we operate in the regime 1.2µm < λ < 4.5µm, then, material absorption will be negligible.
On the other hand, certain devices we might want to make (for example: up-conversion detectors,
OPOs with far-IR idler fields) involve light in the absorbing regions. To calculate the guided-wave
absorption exactly, we use Eq. (11.11) to decompose it into a weighted sum of the cladding, core
and substrate absorption coefficients:
α =
ng
ng,0
Γ0α0 +
ng
ng,1
Γ1α1 +
ng
ng,s
Γsαs (11.33)
where ng is the guided-mode group velocity, ng,0, ng,1, ng,s are the cladding, core and substrate
(bulk) group velocities, α0, α1, αs are the absorption coefficients, and Γ0,Γ1,Γs are filling factors
that sum to one (Eq. (11.10)):
Γr =
∫
Rr
nng|E|2dA∫
nng|E|2dA (11.34)
For tightly confined modes, typically Γ1 ≈ 1 and Γ0,Γs  1, reducing the effect of cladding and
substrate absorption. On the other hand, for λ & 4.5 when substrate absorption sets in, the mode
will be less tightly confined and the value of Γs matters. Figure 11.13 plots the Γr as a function of
waveguide width and wavelength for a rib waveguide, H = 220, h = 70. For most waveguide widths
at λ < 3µm, a majority of the power is confined to the silicon. However, for λ & 3µm, a significant
fraction (& 10%) leaks into the substrate.
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(H = 220, h = 70), TE-like mode. Right: values in the slab-waveguide limit w → ∞, for both TE
and TM modes.
The TM mode is much less confined than the TE. The right plot of Fig. 11.13 compares TE and
TM filling factors for the slab waveguide (w → ∞). While the TE mode is strongly confined for
all λ . 5µm, for the TM mode, a majority of the power leaks into the substrate at 1.8µm, and at
3.2µm the mode becomes unbound. To better confine the TM mode, we would need a larger slab;
since the eigenvalue equations are approximately scale-invariant (if the index is slowly varying in
λ), doubling the slab height correspondingly doubles the wavelengths it can confine. Thick slabs,
unavailable at facilities such as IMEC, must be used to confine TM modes in the mid-IR.
11.3.2 Free-carrier absorption
It has long been known that doped silicon absorbs light below its band gap, and this absorption
increases with doping [SF57, HN66]. This free-carrier absorption is typically explained using the
Drude model, in which the dielectric constant has the plasma oscillation peak [STS78,YC10]:
(ω) = ∞ − Nee
2
0me(ω2 + iωγe)
− Nhe
2
0mh(ω2 + iωγh)
(11.35)
where me,h, γe,h are the carrier mass and relaxation time constant (electrons and holes have different
values). Because of the finite relaxation time, plasma oscillations are dissipative, leading (in the limit
ω  ωp, γ generally applicable to semiconductors) to free-carrier absorption:
α(ω) =
e2
n(ω)c0
1
ω2
[
γe
me
Ne +
γh
mh
Nh
]
(11.36)
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Figure 11.15: Absorption coefficient of doped silicon as function of doping and wavelength. Model
parameters from Ref. [NSM11]
From Eq. (11.36), we expect the absorption to vary linearly with carrier density, and scale as λ2.
Thus, free-carrier absorption should be more significant for longer wavelengths. Because carriers
in silicon are not an ideal plasma, Eq. (11.36) is only qualitatively correct. Fig. 11.15 plots the
absorption coefficient for a range of wavelengths and doping densities, comparing to the Drude-
model result α ∼ Nλ2. While p-type silicon has the Drude-model wavelength dependence, n-type
silicon does not, exhibiting a “plateau” at 2–5µm.
A more accurate power-law formula, proposed by Soref and Bennett for 1.3- and 1.55-µm [SB87],
has become commonplace in the literature. Recently it has been extended to the full transparency
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window of silicon, 1.2µm < λ < 14µm [NSM11]:
α = aN be + cN
d
h (11.37)
where the constants a, b, c, d are wavelength-dependent [NSM11, Table 1].
Figure 11.15 plots the absorption as a function of both wavelength and carrier concentration, with
the value α = 1.0cm−1 shown in black. Typical SOI waveguides have 2–4 dB/cm loss (α = 0.5–
1.0cm−1), [VM04, LLL+00], although smaller values around 0.5 dB/cm (α = 0.14cm−1) have been
reported [MMN+11]. To the left of the solid line in Fig. 11.15, free-carrier absorption is weak
compared to other waveguide loss terms. To the right of the line, it dominates.
Note that, as with material absorption, the actual waveguide free-carrier absorption is multiplied by
a filling factor Γ as in Eq. (11.33).
11.3.3 Substrate Loss
The oxide layer in SOI has a finite thickness, typically around 1–3µm. Because the wafer lying
underneath the oxide is also silicon, light can leak out from the waveguide through the oxide layer
(Fig. 11.16). In practice, the leakage rate is proportional to the waveguide mode’s evanescent tail at
the bottom of the oxide layer, which is exponentially small for near-IR light if the oxide thickness is
S & 1µm. For longer wavelengths, the evanescent tail penetrates much deeper into the oxide layer,
so substrate leakage is more problematic.
Mode solvers find leaky modes using perfectly-matched layers (PMLs) [Ber94]. Analytically, one can
obtain good estimates for the leakage rate using effective index theory to convert the rib waveguide to
x
y
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H h
S ns
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n1
n0
H
S ns
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n1'
n0
E(y)
y
Ebd
Eleak
Figure 11.16: Leakage from a rib waveguide through the oxide layer (left), and the equivalent slab
waveguide (center). Transverse field profile (right).
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the equivalent slab, and finding the slab loss rate by the transfer matrix method [BSR+06,GTS87].
The transfer-matrix method gives exact solutions for 1D structures with a piecewise constant index of
refraction. The structure is divided into regions of constant index, and in each region, the transverse
field (Ψ = E for TE, H for TM) can be expressed as:
a+eiks + a−e−iks (11.38)
(For evanescent fields, k = −iκ is imaginary, so the field goes as a+eκs + a−e−κs). At boundaries,
Ψ is continuous. The derivative boundary condition depends on polarization: dΨ/ds is continuous
at the boundary for TE modes, n−2dΨ/ds for TM. Using these boundary conditions, we can relate
the a± on the right side to the left:[
a+2
a−2
]
TE
=
1
2
[
1 + (k1/k2) 1− (k1/k2)
1− (k1/k2) 1 + (k1/k2)
]
︸ ︷︷ ︸
T21
[
a+1
a−1
]
TE
[
a+2
a−2
]
TM
=
1
2
[
1 + (n22k1/n
2
1k2) 1− (n22k1/n21k2)
1− (n22k1/n21k2) 1 + (n22k1/n21k2)
]
︸ ︷︷ ︸
T21
[
a+1
a−1
]
TM
(11.39)
Passing from the left side of a region to the right simply changes the phase of the waves:[
a+i
a−i
]
TE/TM
→
[
eikiLi 0
0 e−ikiLi
]
︸ ︷︷ ︸
Ti
[
a+i
a−i
]
TE/TM
(11.40)
Start at the top of the waveguide and work down (thus s = −y in our usual coordinates). Regions
1, 2, 3 and 4 are the air cladding, silicon core, SiO2 substrate, and silicon wafer. In the absence of
the wafer layer (Region 4), there is no leakage from the slab. Modes are found by solving for the
boundary condition Ψ(s) → 0 as |s| → ∞. Thus for region 1, a−1 = 0 (set a+1 = 1 for convention).
In region 3, a+3 = 0. However, we can relate a
±
3 to a
±
1 using the transfer matrices:[
a+3
a−3
]
= T32T2T21
[
1
0
]
(11.41)
Setting a+3 = 0 constrains β, since it depends on β through the transfer matrices. This gives the
same solutions found in Sec. 11.1.1.
Once the modes is computed in the absence of a wafer layer, we can use the transfer matrix approach
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to compute the substrate leakage loss. First, fields a±4 in the silicon wafer are computed:[
a+4
a−4
]
= T43T3T32T2T21
[
1
0
]
= T43
[
eκSa+3
e−κSa−3
]
(11.42)
Since the field goes as eiβz, a+4 is the incoming wave, while a
−
4 is outgoing. The correct boundary
condition is a+4 = 0, which gives (for TE modes):
(1− iPξ/κ)aκSa+3 (β) + (1 + iPξ/κ)aκSa−3 (β) = 0 (11.43)
where P = 1 for TE modes and P = n21/n
2
s for TM modes.
Condition (11.43) is not satisfied for the lossless β computed in Sec. 11.1.1, since a+3 vanishes in that
case. Adding a perturbation δβ and propagating the result through to first order, we find that:
δβ = e−2κξ
1 + iPξ/κ
1− iPξ/κ
a−3
da+3 /dβ
(11.44)
This expression is complex, indicating a lossy mode. The loss can be computed from the imaginary
part of Eq. (11.44):
α = 2 Im(δβ) = e−2ξS
4(Pξ/κ)
1 + (Pξ/κ)2
a−3
da+3 /dβ
, P ≡
{
1 (TE)
n21/n
2
s (TM)
(11.45)
The absorption coefficient is proportional to the complex refractive index ni = Im(δβ)c/ω =
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Figure 11.17: Absorption coefficient due to substrate leakage from a slab waveguide with H = 220
nm.
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(Im(δβ)/β)nr. Thus, (11.45) can be recast into an equation for ni:
ni = nre
−2ξS 4(Pξ/κ)
1 + (Pξ/κ)2
a−3 /β
da+3 /dβ
(11.46)
The two fractions in (11.46) are of order unity, so the dominant contribution to ni is the exponential
e−2ξS , the exponential attenuation of the evanescent field. As a result, the leakage loss should
decrease exponentially with increasing substrate width. On the other hand, increasing wavelength
decreases ξ, which will increase the loss. Since TM and higher-order modes have smaller β and also
smaller ξ, they should be much lossier than the fundamental TE mode.
Fig. 11.17 gives the substrate leakage loss for a slab waveguide as a function of substrate width and
wavelength. There is a strong exponential dependence on both parameters, due to the e−2ξS term
in Eq. (11.45). A good analytic fit to Fig. 11.17 is:
α
cm−1
= exp
[
10.55− 37.87 S/µm
(λ/µm)1.5
]
(11.47)
This fits the data to within a factor of 3. Substrate leakage can be ignored if α < 1.0 cm−1, since
roughness loss is of this order. Using (11.47), this condition for negligible leakage is:
(S/µm) > 0.28(λ/µm)1.5 (11.48)
Ridge and rib waveguides can be treated using the effective index method [Kog88]. First, we solve
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Figure 11.18: Left: Loss for a rib waveguide with h = 70, H = 220 nm, as a function of width w.
Right: loss computed from effective index theory, in terms of width and wavelength. The w → ∞
limit was plotted in Fig. 11.17.
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Figure 11.19: Left: Loss for a slab waveguide with H = 220 (Fig. 11.17), TM mode. Right: rib
waveguide, H = 220, h = 70 (Fig. 11.18), TM mode
for the mode of a symmetric slab with width w, core index n1, and cladding index n
′
0, where
n′0 = n0 for the ridge geometry (h = 0), and for h 6= 0 we can take a weighted sum: (n′0)2 =
(h/H)n21 +(1−h/H)n20. The mode index n′1 = β/(ω/c) becomes the core index of our effective slab;
see Fig. 11.16. Then the loss is computed using transfer matrix theory, as discussed above.
Fig. 11.18 (left) gives the waveguide leakage loss, computed with both the numerical mode solver
and effective-index theory. The two agree to a factor of 2–3 over a wide range of widths and
wavelengths, a fact that has been noted in the literature [BSR+06]. This is fortunate, since each
mode-solver computation takes around 100 seconds on a 10-core machine, and in practice multiple
runs are needed to verify the accuracy of the mesh and PML; on the other hand, the effective-index
calculation takes milliseconds. The right-side plots were computed using effective index theory, as a
full numerical simulation would have taken days.
Compared to the TE mode, the TM mode is extremely lossy (Fig. 11.19). This is a consequence of
the smaller effective index for TM and the TM boundary conditions, both which cause the field to
extend deep into the substrate. While leakage is insignificant for telecom frequencies, in the mid-IR
losses are well over 10–100 cm−1. To reduce the leakage losses for TM modes, very thick oxide layers
(& 6µm) are needed to confine the light in the mid-IR. Another way to reduce TM losses would be
to increase the silicon thickness H.
11.3.4 Scattering Loss
In many waveguides, material and substrate absorption are negligible, and the dominant source
of waveguide loss is scattering. Modern SOI has advanced to the point that the top and bottom
surfaces are atomically smooth, but roughness in the sidewalls is still significant [LLL+00].
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Figure 11.20: Left: sidewall roughness scattering from a rib waveguide. Right: equivalent effective
slab.
The first treatment of the scattering problem was by Marcuse, who modeled it using coupled-
mode perturbation theory [Mar69b]; however, this approach requires detailed knowledge of both the
bound and radiation modes, so is difficult to use in practice. I will follow the approach of Payne and
Lacey [LP90,PL94], who treat scattering using radiation theory, where the rough waveguide surface
acts as an antenna, and the far-field radiation is computed. Their treatment was only concerned
with TE modes in a slab waveguide, but is straightforward to extended to TM modes, and can be
applied to ridge / rib waveguides using effective index theory [LLL+00].
Starting with a rib waveguide, we apply effective index theory to model the field. Depending on the
mode, the transverse field takes the form:
(TE-like) ~E ∼ xˆ, ~H ∼ yˆ, zˆ Ex(x, y, z) ≈ Ex(x, z)Y (y) (11.49)
(TM-like) ~H ∼ xˆ, ~E ∼ yˆ, zˆ Hx(x, y, z) ≈ Hx(x, z)Y (y) (11.50)
where Y (y) is the slab mode. First one obtains the field in the absence of scattering: Ex0 =
Φ(x)ei(ωt−βz) (or likewise for Hx in TM-like); Φ(x) is found by solving the mode equations for the
effective slab; see Fig. 11.20. Recall that E and H in a slab are related by:
(TE-like) Hy =
n′1
Z0
Ex (11.51)
(TM-like) Ey =
n′1Z0
n2
Hx (11.52)
where Z0 =
√
µ0/0 is the impedance of free space.
Now in the effective slab (Fig. 11.20, right) add roughness to the sidewalls, so that the sidewall
width is a function of z. The index profile then becomes n = n′1 + (n
′
0 − n′1)U
(|x| − a − f(z)),
where U(x) is the Heaviside step function. This breaks the z-translation symmetry, so solutions of
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the form E(x, y)eiβz are no longer exact. Payne and Lacey [LP90] worked out the solution for TE
polarization (relative to the effective slab, ~E ∼ yˆ) – first one must solve the equation:(
d2
dx2
+
d2
dz2
+ k20
)
Ey(x, z) = k
2
0(n
′
0
2 − n′12)U
(|x| − a− f(z))Ey(x, z) (11.53)
where k0 = ω/c is the free-space wavenumber.
Recall that in the absence of scattering, the mode looks like Ex0 = Φ(x)e
i(ωt−βz). One then per-
turbs about that solution to find the scattering field. The result depends on the surface-roughness
autocorrelation function
R(u) =
〈
f(z)f(z + u)
〉
(11.54)
and its Fourier transform R˜(k), and is given as an “ensemble-average magnitude-squared radiated
field per unit length” [LP90]; the result was originally derived for TE polarization; here we assume
that the TM formula is analogous:
1
2L
〈|Ey(r, θ)|2〉 = Φ(a)2(n′12 − n′02)2 k304pin′0r R˜(β − n′0k0 cos θ) (11.55)
The radiated power per unit length is
1
2L
Prad =
n′0
2Z0
∫ pi
0
〈|Ey(r, θ)|2〉
2L
r dθ (11.56)
and the guided power is given by the integral of the Poynting vector. Since the vertical confinement
is dominant, we use Eq. (11.51) to relate Hy to Ex; the guided power becomes [LP90, below Eq. (15)]:
Pg =
∫
( ~E × ~H) · zˆ dA =
∫
ExHydx =
n′1
Z0
∫
Φ(x)2dx (11.57)
For convenience, we choose the following normalization for Φ:∫
Φ(y)2dy = 1 (11.58)
The loss coefficient α = (Prad/2L)/Pg then takes the following form:
α = Φ(a)2︸ ︷︷ ︸
(field)
(n′1
2 − n′02)2
k30
4pin′1︸ ︷︷ ︸
(constants)
∫ pi
0
R˜(β − n′0k0 cos θ)dθ︸ ︷︷ ︸
S (roughness)
(11.59)
Eq. (11.59) shows that the loss depends on the surface field intensity through Φ(a)2, and the surface-
roughness through the integral S. To obtain Φ(a)2, one solves for the modes of the slab waveguide
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(Sec. 11.1.1). Defining the dimensionless slab parameters
u ≡ κa = a
√
n′1
2k20 − β2, w ≡ ξa = σa = a
√
β2 − n′02k20, v ≡
√
u2 + w2 = k0a
√
n′1
2 − n′02
(11.60)
one can show that the surface-field intensity is [Ada81]
Φ(a)2 =
1
a
u2
v2
w
w + 1
(11.61)
The roughness term S depends on the autocorrelation function R(u). Different forms for the
autocorrelation exist, but exponentials and Gaussians are most commonly cited in the literature
[LLL+00, PL94]. The exponential agrees with AFM measurements of roughness [LLS92] and gives
a simpler expression for S, so I use it in what follows:
R(u) = σ2e−|u|/Lc (11.62)
Following Ref. [PL94], S is found to be:
S =
√
2piσ2a
w
fe, fe ≡
x
[(
(1 + x2)2 + 2x2γ2
)1/2
+ (1− x2)
]1/2
(
(1 + x2)2 + 2x2γ2
)1/2 (11.63)
where x = Lcw/a and γ = (v/w)
√
2n20/(n
2
1 − n20). Applying Eq. (11.59), the loss coefficient is found
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Figure 11.21: Comparison between model (11.64) and Ref. [LLL+00]
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Figure 11.22: Calculated surface-roughness scattering loss for σ = 5nm, Lc = 50, 150, 250nm, for a
ridge waveguide (H = 220nm, h = 0), n0 = 1.0, n1 = 3.5, ns = 1.5.
to be1 [PL94, Eq. (10)]:
α =
σ2
2
√
2k0a4n′1
feg, g =
u2v2
w + 1
(11.64)
Scattering loss from TM modes is likely very close to this, since TE and TM modes tend to have
similar profiles for weak-guiding waveguides, when either the ratio n′1/n
′
0 ≈ 1 or the width w  λ/n′1.
In the present case, the waveguide is strongly confining in y but only weakly in x, so we expect TE
and TM losses to be similar.
To summarize, the procedure for finding surface-roughness loss is the following:
1. Using effective index theory, compute n′0 and n
′
1 for the effective slab of width w (Fig. 11.20).
2. Solve for the effective slab field, TE polarization, and obtain the dimensionless constants u, v, w
from Eq. (11.60).
3. Calculate α through Eq. (11.64)
A good reference for this procedure is Lee et al. [LLL+00]. In this paper, waveguide loss was
measured in a number of devices of differing lengths, and compared to the theory. As Figure 11.21
shows, the theory match experimental data well for σ = 9nm, Lc = 50nm; by reducing both σ and
Lc, it was predicted that losses could be reduced by over an order of magnitude.
Figure 11.22 gives the scattering loss for an SOI ridge waveguide as a function of width and wave-
length. The values for σ, Lc vary from one process to the next; reasonable values with present
technology are σ = 2nm, Lc = 50nm are shown here. The absorption is strongly sensitive to both
σ and Lc (compare Refs. [LLL
+00, VM04, YDL+09]), and calculated values of scattering loss are
1Note that [PL94, Eq. (9)] (which cites [Ada81]) is off by a factor of two, probably mistaking waveguide width for
half-width (corrected in Eqs. (11.61, 11.64))
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Figure 11.23: Left: field term and roughness term from Eq. (11.65), using numerically computed
field profiles. Right: loss coefficient.
not always quantitatively accurate, and fully three-dimensional calculations may be necessary if
quantitative results are needed [BH05]. However, the qualitative trends seem to be reliable, and
Fig. 11.22 suggests that scattering losses for long-wavelength light are not much greater than for
short-wavelength light.
On the other hand, long-wavelength calculations for thin waveguides should not be trusted, because
the field profile no longer resembles the field predicted by effective index theory (see Fig. 11.11), the
field may be much more weakly bound and losses may be much higher [VM04].
The most straightforward way to refine the results of Fig. 11.22 would be to use full numerical
simulations to compute the waveguide mode, rather than relying on the effective index model. Note
from 11.59 that the loss coefficient is a product of a surface field and some roughness factors. This
formula suggests an extension to 2D waveguides with numerically-computed modes:
α
?
=
∮
Φ(x, y)2ds︸ ︷︷ ︸
(surface field)
(n′1
2 − n′02)2
k30
4pin′1
∫ pi
0
R˜(β − n′0k0 cos θ)dθ︸ ︷︷ ︸
(roughness constants)
(11.65)
Here, the integral is taken over all rough surfaces of the waveguide (in a z-cross section, so the
integral is one-dimensional). Since the field is normalized to unity, this surface term has units of
cm−1. The roughness term, by contrast, is unitless.
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Figure 11.23 shows the field and roughness terms as a function of waveguide width and wavelength.
The roughness term is largest for small wavelengths, consistent with the observation from Rayleigh
theory that subwavelength objects preferentially scatter blue light. The field term is small whenever
the field is “strongly confined” inside the waveguide, or “weakly confined,” living primarily in the
cladding and substrate. Strongly-confined modes genuinely have low loss; the low loss for weakly-
confined modes is illusory, since their substrate leakage loss very large (Sec. 11.3.3)
11.4 Kerr Nonlinearity
The Kerr nonlinearity is responsible for self-phase modulation, cross-phase modulation and four-
wave mixing. Due to silicon’s m3m point-group symmetry and the permutation relations of the χ(3)
tensor, one can show that the χ(3) tensor takes the form [LPA07]:
χijkl = χ1111
[ρ
3
(δijδkl + δikδjl + δilδjk) + (1− ρ)δijkl
]
(11.66)
where ρ ≈ 1.27 is a parameter characterizing the anisotropy of the crystal (ρ = 1 is fully isotropic).
The effective χ(3) depends on the field orientation, and is given by χijkleˆieˆj eˆkeˆl. Typical values are
given below; as one can see, the directional variation is only around 20%, so the Kerr nonlinearity
can typically be approximated as isotropic.
Field χ
(3)
eff
~E ∼ 〈100〉 χ1111
~E ∼ 〈110〉 12 (1 + ρ)χ1111 = 1.14χ1111
~E ∼ 〈111〉 13 (1 + 2ρ)χ1111 = 1.18χ1111
The Kerr and TPA parameters n2, β are related to χ1111 by:
n2 + i
c
2ω
β =
3
40cn0(ω)2
χ1111(−ω;ω,−ω, ω) (11.67)
Typically, n2 is quoted in units of cm
2/W, and β has units of cm/W.
Measured values of n2 and β are reported in Table 11.4. Clearly not all wavelengths have been
studied equally. There have been a large number of measurements at telecom wavelengths, which
is understandable given that many silicon devices are built for those wavelengths. However, later
studies extended our knowledge to the near- and mid-IR, and presently the whole SOI transparency
range has been measured.
Unfortunately, there is considerable disagreement over the magnitude of β and n2. While all studies
confirm the same qualitative behavior (β2 drops to zero as one reaches the half-bandgap frequency
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Figure 11.24: Comparison of silicon n2 and β values reported in the literature. See Table 11.4.
Reference λ (µm) n2 (10
−14 cm2/W) β (10−9 cm/W)
• [DQG03] 1.54 4.5± 0.07 0.84± 0.13
1.27 2.6± 0.04 0.74± 0.11
* [CDR+03] 1.54 – 0.44± 0.10
N [TWL+02] 1.54 6 0.45± 0.10
H [RVY04] 1.53 7.0± 1.4 0.9± 0.3
J [YSC+05] 1.54 14.5 0.6
I [DVC+06] 1.50 5± 4 –
 [FYS+05] 1.54 9 –
• [EV05] 2.00 – 0.20± 0.05
1.60 – 0.80± 0.10
* [RM73] 1.06 – 1.9 (20 K)
1.06 – 1.5 (100 K)
[Wyn69] 10.6 8.2 –
• [BRVD07] 0.85–2.15 Fig. 11.24
• [LZP+07] 1.20–2.35 Fig. 11.24
• [FG07] 1.25–1.55 Fig. 11.24
• [WVG+13] 1.60–6.00 Fig. 11.24
• [GZS+11] 2.38–2.74 Fig. 11.24
Table 11.1: Tabulated values of n2 and β for silicon. See Fig. 11.24.
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Figure 11.25: Real and imaginary parts of silicon χ(3).
~ω = Eg/2 (near 2.3µm); at the same wavelength n2 reaches its maximum), values of n2 differ
between studies by a factor of ∼ 6. Fig. 11.24 shows that the data cluster into two groups: “large-
χ(3)” studies [BRVD07, FG07, WVG+13] that predict values of n2 up to 1.7 × 10−13cm2/W, and
“small-χ(3)” studies [LZP+07,GZS+11] that find a maximum of 0.3× 10−13cm2/W. Since n2 values
for the large-χ(3) data appear to agree better with the results at telecom wavelengths, which are
more numerous and consistent (except for a few outliers), I think it is best to treat the large-χ(3)
data as more reliable, and use them as a basis for future calculations.
Bristow et al. showed that the two-photon absorption data fit well to the model by Garcia and
Kalyanaraman [BRVD07,GK06] for indirect band-gap semiconductors with parabolic bands:
β = 2C
2∑
n=0
pi(2n+ 1)!!
2n+2(n+ 2)!
(2x− 1)n+2
(2x)5
∣∣∣∣
x=~ω/Eg
(11.68)
Setting C = 4.3× 10−8cm/W fits the TPA data reasonably well (Fig. 11.24, right).
The nonlinear index is related to the β through the Kramers-Kro¨nig transformation [SBHHVS91,
SHM16]. A full calculation of n2 must also include Raman, linear and quadratic-Start terms, but
the TPA term is usually dominant, so we ignore the other terms here. The formula for n2 is [HSJ11]:
n2 =
c
pi
P
∫ ∞
0
β(ω, ω′)
(ω′)2 − ω2 dω
′ (11.69)
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It is standard to approximate the nondegenerate TPA term in (11.69) by β(ω, ω′) = β
(
(ω + ω′)/2
)
[SBHHVS91, HSJ11]. In this case, the integral in (11.69) can be evaluated analytically, arriving at
the result:
n2 = C
′
[
−464x
4 − 850x3 + 740x2 − 645x+ 195
30720x5
− (1− 2x)
2
(
20x2 − 4x+ 13) log |1− 2x|
4096x6
]
x=~ω/Eg
(11.70)
where C ′ = C(~c/Eg) = 7.7 × 10−13cm2/W if one follows the Kramers-Kro¨nig relation exactly,
although it is often treated as a fitting parameter instead. The value plotted in Fig. 11.24 is
C ′ = 4.5× 10−12cm2/W.
Using Eq. (11.67), the susceptibility χ(3) (technically χ1111, but the difference between χ1111 and
χeff is smaller than the error bars) is plotted in Fig. 11.25.
Appendix A
Material Nonlinearities
Logic is inherently nonlinear. Even the simplest digital algorithms – binary gates – are nonlinear
by design. As such, photonic logic will only be useful if it can harness strong, reliable optical
nonlinearities.
Optical nonlinearities can be divided into two classes:
• “Defect” nonlinearities – trapped atoms, quantum dots, plasmons, etc. In the simplest treat-
ment, one has a two-level system coupled to a high-Q cavity. The two-level system generates
the nonlinearity.
• “Bulk” nonlinearities – χ(2), χ(3), free carriers, excitons, thermal effects, optomechanics, etc.
The system consists of a high-Q cavity and the nonlinearity adds anharmonic terms to the
Hamiltonian.
The first type are stronger and more “quantum”, but they are not scalable with current technology.
The second type are weaker but more scalable. But they are not too weak. With sufficiently small
high-Q optical cavities such as rings or photonic crystals, they can be used to design photonic
switches, amplifiers and other nonlinear devices that operate at high speeds (GHz–THz) and low
powers (0.01–0.1 fJ), and may be a viable alternative to electronic computing [NSN+11].
In this chapter, I discuss two nonlinearities two important nonlinearities in semiconductors: the Kerr
effect and free-carrier effect. Simple scaling laws can be described for direct-bandgap semiconductors
that relate the size of the nonlinearity to basic properties like the electron and hole masses, band
gap, and index of refraction. This allows different materials to be compared in a consistent and
intuitive way. Similar results can also be obtained for indirect-gap semiconductors like silicon, but
the strongest nonlinearities exist for direct-gap materials, which are discussed here.
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All the results in this section are classical. But see Ch. 6 and Sec. 2.3 for a quantum-mechanical
treatment.
1.1 Linear Absorption
It is worth starting our discussion with linear absorption. Linear absorption isn’t a nonlinear effect,
but it is important for other effects like bandfilling, so it is worth discussing here. Additionally,
discussing linear absorption gives us an opportunity to discuss the semiconductor band model we
use in the nonlinear sections below.
1.1.1 Above-Bandgap Absorption
We are interested in direct band-gap semiconductors here. Many direct-gap semiconductors used
in photonics, like GaAs, InP, and InGaAsP, crystallize into a zinc-blende structure. The s and p
orbitals hybridize into four bands, but spin-orbit coupling removes one of the bands, leaving two
valence bands (“heavy” and “light” holes) and one conduction band.
Wavevector
Split-off band
Light holes
Heavy holes
Conduction band
Eg
Energy
1.30 1.35 1.40 1.45 1.50 1.55 1.60
E (eV)
0
2000
4000
6000
8000
10000
12000
14000
α
 (
m
−1
)
Figure A.1: Left: Zinc-blende lattice structure. Center: band diagram for GaAs, which crystallizes
into a zinc-blende structure. Right: Measured absorption of GaAs plotted against band theory
prediction (solid) and with a fudge-factor (dashed).
Using band theory, we can calculate the linear absorption spectrum. This calculation assumes a
perfect material, ignores imperfections and interactions between electrons, and does not capture
excitons or the Urbach tail. It also assumes parabolic bands so it will not work far above the band
edge. The result is [MBE13]:
α(ω) = K
(~ω/Eg − 1)1/2
~ω/Eg
(A.1)
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with the constant K given by
K =
2pie2(2mr)
3/2|pcv|2
3m20n0ch
2
√
Eg
(A.2)
Here |pcv| is a matrix element from the valence to conduction-band states. Since there are two hole
bands, there are two linear absorption processes to keep track of, and the linear absorption is the
sum of these two contributions. For each process, using k · p theory and some assumptions, we can
replace |pcv|2 → Egm20/2me, giving a constant of:
K =
2pie2(2mr)
3/2
√
Eg
6men0h2c
(A.3)
For light-hole excitations, we have me ≈ mh so mr = me/2. For heavy-hole excitations, me  mh
so mr = me. Adding these together and multiplying by a factor of 2 for spin, we get:
K =
2pie2(23/2 + 1)m
1/2
e
√
Eg
6n0h2c
= 3.38× 107 (me/m0)
1/2(Eg/eV )
1/2
n
m−1 (A.4)
In the right pane of Fig. A.1, experimental data for GaAs are plotted against the model. Up to a
small constant factor likely due to the approximation we made to estimate the matrix element, the
data and model agree.
1.1.2 Below-Bandgap Absorption
The spectrum calculated previously is reasonably accurate for ~ω > Eg. Below the band gap,
however, it predicts zero linear absorption, consistent with the lack of transitions below the gap.
Experimentally, this is not true – the absorption tends to fall off exponentially for ~ω < Eg, according
to “Urbach’s Rule”:
α(ω) ∼ e(~ω−Eg)/Eu (A.5)
This exponential tail is a universal phenomenon, existing in III-V semiconductors, glasses, salts, and
many other materials. It does not appear to have a universal explanation, excitons and electric field
fluctuations are thought to play a role [DR72].
Experimental absorption data for GaAs, InP, and InGaAsP near the band gap are plotted in Fig-
ure A.2. All three materials show an exponential tail – and the constant Eu is similar for all three
of them – it is around 0.01 eV.
We will show in the next sections that the Kerr and free-carrier effects become very strong near the
band gap. To maximize the nonlinear effect, we should operate as close to the bandgap as feasible,
where feasibility is limited by linear absorption in the Urbach tail. Since the absorption depends on
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Figure A.2: Urbach tails compared for GaAs (blue) [CJSW75], InP (red) [TRP64], and InGaAsP
(green) [NTS+10].
E −Eg, this favors wide-bandgap semiconductors – having a large band gap lets you come closer to
Eg (as measured by the dimensionless quantity x = E/Eg) without strong linear absorption.
1.2 Two-Photon Absorption
Very general results for two-photon absorption are derived in M. Sheik-Bahae et al. [SBHHVS91].
In that paper, the amplitudes for two-photon processes are computed from first principles – and β
and n2 are given by a scaling factors that depends on the effective electron mass me and band gap
Eg, times a universal function of the dimensionless quantity x = E/Eg. Most materials agree with
the Sheik-Bahae results to within a factor of two.
Quoting from the paper, the two-photon absorption is given by:
β(E) = K ′
(
Ep
eV
)1/2(
Eg
eV
)−3
n−20
(2x− 1)3/2
(2x)5
∣∣∣∣
x=E/Eg
(A.6)
Here, Ep ≡ 2|pcv|2/m0, where pcv is the momentum matrix element. Using the k · p approximation
|pcv|2 = Egm20/2me (discussed above), we find Ep = Egm0/me. This gives:
β(ω) = K ′
(
me
m0
)−1/2(
Eg
eV
)−5/2
n−20
(2x− 1)3/2
(2x)5
∣∣∣∣
x=E/Eg
(A.7)
The value of K ′ depends on the theory. A simple two-band model gives K ′ = 29pie4/5
√
m0c
2, which
according to the paper works out to K ′ = 1940 when β is in units of cm/GW and Eg and Ep are in
eV. But a four-band model gives K ′ = 5200, and a fit to the data suggests a value of 3100. Following
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Figure A.3: Two-photon absorption β for GaAs (blue), InP (red), and InGaAsP (green).
the Goldilocks principle, I stick with the 3100 figure. Thus the two-photon absorption for direct
band-gap materials is given by:
β = 3100
(
me
m0
)−1/2(
Eg
eV
)−5/2
n−20
(2x− 1)3/2
(2x)5
∣∣∣∣
x=E/Eg
cm/GW (A.8)
In Fig. A.3 for three materials: GaAs (blue), InP (red), and InGaAsP (1.47Q, green). In [NTS+10,
Table 1], values for β at E = 0.8 eV are quoted: 0.4-0.9 cm/GW for Si, 10 cm/GW for GaAs, and
40-80 cm/GW for InGaAsP. The values for GaAs and InGaAsP agree with those in the plot above.
Since the [SBHHVS91] does not apply to silicon because of its indirect band gap, its β cannot be
calculated here.
1.3 Kerr Effect
The nonlinear refraction is obtained by a Kramers-Kro¨nig transformation of the two-photon absorp-
tion, Raman effects, and various Stark shift effects [SBHHVS91,SHM16]. The result is:
n2 = K
′ ~c
√
Ep
n20E
4
g
G(E/Eg) = 0.0612
(
me
m0
)−1/2(
Eg
eV
)−7/2
n−20 G(E/Eg)cm
2/GW (A.9)
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Figure A.4: Nonlinear dispersion and absorption for GaAs (blue), InP (red), and InGaAsP (green),
with the imaginary part of n2 dashed. Dots are experimental data from [HLV
+07].
where G(x) is the sum of four terms [SBHHVS91]:
G2PA =
1
(2x)6
[
−3
8
x2√
1− x + 3x
√
1− x− 2(1− x)3/2 + 2Θ(1− 2x)(1− 2x)3/2
]
(A.10)
GRAM =
1
(2x)6
[
−3
8
x2√
1 + x
− 3x√1 + x− 2(1 + x)3/2 + 2(1 + 2x)3/2
]
(A.11)
GLSE =
1
(2x)6
[
2− (1− x)3/2 − (1 + x)3/2
]
(A.12)
GQSE =
1
210x5
[
1√
1− x −
1√
1 + x
− x
2(1− x)3/2 −
x
2(1 + x)3/2
]
(A.13)
For reasons explained in the paper, we have to subtract off a “divergent term”, which goes like this:
Gdiv =
1
(2x)6
[
−2− 35x
2
8
+
x
8
3x− 1√
1− x − 3x
√
1− x+ (1− x)3/2 + x
8
3x+ 1√
1 + x
+ 3x
√
1 + x+ (1 + x)3/2
]
(A.14)
The Kerr coefficient is shown in Figure A.4 for GaAs (blue), InP (red) and InGaAsP (green). The
experimental values (blue dots, from [HLV+07]) fit quite well. You would think that InGaAsP would
be the ideal material by a long shot, but once we factor in the device size (limited by the photon
wavelength, which is larger for InGaAsP) the picture is more nuanced. All three materials will end
up looking more-or-less equally good.
The nonlinear absorption coefficient β can be related to the imaginary part of n2 as follows: Consider
a beam of intensity I0 which propagates through the medium with a beam profile E0e
i(nω/c)x−ωt.
The power falls off as e−2Im[n](ω/c)x, which implies that the two-photon absorption is related to the
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imaginary part of n2 is:
Im[n2] =
βc
2ω
=
βλ
4pi
=
~c
2(E/Eg)Eg
β (A.15)
This allows us to write n2 as a complex number, i.e.
n2 = K
′ ~c
√
Ep
n20E
4
g
G(E/Eg) =
0.0612 cm2/GW
n20(me/m0)
1/2(Eg/eV)7/2
fχ(E/Eg) (A.16)
where fχ(x) is given by:
fχ = G(t) +
(2x− 1)3/2
(2x)6
i (A.17)
and G(x) is given by Eqs. (A.10-A.14), above. The real part of n2 gives the dispersive Kerr effect,
while the imaginary part gives the two-photon absorption. We see that n2 consists of a scaling term
multiplied by a function of x. This dimensionless function is plotted in the right pane of Figure A.4.
1.4 Band-Filling
The Kerr nonlinearity is due to virtual two-photon transitions. Effects due to real transitions, the
so-called free-carrier effects, are often much stronger. There are two separate free-carrier effects:
band-filling, which results from saturation of the absorption near the band edge, and free-carrier
dispersion, which results from the collective motion of the carriers. The latter effect is most important
for photons far from the band edge, but near the band edge, the former matters most.
My results here are based off of Bennett et al. [BSdA90]. This paper considers both bandfilling and
free-carrier dispersion. It also considers bandgap shrinkage, but that effect only matters at very high
carrier densities.
When carriers are present in the valence or conduction band, the absorption is altered. The usual
absorption is given by the square-root law above:
α0(E) = (Khh +Klh)
√
E/Eg − 1
E/Eg
(A.18)
Here we have split K = Khh +Klh into its heavy-hole and light-hole components. Each component
is proportional to the 3/2 power of the reduced mass µ = (m−1e +m
−1
h )
−1, so that
Khh = Kµ
3/2
hh /(µ
3/2
hh + µ
3/2
lh ), Klh = Kµ
3/2
lh /(µ
3/2
hh + µ
3/2
lh ) (A.19)
Band-filling works by filling the valence and conduction bands with carriers, blocking additional
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Figure A.5: Band diagram defining Eah, Eal, Ebh, Ebl.
abosrption which would create more carriers. As before, the absorption is a sum of heavy-hole and
light-hole components:
α(n, p,E) =
∑
x=hh,lh
Kx
√
E/Eg − 1
E/Eg
[
1− fFD(Ee|x, EF,e(n))− fFD(Eh|x, EF,h(p))
]
(A.20)
Here Eah, Ebh, Eal and Ebl are shown in Figure A.5. For excitation from the heavy-hole band, an
electron is promoted from energy −Eah to Eg +Ebh; likewise for the light hole band it is promoted
−Eal → Eg + Ebl. From energy conservation, we can see that Ea,x + Eb,x = ~ω − Eg, where x is
either h or l. From the band diagram we find that:
Ea = (E − Eg) me
me +mh
, Eb = (E − Eg) mh
me +mh
(A.21)
Excited electrons or holes will suppress absorption – thus α contains terms proportional to the Fermi
function fFD. The Fermi energies EF,e, EF,n are estimated by the Nilsson approximation [Nil78]:
EF =
[
log(N/N0) +
N
N0
[
64 + 0.05524
N
N0
(
64 +
√
N/N0
)]−1/4]
kT (A.22)
where N is the carrier number (n for electrons, p for holes) and N0 is the effective density of states:
N0 = 2
(
mkT
2pi~2
)3/2
= 2.48× 1025
(
m
m0
)3/2(
T
298 K
)3/2
m−3 (A.23)
and m is either the electron mass or the effective hole mass mdh = (m
3/2
hh +m
3/2
lh )
2/3.
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Any absorption effect will also generate dispersive effects through the Kramers-Kro¨nig relations.
The dispersion and absorption changes are related by:
∆n(E) =
~c
pi
∫ ∞
Eg
∆α(E′)
(E′)2 − E2 dE
′ (A.24)
By calculating the absorption saturation and applying the Kramers-Kro¨neg relation, above, we can
numerically integrate to obtain the band-filling dispersion for all frequencies.
1.4.1 Nondegenerate Case
We are most interested in the nondegenerate case, where the carrier density is rather small. The
index change will also be small, but with a reasonably good cavity (Q ∼ 104), even small index
changes can be substantial. In the nondegenerate case, we can replace the Fermi-Dirac filling factors
with Boltzmann distributions, and derive an analytic form for the band-filling effect.
Recall that, near the band edge, the absorption goes as
α = K
√
E/Eg − 1 (A.25)
K =
2pie2(2µ)3/2
√
Eg
6men0h2c
= 2.49× 107 (µ/m0)
3/2(Eg/eV )
1/2
n
m (A.26)
There is a contribution due to excitation from the heavy-hole band (with µ−1 = m−1hh +m
−1
e ) as well
as a contribution from the light-hole band (µ−1 = m−1lh + m
−1
e ). This does not include absorption
in the Urbach tail; this is only a small correction and does not affect the free-carrier dispersion.
Free carriers modify the absorption. With free carriers present, we must adjust α by the filling
factors:
α(E)→ α(E)
[
1− fn
(
mh(E − Eg)
me +mh
)
− fp
(
me(E − Eg)
me +mh
)]
(A.27)
Let n and phh, plh be the electron and (heavy, light) hole concentrations. In thermal equilibrium,
the two hole concentrations are weighted by the density of states, which goes as m
3/2
h , so phh =
pm
3/2
hh /(m
3/2
hh +m
3/2
lh ) and likewise for plh. The filling factors are given by:
fn,p(E) = Fn,pe
−E/kT (A.28)
Fn =
n
2
(
2pi~2
mekT
)3/2
=
n
2.48× 1025(me/m0)3/2m−3 (A.29)
Fp(hh,lh) =
phh,lh
2
(
2pi~2
mhh,lhkT
)3/2
=
n
2.48× 1025(mhh,lh/m0)3/2m−3 (A.30)
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The absorption changes as follows:
∆α(E) = −
∑
h=hh,lh
Kh
[
Fne
− mh
(me+mh)kT
(E−Eg) + Fpe
− me
(me+mh)kT
(E−Eg)
]√
E/Eg − 1 (A.31)
This has a contribution from both heavy holes and light holes, as before. To get the disper-
sion we have to take the Kramers-Kroneig transformation of this. There will be four terms:
∆nn,hh,∆np,hh,∆nn,lh,∆nn,lh – the first two are due to the FNn term above; the second two
are due to the Fp term. Each is given by an integral of the following form:
∆nn|p,h(E) =
~c
pi
∫ ∞
Eg
∆α(E′)
(E′)2 − E2 dE
′
= −~cKhFn|p
pi
∫ ∞
Eg
√
E′/Eg − 1
(E′)2 − E2 e
− mh|e
(me+mh)kT
(E′−Eg)dE′
x=E/Eg
= −~cKhFn|p
piEg
∫ ∞
1
√
x′ − 1
(x′ − x)(x′ + x)e
− mh|eEg
(me+mh)kT
(x′−1)
dx′
y=x−1
= −~cKhFn|p
piEg
∫ ∞
0
√
y′
(y′ − (x− 1))(y′ + (x+ 1))e
− mh|eEg
(me+mh)kT
y′
dy′
r=
mh|eEg
(me+mh)kT= −~cKhFn|p
piEgx
∫ ∞
0
[ √
y′
y′ − (x− 1) −
√
y′
y′ + (x+ 1)
]
e−ry
′
dy′
= −~cKhFn|p
2piEgx
√
r
∫ ∞
0
[ √
z
z + r(1− x) −
√
z
z + r(1 + x)
]
e−zdz
= −~cKhFn|p
2Egx
√
r
[
er(1+x)
√
r(1 + x) erfc
√
r(1 + x)− er(1−x)
√
r(1− x) erfc
√
r(1− x)
]
(A.32)
The rest follow by replacing Fn with Fp and r with the appropriate quantity. The result is an
analytic (albeit messy) form for the nondegenerate band-filling effect.
1.4.2 Asymptotic Solution
A much simpler solution can be obtained by approximating r  1 such that both r(1 + x) and
r(1−x) are large. In practice, this can be a very good assumption. The smallest value of r is found
with heavy holes for Fp – it is about r = 8. For values of x not too close to 1, both r(1 + x) and
r(1− x) are large enough that one can make the approximation:
ez
√
z erfc
√
z ∼ 1√
pi
− 1
2
√
pix
(A.33)
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Figure A.6: Index change in GaAs for n = 2 × 1016, 2 × 1017, 2 × 1018cm−3. Blue is full model,
green is analytic model, red is asymptotic approximation.
This gives the following ∆nn:
∆nn,h(E) =
~cKhFn
2Egx
√
r
1
2
√
pi
[
1
r(1 + x)
− 1
r(1− x)
]
= − ~cKhFn
2Egxr3/2
1
2
√
pi
[
1
1− x −
1
1 + x
]
= − ~cKhFn
2
√
piEgr3/2
1
1− x2 (A.34)
Now we plug in the values of the constants. The free-carrier index change is:
∆nn,h(E) = − ~cKFn
2
√
piEgr3/2
1
1− x2
= − ~c
2
√
piEg
2pie2(2µ)3/2
√
Eg
6men0h2c
n
2
(
2pi~2
mekT
)3/2(
(me +mh)kT
mhEg
)3/2
1
1− x2
= − ~
2e2n
6men00E2g
1
1− x2 (A.35)
To calculate ∆np, we multiply by Fp rather than Fn. This changes the result by a factor of
(me/mh)
3/2. But we also use r = meEg/(me + mh)kT , and since ∆n ∼ r−3/2, this changes
the result by an opposite factor of (mh/me)
3/2. The result is that the final quantity is unchanged,
except that n→ p, as follows:
∆np,h = − ~
2e2ph
6men00E2g
1
1− x2 (A.36)
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Thus the total contribution is:
∆n = ∆nn,hh + ∆nn,lh + ∆np,hh + ∆nn,lh = − ~
2e2
6men00E2g
n+ n+ plh + phh
1− x2 (A.37)
and since plh + phh = p, this sums to:
∆n = − ~
2e2
2men00E2g
1
1− x2
2n+ p
3
(A.38)
This is an interesting result. The electrons contribute twice as much to the bandfilling effect because
each electron contributes to the absorption via two excitation channels, but each hole only contributes
to one.
In Figure A.6 we plot the full numerical result (blue) is plotted against the nondegenerate analytical
result (green, only defined for E < Eg) and the asymptotic solution (red). The asymptotic solution
always does poorly near the band gap, but is a good approximation far from it, i.e. for x < 0.9. The
nondegenerate result is almost always a good approximation, unless the carrier concentration is so
high that the valence and conduction bands are degenerately filled.
1.5 Discrete-Carrier Derivation
The same effect can be studied by treating the individual carriers discretely rather than as a dis-
tribution. The analysis is simpler this way. To start, the absorption without carriers is given by
Fermi’s golden rule, as follows:
α =
pi~e2
m20n00eE
|pcv · Eˆ|2ρj(E) (A.39)
where ρj(E) is the joint density of states. Here, let us look at the carriers as individual particles
rather than a distribution. As shown in Figure A.7, carriers can “block” optical transitions, reducing
the absorption at certain wavelengths. Each electron blocks two transitions, while each hole can only
block one. The absorption is modified as follows:
∆α = −
∑
Ei∈Eblocked
pi~e2|pcv · Eˆ|2
m20n00cE
δ(E − Ei) (A.40)
Let Eeh,i and Eel,i be the blocked transitions for an electron or energy i, and let Eh,j and El,k
be the blocked transitions for heavy holes of energy j and light holes or energy k. The change in
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Figure A.7: Each conduction-band electron blocks two transitions, Eeh and Eel, while each valence-
band hole only blocks one – Eh or El, depending on the band.
absorption is:
∆α = −pi~e
2|pcv|2
m20n00cE
[∑
i,el
|pˆcv · Eˆ|2
[
δ(E − Eeh,i) + δ(E − Eel,i)
]
+
∑
j,hh
|pˆcv · Eˆ|2δ(E − Eh,j) +
∑
k,lh
|pˆcv · Eˆ|2δ(E − El,k)
]
(A.41)
Applying the Kramers-Kro¨nig theorem, the delta functions are integrated out, yielding the following
nonlinear dispersion:
∆n = −~
2e2|pcv|2
m20n00
[∑
i,el
|pˆcv · Eˆ|2
[ 1
Eeh,i(E2eh,i − E2)
+
1
Eel,i(E2el,i − E2)
]
+
∑
j,hh
|pˆcv · Eˆ|2
Eh,j(E2h,j − E2)
+
∑
k,lh
|pˆcv · Eˆ|2
Eh,k(E2h,k − E2)
]
(A.42)
If there are many carriers, we can average over the geometric factor |pˆcv · Eˆ|2 to get 1/3. If not too
close to the band gap, i.e. Eg − E  kT , then we can replace Eeh, Eel, Eh, El → Eg without too
much trouble. All of the terms inside the sums become the same and independent of the particular
carrier’s energy, giving the following dispersion:
∆n = −~
2e2|pcv|2
m20n00
1
3
1
Eg(E2g − E2)
[n+ n+ phh + plh]
=
~2e2|pcv|2
m20n00E
3
g
1
1− x2
2n+ p
3
=
~2e2
2men00E2g
1
1− x2
2n+ p
3
(A.43)
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Figure A.8: Index change in GaAs for n = 2 × 1016, 2 × 1017, 2 × 1018cm−3. Blue is band-filling
effect, black is free-carrier dispersion, red is combined effect.
This matches the asymptotic result obtained in Eq. (A.38). The results agree because they are both
based on the same theory. The previous one was derived for a continuous distribution of carriers,
which requires more work but gives useful and more accurate results when the photon energy is
close to Eg or when the bands become degenerately filled. The current derivation is simpler, but it
requires a large sum and only simplifies when we are reasonably far from the band gap.
1.6 Free-Carrier Dispersion
Free carrier dispersion is treated using the Drude model. Given a carrier density N , the index of
refraction is modified as follows:
n2 → n20
(
1− Ne
2/men
2
00
ω2 + iω/τ
)
(A.44)
In the high-frequency limit (ω  ωp) this becomes:
n2 = n20 −
Ne2
me0
(
1
ω2
+
i
ω3τ
)
⇒ ∆n = − Ne
2
2men00
(
1
ω2
+
i
ω3τ
)
(A.45)
There will be two contributions – one to electrons and one to holes. The effective hole mass (due to
two different valence bands with two different populations), is m¯h = (mhh
3/2 +mlh
3/2)/(mhh
1/2 +
mlh
1/2).
The carrier index change can be expressed in terms of x = E/Eg:
∆n = − ~
2e2
2n00E2g
[
n
me
+
p
m¯h
](
1
x2
+
1
x3
i~
Egτ
)
(A.46)
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The effective hole mass m¯h is dominated by heavy holes, so if n = p we can just ignore this part. It
is also often justifiable to ignore the absorption term. The resulting equation is:
∆n = − ~
2e2
2men00E2g
1
x2
n =
6.89× 10−28m3
(Eg/eV)2(me/m0)n0
1
x2
(A.47)
The scaling with material parameters – band gap, index, electron mass – is the same as for BFD.
Unlike BFD, FCD is most prominent when the frequency is very small, x 1. Unfortunately, light
with x 1 will not show strong free-carrier effects because it will never excite free carriers!
If n = p ≡ Nc, we can combine the band-filling and free-carrier effects. In the asymptotic limit,
the prefactors are the same, so all we need to do is combine 1/x2 and 1/(1 − x2). This gives the
equation:
∆n = − ~
2e2
2men00E2g
1
x2(1− x2)Nc (A.48)
This equation, which includes both free-carrier and band-filling effects, agrees with results in the
literature [SSBH+92].
1.7 Thermal Dispersion: Band-Gap Shrinkage
The thermo-optic effect causes a material’s index of refraction to change with temperature. Like any
other dispersive effect, this can be related to a change in the absorption through Kramers-Kroneig.
In this case, the absorption is due to band-gap shrinkage.
The band gap of a material is a function of the temperature. For most materials, the relationship
is:
Eg(T ) = Eg(0)− aT
2
T + θ
(A.49)
where a is an empirical constant and θ is the Debye temperature [MBE13]. This is roughly linear
for most materials around 300 K, and usually has a negative slope.
Material Eg(0) (eV) a (eV/K) θ (K) Eg|300K (eV) dEg/dT |300K (eV/K)
Si 1.17 4.7× 10−4 636 1.12 −2.5× 10−4
GaAs 1.52 5.4× 10−4 204 1.42 −4.5× 10−4
InP 1.42 4.9× 10−4 327 1.34 −3.6× 10−4
Table A.1: Temperature-dependence parameters for Si, GaAs, and InP [MBE13].
As we can see, all materials have similar slopes – around −3× 10−4 eV/K. The change in band gap
can, of course, be approximated as ∆Eg = (dEg/dT )∆T . By shifting the whole absorption curve to
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Figure A.9: Dimensionless band-gap shrinkage dispersion function f(x). See Eq. (A.52)
the left, this induces a change in the absorption spectrum, as follows:
∆α(E) = −∆Eg ∂α
∂E
= −∆Eg ∂
∂E
[
K
(E/Eg − 1)1/2
E/Eg
]
=
K ∆Eg
2Eg
x− 2
x2
√
x− 1
∣∣∣∣
x=E/Eg
(A.50)
which causes:
∆n(E) =
~c
pi
∫ ∞
Eg
∆α(E′)
(E′)2 − E2 dE
′
=
~c
pi
K ∆Eg
2E2g
∫ ∞
1
x′ − 2
((x′)2 − x2)(x′)2√x′ − 1
= −~c
pi
K ∆Eg
2E2g
pi
4x3
[
2− x√
1− x −
2 + x√
1 + x
]
= −~cK ∆Eg
16E2g
2
x3
[
2− x√
1− x −
2 + x√
1 + x
]
x=E/Eg
(A.51)
which may be written as
∆n(E) = −0.411 ∆Eg/eV
(Eg/eV)3/2n0
fbgs(E/Eg), fbgs(x) =
2
x3
[
2− x√
1− x −
2 + x√
1 + x
]
(A.52)
where f(x) is plotted in Figure A.9, above.
Plugging in GaAs parameters, we arrive at ∆n = (3.0× 10−5∆T/K)f(x). This is within a factor of
1.5 of the reported value. I believe that the discrepancy arises from an inaccurate value of K (the
formula for K is based on an approximation, and is off by a factor of 1.73) and non-parabolicity of
the bands. But the general shape of fbgs(x) will not change.
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It is important to notice that the thermo-optic coefficient dn/dT diverges as we approach the band
edge. So near the band edge, both band-filling and thermal effects become very large. In fact,
comparing (A.47), we see that both diverge as (1− x)−1 in this limit.
Appendix B
Classical Coupled Mode Theory
Many photonic devices are constructed from solid-state materials and owe their behavior to bulk
optical nonlinearities. In the classical, many-photon limit, the optical field can be modeled with
Maxwell’s equations using coupled mode theory. Coupled mode theory is an approximation – as-
suming that the system and its inputs vary on timescales very slow compared to the optical timescale,
we can model the electromagnetic field, which has an infinite number of degrees of freedom, in terms
of a small number of eigenmodes. In an optical cavity, these modes can couple to each other if there
are imperfections or nonlinearities in the cavity. In addition, they couple to input-output fields.
Classical coupled-mode theory is a very well-studied subject. None of the information in this chapter
is new; rather, it serves to complement the quantum coupled-mode equations derived in Chapters
1 and 2. We expect a quantum-classical “correspondence” between these theories at high photon
numbers. Many of the quantum models were highly abstract and simplified, using dimensionless
units and parameters that have no obvious connection to reality. Making a correspondence with the
classical models lets us tie those abstract models to real device properties – materials, geometry, etc.
– and obtain accurate quantum models for real devices that can be built in the lab.
338
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2.1 Maxwell’s Equations
In any device, the electromagnetic field evolves according to Maxwell’s Equations, which take the
following form [LL71,GC99]:
∇ · (E) = 0 ∇× E = −∂B
∂t
(B.1)
∇ ·B = 0 ∇×B = µ∂E
∂t
(B.2)
Combining these, we see that the electric field satisfies the Helmholtz equation:
∇×∇× E = −µ∂
2E
∂t2
(B.3)
Usually the magnetic field B does not play a major role in the dynamics, so modes are usually
defined in terms of the electric field. Say that:
E = Re
[∑
ω
√
2~ω/0AωEω(x)e−iωt
]
, B = Re
[∑
ω
√
2~ω/0AωBω(x)e−iωt
]
(B.4)
Maxwell’s equations become:
∇ · (Eω) = 0 ∇× Eω = iωBω (B.5)
∇ ·Bω = 0 ∇×Bω = −iω µEω (B.6)
with the Helmholtz equation:
∇×∇× Eω = ω
2
c2
rEω (B.7)
Define an inner product for modes:
〈Eω|Eω′〉 =
∫
r E
∗
ωEω′ (B.8)
One can show using the Helmholtz equation that fields of different ω are orthogonal. With a
little extra work, we can compute the total electromagnetic energy. Adopting the normalization
〈Eω|E′ω〉 = δω,ω′ , this sharply resembles the harmonic-oscillator potential:
H =
∫
B2
2µ
+

2
E2 =
1
2
∑
ω
2~ωA∗ωAω 〈Eω|Eω〉 =
∑
ω
~ωA∗ωAω (B.9)
Going from classical to quantum mechanics, the c-number Aω is replaced with the annihilation
operator aω, and the electromagnetic energy becomes a quadratic Hamiltonian H =
∑
ω ~ωa†ωaω.
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Everything else is just quantum mechanics. Maxwell’s equations and coupled mode theory are
relevant because they dictate the spectrum of allowed modes ω.
2.2 Time-Dependent Perturbation Theory
Perturbation theory will be used to treat the behavior of defective optical cavities, and cavities with
nonlinearities, under the assumption that manufacturing defects and optical nonlinearities are small
effects that can be treated as perturbations. This is almost always a good approximation.
To apply perturbation theory, the amplitudesAω must be promoted to slowly-varying, time-dependent
quantities: Aω → Aω(t). The electric and magnetic fields become:
E = Re
[∑
ω
√
2~ω/0Aω(t)Eω(x)e−iωt
]
, B = Re
[∑
ω
√
2~ω/0Aω(t)Bω(x)e−iωt
]
(B.10)
The Helmholtz equation here becomes:
Re
[∑
ω
√
2~ω/0Aω(t)Eω(x)e−iωt
]
= Re
[
−µ
∑
ω
√
2~ω/0
[
A¨ω(t)− 2iωA˙ω(t)− ω2Aω(t)
]
Eω(x)e
−iωt
]
+ µ
∂2P (x, t)
∂t2
(B.11)
We can drop the A¨ω(t) term because Aω(t) varies slowly enough that A¨ω(t)  ωA˙ω(t). Likewise,
the frequency-domain Helmholtz equation (B.7) can be used to eliminate the left-hand term and the
ω2 term. This gives rise to the following equation:
Re
[
−2iω
∑
ω
√
2~ω/0A˙ω(t)Eω(x)e−iωt
]
=
1

∂2P (x, t)
∂t2
(B.12)
P (x, t) is the perturbation polarization, which takes the form
Pi = 0
[
δχ
(1)
ij Ej︸ ︷︷ ︸
P (1)
+χ
(2)
ijkEjEk︸ ︷︷ ︸
P (2)
+χ
(3)
ijklEjEkEl︸ ︷︷ ︸
P (3)
]
≡ 0
[
δχ(1) : E + χ(2) : E E + χ(3) : E E E
]
(B.13)
The first term is due to imperfections in the device; the next two terms are the χ(2) and χ(3)
nonlinearities. P itself can be written as a sum of slowly-varying wave trains Pω(x, t)e
−iωt, in a
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manner analogous to E:
P (x, t) = Re
[∑
ω
√
2~ω/0Pω(x, t)e−iωt
]
(B.14)
Here, Pω(x, t) is a slowly-varying amplitude function in t. Equation (B.12) can be re-expressed as
follows:
Re
[
−2i
∑
ω
ω
√
2~ω/0A˙ω(t)Eω(x)e−iωt +
∑
ω
√
2~ω/0

(−ω2Pω(x, t)− 2iωP˙ω(x, t) + P¨ω(x, t))e−iωt
]
= 0
(B.15)
Since Aω and Pω are slowly varying and holds for all t, we can ignore the P˙ω and P¨ω terms, and can
assume that the equality holds for both real and imaginary parts, giving:
−2i
∑
ω
ω
√
2~ω/0A˙ω(t)Eω(x)e−iωt −
∑
ω
ω2
√
2~ω/0

Pω(x, t)e
−iωt = 0 (B.16)
Pre-multiplying by E∗ω and integrating, one finds:
−2iA˙ω(t) = −
∑
ω′
ω′(ω′/ω)3/2

〈Eω(x)|Pω(x, t)〉 ei(ω−ω′)t (B.17)
Now we invoke the rotating wave approximation and ignore all terms with ω 6= ω′. This is valid
whenever the envelope functions Aω, Pω vary on timescales much slower than ω. The result is:
dAω
dt
=
iω
20
∫
Eω(x)
∗Pω(x, t) (B.18)
It remains to compute Pω(x, t). This depends on the kind of perturbation we are looking at.
2.3 Linear Perturbations
2.3.1 Nondegenerate Modes
First, nondegenerate linear perturbations. It should be pretty obvious from
P
(1)
i = Re
[∑
ω
0
√
2~ω/0Aω(t)δχ(1) : Eω(x)
]
(B.19)
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that Pω = 0(δχ
(1) : Eω). From this we find:
dAω
dt
∣∣∣∣
χ(1)
=
[
iω
2
∫
E∗ω(δχ
(1) : Eω)
]
Aω (B.20)
If χ(1) is isotropic, that is, χ
(1)
ij = χ
(1)δij , the material has an isotropic dielectric constant related to
the index of refraction by  ≡ 1 + χ(1) = n2. This means that δχ = 2n δn. The equation for Aω is:
dAω
dt
∣∣∣∣
χ(1)
=
[
iω
∫
δ(log n) rE
∗
ωEω
]
Aω ≡ iω
〈
Eω
∣∣δ(log n)∣∣Eω〉Aω (B.21)
where 〈Ei|f |Ej〉 ≡
∫
rE
∗
i Ejf(x)d
3x is the matrix element of f(x) with respect to modes Ei and
Ej .
Here’s a good sanity check – given the scaling of the Helmholtz equation, we know that increasing
n uniformly by a small amount, n → (1 + )n, will decrease the frequency by the same factor:
ω → (1− )ω. Compare this to Eq. (B.21), where δ(log n) = δn/n = . One finds:
dAω
dt
∣∣∣∣
(1+)n
= iω 〈Eω||Eω〉Aω = iωAω ⇒ Aω(t) = eiω (B.22)
So instead of having a time dependence e−iωt, it goes as Aω(t)e−iωt = e−i(1−)ωt, so the frequency
has changed as expected: ω → (1− )ω, as predicted by the scaling argument.
2.3.2 Degenerate Modes
In the degenerate case, there are N modes E1, . . . , EN with the same frequency ω. One finds:
dAi
dt
=
[
iω
2
∫
E∗i (δχ
(1) : Ej)
]
Aj (B.23)
Or for isotropic materials:
dAi
dt
=
∑
j
iω
〈
Ei
∣∣δ(log n)∣∣Ej〉Aj (B.24)
2.3.3 Linear Absorption
Linear absorption in a material is gives rise to a small imaginary contribution to the index of
refraction. This can be deduced by considering a traveling wave, for which the electric field takes
the form:
E(t) ∼ ei(kx−ωt)−αx/2 = ei((k+iα/2)x−ωt) (B.25)
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where α  k is the absorption coefficient. Most people in the literature quote absorption in terms
of α rather than Im[n]. The complex index of refraction is given by:
n =
c(k + iα/2)
ω
=
ck
ω
+ i
cα
2ω
⇒ δn = i cα
2ω
(B.26)
from which we can derive the absorption law:
dAi
dt
= − cα
2n
Ai (B.27)
2.4 χ(2) Effects
2.4.1 Degenerate (SHG)
In the degenerate case, there are two modes: Eω and E2ω, and the χ
(2) effect connects them. None
of the modes are degenerate – the term “degenerate” comes about because the signal and idler mode
are the same (unlike sum and difference-frequency generation). The polarization takes the following
form:
P (2) = 0χ
(2) : Re
[∑
ω
0
√
2~ω/0Aω(t)Eω(x)e−iωt
]
Re
[∑
ω′
0
√
2~ω′/0Aω′(t)Eω′(x)e−iω
′t
]
= Re
[
2
√
2~ωA2ωA∗ω(χ(2) : E∗ωE2ω)e−iωt
]
+ Re
[
~ωA2ω(χ(2) : EωEω)e−2iωt
]
= Re
[
0
√
2~ω
0
2
√
~ω
0
A2ωA
∗
ω(χ
(2) : E∗ωE2ω)e
−iωt
]
+Re
0
√
2~(2ω)
0
√
~ω/0
2
A2ω(χ
(2) : EωEω)e
−2iωt
 (B.28)
from which we conclude tha
Pω = 20
√
~ω
0
A2ωA
∗
ω(χ
(2) : E∗ωE2ω) (B.29)
P2ω =
1
2
√
~ω/0A2ω(χ(2) : EωEω) (B.30)
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Applying the envelope equation (B.18), we find:
dA2ω
dt
∣∣∣∣
χ(2)
=
iω
2
√
~ω
0
(∫
χ(2) : E∗2ωEωEω
)
AωAω (B.31)
dAω
dt
∣∣∣∣
χ(2)
= iω
√
~ω
0
(∫
χ(2) : E∗ωE
∗
ωE2ω
)
A2ωA
∗
ω (B.32)
Define the a dimensionless SHG mode coupling  as follows.
 ≡ iω
√
~ω
0
(∫
χ(2) : E∗ωE
∗
ωE2ω
)
(B.33)
In terms of this , the field equations become:
dA2ω
dt
∣∣∣∣
χ(2)
= −1
2
∗A2ω
dAω
dt
∣∣∣∣
χ(2)
= A2ωA
∗
ω
(B.34)
(B.35)
These are the classical field equations for a degenerate OPO. Notice how they conserve energy – for
every 2ω photon created, two ω photons must be annihilated:
dNω
dt
= 2Re
[
A∗ω
dAω
dt
]
= 2Re
[
A2ω(A
∗
ω)
2
]
= 4Re
[
1
2
∗A∗2ωA
2
ω
]
= −4Re
[
A∗2ω
dA2ω
dt
]
= −2dN2ω
dt
(B.36)
Depending on which field acts as the pump, the device can work as either a frequency doubler or a
frequency-halver (degenerate OPO). In the limit of many photons, the amplitude equations above
are consistent with the quantum OPO equations derived in Section 2.4.
2.4.2 Nondegenerate (SFG, DFG)
In a nondegenerate χ(2) device, there are three resonant fields – ω1, ω2, and ω3, that satisfy the
frequency-sum relation: ω1 +ω2 = ω3. It is typically very difficult to design a device where all three
modes resonate strongly, so in realistic devices the decay constant for one of the modes will be much
larger than the other two. But this does not affect the theory, which works for both good resonators
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and poor ones, as long as the mode lifetime is long compared to 1/ω.
P (2) = 0χ
(2) : Re
[∑
ω
0
√
2~ω/0Aω(t)Eω(x)e−iωt
]
Re
[∑
ω′
0
√
2~ω′/0Aω′(t)Eω′(x)e−iω
′t
]
= Re
[
2~
√
ω2ω3Aω3A
∗
ω2
(
χ(2) : E∗ω2Eω3e
−iω1t
)]
+ Re
[
2~
√
ω1ω3Aω3A
∗
ω1
(
χ(2) : E∗ω1Eω3e
−iω2t
)]
+Re
[
2~
√
ω1ω2Aω1Aω2
(
χ(2) : Eω1Eω2e
−iω2t
)]
= Re
[
0
√
2~ω1
0
√
2~ω2ω3
ω10
Aω3A
∗
ω2
(
χ(2) : E∗ω2Eω3e
−iω1t
)]
+Re
[
0
√
2~ω2
0
√
2~ω1ω3
ω20
Aω3A
∗
ω1
(
χ(2) : E∗ω1Eω3e
−iω2t
)]
+Re
[
0
√
2~ω3
0
√
2~ω1ω2
ω30
Aω1Aω2
(
χ(2) : Eω1Eω2e
−iω2t
)]
(B.37)
from which we may read off
Pω1 = 0
√
2~ω2ω3
ω10
Aω3A
∗
ω2
(
χ(2) : E∗ω2Eω3
)
(B.38)
Pω2 = 0
√
2~ω1ω3
ω20
Aω3A
∗
ω1
(
χ(2) : E∗ω1Eω3
)
(B.39)
Pω3 = 0
√
2~ω1ω2
ω30
Aω1Aω2
(
χ(2) : Eω1Eω2
)
(B.40)
Now we may define a coupling constant
 = i
√
2~ω1ω2ω3
0
∫
χ(2) : E∗ω1E
∗
ω2Eω3 (B.41)
and use (B.18) to get the equations of motion
dAω1
dt
∣∣∣∣
χ(2)
=
1
2
Aω3A
∗
ω2
dAω2
dt
∣∣∣∣
χ(2)
=
1
2
Aω3A
∗
ω1
dAω3
dt
∣∣∣∣
χ(2)
= −1
2
∗Aω1Aω2
(B.42)
(B.43)
(B.44)
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As in the degenerate case, this system of equations conserves energy – for every ω3 photon created,
one ω1 photon and one ω2 photon must be annihilated:
dNω1
dt
=
dNω2
dt
= −dNω3
dt
(B.45)
2.5 χ(3) Effects
2.5.1 Frequency-matched: THG, SPM, XPM
In the frequency-matched case, two modes are on resonance – one at ω and another at 3ω. The χ(3)
effect can cause frequency up-conversion ω + ω + ω → 3ω and down-conversion: 3ω → ω + ω + ω.
Slightly more subtle, but probably more useful for devices, are self-phase modulation and cross-phase
modulation, driven by the processes ω + ω → ω + ω, ω + 3ω → ω + 3ω, and 3ω + 3ω → 3ω + 3ω.
These effects create a power-dependent phase shift useful for, among other things, Kerr switching.
The χ(3) polarization takes the following form:
P (3) = 0χ
(3) : E E E (B.46)
where E is has the mode decomposition (B.4). The full form of P (3) is rather cumbersome to write
out, so I omit it here. Suffice to say, I use Eqs. (B.14) and (B.46) to compute Pω and P3ω in
Mathematica. The results are:
Pω =
3~ω
20
(A∗ωAω)Aω
(
χ(SPM),ω : E∗ωEωEω
)
+
9~ω
0
(A∗3ωA3ω)Aω
(
χ(XPM) : E∗3ωE3ωEω
)
+
3
√
3~ω
20
A3ω(A
∗
ω)
2
(
χ(THG) : E∗ωE
∗
ωE3ω
)
(B.47)
P3ω =
9~ω
20
(A∗3ωA3ω)A3ω
(
χ(SPM),3ω : E∗3ωE3ωE3ω
)
+
3~ω
0
(A∗ωAω)A3ω
(
χ(XPM) : E∗ωEωE3ω
)
+
~ω
2
√
30
A3ω
(
χ(THG) : EωEωEω
)
(B.48)
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Define the following dimensionless quantities:
χω = −3~ω
2
40
∫
χ(SPM),ω : E∗ωE
∗
ωEωEω
χ3ω = −3~(3ω)
2
40
∫
χ(SPM),3ω : E∗3ωE
∗
3ωE3ωE3ω
χx = −3~ω(3ω)
40
∫
χ(XPM) : E∗3ωE
∗
ωE3ωEω
χh = i
√
3~ω
20
∫
χ(THG) : E∗3ωEωEωEω
(B.49)
(B.50)
(B.51)
(B.52)
Here, χω and χ3ω are the dimensionless self-phase modulation strengths for the ω and 3ω fields
and χx is the cross-phase modulation term (which is the symmetric), and χh is the third-harmonic
generation term. Using the envelope equations, (B.18), the equations of motion for this system are:
dAω
dt
= −i [χω(A∗ωAω) + 2χx(A∗3ωA3ω)]Aω − 3χ∗hA3ω(A∗ω)2
dA3ω
dt
= −i [χ3ω(A∗3ωA3ω) + 2χx(A∗ωAω)]A3ω + χhA3ω
(B.53)
(B.54)
When the χω, χ3ω, and χx are real, this conserves energy. The third-harmonic term can trade a
single 3ω photon for three ω photons, and the rest of the terms do not create or annihilate photons
at all – they just dephase them.
However, in real systems, χω, χ3ω, and χx are complex and energy conservation is violated. They
will always have a negative complex part, giving rise to absorption. Because this is a χ(3) effect, it
will be two-photon absorption.
2.5.2 Unmatched: SPM, XPM
Now consider the unmatched case – there are two resonant modes ω1 and ω2, but ω1 6= 3ω2 (or
the other way around). Third harmonic generation will not occur, but χ(3) effects are still relevant
because the self- and cross-phase terms do not require frequency matching.
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As before, the polarization is given by P (3) = 0χ
(3) : E E E. In this case, Pω1 and Pω2 are:
Pω1 =
3~ω1
20
(A∗ω1Aω1)Aω1
(
χ(SPM),ω1 : E∗ω1Eω1Eω1
)
+
3~ω2
0
(A∗ω2Aω2)Aω1
(
χ(XPM) : E∗ω2Eω2Eω1
)
(B.55)
Pω2 =
3~ω2
20
(A∗ω2Aω2)Aω2
(
χ(SPM),ω2 : E∗ω2Eω2Eω2
)
+
3~ω1
0
(A∗ω1Aω1)Aω2
(
χ(XPM) : E∗ω1Eω1Eω2
)
(B.56)
Like before, we can define dimensionless self- and cross-phase modulation constants
χ11 = −3~ω
2
1
40
∫
χ(SPM),ω1 : E∗ω1E
∗
ω1Eω1Eω1
χ22 = −3~ω
2
2
40
∫
χ(SPM),ω2 : E∗ω2E
∗
ω2Eω2Eω2
χ12 = −3~ω1ω2
40
∫
χ(XPM) : E∗ω1E
∗
ω2Eω1Eω2
(B.57)
(B.58)
(B.59)
and from these derive the field equations:
dAω1
dt
= −i [χ11(A∗ω1Aω1) + 2χ12(A∗ω2Aω2)]Aω1
dAω2
dt
= −i [χ22(A∗ω2Aω2) + 2χ12(A∗ω1Aω1)]Aω2
(B.60)
(B.61)
2.5.3 Degenerate: Kerr Effect
In the degenerate case, there are many modes, but they all have the same frequency. This allows for
additional processes not found in the SPM / XPM case. For example, two photons can jump from
mode 1 into mode 2 through the χ(3) nonlinearity. Such a process would be disallowed if the modes
were not degenerate, since it violates conservation of energy.
Let E1, . . . EN be the set of degenerate modes. The expression for Pω has many terms (scales as
O(N4)) and is not shown here. The equations of motion can be expressed in terms oa a dimensionless
Kerr coupling tensor χijkl. This is defined as follows:
χijkl = −3~ω
2
40
∫
χ(SPM),ω : E∗i E
∗
jEkEl (B.62)
Kerr nonlinearities for isotropic materials are usually quoted in terms of the nonlinear index n2.
The full tensor form of χ(3) can be complicated, since even in the isotropic case there are multiple
tensor components. But if all of the fields have the same polarization, this complication is avoided,
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and a scalar χ(3) can be related to n2 as follows:
n2 =
3χ(3)
4n2c0
(B.63)
and the χijkl coefficient becomes:
χijkl = −~ω2c
∫
n2rE
∗
i E
∗
jEkEl (B.64)
The equations of motion take a very elegant form:
dAi
dt
= −i
∑
jkl
χijklA
∗
jAkAl (B.65)
In the single-mode case, this reverts to the self-phase modulation effect discussed above. In Section
2.3, a very similar result is derived for Kerr resonators in the quantum regime.
2.5.4 Size of Kerr Nonlinearity
In Appendix A we obtained a universal formula for n2 in direct-gap semiconductors. This formula
relates n2 to powers of the band gap and electron mass, times a universal function of x ≡ E/Eg:
n2 = K
′ ~c
√
Ep
n20E
4
g
fχ(E/Eg) =
0.0612 cm2/GW
n20(me/m0)
1/2(Eg/eV)7/2
fχ(E/Eg) (B.66)
where fχ(x) is plotted in Figure B.1. Consider a cavity with a single optical mode of volume
V = V˜ (λ/n)3. The Kerr constant χ is n2 times the integral and the other factors in (B.64). Suppose
that n2, r, and E were constant-valued over this mode-volume. Then |E|2 = 1/(rV ) and therefore:∫
n2rE
∗E∗EE d3x =
n2
n20V
(B.67)
Indeed, for a non-constant mode volume, this is a good way to define V . Using this definition, χ
works out to:
χ = −~ω
2c
n20V
n2 =
(
3.83× 109GW/cm2sn0(xEg/eV)5
V˜
)(
0.0612 cm2/GW
n20(me/m0)
1/2(Eg/eV)7/2
fχ(E/Eg)
)
=
2.34× 108s−1(Eg/eV)3/2x5
n0V˜
√
me/m0
(B.68)
A more relevant figure is χ/κ, where κ is the total cavity linewidth (radiative loss plus absorptive
loss). This is a dimensionless quantity, and as such, gives a good scale-free measure of how “strong”
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Figure B.1: Real (solid) and imaginary (dashed) parts of the universal Kerr function fχ(x).
the nonlinearity is. Since the quality factor is defined as Q = ω/κ, we can write κ = ω/Q, from
which we obtain:
χ
κ
= 1.54× 10−7 Qx
4
√
Eg/eV
n0V˜
√
me/m0
fχ (B.69)
The field-dependent detuning shift is χA∗ωAω, so the number of photons needed to shift the cavity
by one linewidth is Nsw = κ/χ. When χ/κ  1, the nonlinearity is weak and only classical,
many-photon states will experience nonlinear behavior. If χ/κ & 1, the nonlinearity is strong and
is important even for few-photon states. Since the prefactor is very small and all of the dimensional
terms (except Q) are of order unity, very high-Q resonators will be needed to demonstrate low-photon
Kerr switching.
Consider a hypothetical GaAs cavity with Eg = 1.41 eV, V˜ = 0.25, m2 = 0.066m0, and n0 = 3.6.
To maximize n2 we could either work at x ≈ 0.5 or x ≈ 1. The former case will give a weaker
but “cleaner” Kerr nonlinearity, with less two-photon absorption. The latter will give a stronger
nonlinearity, but absorption and free-carrier effects (see below) will likely dominate. I consider both
cases below – computed from Eq. (B.69) using the GaAs parameters:
x = 0.5 :
χ
κ
= (1.20× 10−10)Q, Nsw = 1.20× 10
9
Q
x = 0.95 :
χ
κ
= ((−4.82 + 0.76i)× 10−8)Q, Nsw = 2.07× 10
7
Q
(B.70)
The x = 0.95 values might be promising – Q’s of only 200,000 or so are required for Kerr switching
at Nsw = 100. But as I discuss below, the Kerr effect is probably masked by free-carrier effects
which become very strong for driving fields near the band gap. The cleaner x = 0.5 effect is much
weaker, requiring very high Q factors (tens of millions) to achieve switching at Nsw = 100.
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From this we can conclude that the Kerr effect in bulk semiconductors is very weak in even very
high-Q cavities, and that “strong” / “quantum” Kerr effects will not be seen unless Q is made
extremely large, or new materials with larger n2’s are used.
2.6 Free-Carrier Effects
Free carrier effects are another promising source of optical nonlinearity. Because they involve real
rather than virtual excitations, free carriers often give rise to much stronger optical nonlinearities,
pushing useful phenomena like switching to lower powers. In addition, the additional dynamical
degree of freedom – the carrier number – allows for some new dynamics that are not possible with
χ(2) or χ(3) systems.
Four effects are present in systems with free carriers:
1. Excitation
2. Dispersion / Absorption
3. Decay
4. Diffusion
The strength of the free-carrier interaction is determined by the cavity geometry and a number of
material parameters. The most relevant of these is the carrier index change σc = dn/dnc. This
is usually negative, and has units of m3 since the carrier density has units of m−3. The mate-
rial absorption coefficients α (single-photon) and β (two-photon, equivalently Im[n2]) are also very
important, as they set the carrier excitation rate.
In addition to the optical fields, nc(x, t), the carrier density, will become a relevant dynamical field.
But because carriers diffuse quickly on relevant cavity timescales (even for very poor cavities).
2.6.1 Excitation
For linear absorption, the rate of carrier excitation is equal to the rate of photon absorption. For
two-photon absorption, it is half the rate of photon absorption (two photons needed to excite one
carrier). This gives:
dNc
dt
∣∣∣∣
exc
=
cα
n
∑
i
A∗iAi +
1
2
Im
∑
ijkl
χijklA
∗
iA
∗
jAkAl
 (B.71)
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Usually, the carriers will diffuse around the cavity on timescales fast compared to the cavity dynam-
ics. This means that they quickly equilibrate to a fixed distribution nc(x, t) = Nc(t)nc(x), so all we
need to keep track of is the carrier number, not their distribution. When this is the case Eq. (B.71)
is sufficient to describe the dynamics. When not, we’ll need a more detailed model.
2.6.2 Dispersion / Absorption
Let nc(x) be the carrier density (not distinguishing between particles and holes here), and let σc =
dn/dnc be the index change as a function of carrier density. Applying the perturbation equations,
one finds that the optical fields evolve as follows:
dAi
dt
=
(
iωσc
∫
nncE
∗
i Ej
)
Aj (B.72)
If the field is mainly confined to within the free-carrier material, and the material’s properties are
homogeneous, then this becomes:
dAi
dt
=
(
iωσc
n
∫
ncE
∗
i Ej
)
Aj (B.73)
The question is how nc plays into this equation. In general, nc is not a constant, but depends on
both space and time. It will increase when carriers are excited, spread out due to diffusion, and
decrease due to carrier decay. But if we treat the distribution as constant, nc(x, t) = Nc(t)nc(x),
then we can write dAi/dt in terms of the total carrier number:
dAi
dt
=
(
iωσc
n
∫
nc(x)E
∗
i Ej
)
NcAj ≡ −i∆ijNcAj (B.74)
Since free carriers are excited from the optical field, the free-carrier density nc(x) is always at least
as spread-out as the optical field intensity |E(x)|2. Thus, nc(x) has is spread out over some volume
Vc ≥ Vph, where Vph is volume occupied by the optical field. From dimensional reasoning, one finds
that the integral in (B.74) takes the form:∫
nc(x)E
∗
i Ej ∼
1
Vc
(B.75)
We can, in fact, define Vc so that Equation (B.75) is exact. If all cavity modes are influenced equally
by the carrier distribution, then ∆ij = δ × δij and the carrier-dependent detuning δ becomes:
δ = −ωσc
nVc
(B.76)
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Not surprisingly, it is stronger for materials with stronger carrier effects, and for cavities with smaller
modes.
2.6.3 Decay / Diffusion
Free carriers can decay through bulk recombination, stimulated emission, surface recombination,
and diffusion out of the cavity. The first two mechanisms are usually negligible, and carrier decay
is usually dictated by the second two.
Treating carrier diffusion and surface recombination rigorously is a challenging task; see, e.g. [NTS+10,
Joh09]. In summary, what happens is that the carrier distribution follows the diffusion equation:
∂nc
∂t
= D∇2nc +G (B.77)
where G is the generation rate, and the surface-recombination boundary condition is satisfied:
D∇nc = vsncnˆ (B.78)
Here, D is the carrier diffusion constant and vs is the surface recombination velocity. If a given profile
for G is assumed (the exact form is not too important), one can calculate the equilibrium nc(x, t).
From this one can derive an approximate exponential decay law for the carrier number Nc. It will
not be exact, but an exact treatment needs to take into account the entire carrier distribution, which
is extremely cumbersome. What we derive from the approximate method, which can be simulated
with either finite-difference or Monte Carlo, is a carrier decay time constant γ,
dNc
dt
∣∣∣∣
decay
= −γNc (B.79)
While there is no analytic formula for γ, there are ways to estimate it. If decay is limited by surface
recombination, the decay constant will be roughly γ ∼ vs/L, where L is the typical distance between
adjacent surfaces. In a silicon microring, L ∼ 0.35µm and vs = 0.24µm/ns, so γ ∼ 1.45 ns−1.
If decay is limited by diffusion out of the cavity, the decay constant goes as γ ∼ D/L2, where L is
the cavity (field) dimension. In an H0 cavity in InGaAsP, L ∼ 0.1µm and D ∼ 2µm2/ns, giving a
decay time of γ ∼ 200 ns−1.
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2.6.4 Size of Free-Carrier Nonlinearity
The important figure of merit for the free-carrier cavity is the ratio of the carrier-dependent detuning
to the linewidth, δ/κ. The number of carriers needed to switch the cavity by one linewidth is given
by:
Nsw,c =
κ
δ
=
1
δ/κ
(B.80)
This is an absolute lower bound to the energy required for switching. Other factors may make the
switching energy higher, but not lower. One finds that δ/κ is given by:
δ
κ
=
Qσc
n0Vc
(B.81)
An approximate formula for σc was obtained in the previous section:
σc = − ~
2e2
2men00E2g
1
x2(1− x2) (B.82)
Vc can be approximated as V˜ (λ/n)
3, where V˜ ∼ 1. Plugging this in, one finds:
δ
κ
=
e2n0Eg
16pi3~c3V˜ me0
x
1− x2Q =
(
3.62× 10−10)n0(Eg/eV)
V˜ (me/m0)
x
1− x2Q (B.83)
Inserting GaAs parameters Eg = 1.41 eV, n0 = 3.6, me = 0.066 [SBHHVS91], working very close to
the band gap (x = 0.95) with a small cavity (V˜ = 0.25 [NTS+10]), we obtain:
δ
κ
= (1.0× 10−6)Q, Nsw,c = 10
6
Q
(B.84)
If the cavity photon number is limited by linear absorption, the steady-state carrier number and
photon number will be related to each other, roughly:
Nc
τc
∼ Nph
τph
(B.85)
The cavity photon number needed to achieve switching is therefore:
Nsw,ph =
τph
τc
Nc =
16pi3~c3V˜ me0
e2n0Eg
1− x2
xQ
~Q
xEgτc
=
16pi3~2c3V˜ me0
e2n0E2gτc
1− x2
x2
= 1.82×106 1− x
2
x2
V˜ (me/m0)
n0(Eg/eV)2(τc/ps)
(B.86)
For a cavity of this size, τc ∼ 2 ps is a reasonable approximation. Note that, if the carrier lifetime
is limited by diffusion, then τc ∼ λ2 ∼ E−2g , so the switching photon number will ultimately be
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independent of Eg. Plugging in GaAs parameters, with x = 0.95, we obtain
Nsw,ph = 240 (B.87)
This is independent of Q or anything else. Compare it to the Kerr result derived in (B.70), Nsw =
2 × 107/Q. The Kerr effect will be dominant when Q > 105; free carriers will be dominant for
Q < 105. For the free-carrier effect, it is ideal to operate around Q ∼ 104, since this is where τc
and τph will be comparable, so the carrier effect is probably dominant. But the Kerr effect could be
dominant if it were possible to construct a very high-Q cavity.
As we can see from these figures, both the cavity photon number and the free-carrier number are
quite large, of order 200 or so. Since we are using state-of-the-art cavity parameters, this may cast
doubt on our ability to reduce the power consumption of to truly quantum levels, where quantum
noise effects become relevant.
However, if it were possible to confine the carriers and increase the carrier lifetime beyond the
diffusion time, by a factor of say 10 or 100, say, then the switching photon number could be driven
down to 100 or 10 provided we can build cavities with high enough Q. The extreme limit of this is
a quantum dot. Which brings us back full circle to cavity QED.
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